CONDITIONS OF SALE - Public Auction

THE PLACING OF A BID SHALL CONSTITUTE ACCEPTANCE OF THESE CONDITIONS OF SALE BETWEEN BIDDER AND DANIEL F. KELLEHER AUCTIONS, LLC (“KELLEHER”)
BIDDING
1. Unless announced otherwise by the auctioneer, all bids are per lot, as numbered in the
printed Catalogue. Kelleher, as agent for the consignor or vendor, shall regulate the bidding and shall determine the manner in which the bidding shall be conducted. Kelleher
reserves the right to withdraw any lot prior to sale (without liability to any potential
purchaser or agent), to re-offer any withdrawn lot, to divide a lot or to group two or more
lots belonging to the same consignor or vendor, and to refuse any bid believed not made
in good faith. Estimates of sales prices contained in the printed Catalogue reflect the best
judgment of Kelleher and are not minimum or upset prices.
2. (a) Bids shall be made in the steps set forth on the bidding page (ii). (b) The highest
bid acknowledged by the auctioneer shall prevail. Should a dispute arise between bidders
(including a dispute between a floor or internet bidder and the auctioneer acting on behalf
of amail bidder, consignor or vendor), the auctioneer alone shall determine who the
successful bidder is and whether to reoffer the lot in dispute. Should a dispute arise after
the sale, the auctioneer’s sale records shall be conclusive. On all lots sold, a commission
of 18% on the hammer price is payable by the buyer to the auctioneer together with any
sales and use tax or customs duties.
3. (a) The auctioneer reserves the right to bid on behalf of clients (and consignors or
vendors) but shall not be liable for errors and omissions in executing instructions to bid,
however received, and whether such errors or omissions be those of the bidder or agent
or those of the auctioneer.
(b) Lots are offered subject to a reserve price. The auctioneer will implement such reserve
price by bidding on behalf of the consignor vendor. (c) It may also be assumed that all
consignors have been advanced monies against the sale of their consigned material and
Kelleher therefore has a security interest in the consigned material over and above the
normal auction commission.
(d) Purchases made by a consignor or vendor or his agent on his own lots shall be considered as a sale subject to commissions and sales tax as applicable.
(e) Agents are responsible for the payment of the purchase price for all purchases made
on behalf of their clients, unless other arrangements with the auctioneer have been confirmed in writing prior to the auction.
PAYMENT FOR PURCHASES
4. Payment for lots, including those on which opinions are desired (Condition of Sale),
shall be as follows:
(a) Floor Bidders. Payment of the purchase price, or such part there of as Kelleher shall
require, shall be made by the purchaser in cash or bank or certified check or in such other
manner as Kelleher may determine. The name and address of the purchaser of each lot
shall be given to the auctioneer immediately following the saleof such lot.
(b) Mail Bidders. A successful mail bidder will be notified of lots purchased. Before
Kelleher will send such lots, payment in full must be received by Kelleher within three
(3) business days of receipt of the aforesaid notification by the mail bidder. However, a
purchaser known to Kelleher at its option may have purchases delivered or forwarded for
immediate payment (by a dollar draft on a U.S. bank in the case of overseas purchasers).
Mailed delivery will be to the address on the bid sheet and proof by Kelleher of receipt
of a sending at the advised address shall constitute delivery. All charges for handling,
delivery and insurance obtained by Kelleher on behalf of the purchaser shall be added to
the purchase price; a minimum charge of $10.00 will be made.
5. Title shall not pass to the purchaser until full payment has been received by Kelleher as
agents for the consignor or vendor.
6. (a) Purchasers agree to pay for lots as specified in Condition of Sale 4 (or as the same
may be modified by Condition of Sale 8), and no credit is extended; a late payment
charge of 2% per month or fraction thereof shall be added if payment is not made in accordance with the aforesaid conditions.
(b) In the event that a bidder shall fail to comply with these Conditions of Sale (“NonComplying Bidder”), then, as to any lot with respect to which such failure to comply
occurs,Kelleher, may, in its sole discretion, re-offer such lot during the same auction or at
an auction at a later time, or by private treaty at such time as Kelleher Auctions, in its sole
discretion, deems appropriate and the Non-Complying Bidder shall be liable for the deficiency, if any, between the hammer price and the net proceeds of a sale to a subsequent
purchaser, whether at auction or by private treaty, as well as for all costs and expenses
of both sales, all other charges due thereunder, including commissions with respect to
both sales, whether payable to Kelleher or to a third party and all incidental damages. It
shall be in Kellehers’ sole discretion to determine whether to re-offer the lot theretofore
hammered-down to a Non-Complying Bidder at the same auction, or by private treaty
in due course, or at a subsequent auction conducted by Kelleher. In no event shall any
surplus arising from the sale of a re-offered lot be payable to a Non-Complying Bidder.
(c) A defaulting purchaser shall be deemed to have granted Kelleher a security interest in
property in Kellehers possession owned by such purchaser.Kelleher shall have all of the
rights afforded a purchase money secured party under the Connecticut or Massachussets
Uniform Commercial Code with respect to such property and may apply against such
obligations all monies held or received by it for the account of, or due from Kelleher to
such purchaser. Kelleher is authorized to file a Financing Statement in order to perfect its
rights as a secured party.
(d) If Kelleher takes any legal steps to secure payment of a delinquent account, the
defaulting purchaser shall be liable for all legal and other expenses incurred by Kelleher
to secure such payment, including but not limited to a reasonable allowance for attorneys’
fees. For purposes of this paragraph, the term legal steps shall be deemed to include any
and all consultation by Kelleher with its attorneys with respect to all matters arising out
of a delinquent account.
(e) Unless otherwise acceptable to Kelleher, payment is to be made only in the form of
cash, bank check or certified check, personal check (which must clear prior to delivery
of lots), credit card (AMEX, Visa, MasterCard and Discover), PayPal or a bankwire
transfer. Payments made by credit card are accepted as a courtesy without surcharge, if
paid within 15 days of sale date. Extended payments which have been pre-approved and
payments over 15 days will incur a surcharge of 2%.
WIRING INSTUCTIONS:
Please contact us for our wiring instructions.

EXHIBITION AND INSPECTION OF LOTS; QUALITYAND AUTHENTICITY
7. (a) See viewing schedule for on-premises viewing. Ample opportunity is given
for on premises inspection prior to the auction date, and, upon written request and at
Kelleher discretion.
(b) Each lot is sold as genuine and correctly described, based on individual description
as modified by any specific notations in this Catalogue.
(c) Quality. Any lot which a purchaser considers to be incorrectly described may be returned to Kelleher within two weeks of its receipt by such purchaser (“Returning Purchaser”), provided, however, that the same is received by Kelleher within four weeks
of the date of the auction; however, Kelleher may, in its discretion, refuse acceptance
of such returned lot. If an opinion of a mutually acceptable authority is desired, the
period of time within which a lot must be received by Kelleher will be extended in
accordance with Condition of Sale 7(g). In the event that a dispute cannot be resolved
by reference to a mutually acceptable authority, and Kelleher thereupon undertakes to
re-offer the lot with a description identical to the description disputed, the Returning
Purchaser shall be liable for the deficiency, if any, between the proceeds of the sale to
the Returning Purchaser and the proceeds of a sale to a subsequent purchaser, as well
as for all costs and expenses of the re-sale, including commission, and all incidental
damages. Any lot, the description of which is disputed, must be returned intact and in
the original packaging and in the condition received (unaltered) by the purchaser. The
following lots are not returnable except at the discretion of Kelleher: (i) lots from purchasers who attended the exhibition of the lots; (ii) lots examined by postal viewers;
(iii) lots on account of their appearance, if they are illustrated in this Catalogue; or (iv)
lots described as having repairs, defects or faults for any reason. (v) lots containing
more than ten (10) items. (d) Authenticity. Any lot which is declared otherwise than
genuine by a generally recognized authority is returnable, provided such lot is received
by Kelleher within four weeks of the date of the auction. Proof that a mutually acceptable authority declines to express an opinion is not grounds for the return of a lot.
(e) Expenses incurred a purchaser in the submission and the return of a lot under
Conditions of Sale 7 are not subject to refund.
(f) Numerical grading is subjective and is based upon the condition of each issue.
Lots may not be returned if a third party grades a stamp at lower than our grade.
(g) Lots with existing certificates from the Philatelic Foundation (PF) or Professional
Stamp Experts (PSE), British Philatelic Association (BPA), Royal Philatelic Society
(London (RPSL) and Australia (RPSA), Vincent Graves Greene Foundation (VGG)
or any other expertizing authority as recognized by the International Association of
Philatelic Experts (AIEP), for items within their specialty and dated within the last
seven (7) years from the date of sale, will be offered and sold on an “as-is” basis and
as so stated on the certificate. Such lots may not be returned for any reason, including
but not limited to a contrary verbal or written opinion or certificate.
SALES TAX/CUSTOMS DUTIES
8. Unless presentation of satisfactory proof that it is exempted by law, a purchaser
shall pay to Kelleher Connecticut, Massachusetts or any compensating use taxes of
any other State claiming jurisdiction. Buyers outside the U.S. are responsible for all
customs duties. A purchaser shall indemnify Kelleher and hold it harmless of and from
any claims of any jurisdiction for sales taxes relating to the purchase of articles at the
auction, whenever the same may arise.
APPLICABLE LAW, JURISDICTION, ETC.
9. All matters arising out of this auction shall be governed by the laws
of the State of Connecticut without giving effect to the choice of law principles
thereof. ARBITRATION
10. Any controversy or claim arising out of or relating to this auction shall be settled
by arbitration in the City of New York, State of New York in accordance with the
Rules of the American Arbitration Association and judgment upon the award rendered
by the Arbitrator or Arbitrators may be entered in any Court having jurisdiction.
JURISDICTION AND VENUE OF ACTIONS
11. The purchaser at this auction (a) consents and submits to the jurisdiction of the
Courts of the State of Connecticut and of the Courts of the United States for a judicial
district within the territorial limits of the State of Connecticut for all matters arising out of this auction sale, including, without limitation, any action or proceeding
instituted for the enforcement of any right, remedy, obligation and liability arising
under or by reason thereof; and (b) consents and submits to the venue of such action or
proceeding in the City of Danbury, County of Fairfield, State of Connecticut (or such
judicial district of a Court of the United States as shall include the same, and (c) further consents that service of process in any action relating thereto may be effected by
registered mail, return receipt requested address to the purchase at the address given to
the auctioneer at the time of the sale.
BIDDING STEPS
12. Bidding Steps are as published on page (ii); bids made out of increment will be
reduced to the next increment. Example: $603 bid will be reduced to $600, etc.
BIDS BY TELEPHONE
(a) Must be confirmed in writing unless waived by the auctioneer.
(b) Any errors are the responsibility of the bidder.
(c) No bids accepted less than 1 hour before the commencement of the sale.
BIDS BY FAX OR EMAIL
Bids must be received 1 hour before sale commences — be sure to use
FAX: (203) 297-6059 or EMAIL: bids@kelleherauctions.com
PHONE BIDDING DURING THE SALE
Phone bidding space is limited and available on a first come, first served basis.The
importance of reserving early cannot be overstated!
Please call us at (203) 297-6056 to reserve your phone bidding space
STAMP AUCTION NETWORK (SAN) Live internet bidding. To bid, you must be
registered and be approved by both Stamp Auction Network and Kelleher. Please
contact us for further instructions or go to www.stampauctionnetwork.com and find
the Kelleher link.

First Session
Friday, February 19, 2016, at 12:00 Noon
Lots 1-577
Collections and Accumulations
At Our Offices in Danbury, CT

Coins and Currency
Coins
1

New Zealand & Fiji, Coin Collection. New Zealand book starts off with 1949 & 1953 crowns, then large
cents, half pennies and threepence, the Fiji album has half pennies, pennies, threepence, shillings and florins, with
plenty of silver coins, F.-V.F. (photo on web site).
Estimate $200 - 300

2

U.S., Morgan Dollar Collection. Nineteen Morgan Dollars in grades VF to Unc., includes 1878S, 1879,
1879O, 1879S, 1880, 1880O, 1881, 1881O, 1881S, 1883, 1883O, 1885, 1885O, 1886, 1887, 1888, 1888O, 1889,
1889O, in a Harco album.
Estimate $400 - 600

3

U.S., Morgan Dollars, 1882CC, 1883CC & 1884CC. All three with original 1972 packaging, uncirculated,
ready to be sent off and slabbed, MS-60.
Estimate $350 - 500

4

U.S., Silver Bullion Collection. Lot of circulated coins includes 21 Mercury dimes, 30 Roosevelt dimes, 17
Washington quarters, 17 Walking Liberty halves, 21 Franklin halves, over $28.00 face value in 90% silver coins, all in
deluxe Whitman albums (photo on web site).
Estimate $300 - 400

5

U.S., Miscellaneous Coin Collection. Lot includes Washington State quarter collection, Liberty Head nickel
collection plus duplicates, Indian Head penny collection, Jefferson nickel collection, Buffalo nickel collection, proof sets,
five 1971 silver Ike dollars, some assorted face, only needs your inspection.
Estimate $200 - 300

6

U.S. & Foreign, Coin Accumulation. Huge box filled with an eclectic menagerie of coins and some
currency, includes a mint Lincoln penny collection that includes a 1909S and a 1931S, Liberty Head & Buffalo nickels,
all sorts of silver coins, Canada coins with values up to $1 including 1958 (2), a very nice Canada 5 cent silver collection,
two albums filled with worldwide small coinage, much of it silver, and an album of Australian coinage with many
threepence, sixpence, schillings, florins and crowns, the silver content alone should be worth our low estimate,
condition runs the gamut, otherwise, F.-V.F. (photo on web site).
Estimate $600 - 800

Currency
7

Germany, Notgeld Collection, 1914-47. Fantastic lot of several hundred, in approximately two hundred
individual envelopes and all identified, with guide and checklist, a great way to start collecting these historic items, be
sure and check it out, should elicit aggressive bids, F.-V.F. (photo on web site).
Estimate $500 - 750

8

U.S., Currency Collection. An exemplary collection of U.S. and Confederate bills, CSA includes five $1, a
$2, ten $5, two $10, three $20, four $50 and two $100bills, plus some fractional bills, U.S. includes two 1923 Washington
$1 silver certificate, 1917 $1 US Note, 1917 $2 US Note, and thirteen fractional notes, and other miscellaneous bills, a
great beginning at this ever popular area; mixed quality but useful (photo on web site).
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
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UNITED STATES: Stamp Collections

United States
Stamp Collections
General Collections and Regular Issues
9

H/m

10

H/m
U.S., Extensive Mint and Used Collection. Mounted in H.E. Harris album, packed full of useful stamps,
including 48 certificates (mostly PF and PSE with a few photocopies of certs), some better items include: used: 1, 2, 7, 9,
12, 14-15 (2 of each), 15, 14 pair, 17, 18, 20, 22, 23, 25, 27, 28, 31-33, 36, 64, 67 red cancel, 68-72, 75, 76-78, 85 PF
cert, 92, 86, 95, 89, 90, 98, 99, 100, 101, 118, 120-22, 134-35, 138, 139 red cancel, PF cert and some high value grills,
449 (x2 1 with PSE cert, 1 with Alan Miller cert), mint (o.g. or without gum): 17 o.g. pair, PSE cert, 24, 30A, 37, 38, 73,
74TC6, 94, 87, 112-17, 119, 137, 148, 152, 153, 156-58, 160-161, 163, 178-79, 182-86, 190-91, 205-17, 219-29 (30¢
with PSE cert), 230-41, 237 plate number strip of 4, 245, 246-61, 263, 264-73, 275-76A, 279-82C, 284, 285-90, 293,
294-99, 300-7, 309-11 ($1 with PF cert), 323-27, 328-30, 331-42, 343-47, 351 o.g. pair with PF cert, 354 o.g. with PF
cert, 357-58, 367 plate block, 374-82, 383 with graded 100J NH PSE cert, 390-96, 397-400A (5¢ with o.g. PF cert),
401-4, 405-7, 414-21 (9¢ with graded 90 PSE cert, 12¢ NH with PSE cert), 422-23, 424-40, 446-47, 459 (photocopy of
PF cert), 460, 450 NH graded 90 PSE cert, 455 NH line pair, 462-73 (9¢ NH PSE cert), 475, 477, 479-80, 481-84 plate
blocks, 498-518 including 505 5¢ color error in 2¢ block of 6, PSE cert, 523, 524, 532 pair, 534A pair, 536 block, 546 PF
cert, 547, 551-73, 576-77 (each with NH PSE graded 100J certificates), 573 centerline block of 4, 578-79, 579 NH pair
PSE cert, 595 PF cert, 581-91, 599A (2 line pairs), 630, 658-79, 692-701, C1-6, C13-15, F1, E1, E2 photocopy of PSE
cert, E4, E5, E6, E8, E10, K1-18 and Q1-12. Condition is a little mixed, a few gum or condition issues among the classic
issues, but the 20th century appears mostly sound. Premium sound and useful stamps abound, so dealers should take
note of this collection. This collector had an eye for attractive well centered stamps, so viewing is definitely
recommended, mostly F.-V.F., overall a lovely collection by a collector who truly enjoyed his collection. Scott $170,000
(Owner’s) (photo on web site).
Estimate $25,000 - 35,000

11

HH/H/m U.S., Mint and Used Collection, 1840-2004. Carefully mounted in four Scott National albums containing a
lovely selection of carefully hand picked singles consisting of used: 1 (2), 2, 3 with PSE cert, 4, 7, 8A, 9, 12, 13-15, 14,
17, 18, 20, 22, 23, 28, 29, 30, 30A, 31-33, 36, 37, 38, 67, 68-71, 75-78, 86-90, 92-101, 112-22, 134-41, 143-44, 145-55,
156-66, 182-91, 208, 218, 276-78, 275-78, 310-13, 523, C14 on postal card, C18 on cover, K11, mint and used officials:
O2-3, O7, O27-28, O30, O35-40, O47-56, O59-60, O62, O66, O72-82, O90-92, mint: 39, 65, 65-E15h, 72 perforated
proof? 184-E5, 190, 211, 212-4, 217, 219-29 (mixed mint and used set), 230-45, 253, 256, 257, 266-74, 281 plate
number strip of 3, 282C-284, 285-93, 294-99, 300-9, 323-7, 328-30, 367-73, 331-42, 374-82, 343-7, 357-58, 390-97,
397-403, 405-7, 414-20, 424-37, 459 single with PF cert, 447, 457-58, 498-518 including 505 which is in a 2¢ block of
six, 545-46, 538a, 540a, 533 with photocopy of PF cert, 551-73, 578-79, 581-91, 599A, 630 dot over S of States variety,
630, 692-701, 658-79, 803-34, C1-6, C10a, C13-15, C18 plate block, E2-3, E7, E10, J3, J15-16, J20, J25-26, J49,
J55-56, Q1-6, Q8-11, JQ1-5, K1-8, K10, K12-14, K17-18, RW1-32, RW34, RW36 and RW37-39. Most stamps appear
correctly identified, condition is mixed, with usual small faults among the classics and mostly sound among 20th century

2

U.S., Meticulously Assembled Regular Issue Collection, 1847-1986. Neatly mounted in Scott National
album, with 22 accompanying certs, used includes: 1-2, 8 APS cert, 10, 12, 13-16, 17, 18 PF cert, 20, 22, 23 PSE cert,
25A, 27-30A (28 with PSE cert), 31-33, 34 PF cert, 36, 37-38, 62B PF cert, 64, 69, 70, 72, 75, 77-78, 79, 83 PF cert, 84,
85, 85B, 85C PF cert, 85E, 86-91, 92-101, 118-20, 122, 124 PF cert, 138, 141 PF cert, 143, 145-55, 143, 166, 277,
312-13, 491 pair, PF cert, 534B PF cert, mint includes (19th century is o.g. or without gum, 20th century is hinged or
never hinged): 3-4, 39, 64-E15h, 117, 121, 123, 126, 127 PSE cert, 128 PF cert, 130, 135, 136, 160, 161, 163, 185-90,
205-11, 212-18, 219D-29, 230-45, 246-63, 264-76A, 278, 279-84, 285-93, 294-99, 300-11, 323-27, 328-30, 348 line
pair PF cert, 351 line pair PF cert, 353 line pair PF cert, 355 line pair APS cert, 367-73, 331-42, 374-82, 390-96 line pairs
(391 with PF cert), 397-404, 405-7, 410-13, 414-21, 422-23, 410-13 line pairs, 441-47 line pairs (446 with PSE cert),
424-40, 460, 453 line pair, 454 line strip of 4, 456 line pair PF cert, 457 line strip of 4, 458 line pair, 459 pair, PSE cert,
462-76, 477, 478, 479, 480, 497 line pair, 498-518 (505 error in 2c block of 9 and double error in 2c block of 12), 545-46,
523-24, 547, 532 pair, 551-73, 579, 581-91, 595, 599A line pair, 630, 634A, 658-79, 803-34 singles and plate blocks
and 1030-53 singles and plate blocks. A meticulously organized old-time collection in Scott National album arranged by
a collector with a keen eye for detail, most stamps are correctly identified, some gum and condition issues (with some
faults mostly among classic issues), viewing suggested to properly evaluate, mostly F.-V.F. Scott $207,233 (Owner’s)
(photo on web site).
Estimate $35,000 - 50,000
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issues. Overall a lovely collection with many choice singles to be found throughout, so make sure to view this collection,
used, o.g., hinged or never hinged, generally F.-V.F. appearance. Scott $125,000+ (Owner’s) (photo on web site).
Estimate $20,000 - 30,000
12

H

13

H/m

14

H/m

15

H/m

U.S., Mint Collection. In Lighthouse album, containing mostly mint stamps (unless noted otherwise),
several of which have certificates of authenticity, with better items consisting of: 1-2 (both used), 1, 7, 8A, 9, 10A, 13
used, 13, 15 used, 18 with PF and PES certs, 20, 22, 25, 26a with photocopy of PSE cert, 27 used, 30, 30A, 37, 38, 63,
64b, 75, 69, 70, 78b APS cert, 95, 85B, 93, 112-14, 116-21, 123, 128, 133a photocopy of PF cert, 145, 148-51, 154,
158-62, 178, 183, 187-89, 209-11, 212-17, 219-29, 230-45, 253-60, 264-76A, 279-84, 285-93, 294-99, 300-9, 313,
323-7, 328-30, 331-4, 339-40, 357, 359, 366, 397-400A, 403, 404, 379-80, 414-15, 435, 458, 462-66, 469, 473, 475,
480 with APS cert, 500 NH, 523, 547, 532 NH, 545-46, 630, 551-73, C1-6, C13-15, 581-91 and 658-79. Condition is
mixed, with occasional faults, some gum issues and some removed cancels among the classics, but overall the
collection is fresh appearing with many better items, generally F.-V.F., be sure to examine, you’ll be glad you did. Scott
$140,000 approximately (Owner’s) (photo on web site).
Estimate $20,000 - 30,000
U.S., Tremendous Collection. One of the most comprehensive collections you’ll see offered at public
auction, neatly assembled in two meticulously assembled Scott National albums; this extraordinary collection starts off
with a choice 5 cent 1847 issue on piece, #1 with red grid cancel; the 1851 imperforates include a nice 10 cent type I Scott #13; the 1857 perforated issues are well represented and include #’s 18, 20, 22-23, 27-28, 29-30A, and 35-38;
there’s a #40 the 1875 reprint; some decent 1861’s including 67, 70-71 and 77-78; there’s a valuable group of 1867
grilled issues including E grill 89-91, and complete F grills 92-101; the 1869 Pictorial issues are attractive and complete
112-122; there’s a wonderful selection of 1870-1888 Bank note issues; the 1893 Columbians include four of the high
values 241-244; 1895 Bureau issues complete to the $2 Madison 246-262; 1895 watermarked Bureau issues complete
264-278; there are complete 1901 Pan-Am’s 294-299; a nice group of 1902-1903 regular issues 300-312; there’s a
plethora of Washington-Franklins including many coils with a scarce 350 paste-up pair, a lightly hinged 446 pair, and
even a scarcer 453 line pair; there are two of the desirable 5 cent color errors are present - Scott #’s 467 and 505; the
1922 flats are complete 5521573 as are the 1920’s perf 10’s 581-591; there’s a select Never Hinged 630 White Plains
sheet (some minor perf separations); and a complete set of the 1929 Kansas-Nebraska overprints 658-679; from 1930
on the collection is virtually complete up to about 1996 and even includes a Recalled Legends of the West sheet; Back of
the book is comprehensive and includes a nearly complete set of Airmail issues (missing only the Graf Zeppelins); the
Special Deliveries are complete, there’s a smattering of Postage Due issues; a nice group of 1919 Shanghai overprints
K1-K14, and K17-K18; there’s an extraordinary selection of Officials, nearly complete including O94, missing only the
rarities; there’s some Newspaper stamps, and a lovely selection of Revenue stamps including First, Second, and Third
Issues, Documentary, Future Delivery, Wine stamps, and an impressive complete set of Duck Hunting Permit stamps
RW1-RW63; all in all the condition is nice, although there are some faults on the pre-1900 stamps which is to be
expected on a collection of this size; a most impressive holding of valuable and scarce stamps that would enable any
dealer to expand their inventory with a huge number of better stamps (no photo).
Estimate $15,000 - 20,000
U.S., Mint and Used Collection. Neatly mounted in Scott National album, consisting of mint and unused: 1,
4, 9, 24, 39, 73, 94, 113-14, 149, 151, 163, 165-66, 133, 148, 208-11, 223-24, 226, 230-44, 261-63, 277, 285-91,
294-99, 323-27, 328-30, 369, 374-82, 396, 399-400, 498-518 including 505/499 combo strip of 3, 524, 547, 551-72,
630, 658-79, 692-701, 803-34, C4-6, C18, RW50-64, used: 7 pair, 12, 15 (2), 17, 22, 25A, 29, 30A (2), 32-33, 36, 37,
67-72, 76-78, 85E, 92, 96, 98, 115-22, 134-35, mostly complete regular ungrilled bank notes, 245, 278, 293, 312-13,
E1-11, J19-20, J22-27, Q1-12, RW3, RW5-32 (mixed mint and used). Condition is mixed, various faults among 19th
century. A useful collection overall, with several better key values, dubious coils not counted in catalog value. A nice
solid collection that should be viewed to fully appreciate., Very Good-Very Fine. 2016 Scott $89,000+ (Owner’s) (photo
on web site).
Estimate $15,000 - 20,000
U.S., Specialized 19th Century Classics Collection. Hinged to ELBE quadrille pages, with some
duplication in various shades, containing used: 1 (2), 14-15, 16, 21 cover, 30A, 22/30 on piece, 18, 19, 20, 22 pair, 27,
29, 32-34, 36, 37, 37a, 38, 62B, 64, 70c, 67-67b, 70-70b, 71, 72, 75, 76, 76a, 78-78b, 79, 85, 85B, 85E, 86-91, 92-101,
112-22, 134-39, 141, 143-44, 154-55, 160-66, 182-91, 230-40, 262, 278, 277-78, 285-93, mint (o.g. and without gum):
37a, 56, 63, 71, 73, 76, 97, 102, 134-38, 148, 149, 150, 153, 160-66, 182-91, 207-209, 212-18, 219-29, 230-40, 246-61,
264-76 and 279-84. A very nice old-time lot of high catalog value stamps, most stamps listed above are correctly
identified, some gum and condition issues, viewing suggested to properly evaluate, V.G.-Fine appearance. Scott
$140,000+ (Owner’s) (photo on web site).
Estimate $15,000 - 20,000
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UNITED STATES: Stamp Collections
16

H/m

17

H/m

18

H/m

19

H/m

4

U.S., An Impressive Collection of Collections. In nine different albums, containing a nice plethora of
stamps, both mint and used, hinged and mounted in different style of albums (mostly Scott Nationals), with albums, not
necessarily listed in any order; Album 1 containing used: 1, 87, 112-17, 119, 121, 160, 218 and mint 230-38 (mint and
used), 274, 294-99, 414, 418, 547, 551-73 (mostly mint, $5 value is used), 581-91, 614-21, 658-79, Album 2 containing
used: 15, 76-78, 87, 91, 95-96, 238-39, 291, 294-99, C1-5 and pages of pages of back of book and revenue issues,
Album 3 containing used: 1, 15, 32-33, 75, 76-78, 86-90, 96-98, 112-17, 119, 135-38, 145-53, 160, 162-63, 165,
182-91, 205-12, 212-18, 230-40 (mint and used), 264-76, 285-91, 294-99 (mint and used), mint: 328-30, 658-673,
676-78, 803-34, Album 4 containing used: 1, 76-78, 96-97, 112-13, 117, 119, mint: 205, 221, 225, 230-40, 272, 285-90,
294-99, 300-8, 323-26, 328-30, 414, 416-17, 426-29, 431-35, 447, 457-58, 473-74, 551-71, 591, 599A, 692-701, Album
5 containing mint: C4-6, J1, J3, J15, K18, O1, O3, O5, O7, O9, O11, O25-26, O28-29, O56, O58, O59, O65, O72, O73,
O75, O101-2, PR16-18, PR74, JQ4, used: C1-3, E2-11, J60, O30, O39, PR24, PR118-25, R17c, R80c, R83c, R113
and a nice selection of slightly better stationary cut squares, revenues from first issue to stock transfers, Album 6
containing used: 17, 68-72, 76-78, 119, 134-35, 145-53, 156-62, 165-66, 182-90, 205-11, 228-29, 239-40, 285-90,
323-30, 331-42, 446, 456-58, 534b Schermack, mint: 319gc, 405b, 406a, 410-11 line pairs, 463a, 481-84 center-line
block set, 492 NH line pair, 501b NH, 551-73, 581-91, 583a NH, 658-79, 692-701, 832b, 832-834 center-line blocks,
C1-5, Q1-5, Album 7 containing used: 17, 68-72, 76-78, 86-91, 96-98, 100, 119, 145-55, 156-66, 182-91, 205-18, 240,
261, 291 and mint, 224-29, 230-39, 246-54, 256-60, 266-69, 271-73, 275, 279-84, 285-89, 293, 294-99, 300-9, 323-7,
328-30, 338-39, 357-58, 367-73, 382, 393-96, 400, 500, 513-18, 547, 551-73, 581-91, 658-79, 692-701. Condition will
of course be mixed, as you find with all collections of this type, but the real key to this collection is the mix (for example,
there are several #1’s, lots of mint Columbians and Trans-Mississippi’s, etcetera), generally F.-V.F. appearance. This
lot should really be considered by any dealer who considers himself worth his salt. Each of these collections could be
offered as individual lots, but the consigner wanted everything sold together. If you sell at a bourse or eBay and you wish
to boost your U.S. inventory, this lot will be useful to you and you should add this lot to your view list. Scott $135,000
(Owner’s) (photo on web site).
Estimate $15,000 - 20,000

U.S., Valuable Collection on Old Album Pages. Carefully hinged to Scott National pages, consisting of
used: 1-2, 8A, 7, 9 (3), 10, 12, 13-15, 17, 18, 20, 27, 28, 29, 30A, 31, 33, 36, 37, 64, 67-72, 75-78, 86-91, 92-101, 112-22
(90c has rare red cancel), 134-35, 137-39, 141, 145-55, 160, 162, 153, 165-66, 182-91, 218, 219-29, 264-78, 285-91,
312-13, 523, O3, O35-45, O57-64, O66, O72-82, O83-93, O95, J1-7, J15-21, J26-28 and mint: 38, 39, 230-45, 253,
255, 257-60, 261A, 263, 292-93, 294-99, 306-10, 338-40, 357-58, 367-73, 381, 396, 397-400, 445, 447, 458, 459, 473,
467 5¢ error in 2¢ block of 4, 524, 547, 551-73, 578-79, 581-91, 595, 630, O1, O2, O4, O25-31 (a couple values are
used), Q11, JQ4, J22-25, J35, J60, C13-15, C18 block of 4 and RW1-42 (mixed mint and used duck set). Typical mixed
condition, with typical faults and gum issues among 19th century and 20th century is generally sound, generally F.-V.F.,
if you are looking for a high catalog value collection with many of the better popular items, make sure to check out this
collection. Scott approximately $100,000 (Owner’s) (photo on web site).
Estimate $15,000 - 20,000
U.S., Impressive Overflowing Album (1//E21). Remarkably intact quality collection in Minkus All American
album, loaded with many better and more valuable stamps particularly the classics; highlights of this impressive
collection are a used 1 with red cancel and 2, as well as a lovely selection of mint or unused singles: 7, 1857 issues: 30A,
33, 36B, 37, 38, 39, 1861 issues: 68-69, 77-78, 92, 88, 96, 98, 112-17, 135, 151, 153, 161, 182-190 (it is unclear whether
187 has secret mark or not), 218, 210-11, 215-16, 219-28, 268, 271, 273, 275, 285-293, 294-99, 300-308, 335-40 (15c
is never hinged), 381, 414-16, 418, 420, 498-518 (no 500 or 505), 551-70, 581-91, virtually complete from 1930’s to
1960’s issues including Presidentials and Liberty series; Back of book include a select set of C1-C6, C13-C15 and a
choice C18; some gum issues and a few small faults among the classics, but generally a very nice quality collection
that’s worth figuring as there is plenty for the ebay or show dealer to pluck from the numerous pages loaded of nice
quality U.S. stamps, generally F.-V.F. appearance (photo on web site).
Estimate $10,000 - 15,000
U.S., Impressive Collection Loaded With Value (10X1//1053). Desirable group of several hundred better
items neatly housed in a old time Scott National album; if fact this collection was carefully assembled in the 1950’s and
1960’s by a collector with a keen eye for nice looking stamps; much is used up to about 1888 (Scott #217), and is
generally mint thereafter; highlights include exceptional 1851 imperforates including 7, 9, 14-15 and 17; the 1857
perforated issues include 18, 29, 30A, 32-33, 36 and 38; better 1861 issues include 67-73, 75-76, and 77-78; the 1867
grilled issues include 86-88, 90, along with 92-94 and 96-98; 1869 Pictorial issues include unused examples of 112, and
114-116; 1870-1888 Banknote issues include 145-155 complete, 156-163, 165-166, 182-191 complete, and 205-217
(many better unused); 1890-1893 regular issue complete 219-229; 1893 Columbians complete to the 50 cent 230-240;
1894 unwatermarked include 246-258 and 260; 1895 watermarked include 264-275, and 1898 new colors complete
279-284; the 1898 Trans-Mississippi are complete to the 50 cent 285-291; 1901 Pan Americans complete 294-299;
1904 Louisiana Purchase and 1907 Jamestown complete 323-330; a nice group of Washington Franklins; 1923-1926
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regular issues 581-591; 1929 Kansas-Nebraska complete 658-679; 1939 Presidentials complete 803-834, and
1954-1962 Liberty series complete 1030-1053; many useful stamps in the pages of this collection with no junk or filler
added to pump up the value; a great lot for any dealer or collector looking for a well rounded collection.
Estimate $7,500 - 10,000
20

H/m
U.S., Meticulously Assembled Collection. Attractive collection offered in two albums assembled by a
collector who really took the time to select nice looking stamps; the collection begins with an 1845 New York Postmaster
provisional 9X1, includes a nice group of 1851 imperfs, some beautiful 1857 issues including a unused #39 with PF
cert., 1861 include a nice used 72; there are numerous 1867 grilled issues; an valuable group of unused 1869 Pictorials
including 120; the 1875 reprint page includes a 1 cent and 10 cent value; there’s an excellent selection of Banknote
issues, plus some better 1893 Columbians including a $1 value; 1894 Bureau issues up to and including both $1 values
261 and 261A; along with their watermarked 1895 counterparts 264-276A; 1898 Trans-Mississippis to the 50 cent
value, 1901 Pan-Americans complete and some decent 1902 regular issues; Back of the book include Airmails (no
Zepps), but there’s a nice set of C1-C6, plus there’s Special Delivery issues complete in mint or used condition;
although the condition is a bit mixed especially on the more expensive stamps, you’ll find plenty of usable mid value
stamps to choose from; a very handsome presentation that’s sure to please.
Estimate $7,500 - 10,000

21

H/m

22

H/m

23

H/m
U.S., 19th Century Collection. On Scott National pages consisting of a nice selection of hand picked
singles, most are bright and fresh appearing with nice pretty cancels, with highlights including - used: 1, 9 (2), 10, 12, 15
(2), 17, 20, 22, 27 with PF cert, 27, 29, 30A, 32-33, 38, 67-72, 75-78, 85B, 85C, 86, 90-91, 92-98, 100-101, 112-21,
134-35, 137, 149-54, 162, 163, 166, 182-91 (90c with PF cert), 217-18, mint: 40, 43 with PF cert, 66TC6 with old PF cert
for #66. Most stamps appear correctly identified, usual mixed condition, generally F.-V.F., a wonderful collection of
attractive stamps, be sure to view to fully appreciate. Scott $40,000 almost (Owner’s) (photo on web site).
Estimate $7,500 - 10,000

24

HH

25

H/m
U.S., Estate Collection. In fourteen albums, plus some random stamps in folders, small boxes and
envelopes, with the main album containing used: 1, 75-76, 69, 77, 95, 91, 99, 112, 118-20, 151, 154-55, 217-18 and
mint: 3-4, 97, 116-17, 179, 214, 230-41, 245, 246, 258, 282-84, 285-89, 294-99, 300-10, 325-27, 328-30, 367-73,
374-82, 418, 397-404, 470, 474, 524, 551//73, 581-91, 630, 658-79, 692-701, 803-34, 1030-53, plus a couple duplicate
albums: used: 1, 36, 68-72, 76-78, 112-17, 151, 154, 163, 165, 205-18, 276, 291, E1-11, O3 and mint: 187, 230-38, 240,
285-87, 326, 658-79, F1, used: 75, 77-78, 112-17, 119, 165, 239, mint: 230-37, 240, 294-97, 300-8, 323-27, 328-30,
400, 591, C18 block of 8 and a stockbook of commemoratives with rows of Columbians to 30c, Trans-Mississippi to 50c,
Pan-American including several 296 mint singles and 297 block of 6, mint 297 (2) and 298, 1909 Commemoratives
including 372 mint block of 9, Pan-Pacific, a couple stock pages of Pilgrim Tercentenary. Condition is mixed, with some
faults - especially in 19th century and the duplicate albums. High catalog value overall with plenty of useful stamps and
priced to sell, Very Good-Very Fine (photo on web site).
Estimate $6,000 - 8,000

U.S., Used Collection, 1840//2000’s. On White Ace pages in 6 albums, containing better stamps including:
1, 30A, 75, 77-78, 71-72, 95-98, 100, 112-21, 134-35, 145-55, 146-66, 182-91, 205-11, 212-18 (90c is mint), 219-29,
230-40, 242, 276, 291, 300-12, 331-42, 369, 397-404, partial Kans. Nebr. set, C1-6, C13-15, J1-7, J22-27, E1-3, E5-11,
Q1-12, strong officials with better numbers including: O2, O6, O8-O9, O13, O32, O34, O63, O66, O95, O110 no gum,
and an album containing hundreds of Bureau precancels, sorted by Scott number, and then by city. Condition is mixed,
with nice stamps ranging from classics to the difficult modern issues, generally F.-V.F. Scott $70,000+ (Owner’s) (photo
on web site).
Estimate $7,500 - 10,000
U.S., Old Time Collections. Consisting of 2 Scott Nationals and 1 Phil-O-Line commemorative album. Items
of note in the first album include: 13, 17, 30A, 33, 72, 76 (2), 78, 91, 95, 96, 98, 100, 112-7, 119 (2), 153-55, 182-91,
230-41, 261A mint, 286-91 (high values are mint), mostly mint from this point on: 297-99, 323-27, 328-30, 300-6 (4c is
used), 312 used, 400, J3 block, J6-7, K13 used, PR23 (punch cancels), PR65 (punch cancels), PR90-91, PR120-25. In
the second album, you will find (mostly mint): 230-37, 239-42, 259-60, 262, 275-76, 277, 286-90, 479-80, 523-24, 547,
551-73, 581-91, 630, 658-79, C1-6 and C13-15. Condition is mixed, several stamps stuck to albums. Much value here
for the patient philatelist., Very Good-Very Fine. Scott $65,000+ (Owner’s) (photo on web site).
Estimate $7,500 - 10,000

U.S., Mint Plate Number Collection (285//370). Mostly different, very little duplication if any of plate no.
singles: 285 (10), 286 (11), 323 (4), 324 (14), pairs: 285 (30), 286 (103), 323 (66), 324 (132), 370 (11), and strips of 3:
367 (15) and 370 (26). Attractive, fresh, o.g., never hinged, mostly Fine. Scott $59,745.
Estimate $8,000 - 12,000
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H/m

27

H/m

28

H/m

29

H/m
U.S., Mint and Used Collection. On Platinum hingeless pages, consisting of used: 15, 75, 78, 112-117, 119,
121, 155, 157-63, 165, 242, E1-5, J1-7, J20, O1, mint: 68, 73, 156, 209-11, 212-18, 219-26, 228-29, 230-40, 247-60,
264-70, 272-74, 279-84, 285-90, 292, 294-99, 300-11, O27, 323-27, 328-30, 367-73, 331-42, 374-81, 343-47, 357-58,
390-96, 397-403, 414-15, 417-20, 424-40 (10c is used), 474-75, 478, 480, 498//518 (missing 500, 505), 532, 534A,
551-73, 578-79, 581-91, 599A, C1-6, C15, E6-9, Q6-9 and Q11. Typical mixed condition, overall a useful collection in a
lovely album with plenty of useful stamps, mostly F.-V.F. (photo on web site).
Estimate $5,000 - 7,500

30

H/m

31

H/m
U.S., Mint and Used Collection, 1851-1954. Mounted in American Heirloom Collection, consisting of used:
7, 9, 14, 15, 14, 20, 30A, 68-71, 76-78, 87, 95-98, 101 faulty, 112-20, 145-55, 156-66 (missing 24¢), 182-91, 208,
217-18, 313, 369, mint: 73, 210-14, 216, 219-29 (8¢ is used), 230-42, 248, 255, 271-72, 258, 274, 275, 261, 279-84
(283 is used), 285-91, 294-99, 300-10 (6¢ is used), 323-27, 328-30, 337-42, 551-71 (30¢ is used), 578-79, 581-91,
658-79, 692-701 and 803-34. A few faults (mostly among the classics), with lots of high catalog value stamps, overall
Very Good-Very Fine. Scott $35,000+ (Owner’s) (photo on web site).
Estimate $5,000 - 7,500

32

HH/H
U.S., Mint Collection. In Scott National album containing 24, 26, 73, 185, 230-34, 236-37, 240, 242-45,
285-90, 292, 305-6, 326, 498//517 blocks (mostly complete set of blocks), 524, 547, 551-73, 581-91, 614-21, 630,
658-79, 692-701, 803-34, 832-34 plate blocks, C1-6, C13-15, C18, E2, PS15 block of 4 with plate number and WS7-10
plate blocks. Inspection is recommended. Some regums among the early issues. Although there are a few problems,
there is plenty of value here, generally F.-V.F. (photo on web site).
Estimate $5,000 - 7,500

6

U.S., Comprehensive Collection (7//S7). Well rounded collection housed in well worn Scott National
album, loaded with better material, including nice 1851 imperfs, 7, 9, 14-15 and 17; decent 1857 perforated issues 18,
20, 22, 29, 30A, 32-33, 35-36, and 38; valuable 1861 regulars issue 63-65, 67-73, and 75-78; 1867 grills include the F
grills, 92-98, and 100; 1869 Pictorials 112-121; a wonderful selection of 1870’s Banknote issues; 1893 Columbians to
the 30 cent; 1894 unwatermarked Bureau issues 246-250, and 252-259; watermarked 1895 issues 264-274, and the
1898 new colors complete 279-284; 1902-03 regular issues 300-308; a better selection of 319 2 cent shield stamps in
singles and blocks showing different shades and types; Back of book include better Special Delivery issues E1-E8; F1
registration stamp, Postal Note stamps PN1-18; and a wonderful group of Postal Saving stamps; lots of value here for
any dealer or collector looking for a nice collection to cherry pick, F.-V.F.
Estimate $5,000 - 7,500
U.S., Mint and Used Collection. Mounted on White Ace pages, includes used: 1, 7, 9, 13 with PF cert, 14-15,
17, 18, 20, 22, 29, 31-33, 36, 36b, 37, 67, 68-72, 76 with manuscript cancel and APS cert, 77-78, 86-87, 90, 92, 94 with
Weston “W” cancel, 97, 119, 121, 134A, 145-53 (3¢ with Weston “W” cancel, 10c with PF cert), 156-61, 163, 165, mint:
112, 189, 212-16, 300-9, 331-40, 343-47 pairs, 374-79, 395 pair, 405-7, 410-13 pairs, 414-17, 419-20, 431, F1, 447
pair, 457-58 pairs, 479-80, 498//518, 524 PF cert, 525-31, 546, 551-73, 578-79, 581-91, 595, 658-79, 692-701, 803-34,
1030-53, 230-38, 285-90, 294-99, 323-27, 328-30, 397-403, C1-6 and C10a. A few condition issues among the earlier
issues, some manuscript cancels and some gum issues, many never hinged and very fine useful stamps scattered
throughout, Very Good-Very Fine, well worth a good look as there is plenty of saleable material. Scott $35,152
(Owner’s) (photo on web site).
Estimate $5,000 - 7,500
U.S., Collection, 1847-1993. Two Scott Minuteman volumes in a strange combination of stamps mounted to
pages along with interspersed dealer tear sheets of better items, including used: 1 four margins, 9, 10, 25, 36, 69-72,
75-78, 78b, 87, 92, 96, 90, 115-17, 119, 121, 134-35, 149, 154, 191, 112-13, 151, 153, 160, 162, 163, 165, 208, 182-91,
205-11, 212-17, 260, 238-40, 244 (bright color), 277, 658-79 (a couple fake middle values), 832b, E1-5, E8-10, J7, J20,
mint: 206, 178, 219D, 221, 225, 256, 230-35, 238, 271-73, 287-90, 294-98, 304-8, 325-26, 338, 393, 395, 367-73, 371
pair, 376-79, 403, 397-400, 410-13, 414, 417, 422, 424-28, 432-34, 463-66, 471, 473, 538a NH with PF cert, 551//73 (a
couple values are rotary), 579, 581-91 (a few middle values used), 614-21, 630, 658-79, 803-34, 1030-53, C1-6, C10a,
C13-15, E6-7, F1 (2), J77 NH, J78a NH, Q1-11 and mint plate blocks: C9, C10, C12, C21, C24 and much face value
postage. Some condition issues, but overall lovely collection with high catalog value, sure to be a money maker, Very
Good-Very Fine (photo on web site).
Estimate $5,000 - 7,500

U.S., Mint and Used Collection. In Scott National album, containing used: 1-2, 7, 14, 32, 70, 98, 115-17,
119, 149, 151, 217, 228-29, 313, E1-E5, E8-E11 and mint (or unused): 68, 94, 113, 183, 212-14, 223, 230-42, 258,
285-90, 293, 294-99, 323-27, 328-30, 337-39, 341-42, 382, 400-400A, 401-3, 422-23, 498//518 (missing 500, 505),
551-72, 578-79, 581-91, 658-79, C1-6, C13, E6-E7, Q6-7, Q11, JQ1-5, O93 and PR23. Usual mixed condition, with
typical gum and condition issues among the classics, 20th century contains many nice sound stamps, Very Good-Very
Fine. This collection is peppered with useful key high value stamps that are needed for most collections. Scott $30,835
(Owner’s) (photo on web site).
Estimate $5,000 - 7,500
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H/m

34

H/m

35

HH
U.S., Better Sheet Collection, 1924-43. A tremendous collection of seldom seen full sheets, includes 614
(all prices from Brookman 400.00), 615 (550.00), 617 (325.00), 628 (600.00), 711 (650.00), 740-749 (1075.00),
756-765 (3500.00), 771 (525.00), 859-893 (2800.00), 906 (395.00), astonishing catalog value, sheets appear fresh
with no separations, a peerless lot at a great price, inspection strongly urged, o.g., never hinged, F.-V.F. Brookman
exceeds; $11,000.
Estimate $3,000 - 4,000

36

H/m
U.S., Hingeless Collection. Mounted in clean Lighthouse album, full of bright fresh stamps, consisting of
used: 7, 9, 15, 113-17, 148-51, 165, 218, 291, mint: 178-79, 215-16, 221-25, 230-39, 259, 267-70, 281, 288, 290,
305-10, 323-27, 328-30, 367-73, 337, 339, 357, 401-2, 374-77, 380 photocopy of PF cert, F1, 405-7, 414-17, 429, 434,
457 single and pair, 465, 473-74, 498//518 (incomplete set, mostly NH), 551//73 (mostly complete set, $5 single has
photocopy of APS cert for block of 4), 581-91, C5, Q1-9 and Q11-12. Condition appears generally sound, a few faults
among the classics, overall a nice fresh group, F.-V.F. overall, Lovely and worth a good look. Scott $18,000+ (Owner’s)
(photo on web site).
Estimate $3,000 - 4,000

37

H/m/)
U.S., Unique Mint & Used Collection, 1898-1920. An exquisite collection with pairs, blocks, plate blocks
and covers representing some of the iconic issues on the late 19th and early 20th centuries signed Ferchenbauer with
emphasis on the Washington Franklin issues, there is no way to properly depict the depth and breadth of this collection,
but a short listing would include 287 mint single & used pair, 289 used pair & strip of three, 314 plate block, 339 mint
block of six, 370 plate block of 24 (4x6), 397 plate block of twelve (6x2), 400 used block of 6, 434 plate block, along with
hundreds of mint and used coils, multiples, plate blocks and dozens of covers with unusual usages, the retail & Scott
value for this collection is incalculable, plan on sufficient time to enjoy perusing this beauty, F.-V.F. (photo on web site).
Estimate $3,000 - 4,000

38

HH/H

39

HH/H
U.S., Stunning Mint Collection, 1926-64. Mint U.S. collection originally mounted on pages then taken out
and left in a safety deposit box until recently, better includes 240-241, 243-244, 285-292, 294-299, 323-327, includes
White Plains sheet, C1-C6, C13-C15 & C18, many stamps chosen for centering & freshness, a marvelous collection
that will yield multiples of our low estimate, inspection invited, F.-V.F. (photo on web site). Estimate $2,500 - 3,500

40

H/m

U.S., Definitive Collection, 1847-1971. Mounted in White Ace album, consisting of used; 9, a $4 Pony
Express that really needs a cert, 1 blue circular grid cancel, 27, 67, 68-69, 71, 77-78, 112-13, 115-17, 119, 124, 163 with
partial plate number, and unused; 1 appears unused, four margins, 75, 76 light cancel? 120, 136, 160 o.g., 123, 161,
206, 209, 211 o.g., 215, 223, 226, 228-29, 251, 260, 261, 263, 275, 277, 278, 284, E1, E3, 308, 310, 312, 313, E7, 382,
Q4-8, Q10-12, F1, E10, 479-80, 497 NH well centered pair, 499/505 combination pair, 547, 571-573 ($1 & $5 are NH),
581-91, 658-79 NH, 803-34 NH and 1030-53 NH. Condition is somewhat mixed, some early 19th century stamps have
no gum, are regummed or cancels removed, many sound and useful stamps among 20th century with gum ranging from
o.g. hinged to never hinged, Very Good-Very Fine (photo on web site).
Estimate $4,000 - 6,000
U.S., Specialized 20th Century and Back of Book Collection. Hinged to ELBE quadrille pages, with some
duplication in various shades, containing used: 312-13, 658-79, 832G, C1-6, E1-13, 9X1, 1LB9 tied to cover and
containing mint: 294-99, 323-27, 314 Schermack strip of 3, 328-30, 367-73, 397-404, 548-50, 551-73, 578-79, 692-701,
581-91, 599/599A line pair, 595, 658-79, 630 (2), 646-48 plate blocks (5c has missing selvage at bottom), 803-34
singles and plate block set, 832g, 832b block of 4, 834 plate block, 1030-53 plate block set, C1-6, E1-13, PR114-25, 367
large block of 50 with partial imprint and plate number. Attractive collection on old-time hand-made pages, most stamps
appear correctly identified, some small condition issues, viewing suggested to properly evaluate, generally F.-V.F.
Scott $22,000+ (Owner’s) (photo on web site).
Estimate $4,000 - 6,000

U.S., Mostly 20th Century Collection. On Scott Platinum pages, consisting of: 300-4, 307, 323-25, 327,
328-30, 335-36, 338, 382, 407, 410-13, 414, 416-18, 447, 457-58, 486//497 pairs (missing 491 and 496) and 498//517
(missing 500, 505 and 515), 541, 546, 532, 534A, 551-72, 581-91, 599A single and pair, 630, 692-701, 658-79, E3, E5,
E6, E12-13, K8-9, Confederate States 1-2, 4 and 13, generally F.-V.F., A decent small collection with several attractive
never hinged stamps scattered throughout. (photo on web site).
Estimate $2,500 - 3,500

U.S., Mint and Used Collection. In Scott National album, containing used: 1, 9, 14, 30A, 68-69, 76-78, 87,
96-97, 112-15, 117, 235-40, 291, 394-95, 404, E2, mint (or unused): 226, 230-34, 288, 323-27, 367-73, 396, 415, 418,
458, 500 with photocopy of PSE cert, 578-79, 581-91, 658-79 (missing 678), C1-6, E7-8, Q12, RW7-18, RW20-22,
RW24-25. Usual mixed condition, with usual gum and condition issues among the classics and 20th century appears
mostly sound, Very Good-Very Fine. A lovely collection for expansion or with plenty of items for breakdown. Scott
$15,260 (Owner’s) (photo on web site).
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000
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H/m/)
U.S., Mint & Used Collections, 1851-1975. Mounted in three albums, better mint with 112, C3, C13-C14,
C18, K5, K8, Q8, Q10, mint ducks RW2- RW21, Canal Zone, used includes 70, 115 (2), 119, fancy cancels, revenues,
seals, lots of stamps for little money, without question this collection is well worth close examination, overall condition is
F.-V.F. (photo on web site).
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000

42

HH/H
U.S., Private Vending Coil Specialized Collection, 1906-23 (314//611). Impressive private vending coil
specialized collection carefully assembled on pages; an extraordinary selection of these challenging issues with all
companies represented, including Brinkerhoff, Farwell, Mail-O-Meter, Schermack, and U.S. Vending company issues;
an impressive handpicked selection of up to 10 different pairs, particularly strong in 314, 320, 368, 371, and 373; one
368 with APS cert, and one 371 with PF cert.; a valuable group that would be perfect for any collector wanting to
seriously get into this fascinating area of collecting, or dealer looking for better items for his inventory, over 80 items in
total - a great lot (photo on web site).
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000

43

H/m

44

m
U.S., Mint and Used Collection. In Scott National album, containing used (unless noted otherwise): 76, 90,
70 (2), 71 (2), 115, 116 (3), 117, unsorted bank notes 7¢ (4), 12¢ (2), 15¢ (2), 24¢ (1), 30¢ (2), 90¢ (2), 217, 232 (2 mint),
238 (2) and multiples of plenty of nice $5-$20 items through the rest of the stockbook, a few faults, lots of better stamps
and high catalog value, Very Good-Very Fine. Scott $15,000+ (Owner’s) (photo on web site).
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000

45

m

46

HH/H

47

HH/H

48

HH/H

49

HH/H
U.S., Mint & Used Collection, 1851-1975. Mounted in a Scott National album, better used includes 68 with
red cancel, 71 (2), 112-119, 217-218, 228-229, 240, better mint with 206-207, 230-234, 236-239, 294-299, 323-324,
551-573, White Plains sheet, 640-701, Prexies complete, Liberty Issue complete, with useful mint and used
Washington Franklins, excellent lot for the internet dealer, a few condition issues on the 19th century material,
inspection invited, F.-V.F.
Estimate $1,200 - 1,800

50

H/m

8

U.S., Collection, 1850’s-1980’s. In 12 home-made albums, consisting of mint: 230-36, 238, 285-90, 294-99,
300-9, 323-27, 328-30, 399, 551-72, 614-21, 630, Farley souvenir sheets and gutter / line pairs, C1-6, C18 and used:
112-17, 119, 240, C1-6, plus a useful amount of face value postage. Condition is mixed, be sure to examine for small
pockets of better stamps to be mined, generally F.-V.F. (photo on web site).
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000

U.S., Attractive Used and Fancy Cancel Collection. Over 350 used stamps, featuring stars, a pitchfork,
bee, masks, clover, leaf, hearts, early color cancels, 71 with red supplementary mail cancel, 73 with partial imprint, 68
with STEAM cancel, paid and free cancels, harp cancel, geometric, 78 with red circle of wedges cancel, 72 with
geometric, 76 with six pointed star, 77 with hollow star, officials, 65 with partial imprint, some precancels and stationary
cut squares. Stamps were chosen for their cancels, rather than condition, so condition will vary., bright and fresh color;
trivial tiny thin speck on $2.60 value, generally F.-V.F. appearance, sure to be a nice selection for the 19th century or
fancy cancel collector (photo on web site).
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
U.S., Mint & Used Collection, 1840-1959. Housed in a Scott album, better used includes 9X1, 1, 2, 13-15,
17, 30A 36, 64 with 1977 APS certificate, 67, 69-71, 112-117, 119, 153, 166, 219-229, 285-291, 323-327, 328-330,
useful Washington Franklins, 397-404, mint 24, 230-238, 240-241, White Plains sheet, Prexie set, and plenty of
postage, please peruse, F.-V.F. (photo on web site).
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
U.S., Gorgeous Mostly Mint Collection, 1906-2000. Residing in two Lighthouse hingeless albums with slip
cases, includes 323-327, 328-330, 331-342, 357-358, 369, 397-404, 374-382, 405-421, 479-480, 523-524, 547,
548-550, 614-616, 617-619, 62-621, White Plains Sheet, 551-573, Kansas Nebraska overprint complete, Farleys with
center line blocks, Prexies complete, Liberty complete, Prominent Americans complete, Americana Issue, K1-K18,
mint except for a few inconsequential stamps, a true connoisseurs delight, please inspect, F.-V.F. (photo on web site).
Estimate $1,200 - 1,800
U.S., Mostly Mint Collection, 1904-2008. Mint collection mounted in eight Scott Platinum hingeless albums,
includes 323-327, 328-330, 397-403, 548-550, 614-616, 617-619, 620-621, Kansas Nebraska overprints, Prexies
complete, Liberty issue complete, Prominent Americans complete, Americana issue complete, with plenty of high
values and souvenir sheets throughout, a meticulous collection perfect for breaking up, some used material among the
Washington Franklins, otherwise fresh, clean &, F.-V.F. (photo on web site).
Estimate $1,200 - 1,800

U.S., Collection of Collections. Four collections in Scott albums and stockbook, consisting of a Scott
Specialty plate block collection 1936//1963, a Scott National collection from classics to 1984 with lots of early stamps
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and postage from 1930’s to 1980’s, a stockbook containing mixed used stamps, another Scott National album to 1959
with several early mint and used slight premium sets and groups adding up to decent value and another Scott National
album containing mint 26, 146-47, 219D, 239, 290, 297, 299, 328-30, 337, 399, 415, 470, 591, 692-701, 803-34, 839-51
pairs, 1030-53 and used 149, 151-53, 163, 229, 238, early banknote and BEP postage dues. Condition varies with
many little sound and attractive sets and singles scattered throughout, scarce mint stamp at an inexpensive price; light
gum staining on face, generally F.-V.F. (photo on web site).
Estimate $1,200 - 1,800
51

H/m

52

HH/H
U.S., Mostly Commemoratives, 1893-1930’s. Neatly arranged in small stockbook, consisting of: 230-40,
294-97, plus 297 (2), 290, 303 pair, 307-9, 400 (3), 571, 572, 573 (4), 630, 834 (6), 1053 (8), and more. Condition is
mixed, with many sound stamps throughout. A nice group with several popular stamps with much retail potential, mostly
o.g., hinged or never hinged, generally F.-V.F. (photo on web site).
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

53

HH/H/m

54

H/m

55

H/m
U.S., Balance Collections Group. In 9 albums or stockbooks plus a group of album and stockpages,
consisting of a couple hingeless albums containing 223, 225, 237, 239, RW4-7, RW13-22, some postage and some
nice little premium sets, a Scott Specialty block album, mostly complete from 1931-1966, three Scott albums containing
548-50, some good coil waste issues, 581-89, 591, 614-21, Farleys, 658-79, 704-15 blocks of 4, a small group of Canal
Zone, a small Presidential cover collection (mostly inauguration and auto-pen signed form letters), a group of loose
stock and album pages with the occasional premium stamp including 1030-53, some tagged issues and a couple
errors, a stockbook containing some banknotes including 135, a Scott National albums of commemoratives mostly
complete from 1919-1989. Condition varies with lots of little useful sets and singles scattered throughout, Very
Good-Very Fine, A nice little philatelic mining lot. (photo on web site).
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

56

U.S., Collection of Collections. In six albums and stockbooks consisting of: a couple albums and a
stockbook containing the following highlights - used; 238, 77 (3), 153, a group of unsorted Washington / Franklins and a
group of pre-cancels and mint; 394-95, 418, 468, 470, 472-73, 556-566, C1, C18, E11-13, a small group of
red-documentary stamps, wine stamps and Puerto Rico rectified spirits stamps, a stockbook of mint and used stamps
with some Washington / Franklins and 1920’s - 30’s commemoratives, 237-39, 287, 294-99, a stockbook of 19th and
early 20th century in quantity with lots of $10-$25 and more used singles filling the pages and adding up to much catalog
value, a stockbook of over 50 mainly unused perf shifts, imperfs, little printing flaws and others little errors., bright fresh
color; tiny gum skip on right stamp, Very Fine (photo on web site).
Estimate $600 - 800

57

HH/H/m U.S., Mint & Used Holding, 1893-2000. Nice lot with better mint such as 238-240, 285-290, 294-299,
323-327, 328-330, 400-400A, White Plains sheet, C1-C6, C18, Q1-Q6, plus a volume of mint blocks and plate blocks
including plate blocks of 635 (2), 637, 638, C7-C8, some condition issues, a group worthy of your attention, please
inspect to ascertain this lots true value, F.-V.F.
Estimate $500 - 750

U.S., Definitive and Back of the Book Collection, 1851-1993. On White Ace pages, consisting of used: 25,
76-78, 112-14, 117, 119, 145-52, 154, 160, 162, 165, 182-90, 206-11, 212-18, 219-29 (15c is mint), 264-76, E1-6,
300-11, 331-42, Q1-12, 500, mint: 454 never hinged pair, 457 never hinged pair, 525-30, E13 never hinged, 579,
581-91, 658-79 (several never hinged), 692-701, 803-34, 1030-53, C1-6 and C18, F.-V.F., a delightful collection with
lots of upside potential when broken down (photo on web site).
Estimate $1,200 - 1,800

U.S., Mint & Used Collection, 1861-1980. Mounted in a Scott album, better used 69, 71, 76, 77, 78,
112-117, 119, C1-C6, mint 267 imprint & plate number strip of three, 490 line strip of six with cracked plate second
stamp from left, 614-616, 617-619, White Plains sheet, 692-701, Liberty Issue complete, Prominent Americans
complete, C18, with special deliveries and parcel posts, terrific value present, some condition issues on the 10th
century material, generally F.-V.F. (photo on web site).
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
U.S., Mint and Used Collection. In two Scott National albums with a nice array of material; there’s some
better 1861 issues including 68 and 73; a nice range of Banknote issues including 166 with/PF cert; A few Columbians
to the 15 cent; there’s a choice 369 Bluish paper on stock page that hasn’t been put in the album yet; a nice range of
Washington Franklin issues; there’s alot of strength from the 1920’s n up including a complete set of 1939 Presidentials
plus a full set of coil line pairs, complete Liberty series 1030-1053, and loads of face value material up through the
Transportation coils which are well represented; there’s a good selection of better booklet panes including Express Mail
booklets; Back of Book include a nice group of Airmail issues including C1 C5 and C18; there’s plenty of modern
Officials, some better Revenues and lots of the carmine documentary issues; there’s a page of Confederate States
along with a smattering of Possessions; 20 certificates of authenticity are included, either PF or PSE; interesting lot,
F.-V.F.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

H/m
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58

H/m
U.S., Collections Group. Four albums and a stockbook consisting of E7, C18 (2), 212-14, airmail plate
blocks: (C17, C19-C31), a stockbook packed with 1930’s to 1960’s commemoratives and some Washington /
Franklins, three nice little partially stripped Scott National albums still containing some good $20 to $50 sets and singles
including some good 19th and early 20th century, 234, 548-50, 591, a good selection of Farlies, C4-6, C18, JQ4, J1-7,
J28 mint, some special deliveries, some cut squares and stationary entires, and a nice selection of early imperf, part
perf and perforated first issue revenues along with other revenues and some early ducks including some nice early
ducks. Condition varies with lots of nice useful sets and singles scattered throughout, Very Good-Very Fine (photo on
web site).
Estimate $500 - 750

59

HH/H/m U.S., Mint & Used Collection, 1851-1960. Mounted in a Scott National album, better used with 69, 71, 76,
77-78, 112-117, 119, 323-327, 328-330, C4, C6, mint includes 289-290, E1, very nice mint & used officials, worth every
cent of our low estimate, overall F.-V.F., and better than one might think at first glance (photo on web site).
Estimate $500 - 750

60

H/m

61

HH

62

HH
U.S., Plate Number Coil Collection, 1981-2005. Fairly comprehensive collection mounted in three Scott
Specialty albums with hingeless pages, while there is over $500.00 face value there is also many better items,
including #1891 plate number 1, 3, and 6 strips of three (catalog 40.00, 40.00 and 525.00), #1903 plate number 3 and 6
strips of three (catalog 125.00), #1903a plate number 8 strip of three (catalog 150.00), enormous catalog value present,
please stop by and peruse, o.g., never hinged, F.-V.F.
Estimate $350 - 500

63

H/m/)

64

HH/H
U.S., Modern Collection, 1857-2005. Mounted in four Heritage albums, containing hundreds of dollars
worth of U.S. postage plus a missing die cut Bugs Bunny pane. Make sure to bring your calculator to count all of the
sheets and singles of U.S. postage here, o.g., mostly never hinged, generally F.-V.F. (photo on web site).
Estimate $300 - 400

65

HH/H

66

H/m

67

H

68

HH/H/m U.S., Mint & Used Collection, 1920-90. Mounted in two Hagner hingeless albums and a Schaubek album,
mostly face material, with a few year sets and commemorative booklets, some Bank Note imperfs possibly bogus, a
nice beginners album or face lot, examination is needed, F.-V.F. (no photo).
Estimate $200 - 300

10

U.S., 19th Century Classic Collection. Consisting of: 9, 30A, 36B, 37, a type set of banknotes (consisting of
one of each visually different type) and 219-29. Some faults, full of presentable useful stamps including some mint
appearing banknotes, V.G.-Fine.
Estimate $400 - 600
U.S., Group of USPS Year Sets and Special Commemorative Mint Sets. 1968-2007 complete plus
duplicates in quantities from 1-5 of each, plus special Commemorative sets of 2 WWII sets and a complete set of
Celebrate the Century books, Civil War, Legends of the West, Nature of America, Wildflowers, Legends of the Silent
Screen, 1980’s Best of the Decade, etc. A nice group with interesting articles about each commemorative issued, plus
plenty of stamps that can still be used for mail, F.-V.F. (photo on web site).
Estimate $400 - 600

U.S., Odd Ball Post Office Material, 1980-2000. A myriad of Post Office & Postal Service doodads, includes
items ad folders, commemorative kits, posters, packaging, pre-stamped priority mail envelopes, announcements,
stand up ads, pins, Stamper magazines, first day ephemera, includes Looney Tunes, Star Wars and Elvis material,
worth many time our low estimate, if you enjoy odd-ball material, it doesn’t get much odder than this, check this treasure
out, F.-V.F.
Estimate $300 - 400

U.S., Plate Number Study, 1930’s-50’s. Many hundreds of plate blocks and singles, generally arranged in
matched sets with a plate number and margin single from each of the four corners. Includes 1938 Presidentials up to $1,
some 3¢ and 4¢ commemoratives, Liberty Issues, Special Delivery. A diverse selection that would make a great start to
a collection. Several hundred dollars of just face value alone, F.-V.F. (no photo).
Estimate $300 - 400
U.S., Small Collection. Mounted on White Ace pages, containing 658-79, 692-701, Farley souvenir sheets
and gutter pairs, C13 and a few modern ducks. A nice small lot with a few choice pieces, generally F.-V.F. (photo on web
site).
Estimate $300 - 400
U.S., Facsimiles of Famous Stamps. For those of you who don’t have everything and can’t afford it, we offer
these inexpensive alternatives, lot includes two pairs of #1, pair of #2, two blocks of 294a, two blocks of 295a, two blocks
of 295a, and three blocks and a single of the inverted Jenny!!! well executed for facsimiles, careful inspection is advised,
F.-V.F.
Estimate $250 - 350
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69

U.S., Socked on the Nose First Day Cancels. A few hundred stamps all with perfectly legible
socked-on-the-nose first day cancels, includes Transportation Series, North American Wildlife issue, Great Americans
issue, high values, Columbus set, airmails and officials, a once in a lifetime opportunity, F.-V.F. (no photo).
Estimate $200 - 300

m

Specific Issues
70

H/m
U.S., Washington / Franklin Collection, 1908-20. Hinged to ELBE quadrille pages, with some duplication in
various shades, containing used: 534B used Shermack single, mint: 331-42, 343-47 blocks of 4, some perf 12 coils,
357-58 blocks of 4, 358 block of 4 with plate number, 357-58, 364, 366, 374-82, 390-96, 405-7, 410-12, 414-21, 434
block of 4, 435 and 435a blocks of 4, 424-40, 460, 459 single, 446-47 pairs, 457-58 pairs, 462-66, 468-78, 479-80, 467
5¢ single surrounded by normal 2¢ values, 498//518, 505 5c error surrounded by normal 2¢ in block of 9, 523-24 and
547. Attractive old-time lot consisting of mostly the popular Washington / Franklin issues, most stamps appear correctly
identified, some small condition issues, viewing suggested to properly evaluate, generally F.-V.F. Scott $30,000+
(Owner’s) (photo on web site).
Estimate $7,500 - 10,000

71

HH

72

H

73

H/m
U.S., 3¢ Bank Note Specialized Collection. Approximately a couple thousand unused and used with
various cancels including several interesting fancy cancels (letters, numbers, stars, geometric, colors, etcetera),
double and short transfers, shades, starting with 40 used grilled bank notes (unchecked for H or I grills) with some
double grills and split grills, hundreds of National bank notes with 7 unused stamps, 11 unused Continental bank notes
and some unused American bank notes. Usual mixed condition, a great lot for the bank note specialist, generally F.-V.F.
appearance (photo on web site).
Estimate $250 - 350

74

H/m

U.S., Small Bureau Imprint & Plate Number Strips of Three. Eighteen items including sixteen #279B
imprint & plate number strips of three with plate numbers 475, 524, 560, 561, 781 (3), 785, 809, 840 (2), 877, 919 (2),
921 and 1364, #247 plate 29 and #272 plate 1096, all fresh and NH, F.-V.F. Scott $2,710 (photo on web site).
Estimate $600 - 800
U.S., Farley Issue & Autograph Collection. Terrific holding of various Farley related material, includes first
day covers of gutter pair #752, pair 767, 756-765 on one cover, gutter pair 768, 735 complete sheet, 750 complete
sheet, 758 gutter pair, 771 pair and single, several positional items, and Farley signatures on five items including 855
baseball first day cover, a true treasure trove for the Farley maven, please investigate, F.-V.F. Estimate $300 - 400

U.S., Specialized 1938 Presidential Collection. Singles and plate blocks to $1, all three dollar values on
1946 bank registered shipping tag, 832 used plate block, large $2 used block of 24, and 834 used blocks (3 blocks of 4, 1
block of 6), 834 First Day Cover, condition is generally sound, generally F.-V.F. (photo on web site).
Estimate $100 - 150

Plate Blocks
75

U.S., Used Plate Block and Plate Number Single Collection, 1890’s-1970’s. In 49 albums and
stockbooks plus some extra boxes of stamps to keep the duplicates organized with thousands and thousands of
different plate number singles and plate blocks, including over 250 1894-97 Bureau singles pairs and strips of 3,
hundreds and hundreds Washington / Franklins, a few Kansas Nebraska, a nice group of Washington Franklin plate
blocks including 34 imperf plate blocks, 429-31 pre-cancel plate blocks, 533 plate block, 571-73 plate blocks, nearly
complete Kans. plate block set (only missing 7c value) and partial Nebr. plate block set (missing 4c, 6c, 8c and 10c), a
group of early commemoratives: 234 plate number 10 block of 6, 285 (5 pairs and 9 singles), 286 (1 pair and 4 singles),
288 (2 pairs and 1 single), 290 (1 single), 294 (1 plate block of 6, 1 block of 4 and 5 singles), 295 (2 singles), 296 (1 pair),
297 (1 pair and 1 single), 298 (1 single), 323 (2 pairs and 3 singles), 324 (1 strip of 3, 1 pair and 1 single), 325 (1 plate
block of 4 and 4 singles), 327 (2 singles), 328 (3 pairs and 2 singles), 330 (2 singles), 373 (2 plate blocks), 400 (4
singles), 400A (1 single), 403 (2 singles), 404 (2 singles), 548-50 plate blocks, 620-21 plate blocks, 833 (19 plate
blocks), 834 (7 plate blocks), some early airmail singles: C1, C2, C3, C4 (6), C5 (4), C6 (4), a nice selection of used
postage due plate number singles and strips of 3 including J54 (2 singles) and J60 (3 singles). Typical mixed condition,
F.-V.F., an incredibly elusive collection that took many decades to assemble. If you collect used plate number
singles, you must buy this, because you will probably never see another collection like this again. (photo on web site).
Estimate $5,000 - 7,500
m
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76

HH/H

77

HH/H

78

HH/H

79

HH/H

80

HH/H

81

HH/H
U.S., Mint Plate Block Collection, 1923-78. Mounted on White Ace pages, includes 552, 553, 554, 583,
590, 632, 634, 635, 637-642, Prexies complete, Liberty Series complete, Prominent Americans complete, Americana
Issue complete, great lot for break up and face value, take a look see, F.-V.F. (photo on web site).
Estimate $500 - 750

82

HH/H

83

HH/H

84

HH/H

U.S., Outstanding Better Plate Block Collection, 1922-45. Mounted on Scott pages, includes 372-373,
537, 549, 551-554, 559, 563-564, 575-577, 610-612, 614-616, 617, 619, 620-621, 628, 622-623, 647-648, White Plains
sheet, 671, 692-701, 704-715, 756-765, Prexies complete, Famous Americans complete, Liberty Issue complete, C1,
C7-C9, C10, C12, C18, C24, marvelous catalog value, a lot with enormous potential, many blocks we examined were
never hinged and many are Full Wide Tops, viewing a pleasure, don’t wait on this beauty, bid early, bid often!!! F.-V.F.
Estimate $3,000 - 4,000
U.S., Commemorative Plate Block Collection, 1919-57. In Scott plate block album, containing: 537,
548-50, 610-12, 614-19, 627-28, 646-48, 2¢ reds, 649-50, 715, C18, 740-49, 756-65, 3¢ Purples, 785-93, 859-93 and
more. Condition is generally sound and lovely, o.g., mostly never hinged, F.-V.F. Scott $7,200 (Owner’s) (photo on web
site).
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000
U.S., Plate Block Collection. Mint blocks, many of which are never hinged and many of the plate blocks
have wide tops, consisting of: 630, plate blocks: 537, 548-50, 610-12, 614-16, 616 large block of 10, 617-19, 620-21,
627-29, 643-45 and 649-800, mostly sound, generally F.-V.F. Scott $5,000 ++ (Owner’s) (photo on web site).
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
U.S., Commemorative Plate Block Collection, 1932-92. On White Ace pages, with highlights including
704-15, 2¢ reds and 3¢ purples, 740-49, 756-65, 859-93, C7-12, C19-31 and well over $1,000 worth of face value
postage, generally F.-V.F., a quality collection of 20th century plate blocks that will yield a good profit potential when
broken down. (photo on web site).
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
U.S., Plate Block Collection, 1932-90. Mounted in two Harris albums, includes 632-635, 637-642, 644, 649,
654, 704-715, Famous Americans complete, C7-C9, C11, C12, C17, C19, C20, C21, C24, C25-C31, lots of face, pick
up some stock and postage with one fell swoop, F.-V.F.
Estimate $500 - 750

U.S., Plate Block & First Day Cover Collection, 1940-73. Mint plate block collection in two volumes,
includes Famous Americans complete, 906, Liberty Issue complete, Prominent Americans complete, C25-C31, C46,
with numerous first day covers throughout, face value alone should more than cover our low opening, save some dough
and postage and pick up some stock, F.-V.F. (photo on web site).
Estimate $400 - 600
U.S., Mint Plate Block Collection, 1926-74. Mint plate blocks mounted in a Harris Album, includes 638, 641,
649, 659, 684-685, 692-693, 696, 700, 709, 714, 734, 771, 906, 1295, C25-C31, C46, E14, E15-E18, with plenty of
postage, many NH, please examine, F.-V.F. (photo on web site).
Estimate $300 - 400

U.S., Mint Plate Block Collection. In lovely large Safe leather stock book and slip-case, including C7-9, C24
(2), C9, C21-22, 785-94, 909-21, some 2¢ reds and 3¢ purples, some gum issues, a great little lot with some premium
plate blocks and some better postage for the internet dealer, F.-V.F. appearance (photo on web site).
Estimate $200 - 300

Precancels
85

m
U.S., Bureau Precancel Collection. A few thousand precancels mounted on Whitebourgh pages, missing
less than 150 stamps for completion, with informative write ups and charts, a superior collection of these popular
stamps, F.-V.F. (photo on web site).
Estimate $750 - 1,000

86

m
U.S., Precancel Collection, 1922-48. Comprehensive collection of thousands of stamps mounted in three
volumes, the largest is the Bureau Precancels which includes series of 1922, Prexies, Liberty issue, Prominent
American series, commemoratives, plus a stock book of duplicates, and finally a album of town & local precancels, nice
material all around, be sure to check it out, F.-V.F. (photo on web site).
Estimate $500 - 750

12
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87

U.S., Precancels and Perfins, Small Collection. Hundreds of stamps including a few early classic
precancels and a Spellman - Historical Survey of Precancels reference book. A great little collection for the beginner.,
generally F.-V.F. appearance (photo on web site).
Estimate $100 - 150

m

Booklet Panes
88

H/)
U.S., Booklet Pane Collection, 1902-27. Balance of a booklet pane Exhibition Collection; about 135 panes
in all, including 319n, 331a (2), 332a, 374a (3), 375a (4), 406a (4), 463a (2), 501b (3), 502b (2), 583a (6 - exploded
booklets BK72 & 73) and C10a (2); lots of better positions, and exploded booklets plus about 85 covers, a few of which
have booklet pairs or ful panes, but most of which bear single stamp with one or two straight edges, which may or may
not be from booklets. An interesting lot, virtually all F-VF (hinged). Scott $3,990 for panes only (photo on web site).
Estimate $800 - 1,200

89

HH/H

90

H/m/)

U.S., Booklet Pane Collection, 1908-85 (331a//C10a), impressive booklet pane collection neatly presented
on Scott National specialty pages; a well rounded group of about 88 panes including many mid priced panes including
331-332a, 375a, 405b, 406b, 424d, 425e, 462-463a, 501-502b, 583a, and C10a; excellent selection for the serous
booklet pane collector or dealer, F.-V.F. (photo on web site).
Estimate $750 - 1,000
U.S., Booklet Pane Collection, 1914-91. Collection mounted in three volumes, first two are individual
panes, third volume is an exhibit focusing on pre & post WWII era, with panes, covers and covers, an intriguing lot that is
sure to please any booklet pane collector, examination is urged, F.-V.F. (photo on web site).
Estimate $400 - 600

Errors, Freaks and Oddities
91

U.S., EFO’s, Engrossing Collection. 31 items with various errors, includes 1759 with dramatic color shifts,
1523 misregistration, 1407 major perf shift, 2097 major perf shift, 1753 with left stamp under inked, 2116a with albino
pane, 2550 major perf shift, 1926 color shift, 2011 major perf shift, one of our better EFO lots, be sure and check it out,
o.g., never hinged, F.-V.F.
Estimate $300 - 400

92

HH/H

HH

U.S., EFO Collection. Over 80 mostly different errors, misperfs, dry prints, color shifts, pre-print paper fold
on revenue, etcetera on regular and back of book issues, o.g., mostly never hinged, F.-V.F., a lovely assemblage of
EFO’s.
Estimate $300 - 400

Airmail and Back-of-the-Book
93

H/m
U.S., Back of the Book Collection. Mounted in Scott National album, mostly mint through officials, mostly
used through the revenues, consisting of notable items: C1-22, C24 plate block, C25-31 plate blocks, E1-13, J1-7, J12
o.g. PF cert, J15-21, J22-28, J29-37, J38-44, J45-50, J52-58, J59-60, J61-68, J69-78, Q1-12, JQ1-5, F1, O1-9,
O10-14, O15-24, O25-34, O35-45 (90c is short transfer variety from position 1), O47-56, O57-67 (O61 is a Specimen),
O71, O72-82, O87-93, O94-95, O96-103, O106-7, O108, O110, O77, O112 o.g., O114-120, O121-126, a nice selection
of 32 different post office seals, PR2-3, PR5-6, PR9, PR12-13, PR15, PR17, PR57, PR80, PR109-111, PR120-125,
R41a, R17c, R87c, R159, partial Documentary, Future Delivery and Wines, RW1, RW4, Confederate States #1 and
some priority mail high face value booklet panes. A meticulously assembled collection with the vast majority of the
stamps correctly identified. Condition is mixed, a few gum or condition issues among the mint stamps, some mixed
condition in the newspapers and revenues. A nice selection of stamps with several high catalog value items, so viewing
is definitely recommended., Very Good-Very Fine. Scott $81,504 (Owner’s) (photo on web site).
Estimate $15,000 - 20,000

94

HH/H/m

95

HH/H/m

U.S., Back of the Book Collection, 1861-1940. Presented in a stockbook, includes wines, narcotics,
Battleships, extensive Telegraph stamps including 1T1, 1T3- 1T12, 1T13-1T16, 3T5-3T6, 3T8-3T15, 9T1-9T2,
15T1-15T4, mint panes of 6 15T54, plus a page of locals, possibly reference material, examination strongly urged,
F.-V.F. (photo on web site).
Estimate $300 - 400
U.S., Back of the Book, Mint & Used Collection. Nifty collection mounted on Scott pages, includes mint
C1-C6, E3, E7, used Q1-Q12, decent officials, newspapers and a few mint ducks including RW75 souvenir sheet with
vignette of RW1, RW76a, many well centered examples, please inspect, F.-V.F. (photo on web site).
Estimate $250 - 350
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96

m

97

m
U.S., Airmail, Group of Graf Zeppelin Singles with Plate Numbers (C13-C14, C18). C13 (2), C14 (1), C18
(6) with the plate number break down as follows: C13 with side plate numbers 20077 and 20080, C14 with bottom plate
number 20087, C18 with both top and bottom of plate numbers 21171 and 21172 and top or bottom of plate numbers
21177 and 21178. Some stamps with light creases, scarce group, perfect for the plate number specialist, F.-V.F. Scott
$990 (photo on web site).
Estimate $400 - 600

98

H/m

99

HH/H/m U.S., Postage Dues, Virtually Complete, 1879-1985 (J1//J101). Interesting collection of Postage Due
issues neatly displayed on Hingeless album pages; most unused some without gum, virtually complete except for the
Special Printings, J29-30 and J58; nice complete sets include J1-J7, J15-J21, J22-J28, J29 and 30 spaces are filled but
are not counted as their colors are incorrect, J31-J37, J38-J44, J45-J50, J52-J57, a faulty J59 and J60, J61-J67, and
J69-J78, JJ79-J87 and J88-J101; a handsome appearing group of 97 different stamps chosen for attractive
appearance, o.g., mostly hinged (a couple used); small faults especially on the more expensive stamps, F.-V.F.; J36b
with 2012 P.S.A.G. certificate. Scott $16,520.
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000

100

H/m

101

HH/H

102

H/m
U.S., Locals, Spectacular Reference Collection. Approximately 1,700 stamps housed in two large Safe
albums on home-made quadrille pages, sorted by Genuine original issues and their various forgery or reprint types with
several examples of most issues, this is by far the most comprehensive collection we have seen and it would make a
fabulous showpiece for any local collection, generally F.-V.F. (photo on web site).
Estimate $7,500 - 10,000

103

U.S., Locals & Carriers, The Eugene Klein Reference Collection. More than 1,600 mostly different
forgeries, fantasies & reprints, including multiples and a few full sheets, plus photos and some collateral material, most
of it mounted on blank pages in a large old album with the front cover missing. The bulk of the collection is made up of
Carriers & Locals, but also included are a few other U.S. stamps and a very nice section of Confederate States.
Interspersed here and there are photos of genuine stamps and covers. An extremely useful lot, assembled by one of the
most prominent and respected stamp dealers and philatelic scholars of the first half of the twentieth century. (photo on
web site).
Estimate $6,000 - 8,000

104

H/m/)
U.S., Locals & CSA Items, 1850-1865. A fascinating lot with enormous potential, includes 6LB09 on piece,
6LB10 U.S. Mail on piece, 75L1 with hand stamp on cover, 136L4 on cover, 136L14 mint block of four, Wells Fargo & Co
143L3 used, 143L5 mint, CSA 2, 4, 6, 8, 11, 12, 13, #11 on CSA patriotic cover reduced at right, and a pair #6 on cover, a
wonderful lot that begs for further research, o.g., hinged, F.-V.F. (photo on web site).
Estimate $600 - 800

105

H/(H)
U.S., Officials, Nearly Complete, 1873-1983 (O1//O132). Extraordinary Official collection neatly displayed
on Hingeless album pages; an attractive group of these popular stamps with a few “Specimen” overprints here and
there; several complete sets including O1-9 (Scott catalog $2,030.), O10-14S (Scott $1,106), O15-24 (Scott $994.),
O25/O34, no O32 (Scott $4,330.), O35S-O45, O40 used (Scott $2,585.), O46-O56 (Scott $1,015.), O57-O67 (Scott
$2,570.), O72-82 (Scott $1,510.), O83-93 (Scott $2,280.), O96-102 (Scott $730.), O106-7 (Scott $685.), O109-111,
O114-120, O121-126, and O127-132; we took the time to carefully catalog this impressive collection, figuring no gum
stamps at the lower Scott value if the stamp was regummed or no gum, so be assured that this impressive catalog value

14

U.S., Airmail, Group of Early Plate Blocks (C1, C4, C6, C18). C1 top plate number 9155, C4 top plate
number 14824, C6 right side plate number 14840, C18 bottom plate number 21177, some perf separations on C1 and
C6 (1 portion of side selvage removed and hinged back) and creases, difficult group of these scarce plate blocks,
F.-V.F. (photo on web site).
Estimate $750 - 1,000

U.S., Special Delivery Collection (E1-E23). On hingeless pages with mint E1-2, E6-23 and used E1-23, a
few condition issues, high catalog value with several lovely and useful stamps, generally F.-V.F. (photo on web site).
Estimate $300 - 400

U.S., Postage Dues, Highly Useful Collection, 1879-1985. Over 65 unused and 5 used stamps, plus
J22P4-J28P4 plate proofs on card, J61b plate block, J31 and J38 imprint and plate number strips; includes J1-3, J7,
J15-16, J18-20, J31-34, J38-43, J45-6, J48-49, and J55-7; centering and condition generally Fine or better, well worth
inspection. Scott $6,000+.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
U.S., Postage Dues Stock, 1915-61. A few hundred blocks and plate blocks, includes J68 two blocks of four,
J84 two blocks of four, J88 (136), J100 shiny gum (32), J100 dull gum (36), J101 shiny gum (25), J101 dull gum (11),
plate blocks include J80 (11), J81 (11), J98 shiny gum (5), J99 dull gum (2), J100 shiny gum, J100 dull gum (3), a clean,
fresh and useful stock, F.-V.F. Scott $2,500+ (Owner’s).
Estimate $250 - 350
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in excess of $20,000. is a correct figure; small faults to be expected on a comprehensive lot of this size, F.-V.F. Scott
$20,104.
Estimate $2,500 - 3,500
106

H/m

107

H/m
U.S., Officials Collection. On quadrille pages, mostly complete consisting of mint: O1-9, O10-14, O15-19,
O22, O24, O96-102, O25, O29, O31, O33, O106, O35-38, O41, O43, O47-50, O52-53, O108, O58-59, O61-62,
O64-65, O72-82, O109-12, O84-93, O114-20, O121-26, used: O1-9, O12-14, O15-24, O97-102, O25-31, O33, O106,
O107, O35-38, O40-45, O47-56, O57-64, O66, O72-82, O113, O83-93, O114-20 and O121-26, a few condition issues
with the vast majority of the above stamps appearing correctly identified with high catalog value with plenty of lovely and
useful stamps, generally F.-V.F. (photo on web site).
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000

108

H/m

109

H/m

110

H/m

111

U.S., Newspaper Stamps, Collection, 1865-95 (PR1//PR125). Impressive Newspaper stamp collection
consisting of 84 different, all meticulously assembled on Hingeless album pages; although the quality isn’t the greatest
the number of scarce and rarely offered better valued stamps is almost too numerous to mention, but we’ll give it a try;
there’s a nice group of early numbers from Pr1 to Pr32 (with a Scott value of nearly $14,000.); there’s an excellent group
of the soft paper 1879 American Bank Note Co. issues between #’s PR57 and PR79 (Scott catalog $8,570.), there’s a
slim group between PR81 and Pr89 (Scott catalog $1,682.), and an excellent array of scarcer numbers between PR90
and PR113 (Scott catalog $8,580.); a remarkably scarce group of these tough stamps and a great lot for the student of
Newspaper stamps or retail dealer as the selection is spectacular; inspection highly recommended; faults present,
especially on the more valuable stamps, V.G.-Fine. Scott $33,036.
Estimate $3,500 - 5,000

112

H

113

P

114

HH

U.S., Officials, 1873- 1985. Excellent collection in mounts on Scott pages of over 80 stamps, 2 Specimens,
20 plate proofs on card, two imprint and plate strips, and one imprint block; approximately 10 stamps used the balance
unused and mostly OG; includes O1-5, O8, O15-22, O25, O29, O35-38, O40, O42-3, O47-56, O57-8, O64, O67,
O69P4-71P4, O72-6, O78, O87-92, O106-7, and O18 bottom imprint and plate No. 56 strip of six; centering and
condition does vary and includes some no gum, regummed and OG as well as an occasional used stamp; there are also
an occasional reperfed stamp, but generally Fine. Scott $11,000+.
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000

U.S., Officials, 1873-1911 (O1-O93). Lovely selection of 89 different values all neatly mounted n Harris
album pages; a rather impressive group that includes Agriculture department complete, Interior department complete,
Justice department complete, Navy department complete, Post Office department complete, State department to the
90 cent value, Treasury department complete, War department complete; although there are faults to be found on this
comprehensive offering, there are many scarce and better values that are very saleable, Fine. Scott $11,651.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
U.S., Officials, Mint & Used Collection, 1873-79. Select offering of mint & used officials, better used
includes O58-O60, first two with violet cancels, a few other fancy cancels, mint includes O36, O38, O40-O41, O43,
some prime stamps present, be sure to check her out!! F.-V.F. Scott $1,400 (photo on web site).
Estimate $500 - 750
U.S., Official Seals (OX). Small intriguing collection of 20 singles, 5 blocks and 4 pairs; includes 2 used
OXF1, two printer’s waste imperforate blocks, LOX11 tête-bêche pair and LOX11c; few small faults, generally Fine or
better.
Estimate $150 - 200

H/(H)

U.S., Newspaper Stamps, 1875-95. Small collection of 27 stamps and 3 plate strips on Scott or blank pages;
includes PR5, PR57-61, PR62 (punch hole), PR73, PR81, Pr83, PR85, PR87, PR91, possible PR 102-5, PR114-123,
and three PR120 plate number and imprint strips of three; some small faults, generally Fine. Scott approximately
$4,300.
Estimate $750 - 1,000

U.S., Newspaper and Periodical Proofs. Small collection on blank pages of over 50 proofs, includes two
Roosevelt proofs (PR16P2 and PR81P2), a Panama-Pacific proof (PR81p2a), imprint blocks of eight of PR10P3 and
PR16P3 (both is PF certificate), others are mostly card proofs including PR2-7P4, a few small faults, but mainly very
fine. Scott approximately $2,200.
Estimate $400 - 600
U.S., Special Handling, Full Sheets, 1925-27. Complete sheets QE1-QE3, plus as a bonus plate blocks of
twenty five of C7-C9, plus as an additional bonus a recalled Legends of the West sheet in the original folder, all NH,
super lot, F.-V.F. Brookman $850 for Special Handling (photo on web site).
Estimate $200 - 300
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Revenues
115

H/m

116

H

117

H

118

H

119

m

120

H

16

U.S., Revenues, Advanced Collection. From first issue revenues to Telegraph stamps, carefully sorted
and organized using dealer “104" cards, containing highlights: R1a vertical pair with PF cert, R1b vertical pair, R2c,
R3d, R4a horizontal pair with Weiss cert, R5a block of 4, R9a block of 4, R11b, R13e, R13b APS cert, R19a, R19b
vertical pair, R21c (2), R22b, R24b PSE cert, R31c, R32a horizontal pair, R33b vertical pair with APS cert, R34eb APS
cert, R36a single and pair, R37a vertical pair, R40b block of 4, R41a vertical pair, R43a (2 singles, 1 with APS cert),
R43a horizontal pair, R46b block of 4, R47a pair, R49a pair, R49b, R50a vertical and horizontal pairs, R54a block of 4,
R56b, R56a pair, R57b, R57a pair, R59a strip of 3, R61a, R63a APS cert, R64a, R65a APS cert, R67a strip of 3, R70a
pair, R71a pair with Weiss cert, R73a block of 4, R74c, R74a strip of 5, R75a pair, R76a pair, R78a pair, R79a APS cert,
R79c, R80c, R81a pair, R82a single and pair, R83c pair, R83a PF cert, R85a (2 singles), R86a, R88a, R89a pair, R89d,
R90c, R90a, R91a (single, pair and strip of 3), R92a APS cert, R92a pair, R93a APS cert, R94a (single and pair), R95a
APS cert, R95a, R96a APS cert, R97c, R97a APS cert, R98c, R98a (2 singles and a strip of 3), R98d, R99c, R100c (2),
R100a, R101c (single and pair), R101a, R102c, R102a APS cert, R115b APS cert, R116, R119, R121, R122, R126,
R128-R131, R135b, R138, R149, R150, R150a, R159-60, R180-181 cut cancels, R189 APS cert, R216 o.g., R227 cut
cancel, R282 cut cancel, R308, R358, R459, R460 Weiss cert, R509, R510, R535 Weiss cert, R559, R584, R615,
R649, R685, R710, R714 cut cancel, R721 perf cancel, RB5b, RB6b, RB8, RB8b, RB16b, RD82 o.g., RD205 cut
cancel, RD338 cut cancel, RD352 o.g., RE79, RE202 unused, RG22, RG23, RG26, RG128 staple holes and RG131.
Usual mixed condition, however overall condition is quite high, without the many cut or perforated cancels you typically
see in this type of collection, F.-V.F., an amazing collection with many key stamps, many of which have certificates of
authenticity. If you are a collector or dealer of Revenues, you absolutely must view this collection. Scott $110,000
approximate (Owner’s) (photo on web site).
Estimate $15,000 - 20,000
U.S., Revenues, Collection of First Three Issues Unused/Uncanceled. More than 200 items neatly
arranged in a stockbook comprises 176 First Issue, 20 Second Issue and 13 Third Issue including a few multiples, some
shades, and several ultramarines and silk papers; selected pretty carefully for condition, with no obvious cancels
(several with o.g.) and only a few flaws on some of the best numbers; First Issue highlights include R5a block of six (3
damaged), R13b, R13e, R25a strip of 5, R26c block of 10, R33a (3 margins), R36b strip of 4, R55d, R61a, R64a (3½
margins), R65a (light crease), R73c & R74c (average centering), R80c (light crease), R97c (average centering) and
R98c; Second Issue includes the 1¢, 310¢-$1, $2-$3, $5 & $10; Third Issue includes 1¢, 15¢-$1, $2, $2.50 & $5; our
Scott value as used does not count another $4,125 in five stamps with smallish, and therefore questionable, margins:
R3a (o.g.), R33b, R34b, R36a & R37a. Scott $9,000 ++ (photo on web site).
Estimate $3,000 - 4,000
U.S., Revenues, Comprehensive Collection/Accumulation of Unused. Many hundreds of mint or
uncanceled stamps, including nearly all categories, arranged in Scott order in five large stockbooks. Particular interest
was paid to the first three Documentaries issues, which are much more difficult to acquire in unused condition,
especially with original gum (though there are not a large number of o.g. examples here either); these three issues
contain heavy duplication, while the later Documentaries and the other categories and are a bit more scattered and
rarely have more than one of a kind, though they do include many, many stamps cataloging $50-and-up. A few
highlights include R80c (2), R106, R113 (2), R114, R160, R178, R183, R192A, R683, RB5a, RB37-41 and much more.
Especially noteworthy is the section of Private Die Proprietaries with more than 250 different including RO186a, RS84a
& RU7. Overall condition is about average; some of the best stamps have flaws, usually unobtrusive, but the rest are
generally F-VF. Scott value (with no premium for unused early Documentaries) is no doubt in excess of $15,000, the
Private Die Proprietaries alone cataloging over $1,600. An excellent lot for collector or dealer alike. (photo on web site).
Estimate $3,000 - 4,000
U.S., Revenues, Collection of First to Third Issue Proofs. 108 different Revenue proofs (mostly card, with
a small minority india), brilliant color and impression, Very Fine. Scott $7,933 (photo on web site).
Estimate $3,000 - 4,000
U.S., Revenues, First Issue, Part Perforate. Small collection on Scott pages of 39 stamps, one pair (R24b,
into at top). and one vertical strip of four (R36b); includes R6b (2 examples), R56b (thins), R57b (crease), and R64b
(crease); condition varies and some stamps are suspect, so please inspect carefully, generally Fine. Scott $5,100
(photo on web site).
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
U.S., Revenues, First Three Issues, Selection of Unused / Uncanceled. More than 180 stamps, about
160 of which are First Issue; only denominations of 25¢ & up, with quantities of up to 10 or so of an item (though mostly
five or fewer); best numbers are R52b (2), R57a (2), R58a (2), R72c (3), R76c, R83c, R86c (2), R87c (3), R90c, R94c,
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R97c, R114, R141 (2), R142, and R145 (2); condition is generally F-VF, with a few small faults here and there are only a
handful of stamps that show possible cancellations (only a few have o.g.). A most unusual lot. Scott $3,100 as used
(photo on web site).
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
121

m
U.S., Revenues, First Issue, Imperforate. Small collection on Scott pages of 42 stamps and one pair, in
mounts, includes R82a (light crease), R85a (small tear), R88a (pinholes), R94a (laminated tear), and R101a (pinholes),
some other stamps may also have flaws but have not been checked, Fine. Scott $3,200 (photo on web site).
Estimate $750 - 1,000

122

m
U.S., Revenues, First Issue, Perforated. Interesting collection of over 140 stamps in mounts on Scott
pages; most spaces are full, some with multiple examples; includes many useful stamps such as R2c, 41c (2 examples)
64c, 73c (crease), 76c, 77c, 79c, 80c (pinholes), 83c, 84c (3 shades), 86c, 87c, 90c, 97c (corner crease), 98c, and 101c;
besides the stamps noted as having faults there are other stamps with flaws; Still a highly useful collection with many
desirable stamps; Well worth inspection, Fine. Scott $3,500 (photo on web site).
Estimate $750 - 1,000

123

m

124

m

125

H

126

m
U.S., Revenues, First Issue Perforated, Silk Paper Varieties. Small, but highly useful collection of 18
stamps, three pairs, two strips of three and one strip of four, all appear to be the silk paper variety, hinged on pages;
includes R18d, 20d, 22d (cut cancel), 45d, 64d, 65d, 66d, 67d, 85d and 89d; some small faults as always, centering is
generally to one side or another. Scott approximately $2,000.
Estimate $400 - 600

127

m

128

m

129

m
U.S., Revenues, First Issue, Part Perforates. Small, but useful collection hinged to Scott pages, includes
R1b. R6b, R8b, R19b, R37b, R48b, R52b, R56b, R64b and R65b (repaired), plus the usual assortment of questionable
items; additionally there is a page of pairs including R1b, R24b, R25b, R37b, R40b, R27b, R42b, R43b, and R44b,
condition and centering typical of these stamps.
Estimate $350 - 500

130

m
U.S., Revenues, 19th Century Extra Perforations Collection. 42 stamps with dramatic multiple
perforations, mounted on quadrille pages, including the difficult Proprietary issues, containing some high values and
better stamps including three examples of R80c one with an extra row of perforations, another with two extra rows of
horizontal perfs and the final one with interesting double diagonal perforations, R98c extra row of perforations, R131 cut
cancel, normal perforations, RB13 with an extra row of diagonal perforations, RB14 with extra horizontal row of
perforations, RB15 with an extra horizontal and extra diagonal rows of perforations, RB17 with extra horizontal row of
perforations and much more. Typical mixed condition. In the government’s rush to produce these stamps to pay for the
Civil War, some interesting errors slipped through the cracks. A perfect group for the specialist, V.G.-Fine appearance
(photo on web site).
Estimate $300 - 400

U.S., Revenues, First Issue, Perforated. Nearly complete collection, hinged on Scott pages, missing Scott
R31c, R73-74c, R90c, R99c and 102c; plus it includes R4c strip of three, R35e pair, and R97e single; condition typical
for these issues and centering varies perfs in on two sides to Very Fine; Well Worth Inspection;. Scott $4,100.
Estimate $750 - 1,000
U.S., Revenues, First, Second and Third Issues. A worthwhile collection of the first three revenue issues
mounted on pages a few scattered later issues are included, condition is mixed with many attractive and higher value
items present, excellent for expansion, mostly pen cancels with some handstamp and cut cancels; various faults, Very
Good-Very Fine. Scott $3,300+ (photo on web site).
Estimate $500 - 750
U.S., Revenues, Group of Plate Proofs. Select group of 43 singles, two pairs, one strip of three and one
block of four; most are P3 or P4s, but does include some TC3s; Well worth inspection, F.-V.F. Scott $2,600+.
Estimate $500 - 750

U.S., Revenues, First Issue Imperforate, Pairs. Small select grouping of 19 pairs and one strip of four,
hinged to blank page; includes R5a, 7a, 9a, 27a, 42, 45a, 54a, 59a, 66a, 69a,78a; strip of four is R24a; small faults as
always; margins generally Fine or better. Scott approximately $1,500.
Estimate $350 - 500
U.S., Revenues, First Issue Imperforate. Excellent collection of 37 stamps hinged on Scott pages; includes
R1, 19, 40, 41, 47, 50, 52, 56, 57-58, 62, 64 (oxidized), 67, 68, 70, 72, 75, 76, and 89; condition appears to be average to
above average with many stamps showing four full margins, most with manuscript cancels, but does include a few with
hand stamped cancels. Scott approximately $1,650.
Estimate $350 - 500
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131

HH/H/) U.S., Revenues, Locals & Forgeries 1850-1990.

132

m
U.S., Revenues, Dealer Stock, 1861-1903. Lot includes R12c, R14c, R42a block of four, R73c, R76c, R77c,
R80c, R83c, R84c, R86c, R87c, R97c, R124, R126, R141, RB5a, on counter book pages, all identified, examination will
secure a bid, F.-V.F. (no photo).
Estimate $300 - 400

133

H/m

134

H/m

135

H/m

136

H/m

137

m
U.S., Revenue Proprietary Stamps Assortment, 1898-1900. In a Safe album and showing a good range of
private overprints representing different companies, including R.W.G. (Robert W. Gardner); R.C. CO./ 1898 (Alpine
Chemical Co.); Dr. D.J. & S./ 7.1.98 (Dr. D. Jayne & Son); G.H.M. & Co./ FRANCE (G.H. Mumm & Co.); K. & M. Co./
Ambler; The Antikamnia Chemical Co.; P.P. Co./ 2.15.1900; H.H.M. Co./1898; G.G.G/ 1900; Paris Medicine/ Company/
11-1-99; E.F. & CO./ JULY/ 1898; J.W. & BRO./ 1898; P.D. & C.O./ Dec. 1900, plus several others. Recommended for
the specialist, F.-V.F. (photo on web site).
Estimate $300 - 400

138

H/m

139

H/m
U.S., Revenues, Wine Stamps, 1914-55. Comprehensive collection of unused and used in mounts or
hinged to Scott pages; includes RE1-55, 60-67, 69-70, 72-78, 80-83, 83A-107, 107D (stained), 108-113, 115-31,
133-60, 162-5, 166, 167, 169, 171, 173-4, 176, 178-181, 183-194, 195-201, 203; condition normal for these issue,
generally Fine or better. Scott $4,000+.
Estimate $750 - 1,000

140

H/m

141

H/m

18

A few hundred items mounted on pages, includes
American Letter Mail trial color proofs, local reprints and facsimiles, cigar, cigarette & snuff tax paids, lock seals, Randall
stamps, state tax stamps, bring out your Springer Catalog and determine this lot true value, plenty of surprises, F.-V.F.
Estimate $300 - 400

U.S., Revenues, Miscellaneous Issues plus War Savings Stamps (RC). Most hinged on Scott pages;
includes RC1-27, RC20a, and RC17 in a strip of four, PI1-13, RH1-4, RJ1-11 and RJ4a (NH), WS1-2, WS7-13, WS7-10
in plate blocks of four, WS7b (regular and electric eye), WS8b, WV11-13, R247-8 and 250 in strips of four, Fine.
Estimate $100 - 150
U.S., Revenues, Dated Documentaries, 1940-63. Comprehensive collection of approximately 400 stamps
in mounts or hinged to Scott pages; appears to be lacking about 50 stamps for completeness, includes many long runs
of lower values and some higher values, lower values tend be mixed unused and used, while higher values are
frequently used; condition and centering normal for these issues. Scott $8,300+.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
U.S., Revenues, Documentary Stamps, 1874-1940. Excellent collection in mounts on Scott and blank
pages, includes R160-172, 163p-169p, 171p-172p, R182-188, R190-2, R191a, R195-215, R217-220, R221-2,
R224-5, R228-245, R246-263, R246b, R264-281, plus a nice Battleship study that includes blocks, strips, pairs plus
R162a, R16a pair and block of 6, R164a, and R168a; condition and centering normal for issues. Scott $2,600.
Estimate $500 - 750
U.S., Revenues, Proprietary Stamps, 1871-1919 (RB). Highly useful collection in mounts on Scott and
blank pages; includes RB1a block of 12, RB1b block of 8, RB11a-14a, 16a-17a, RB11b-18b, possible RB11c-13c,
RB20-31, numerous battleship blocks of four and imprint & plate number strips, RB44-64, RB65-73, finally RB12a, 14a
and 15b in blocks of four; condition and centering normal for these issues; Scott Catalogue value over $2,300 plus an
additional $875 for the possible RB11c-13c. Scott $2,300 ++.
Estimate $500 - 750

U.S., Revenues, Stock Transfer Stamps, 1918-52. Excellent comprehensive collection of over 270
stamps, mixed unused and used, though lower values tend to be unused and higher values used, but some groupings of
lower values mixed unused and used; includes RD1-24, 19a, 23a, 25-60, 67-81, 92-110, 117-133, 137, 140-56,
186-202, 204, 206, 283, 287-302, 304-5, 307, 309, 313-329, 333, 335, 338, 339-49, 351-54, 357, 359 and 361;
condition normal for these issues, centering generally Fine or better. Scott $7,500.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

U.S., Revenues, Beer Stamps, 1866-1916. Selection of 17 unused and used stamps, in mounts on black
pages; includes REA3-4, REA15, REA22a, REA 30-34, REA43, and REA116; margins are generally nice, though an
occasional stamp has tight margins, condition typical for these stamps. Scott $1,200+.
Estimate $200 - 300
U.S., Revenues, Playing Card Stamps, 1894-1940. Small, but useful collection of 35 singles and pairs on
Scott pages, most in mounts, a few hinged to page; includes RF1-4, R2a, RF6, 6a, RF9-10, RF10a, RF11, RF13, 13a,
RF14, RF16, RF18a; normal condition for these issues, generally Fine. Scott $900+.
Estimate $200 - 300
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H/m

143

H

144

m

145

m

146

H

U.S., Revenues, Silver Tax Stamps, 1934-44. Highly useful collection of over 85 stamps in mounts or
hinged to Scott pages; includes RG1-21, 23, 26, 37-48, 58-70, 76, 78, 83-98, 108-25, 127, 130, and 132; sets with low
values unused and higher or high values mixed unused and used; F-VF. Scott $3,600.
Estimate $500 - 750
U.S., Revenues, Narcotic Tax Stamps, 1919-64. Unused and used collection of 40 items, some hinged,
some in mounts on Scott pages; includes RJA1, RJA9, RJA11-21, RJA33-41 plus a nice of the purple and green long
stamps, a few small faults as always with these stamps, centering generally Fine or better. Scott $1,450.
Estimate $300 - 400
U.S., Revenues, Consular Service and Custom Fee Stamps, 1906-52. Virtually complete collection for
these two issues, missing only RK10 and RK26; all are used and hinged to Scott pages, F.-V.F. Scott $3,400+.
Estimate $750 - 1,000
U.S., Revenues, Private Die Proprietary Stamps. Over 90 different stamps on stock pages or dealer “102"
cards containing better items: RO25b, RO70d, RO120d, RO182e, RS4g, RS14d (2), RS31b, RS73a, RS73b, RS123b,
RS129d, RS134a, RS169b, RS246b, RT5a and RT11d. Usual condition of these typically faulty stamps with several
difficult stamps that should be a wonderful base to start or fill in a Match and Medicine collection, Very Good-Very Fine
appearing (photo on web site).
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
U.S., Revenues, Motor Vehicle Use and Boating Stamps, 1942-60. Mounted collection of 31 stamps on
Scott pages; most all appear NH; includes RV1-11, RV13-21, RV30-31, RV40-43, RV46, RV51, RV53 and RVB1-2,
F.-V.F. Scott $1,150+.
Estimate $200 - 300

Duck Stamps
147

H/m/)

148

HH/H

149

H/m

150

H

151

m

U.S., Duck Stamps Complete, 1934-2012 (RW1-RW79). Complete mint and used singles from RW1-79,
plate blocks RW34 with slightly disturbed gum, RW39-79 never hinged, complete first day covers from RW47-79 (the
later issues with a couple different cachets of each), self adhesive panes from RW65A-79A, souvenir sheets of 1
RW73b-RW79b, plus duplicates: 60+ Sam Houston - Ducks Unlimited show panes, 20+ Department of the Interior
Certificates of Appreciation - Limited Edition, extra souvenir panes of 1 RW73b (9), RW74b (11), RW75b (5), RW76b
(5), RW77b (3), RW78b (3), RW79 (4), a dealer counter book with Canadian ducks from 1985-2011 plus FDC’s of many
issues, a few foreign ducks and hundreds of dollars in face value of state ducks (mostly Connecticut), o.g., mostly never
hinged (some early singles are hinged), F.-V.F., an amazing duck collection to fill in your own collection or for dealer
break down for individual sale. (photo on web site).
Estimate $4,000 - 6,000
U.S., Duck Stamps Collection, 1934-2013 (RW1-80). RW1-RW80, RW73b (6 souvenir sheets, 4 with
single signature, 2 with double signatures), RW74b (2), RW75b-80b. Condition appears generally sound, with many
well centered and attractive stamps, o.g., mostly never hinged, very lightly hinged and popular souvenir sheet; some
gum creases, F.-V.F. Scott $350 (photo on web site).
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
U.S., Duck Stamp Collection, 1944-2014. In White Ace album consisting of RW11-RW19, RW35-RW36,
RW41-RW81 (mostly mint, missing RW61) and self adhesive panes RW66A-RW81A, F.-V.F. overall, a nice selection
of early ducks with much value in modern mint issues (photo on web site).
Estimate $800 - 1,200

U.S., Duck Stamps, 1936-85. Virtually complete collection for the time period, missing only 5 stamps, in
mounts, on Scott pages; includes RW3-35, RW37-45, RW52, plus plate blocks of RW49 and RW50; RW3-29 appear to
be hinged and later stamps appear to be never hinged; condition appears good, F.-V.F.
Estimate $500 - 750
U.S., Duck Stamps on Licenses, 1934-90. Collection of thirty one licenses with Federal duck stamps,
includes RW1, RW4, RW5, RW11, RW15, RW16, includes a few state stamps not counted, a wonderful lot for the
specialist, examine please, F.-V.F. (photo on web site).
Estimate $200 - 300
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Misc. Far Back-of-the-Book
152

H/m

153

H

154

H/m/)

155

H/m

156

H

157

H
U.S., Souvenir Card Collection, 1939-74. 49 different cards, mostly complete with better items including.
SC2, SC3, NSC1, etc. A few cards from 1970 have light toning., F.-V.F. overall (photo on web site).
Estimate $150 - 200

158

HH/H

159

U.S., American Bank Note Archive Series, 1989-92. Hard bound ABNCo Archival Series Collectors
Albums, each set includes twelve 8 1/2" x 11 1/4" limited-edition panes in Mylar sleeves with 4-10 intaglio engraved
vignettes per sheet, with accompanying history of the vignette detailing the engraver and year of engraving, Some of the
vignette themes; “United States Presidents”, “The Animal Kingdom”, “Winged Majesty”, etc., Very Fine, each folio
originally sold for $160-$180 per year set (photo on web site).
Estimate $400 - 600

20

U.S., Postal Notes, Postal Savings, and War Savings Stamps. Collection of over fifty items on Scott
pages; includes PN1-18 unused, PS2 and PS each used and complete with 9 additional stamps, two PS15, PS11b and
PS12b, WS2, WS7b, WS8b, WS11, plus collateral such as WS8 used on 1946 cover addressed to Heeney Colorado
(probably a hand back, but cancelled with a Denver machine cancel), a 1942 Northwestern University booklet for saving
for a US Savings Bond, and finally the bottom portion of a 1943 letter from the Secretary of the Interior with a boxed “For
Victory, Buy United States Savings Bonds and Stamps” with the Minuteman used on the stamp, generally F.-V.F. Scott
$1,024 (photo on web site).
Estimate $200 - 300
U.S., Christmas Seals, Specialized Collection. Containing a wonderful selection of hundreds of
progressive color proofs in singles, pairs and blocks, a group of weird experimental ephemera pieces, some misprint,
misperf and fold-over errors and best of all, 47 rare large proofs from the 1930’s to 1950’s including some progressive
large proofs, generally F.-V.F., this collection would be an amazing addition to any Christmas Seal collection (photo on
web site).
Estimate $5,000 - 7,500
U.S., Christmas and Easter Seals, Specialized Collection. A nearly complete set of singles from
1907-2008, WX4a (2 booklet panes of 6), WX7 strip of 3 with green dot in red cross of left stamp plate variety, complete
sheets: WX5 full pane of 100, rare WX6 full pane of 100, WX9 coil pair, WX10 full pane of 100, WX13 two full panes of
50, WX15 full pane of 100, WX16 full pane of 100, WX18 full pane of 100, WX19 full pane of 100, WX21 full pane of 100,
WX25 full pane of 100, WX27 full pane of 100, WX28 full pane of 100, WX30 full pane of 100, and many more through
the 2000’s, over 375 different Christmas seal post cards and covers including 22 early post cards: 1908 (4), 1909 (1),
1910 (2), 1911 (2), 1912 (2), 1913 (2), 1914 (3), 1915 (1), 1916 (3), 1917 (2) and over 300 different Christmas First Day
Covers, a group EFO’s with 70 imperf pairs from 1916//1960 and 78 imperf blocks (some of which are printed on special
paper or are proofs) 1917//1993, 24 sets of progressive color proofs from 1928//1971, various booklet panes, scarce
1930 complete booklet of 10 panes and 1930 complete booklet of 20 panes, mostly F.-V.F., overall an amazing seldom
offered collection that would certainly be incredible to continue or to fill in some holes in even the most advanced
collection (photo on web site).
Estimate $4,000 - 6,000
U.S., Souvenir Pages and Commemorative Panel Collection. Souvenir pages from 1972 to 2005 in 27
albums and Commemorative Panels (mounted with mint stamps) from 1983 to 1999 in 9 albums each album containing
approximately 40 panes and USPS Commemorative Stamp Club panes from 1989-2000 in 16 albums (each page
mounted with mint commemorative single or full pane), generally F.-V.F. (photo on web site).
Estimate $1,200 - 1,800
U.S., Commemorative Panel Collection, 1972-2010. Hundreds of panels in albums, starts with CP1, and
continues from there, appears complete, face value alone is $916.00, a fabulous lot at a fraction of catalog value, please
take time to inspect, F.-V.F. Scott approximately $10,000 (Owner’s).
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

U.S., Label & Seal Collection, 1850-1960. Grouping of 1938 Swedish-American Tercentenary stamps in
folder, CSA labels with Jefferson portrait, reprints in different colors of American Letter Mail co., Exposition labels, a
Christmas seal collection, block of four Alfred E Neuman for President, Ipsa material, philatelic Exposition labels,
broken up, the retail will be substantial, fresh & clean, F.-V.F.
Estimate $200 - 300
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Assortments
160

H/m
U.S., Group of Better Classics on Manilla Pages, containing used: 25A, 27, 28, 36, 70a, 7/8A pair, 9 strip of
3, 9 pair, 10A, 13, 14 pair, 15 (4), 85B (2), 86, 95 (2), mint (o.g. and without gum): 18, 25, 30A, 32, 36B, 37, 38 (3), 78b, 68
(4), 70, 76, 8A, 9, 10A (2), 10A part o.g., 11A o.g., 11A, 17 (2), 90, 83 no gum, 95a, 89, 94 block of 4, 96 regummed,
112-17. High catalog value group, with better numbers identified and cataloged, some gum and condition issues,
viewing suggested to determine full value, V.G.-Fine appearance. Scott $60,000+ (Owner’s) (photo on web site).
Estimate $7,500 - 10,000

161

HH/H/m

162

H/m

163

HH/H/m

164

H/m
U.S., Classic Balance. In small book of dealer tear sheets, including: 7 strip of 3, 14, 32-33, 28, 218, 98, 7, 9
(2), 17, 20, 36, 67, 162, 165, 254, 326, 330, 541 and 578-79. Mostly used, a few condition issues, nice inexpensive lot
with a few better items to be pulled out for individual sale, V.G.-Fine appearance (photo on web site).
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

165

P

166

H/m
U.S., Small Classics and Early 20th Century Group. On album and stock pages, along with loose material,
containing used 20, 160, 87, 238, 240 and mint C18, 234-35, 614-21, RW72 large gutter block of 8 from press-sheet.
Mixed condition and high catalog value, Very Good-Very Fine (photo on web site).
Estimate $500 - 750

167

H/m/)

168

HH/H

169

m

U.S., Fabulous Premium Assortment of Better Stamps. On black dealer cards, containing mint: 294-99,
523, 342, E9, 403 (4), C1 NH strip of 5, Q8, Q10, Q11, 39 (no gum), 311, 287 block of 4, 239 (9), 229, 424-38, 284, 371
centerline block of 4, 275-76, C13-15, 374-79, 381, 119 disturbed o.g. PF cert, 496 NH pair, RW2 o.g. plate block
(missing side selvage), used: 277, 96, 97, 98 (2), 92, 17, 119, 38, 15 pair, 1 with four large margins, 116 sound with PSE
cert, 37 and 67 (2). Some possible gum and condition issues, but overall condition appears quite nice with several key
sets and high catalog value, generally F.-V.F. appearance (photo on web site).
Estimate $6,000 - 8,000
U.S., Small Stockbook of Better Items. In small blue stockbook, with many better including some highlights
- used: 9 (2), 65 with green cancel, 76 (2), 78, 89 part o.g., 90, 91 with a pre-print paper crease, 118, 117 red cancel, 135,
209b with PSE certificate, 238 and mint: 186, 189-90, 209, 238, 276, 305-6, 524, 547, 567 block of 4, 569 & 570 blocks
of 4, 591, C13 with photocopy of PSE certificate for block of 4, J25, 551-73, some Pictorial perforated proofs, some
dubious perf 12 Washington Franklin coil line pairs. A nice assortment with color cancels, varieties, etc. Reasonably
priced and condition appears mostly sound with several delightful singles, so be sure to add this lot to your viewing list.,
Very Good-Very Fine. Scott $20,000+ (Owner’s) (photo on web site).
Estimate $4,000 - 6,000
U.S., Small Group of Premium Stamps. In an old stockbook, better stamps include: C1, 803-34, 230-40
(30c-50c are used), 285-91, 294-99, C1-6, C13-15, RW1 (crease), RW5-RW8. A little condition issues among the early
issues, Zeppelins and Airmails are generally sound, generally F.-V.F. (photo on web site). Estimate $2,000 - 3,000

U.S., Collection of 78 Plate Proofs. Consisting of 63P4, 73Pa4, 77P4, 158TC, 183P4, 185P4,
205P4-209P4, 211P4, 213P4-216P4, 219-29 (various papers: India, card and stamp paper mixed set), O10P4-O14P4,
O47P3-O56P3, E1P3, E2P3, J22P4-J28P4, PR9P4-PR32P4 (missing 10c, with duplicates of $12 and $24, newspaper
set has some thins), plus 5 large vignette engravings, F.-V.F. (photo on web site).
Estimate $800 - 1,200

U.S., Balance Lot. Containing singles 803-34, 1030-53, approximately 50 Naval and Navel theme covers, a
small selection of mint sheets, some postal stationary and a couple albums of mint plate blocks and singles, F.-V.F.
(photo on web site).
Estimate $300 - 400
U.S., 1¢ to 15¢ Columbians, 1893. Sweet little lot, a few trivial faults, please inspect, a solid value, F.-V.F.
Scott $607 (no photo).
Estimate $250 - 350
U.S., Small Fancy Cancel Group. 10 stamps, each with lovely cancels consisting of 67 with red grid cancel,
68 with San Francisco cogwheel cancel, 69 circle of wedges cancel, 78 with clover like geometric cancel, 71 with lovely
ornate geometric cancel, 73 with circle date paid postmark, 77 circle of wedges cancel, 75-76 with San Francisco
cogwheel cancels, 93 with leaf cancel, usual mixed condition as stamps were chosen for cancels rather than condition,
generally F.-V.F. appearance, a lovely group sure to be of interest to any serious fancy cancel collector (photo on web
site).
Estimate $250 - 350
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UNITED STATES: Accumulations
170

U.S., Miscellaneous Group. With over $100 worth of U.S. face in 1970’s-80’s mint sheets and plate blocks,
normal and Recalled Legends of the West sheets, Bugs Bunny missing die cut on right pane and a nice group of
revenues and private die proprietary issues, generally F.-V.F. (photo on web site).
Estimate $200 - 300

H/m

Accumulations
171

HH/H
U.S., 50 Year Old Mostly Mint Accumulation. A total of six stock books and one tube of sheets mostly mint
and mostly fresh and never hinged, with a breakdown as follows: two stock books of coil strips from Washington’s to
Presidential’s including several 2c 606 strips which are dark and make good candidates for Carmine Lake, a stock book
of miscellaneous: RI1-13, several modern mint ducks, 242P4, 245P4, J22P4-J28P4, PS15 (4), a mint sheet file
containing 635, 639, C9, J68 (2) sheets with some perf separations and some selvage missing and C22 plate block of
10, a stock book containing 497 pair, 358, 571 (11), 572 (17), 570 (4), 573 (3), 591 and a couple stock pages of
pre-cancels, a tube 753, 754, 756 and 760 full Farley panes and a large stock book of: 571 (block of 8 and pair), 572 (2
blocks of 8 and 3 blocks of 4). Condition is generally sound, generally F.-V.F., an interesting old time capsule of postage
stamps that have been off the market these many years. Scott $30,000+ (Owner’s) (photo on web site).
Estimate $6,000 - 8,000

172

H/m

173

HH/H/m

174

HH/H

175

HH/H/m

176

HH/H/m U.S., Marvelous Mint & Used Accumulation, 1861-2005. Thousands of singles, pair blocks and plate
blocks residing in five Lighthouse binders with slip cases, better mint includes 323, 328-329, 614-616 blocks of four, 617
block of four (3), 650 block of 6, 704-708, 710-712, 714 blocks of four, Prexie blocks, plate blocks including 832, coils,
855 plate block, Famous Americans, imperf Bugs Bunny, souvenir sheets, panes, well over 100 ducks mostly mint with
RW10, RW12, RW13 (2), RW15, RW73b, RW74b, RW75b, used C1-C5, special deliveries, parcel posts, officials,
newspapers, CSA with mint 2, 6 (6), 8, 13 (2), huge #11 on cover, hundreds of revenues, and a volume of 32¢ to $14.75

22

U.S., Quality Accumulation. In a small box containing many well centered and Jumbo’s including an
attractive group of used classics on cards, some better booklets and a group of Shanghai overprints, K1-18 (50c
appears to be NH) with PF certs for K17-18, some better used back of book: J3-J5, J20, J7, J15-21, J22-28, O1-2, O8-9,
O48, Confederate States 1-2, 4-5. Condition appears mostly sound among the Shanghai set, booklets and mint items,
condition is mixed among the used group, generally F.-V.F. Scott $20,000+ (Owner’s) (photo on web site).
Estimate $4,000 - 6,000
U.S., Leftover Accumulation. Full of stock books and loose stamps, assembled in no particular order,
consisting of a group of 3 stockbooks of 692-701 pairs, 834 (2), C1 (block of 4 and 3 singles), C2 (3), C3 (3), C4 (block of
4), C5 (2), C6 (1), C13 (2 mint singles and 1 used single), C14 used, C15 (1), C13-15 never hinged, C18 (21), 803-34
and 1030-53 plate blocks, and Farley souvenir sheets, a duck collection in small stockbook RW1-42, mint and used,
early ducks are without gum, later ducks are never hinged and o.g., a small book of mint and used ducks duplicates
including unused RW1 and finally a small group of misc. stamps including 832b o.g., 91 used, mint group: 287-289, 400,
C1, 323-27, 328-30 and RW1. Condition is mixed, mostly sound among the modern issues, a few faults among the
classics, used, o.g., hinged or never hinged, generally F.-V.F., an interesting mixed eclectic group that should really be
viewed to fully appreciate. Scott $25,000 approximate (Owner’s) (photo on web site).
Estimate $4,000 - 6,000
U.S., Overrun Countries, 1943-44, Massive Holding (909-921). Full panes of 50, 909 (60); 910 (9); 911
(16); 912 (5); 913 (599); 914 (5); 915 (6); 916 (10); 918 (10); 919 (169); 920 (6) & 921 (324) a total of 60,950 stamps,
face value alone is over $3,000.00, unchecked for reversed/inverted flags or quality for grading, mostly Very Fine.
Brookman $27,594 (photo on web site).
Estimate $3,500 - 5,000
U.S., 19th and Early 20th Century Mint Accumulation. Organized by issue on large black stock pages,
including 24 (2), 68, 69 (2), 94 (3), 113 (2), 112 (2), 133, 148, 159, 186, 183 (2), 185, 182 (2), 212 (2), 209 (2), 214 (3),
215, 216 (2), 217, 221, 223 (2), 224, 226, 232 (2), 233 (6), 234 (5), 236 (3), 237, 238 (2), 239, 240 (2), 248 (14 singles,
many of which are never hinged), 251, 252 (2), 253, 266, 272, 276, 280-82, 284, 287 (2), 288, 289 (2), 290 (3), 296-97,
299, 302, 305, 308 (2), 309, 325 (2), 328-30 (2 sets), 346 (2 singles and 1 pair), 371 pair, 402, 412-13 pairs, 464 (2), 468,
471, plus a small group of black approval cards including 288, 305, 306, 308 (2), 232-35, 238, 297-99, 17 (removed
cancel) and 338. Condition is mixed, with a few removed cancels among the classics, a wonderful treasure hunting lot
with a plethora of lovely singles scattered throughout, o.g., hinged or never hinged (some without gum), Very
Good-Very Fine (photo on web site).
Estimate $3,500 - 5,000
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postage, this lot will keep you busy through many a cold winter’s nights, a few condition issues, o.g., hinged or never
hinged, generally F.-V.F. (photo on web site).
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000
177

H/m

178

H/m

179

HH/H

180

H/m
U.S., Small Stock Book Accumulation. Singles, from 19th century to early 20th century laid out by issue on
stock pages including used: 91 (2), 217, O45, Confederate States 4, mint: 212-4, 226 (2), 232 (2), 233 (3), 305-6, 308,
310 (2), 326, 562 NH, C1-6, C2 (2), C5 (2), E3, O35, O38, O40, O21, K5, K8-9, K13, K15 and K17-18. A few condition
issues, some select and usable stamps certainly worth this low estimate, much F.-V.F. (photo on web site).
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

181

H/m

182

HH/H
U.S., Group of Multiples. Pairs, blocks, plate blocks, of mostly plate blocks, several of which have adjoining
stamps on all sides, sorted and identified by issue, consisting of better items: 532 pair, 631 huge cross gutter block each
side with portions of adjoining stamps, 2¢ rare printer’s waste never hinged block of 4, 408 Kansas City roulette block
signed WCM, 409 Kansas City roulette plate block with C.A.S. backstamp, 576 matched set of plate blocks, 481 three
matched sets of normal plate blocks, a matched set of plate blocks each with letter “A” plus centerline block and three
arrow blocks, 482 matched set of plate blocks, 343 set of arrow blocks, 409 set of matched plate blocks with portions of
adjoining stamps on each side, 343 matched plate block set, 279 group of plate number strips of 3, group of plate blocks:
501, 536, 534 (2), 343 (2), 320, 368 and 484. Condition appears mostly sound, generally F.-V.F. A strong scattering of
quality well centered stamps (photo on web site).
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

183

H/m
U.S., Large Accumulation. In three large boxes with lots of promotional albums and small U.S. starter
collection, but the real value of the collection is a group of mint sheets and plate blocks from the late 1970’s to early
1980’s in five mint sheet files adding up to over $1,200 face, plus additional plate blocks and booklets scattered
throughout the boxes that just need to be pulled out and added up so viewing is recommended to properly evaluate,
generally F.-V.F. (photo on web site).
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

184

U.S., Kans.-Nebr. Reference Group. Approximately 3,000 stamps, sorted by number on large manilla stock
pages, with the vast majority of the stamps with decent added overprint. This will make an excellent reference for the
specialist, generally F.-V.F. appearance (photo on web site).
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

185

H/m

U.S., Miscellaneous Group. In a small box of glassines and dealer cards, mixed together, with highlights
consisting of 1-2, 112-17, 73 with clean PSE cert, C10a, 14, 154 appears unused, 119, Q4-7, 408-9 Kansas City
roulettes in blocks of 4 with PF certs, 17 and 119. Usual mixed condition, a nice small group of stamps with a good
concentration of value, generally F.-V.F. (photo on web site).
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000
U.S., Back of Book Bonanza, 1861-1990. Housed in nine APS approval books, better mint include K3-K4,
O57, O63, O65, Q1-Q12, proof 78p4, E1p4, E2p4, R104TC, RB1TC, QI1 complete booklet, test booklet TDB92, WX7,
plus a cigar box jammed with goodies, just one look and you’ll be sold, some mixed condition, however over all F.-V.F.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
U.S., Regular Issues and Back of Book, 19th and Early 20th Century. Sorted on black approval cards,
consisting of: 11 block of 4, 272 (3), 276, Columbian blocks of 4 (233-235, 237 x2, 238), 230 block of 6 with imprint,
233-234 imprint and plate number strips of 3, C3 pair and block of 4, 611 center-line block, some private vending coils,
368 Schermack type III strip of 5, WV11-13 (2 sets), 523-24, 547, etcetera. Condition is mixed with plenty of nice clean
useful stamps, generally F.-V.F. appearance (photo on web site).
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000

U.S., Accumulation of Mostly Well Centered Singles. Nearly a couple hundred stamps, on black dealer
cards or glassines, several of which have been graded including: C5 o.g. PSE graded 90, 550 o.g. PSE graded 90J, 561
NH PSE graded 90, 371 center-line block, 518 o.g. PSE graded 95, 517 o.g. PSE graded 95J, 516 o.g. PSE graded 95,
459 line pair o.g., PSE graded 95, 399 used PSE graded 95, 230 o.g. PSAG graded 90J, 209 used PSE graded 90, 561
NH PSE graded 95 and as a bonus, three modern Canadian press sheets are included. Mostly clean and well centered,
with many stamps Extremely Fine and above. The majority of the stamps are o.g. hinged or never hinged. The few
stamps I mention above are worth the estimate, so viewing is suggested to properly evaluate the remaining stamps.
(photo on web site).
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

U.S., Classics Mixture. Consisting of used: 1, 2, 7 strip of 3, 10A, 15, 17 pair, 71, 70/78 (group of 4 stamps,
shades), 98 (2), 239 (2), 240 (3), 117 (2 pairs), 119 (3), mint: 65 pair and 123. Usual mixed condition with lots of catalog
value, please inspect, Very Good-Very Fine (photo on web site).
Estimate $800 - 1,200
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186

HH

187

H/m/)

188

H/m/)
U.S., Stamp & Ephemera Lot 1812-1950, residing in five large boxes, consists of a box of worldwide covers
and albums including a well loved Scott album with used #1, 76-78, 113-117, 119-120, nice Bank Notes, 285-291, a
second box with prints, shipping documents inside stampless covers, various documents, illustrated billheads, stamp
album with White plains sheet (2), Farley blocks of four, stock book of revenues, some better, also five boxed of stamps
on & off paper, one box of literature with “Pats Paragraphs” and “Postal Markings”, every piece is sale able, mixed
condition, o.g., hinged or never hinged, F.-V.F. (photo on web site).
Estimate $600 - 800

189

H

190

H/m

191

HH/H

192

H/m
U.S., Diverse Accumulation, 1860-1950. Hundreds of mostly mint stamps in a carton, includes 320 NH
block of four, K8-K10, Philippines 218, 229, full sheets of 706, FA1, mint NH 370 & 372, plate blocks of Washington
Bicentennial complete, 833 (2), 834, C7-C9, C20-C22, and line pairs, booklet panes, postal stationery, also includes
some useful United Nations, you’ll need patience to plow through this, but the effort will be pleasurable, a few trivial
condition issues, but overall F.-V.F., with tremendous potential, this lot should be on your “to see” list.
Estimate $400 - 600

193

HH/H
U.S., Booklet Pane Accumulation. Better panes including 319g (3 panes each with different plate
numbers), 374a (2 panes), 375a with plate number, 406a, 425e (2 panes, 1 position M and 1 with plate number), 462a
position I, 463a (2 panes, 1 with plate number), 498e (4 panes, positions B, I, J, M), 501b (3 panes, positions I, J and H),
502b, 552a (3 panes), 554c (8 panes, 5 with different plate numbers, 1 position J, 1 position M and 1 used pane), 634d
with 80% of plate number. Condition is mixed, with some few gum issues, but otherwise mostly sound, F.-V.F., sure to
please plate number or booklet pane collectors (photo on web site).
Estimate $400 - 600

194

HH/H
U.S., Early Mint Sheet Accumulation. Over 80 mint 3¢ purple sheets and some large blocks, a nice group of
these popular early sheets, o.g., mostly never hinged, generally F.-V.F. (photo on web site).
Estimate $400 - 600

195

H/m
U.S., Mint & Used Definitives, 1861-1960. Tens of thousands of mint & used stamp, mostly Bank Notes,
Bureaus and Washington Franklins, mostly separated by denomination, also includes an stock book with dozens of
mint pairs to strips of four of 4¢ #601, and an album of different reliefs of Washington definitive, well worth a careful
inspection and aggressive bid, F.-V.F.
Estimate $350 - 500

196

HH/H
U.S., Early Mint Sheet Accumulation. Over 125 mint sheets from 1934//1983 including 906 Sun Yat Sen,
909-21 Overrun countries, some 3c purples, some Army Navy values and emphasis on World War II topical sheets,
o.g., mostly never hinged, F.-V.F. (photo on web site).
Estimate $300 - 400

24

U.S., Premium Sheets Wholesale Group, 1990’s. Consisting of 2 Legends of the West sheets in original
folders, 4 Riverboat sheets with special die-cutting, 3 Bugs Bunny sheets (2870, 3095b and 3138) - special missing die
cut on right pane of 1, o.g., never hinged, Very Fine. Scott $1,685 (photo on web site).
Estimate $600 - 800
U.S., Tail End of Consignment, 1851-2000. Filling two large boxes, includes stock book of mint back of the
book with C10A, stock book of mint blocks of four and plate blocks of back of the book, stock books of mint & used sets
and singles, mint postal stationery, and so much more, a lot that any internet dealer will love, some condition issues,
otherwise F.-V.F. (no photo).
Estimate $600 - 800

U.S., Small Proof Holding. Including 219DP5, 239P3 (Scott $850), 233P4 pair, 9 bank note (mostly card),
proofs and 5 black bank note trial color card proofs, a couple Proprietary revenue card proofs, E1P4, E3P4,
J22P4-J28P4, O83P4-O93P4, O72P4-O73P4, O75P4-O82P4. A lovely group with bright colors and crisp impressions,
F.-V.F. (photo on web site).
Estimate $500 - 750

U.S., Small Accumulation. Full of various mid-level premium stamps, sorted and identified in nearly a
couple hundred glassines, will surly quickly add up to high catalog value, Very Good-Very Fine (photo on web site).
Estimate $500 - 750
U.S., Early Mint Sheet Accumulation. Over 275 mint sheets and a few large blocks, mostly 3¢
commemoratives, including a 906 sheet (missing a couple pieces of side selvage), a nice group containing popular
topicals and decent face value, o.g., mostly never hinged, generally F.-V.F. (photo on web site).Estimate $500 - 750
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197

H/m

198

HH/H
U.S., Balance of Consignment. Includes sheet file with over $250.00 face value, some first day covers,
Legends of the West book and sheet, and Legends of the Screen book and sheet, F.-V.F.
Estimate $200 - 300

199

U.S., Balance Group. In a couple large boxes of FDC’s and souvenir cards consisting of 5 albums of FDC’s
from presidentials to 1960’s, over 200 Souvenir Cards, mostly from the 1990’s, containing many Numismatic cards, with
minor duplication of two of each of most cards and finally a small group of Israel stamps and souvenir cards, generally
F.-V.F. (no photo).
Estimate $200 - 300

200

HH/H

201

HH/H

U.S., Neat Little Back of Book Accumulation. Containing a small scattering of Revenues including 1935
Potato Tax booklet panes, over 50 state tax stamps and over 50 large Tobacco, Cigar and small Cigarette stamps, over
100 EFO’s, mostly perf shifts, pre-print paper folds, an inverted center R135b, 8 revenues with double perforations and
a neat little group of minor plate and printing flaws. Typical mixed condition with plenty of interesting stamps for the back
of book specialist. Viewing suggested to properly appreciate, generally F.-V.F. appearance (photo on web site).
Estimate $250 - 350

U.S., Wholesale lot of the 2¢ Yorktown, 1931 (703). Consisting of 131 plate blocks of 10, 11 plate blocks of
8, 7 plate blocks of 6, 154 plate blocks of 4, with both layouts, plenty of well centered stamps and shade varieties, so be
sure to allow to some time to view and you might find the dark lake shade, o.g., mostly never hinged, Very Good-Very
Fine, if you assume everything is hinged (which it is not), the catalog value is over $1,000 (photo on web site).
Estimate $200 - 300
U.S., Wholesale Lot of the 2¢ Yorktown, 1931 (703). Group of 17 sheets and 4 large blocks without
selvage, 14 sheets are layout #1, 3 sheets are layout #2, some sheets with small adhesion faults (only affecting a couple
stamps per sheet), but overall mostly sound, great for the specialist or person hunting that elusive well centered graded
single, o.g., mostly never hinged, Very Good-Very Fine (photo on web site).
Estimate $100 - 150

Dealers Stocks
202

H/m

203

HH/H

U.S., Dealer Stock. Dealer stock cards in 7 red boxes and better items in 15 small dealer counter books and
3 stockbooks with used consisting of: 7, 9, 10 on piece, 36 (3), 36b (2), 70/70a (4), 71 (12), 72, 76 (4), 77 (5), 78 (9), 78a,
78b (5), 86, 91, 92 (2), 96 (6), 97 (3), 98 (2), 112 (8), 115 (6), 116 (2), 117, 118, 119 (2), 120 (2), 121 (3), 138, 149 (3), 151
(10), 154 (4), 155, 160 (4), 162 (2), 163 (4), 165 (7), 166, 217 (5), 229 (3), 238 (5), 239 (6), 240 (8), 276A (2), 291 (2), 456,
460, E4 (3), J17, J28 (2), O1, R114, RB16a, RK28, Danish West Indies 1 (3), 3, 11, 13, 14, and mint: 183 (3), 216,
219-28 (only missing 219B), 226, 228, 237 (5), 238 (3), 239 (2), 285-90, 287 (4), 288 (5), 289 (5), 290, 294-99, 298 (6),
299, 302-9, 306, 330 (6), 340, 399 (3), 400 (2), 403 (2), 497 line pair, 571 (2), 591 (2), 666, 679, C1, C5 (4), C6, E2, E3
(3), E5 (2), E6 (6), J3 (5), J28, K6, O38, O89, O92, O101, Q5-11, Q8 (2), Q9 (3), JQ4, RW2, RW4 (6), RW5 (10), RW6
(9), RW7 (8), RW8 (3), RW9 (6), RW11 (5), Danish West Indies 31-39, Guam 3 (2), 7, Hawaii 9, 27, 34 (3), 48, 63, 73 and
Philippines 357 block of 3. Each stamp is identified on individual cards or dealer tear sheets adding up to massive
catalog value, generally F.-V.F. Scott $199,088 (photo on web site).
Estimate $15,000 - 20,000
U.S., Mint Commemorative Stock, 1898-1940. From Cambridge Essex in two large boxes full of dealer
cards, sorted by issue and marked for retail sale, containing notable items: 285 (3 blocks of 4 and 5 plate number pairs),
286 (1 block of 4 and 10 plate number pairs), 287 (9 singles), 288 (12 singles), 289 (7 singles), 290 (6 singles), 291 (2
singles), 295 (3 plate number strips of 3), 294-99 (2 sets), 296 (8 singles), 297 (4 singles), 298 (8 singles), 299 (4 singles
and a plate number strip of 4), 323-27 (3 sets), 323 (block of 4 with plate number), 325 (4 singles), 326 (9 singles), 327 (3
singles), 329 (block of 10), 330 (14 singles), 369, 368 (5 blocks of 4), 371 (center-line block and plate block), 372 (2
blocks of 4), 373 (3 pairs, 3 blocks of 4 and 1 center-line block), 398 (block of 4), 399 (9 singles), 400 (6 singles), 401
(block of 4 with plate number), 403 (2 singles), 537 (plate block of 6), 548-50 (6 sets, 1 set of blocks of 4), 611
(center-line block), 612 (block of 6 and 4 blocks of 4), lots of Huguenot Walloon and Lexington Concord and Norse
American sets and more. These popular commemorative issues appear mostly sound, generally F.-V.F. Scott $50,000
approximately (Owner’s) (photo on web site).
Estimate $7,500 - 10,000
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204

HH/H
U.S., Back of the Book Stock. In two large boxes full of dealer cards, sorted by issue and marked for retail
sale, containing notable items: C1 (5 singles), C3 (3 singles), C5 (6 singles), C6 (1 single), C10a booklet pane and front
cover, C18 (4 singles and a block of 4), C13 (1 single), E1 (3 singles), E3 (8 singles), E4 (1 single), E5 (2 singles), E6 (6
singles), E7 (10 singles), E8 (4 singles), E9 (1 single), E10 (1 single), E11 (2 blocks of 4), E13 (1 block of 4), F1 (6
singles), J2 (1 single), J3 (19 singles and 2 blocks of 4), J19 (2 singles), J40 (3 singles), J41 (5 singles and a block of 4),
J42 (4 singles and 1 block of 4), J46a (2 blocks of 4), J53a (1 single), J55 (1 block of 4), J63 shades (8 blocks of 4)J64 (24
singles and 1 block of 4), J65 (7 singles and 5 blocks of 4), J67a, JQ2 (1 block of 4), JQ4 (8 singles), K1-5, K1 (strip of 3),
K3 (3 singles), K4 (2 singles), K5 (3 singles), K6 (2 singles), K7 (4 singles), K8 (5 singles), K9 (3 singles), K10 (3 singles),
K11 (1 single), K12 (2 singles), K13 (3 singles), K14 (2 singles), K16 (1 single), K17 (1 single), K18 (2 singles), LO6,
PR114-26, Q1-12, Q10 (3 singles), Q11 (5 singles), Q12 (2 singles), QE4 (margin block of 4 and 2 blocks of 4), RW1,
RW10, RW12 and UXC1a used cut square. These popular back of book issues appear generally sound, generally
F.-V.F. Scott $51,249 (Owner’s) (photo on web site).
Estimate $7,500 - 10,000

205

HH/H
U.S., Plate Block and Multiple Stock. Approximately 400 multiples consisting of: blocks of four: 219, 220,
231, 304, plate blocks: 230, 285, 286, 294 (2), 295, 300 (2), 328, 344 (2), 345, 347 (2), 367, 371, 372 (2), 373, 374, 376,
397, 398, 503, 504, 506, 508, 512-12A, 513, 528 (4), 528B, 531, 534 (3), 535 (3), 536, 537, 550 (2), 559, 561, 562, 590,
616, 619 (2), 622, 623, 628 (6), 648 (7), 662, 663 (2), 664, 665, 668, 700 (3), 701 (2), 833 (8), 834 (5), plate number strip
of 3: 255, 268, 269, booklet panes: 319G, 374a, 375a, 502b, 368 center line block, 571 arrow block, 573 arrow block,
610 fold-over error with siderographer initials. Condition appears generally sound with many useful blocks, careful
inspection should prove rewarding, generally F.-V.F. Scott $48,000 (photo on web site). Estimate $7,500 - 10,000

206

m

207

H/m
U.S., Old Time Regular Issue to Airmail Dealer Stock. Better stamps carefully organized by and identified
on dealer tear sheets from H.N. Brumm stock, containing used: 1 (2), 1 on cover, 17, 25 cover, 36 on cover to Davidson,
North Carolina, 36, 71 (2), 75, 76, 77, 78B, 91, 96 (2), 97 (2), 98 (2), 112, 115 (3), 116 (3), 117 (5), 119 (4), 120, 121, 151
(2), 154, 155 (2), 162 (2), 163 (2), 165, 166, 217 (2), 218, 229 (2), 239 (2), 241, 242, 291 (4), 292, 293, 312, Philippines
212, and mint (o.g. and without gum): a questionable 100, 238, 240, 241, 256, 276A, 288, 289, 296 (2), 326, 373 pair,
400 (2), 417 block, 437, 494 line pair, 523, C1 (2), C2, C3, C5 (2), C6 (2), C13, C18 plate block, C18 corner block of 4,
C18 (3) and E5. Most stamps appear correctly identified, some gum and condition issues, but still high catalog value
and some nice little treasures to be found, mostly F.-V.F. Scott $40,000+ (Owner’s) (photo on web site).
Estimate $4,000 - 6,000

208

H/m
U.S., Mint & Used Dealer Stock, 1851-1935. Housed in a Lindner stock book with slip case, used includes
31, 32, 33, 67, 68 (2), 70 (2), 73 (11), 77, 112 (3), 113 (4), 116 (3), 117 (2), 278, 289 block of four, 293, mint includes 214,
230 (12), 231 (27), 232 (3), 233 (4), 234 (2), 235 (5), 236 (2), 238 (2), 240, 241, 243, 245, 277, 287, 323 (2), 324-326, and
much more, some condition issues on the earlies, all identified for easy pricing, F.-V.F., a major addition to your stock
(photo on web site).
Estimate $2,500 - 3,500

209

HH/H

210

H/m

211

HH/H

26

U.S., Used Back of Book Stock. Carefully organized by issue in stockbook, consisting of Special Delivery,
Registry, Special Handling, Parcel Post Postage Due and Parcel Post. Used group from the Gordon Eustic stock, many
sound, mostly F.-V.F. Scott $30,000 (Owner’s) (photo on web site).
Estimate $4,000 - 6,000

U.S., Commemorative Stock. Thousands and thousands of stamps in two shoe boxes packed with stamps
mostly from 1930’s - 1960’s with a few early issues including some Columbians 230 pair and 231 block of 5, some
Washington / Franklins, Bureau issues and 2¢ reds, plus a box containing a few hundred FDC’s and some loose
stamps, o.g., mostly never hinged, generally F.-V.F. Scott $15,864 (Owner’s) (photo on web site).
Estimate $2,500 - 3,500
U.S., Back of the Book Store Stock. Carefully organized by issue and labeled in individual glassines,
mostly mint with a the majority of the value in airmails, a decent amount of face value worth of Palau, Micronesia and
Marshall Islands and some mint and used U.N. and a small selection of 20th century mint. Condition appears mostly
sound, mostly F.-V.F. Scott $12,760 (Owner’s) (photo on web site).
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000

U.S., Mint & Used Stock, 1851-1970. Meaty dealer stock in four counter books, volume one holds
1851-1920 issues, volume two has 1929-1990 issues plus C3, C4, C5, C6, C10A mint, used C13-C15, volume three
has back of the book, and the last volume has used ducks, a perfect lot for the internet dealer, some condition issues, be
sure to spend some time with this baby, F.-V.F. (photo on web site).
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
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212

HH/H

213

HH/H
U.S., Mint Dealer Stock, 1845-1938. Meaty small mint stock on counterbook pages, includes 113 NG, 133,
231 “Broken Hat”, 238, 241, 261A, 287, 288, 291, 292, a few trivial faults and regums, otherwise, F.-V.F., an
inexpensive opportunity to restock. Scott $4,000+ (Owner’s) (photo on web site).
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

214

HH/H
U.S., Dealer Stock of Premium Plate Blocks and Singles. Each carefully organized in glassines, plus a
group of 6 stock-books, consisting of over 80 EFO’s, early Washington Franklins, 265 plate number strip of 3, various
Washington Franklin imperf coil and private vending coils, 457 pair, 509 block with plate number, center-line block, C1-2
arrow block without gum, C3 block top blue ‘TOP’ and plate number, plate blocks: 483-84, 526-28, 535 NH, 557, 559,
566, 619, 623, 628, 649-50, 654, 655, 701, 715 (2), 740-49, 785-93, 803-34 plus duplicates of lower values, 893, J86
NH, 2¢ reds and 3¢ purples. Usual mixed condition, with several better items lurking throughout, o.g., mostly never
hinged, F.-V.F.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

215

m

216

HH/H

217

HH/H/m

218

HH/H/m

219

U.S., Used Stock, 1893-1965. Neatly arranged used stock in stock book, includes 230-240, 285-290,
294-299, 328-330, 397-400A, 614-616, 617-619, 834, special deliveries, Q1-Q12, with quantities from 1-25, a tight
selection with great value, some condition issues, inspection is invited, F.-V.F. (photo on web site).
Estimate $500 - 750

220

HH/H

221

HH/H

222

HH/H

223

HH
U.S., Airmail Complete Booklets (BKC3). One hundred complete mint booklets, intact as received from the
consignor, unchecked for better plate numbers, o.g., never hinged, F.-V.F. Scott $1,600 (photo on web site).
Estimate $300 - 400

U.S., Better Mint Stock, 1875-1935. Counter book of better mint material, includes 287, 290, 330, 358, 369,
382, 400 (2), 546, C13, C14, C18 (2), E5, E6, E7 (3), Q8, Q12, JQ4, generally fresh & clean, all identified, a choice array
of material, examination urged, F.-V.F. (photo on web site).
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

U.S., Used Stock, 1870-1935. A toothsome stock of better material, includes 237 (22), 238 (10), 239 (12),
240 (2), 287 (8), 289 (6), 290 (12), 291 (2), 327 (15), 330 (4), C1 (6), C4 (11), C5 (7), C6 (10), C10A with tab, the type of
stock that used to be readily available but are now scarce as hen’s teeth, some condition issues as to be expected,
examination is a must, F.-V.F. Scott $12,000+ (photo on web site).
Estimate $750 - 1,000
U.S., Early Mint Stock, 1940’s-50’s, over 190 mint, mostly 3¢ commemoratives, sheets and large blocks,
including Overrun Countries, Famous Americans including 893 and a few higher face value 1970’s sheets, o.g., mostly
never hinged, generally F.-V.F. Scott $5,800 (Owner’s) (photo on web site).
Estimate $750 - 1,000

U.S., Dealer Stock, 1888-1960. Thousands of mint & used stamps in three large stock books, includes
Farleys, used Prexies to the $5, used C7-C9 in quantity, mint C31 plate blocks (2), CE1-, back of the book, careful
inspection should yield plenty of surprises, F.-V.F. (photo on web site).
Estimate $600 - 800
U.S., Mint & Used Lot, 1847-1990. Two volumes mostly face with values up to $9.95, Harris album with used
#1, 77, better cancels on Bank notes, 238-239, 291, C1-C6, mint includes 205, 206, back of the book including used
ducks, CSA group, small stockbook with mostly mint plate blocks, a neat compact stock that will repay your effort,
F.-V.F. (photo on web site).
Estimate $500 - 750

m

U.S., Mint Stock, 1938-2000. Thousands of singles, blocks and plate blocks housed in three large stock
books, loads of face, should prove of value to the internet or flea market dealer, inspection will prove useful, F.-V.F.
(photo on web site).
Estimate $500 - 750
U.S., Early Airmail Large Block and Sheet Stock. Including C25-31 set of sheets and plenty of higher face
value sheets and large blocks adding up to much value, o.g., mostly never hinged, generally F.-V.F. (photo on web site).
Estimate $400 - 600
U.S., Coil & Line Pair Stock. Exciting stock of fifty nine coil pairs, line pairs and plate number coils, includes
Washington Franklins & Fourth Bureaus, with 493 NH coil pair, 495 NH coil pair, 600 NH coil pair, 605 XF NH line pair,
723 NH coil pair, a wonderful opportunity for the coil collector or dealer, F.-V.F. Scott $800+ (Owner’s) (photo on web
site).
Estimate $350 - 500
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224

HH/H

225

HH/H

226

HH/H

227

H
U.S., Airmail Stock. In old stock book, including C4 (2), C5, C6, C7 (21 singles and 1 block of 4 with plate
number), C8 (23 singles), C9 (24 singles and 1 block of 4 with plate number), C10 (22 singles), C11 (7 singles), C12 (6
singles), C16 (20 singles), C17 (11 singles), C19 (9 singles), C20 (28 singles and 1 block of 4), C21 (11 singles and 1
block of 4), C22 (17 singles), C24 (21 singles) and C25-31 (5 sets), appears mostly sound and fresh, a great lot for
internet sales, conservatively priced for sale, o.g., F.-V.F. (photo on web site).
Estimate $200 - 300

U.S., Plate Block Stock 1¢ Green (632). Over two hundred plate blocks, with wide range of palate numbers
and positions, at least a dozen have scarce Durland numbers,many gum breaker patterns are included, some
uncommon are rare, each plate block has extensive data on its stock card, an exciting opportunity for the 4th Bureau PB
Specialist, examine please, o.g., hinged or never hinged, F.-V.F. Scott $900+ (Owner’s) (photo on web site).
Estimate $300 - 400

U.S., Mint Airmail Dealer Stock, 1927-60. Fresh mint lot on stock pages, includes C7 (23), C8 (16), C9 (20),
C10 (26), C24 (26), C31 (9), plus booklet panes and coils, excellent retail & Scott value, a good amount is NH,
inspection encouraged (photo on web site).
Estimate $250 - 350
U.S., Mint Booklet Pane Stock, 1917. Forty seven flat plate booklet panes with numbers, includes twenty
eight #498e and nineteen 499e, most are NH, a wonderful opportunity for the pane collector who is trying to find the
more elusive plate numbers, each pane is in a stock card, F.-V.F. Scott $400 (photo on web site).
Estimate $200 - 300

Face Value Lots
228

HH
U.S., Massive Modern Mint Face Value Hoard. Plate blocks, booklet panes and coil strips, but mostly full
commemorative panes. The vast majority of the sheets from 25¢ to the Forever issues. Total Face value is over
$20,000., F.-V.F. (photo on web site).
Estimate $10,000 - 15,000

229

HH/H

230

HH/H
U.S., Massive Single, Plate Block and Booklet Face Value Accumulation. In glassines in quantity by
issue from 3¢ to 33¢ denominations adding up to a huge amount of face value, estimated face value is between $8,000
and $9,000, be sure to bring your calculator to add up all of the face value here., o.g., mostly never hinged, F.-V.F.
(photo on web site).
Estimate $4,000 - 6,000

231

HH
U.S., Face Value Lot 1924-2010, terrific face lot with five Scott albums of plate blocks and blocks 1924-2002
and four Schaubek albums of singles plus loose, mostly 29¢ to 37¢ with loads of high values, total face probably
reaching five figures, have a look, bid a lot, save a lot, o.g., never hinged, F.-V.F.
Estimate $4,000 - 6,000

232

HH

233

HH

234

HH

235

HH

28

U.S., Massive Face Value Collection. In ten Scott Specialty albums, plus a couple small boxes, containing
plate blocks, small panes, singles and booklets with the face value adding up to over $13,000, o.g., mostly never
hinged, generally F.-V.F. (photo on web site).
Estimate $7,500 - 10,000

U.S., Terrific Face Lot, 1990-2010. Six Lighthouse hingeless albums with slip cases, values mostly 22¢ to
$14.40, includes singles, blocks, coils, souvenir sheets and panes, with tons of self adhesives and Forever stamps, total
face well into five figures, the albums alone are worth an aggressive bid, be sure to check her out, she’s waiting for you,
what was inspected was o.g., never hinged, F.-V.F.
Estimate $3,000 - 4,000
U.S., Face Value Lot, All 8¢, 1970-80. Includes blocks, plate blocks, plate strips, booklet panes and coils, all
8¢ values, estimated total face over $4,500, filling three small boxes, excellent face lot or stock, please inspect, what
was checked was o.g., never hinged, F.-V.F.
Estimate $2,500 - 3,500
U.S., Face Value Lot, All 10¢, 1974-75. Includes blocks, plate blocks, plate strips, booklet panes and coils,
all 10¢ values, estimated total face over $4,500, grouping in two small boxes, excellent face lot or stock, please
inspect, what was checked was o.g., never hinged, F.-V.F.
Estimate $2,500 - 3,500
U.S., Complete Booklet Face Value Lot, 1990-2010. Hundreds of complete booklets, 29¢ to $10.75 values,
many self adhesives, total face totals $4,500.00+, forget this time wasting trips to the post office, F.-V.F.
Estimate $2,500 - 3,500
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HH

237

HH

238

HH/H
U.S., Mint Sheet Collection. Several hundred sheets housed in twelve volumes, 3¢ to 41¢ issues, all full
sheets, sheetlets and souvenir sheets, better includes 737, 739, 756, 757, 784, 1193, 1331-1332, and many more, total
face over $3,900.00,a golden opportunity to pick up postage and some better material, be sure to put this on your “to
see” list, what was examined was o.g., hinged or never hinged, F.-V.F.
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000

239

HH/H

240

HH/H

241

HH

242

HH
U.S., Face Value Lot of Plate Blocks, 1926-2005. Residing in nine White Ace albums, made up of plate
blocks and souvenir sheets, values range from 1¢ to 45¢ with the majority 20¢ to 45¢, with better plate blocks such as
C7-C9, C10, C16, C17, C21-C22, C24, C25-C31, C46, take advantage while the getting is good, what was checked
was o.g., never hinged, F.-V.F., total face $1,300 and catalog in excess of $2,500.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000

243

HH

244

HH

245

HH

246

U.S., Souvenir Sheet Face Value Lot, 1980-2010. With values from 29¢ to 33¢, light duplication, includes
some better items, total face is $1,900.00, a great way to save on your postage expense, what was checked was o.g.,
never hinged, F.-V.F.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

247

HH

U.S., Full Sheet Face Value Lot, 1990-2010. 1¢ to 45¢ values, many self adhesives, total face totals
$3,600.00+, includes many better air mail and se-tenant sheets, some Looney Tune sheets, a lovely holding, please
inspect, F.-V.F.
Estimate $2,500 - 3,500
U.S., Massive Modern Press Sheet Hoard, 1994-2005. Including the press sheets Brookman lists as
premium: Bugs Bunny (2), Civil War (2), Mars Pathfinder, Edward G Robinson (2), Legendary Baseball Fields (2),
Lucille Ball (3), Longleaf Pine Forest, Audrey Hepburn, Henry Fonda and the rarest press sheet - Kwanzaa. As a bonus,
you will find the Canada $1 Titanic press sheet, not listed in the face value. U.S. Face value is $4,289.90., F.-V.F. (photo
on web site).
Estimate $2,500 - 3,500

U.S., Plate Block Collection, 1944-2005, thousands of plate blocks mounted in five Scott Specialty Albums
with slip cases, values 3¢ to $19.50, loads of self adhesives and high value plates including 1295, 1612, 2196, 2394,
2539, 2542, and 3473, total face value over $3,600.00, a tremendous grouping that will delight any collector or dealer,
F.-V.F.
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000
U.S., Modern Face Value Postage Accumulation. A showbox full of glassines with several year sets
(apparently complete) to 2010’s, a cigar box of booklets and coil strips of 5 and lots of modern sheetlets and loose
postage. You will be pleasantly surprised. Please bring your calculator for this one, o.g., mostly never hinged, Very Fine
(photo on web site).
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000
U.S., Face Value Lot, 1954-2010. A last minute walk-in, hundreds of USPS packed sheets, souvenir sheets
and plate strips, mostly 29¢ to $5.00, total face somewhat north of $4,000.00, save time and money, bid, bid bid!!!
what was checked was o.g., never hinged, F.-V.F.
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000

U.S., Booklet Pane Collection, 1913-2005. Several hundred booklet panes mounted in two Scott Specialty
hingeless albums, values from 1¢ to forever stamps with many self adhesives, total face over $2,000.00, with a few
better panes such as 332a, 375a, 405b, 406a, 462a, 463a, a great lot for a great price, don’t miss out on this one!!! what
was checked was o.g., never hinged, F.-V.F.
Estimate $1,200 - 1,800
U.S., Face Value Lot, All 6¢, 1968-70. Includes blocks, plate blocks, plate strips, booklet panes and coils, all
6¢ values, estimated total face over $1,800, grouping in two small boxes, excellent face lot or stock, please inspect,
what was checked was o.g., never hinged, F.-V.F.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
U.S., Higher Face Values Lot. Includes blocks, plate blocks & plate strips, 22¢ to 60¢ values, estimated
total face over $2,000, excellent face lot or stock, please inspect, what was checked was o.g., never hinged, F.-V.F.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

HH

U.S., Full Sheet Face Value Lot. Excellent face lot made up of 3¢ to 29¢ full sheets with airmails and better
sheets including, 651, 657, 689, 690, 691, 705, 717, 906, total face over $2,100.00, a great way to alleviate postage
costs and pick up some better material, what was checked was o.g., never hinged, F.-V.F. (photo on web site).
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
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HH

249

HH
U.S., Face Value Lot, All 13¢, 1976-78. Includes blocks, plate blocks & plate strips, all 13¢ values,
estimated total face over $1,400, excellent face lot or stock, please inspect, what was checked was o.g., never
hinged, F.-V.F.
Estimate $750 - 1,000

250

HH

251

HH/H

252

HH

253

HH
U.S., Face Value Lot, 1¢ to 5¢. Includes blocks, plate blocks & plate strips, mostly 1¢ to 5¢ values, total face
over $2,000, excellent lot with some better material, what was checked was o.g., never hinged, F.-V.F.
Estimate $500 - 750

254

H

255

HH

256

HH

257

HH
U.S., Souvenir Sheet & Miniature Sheet Collection, 1991-2013. A few hundred sheets residing in a
Lighthouse hingeless album, with many desirable items like Bugs Bunny, Sylvester, Roadrunner and Porky imperf
sheets, Hollywood star sheets, baseball sheets, values range from 29¢ to forever, total face over $625.00, mostly self
adhesives, a lot worthy of an aggressive bid, F.-V.F.
Estimate $350 - 500

258

HH

259

HH

260

HH

261

HH/H
U.S., Face Value Lot Coils 1975-1995, stock book of transportation coils plus others, values range from 1¢
to $1.00, total face over $200.00, excellent value for the internet retailer who doesn’t have the time to make frequent
trips to the post office, o.g., hinged or never hinged, F.-V.F. (no photo).
Estimate $150 - 200

30

U.S., Face Value Lot, 1981-82. Includes blocks, plate blocks & plate strips, 20¢ to 21¢ values, total face
over $1,600, a pleasant way to cut postage costs, what was checked was o.g., never hinged, F.-V.F.
Estimate $800 - 1,200

U.S., Face Value Lot of Complete Booklets. Thousands of complete booklet panes housed in two large
cartons, includes airmails, offered intact as received by us, unchecked for plate numbers or varieties, some offered in
their original boxes, enormous face value present, please inspect to ascertain this lot’s true value, what was checked
was o.g., never hinged, F.-V.F.
Estimate $750 - 1,000
U.S., Face Value Lot, 1940-2005. In three volumes, singles, blocks, souvenir sheets and sheetlets, with
values from 3¢ to $5.00, total face over 1,100.00, great lot for the internet dealer, F.-V.F.
Estimate $500 - 750
U.S., Face Value Lot, 1978-83. Includes blocks, plate blocks & plate strips, 15¢ to 18¢ values, total face
over $1,000, get rid of those time wasting trips to the post office, what was checked was o.g., never hinged, F.-V.F.
Estimate $500 - 750

U.S., Post Office Year Sets, 1972-2012. Containing 1-3 of each year (mostly 2 of each), adding up to
massive face value plus 10 souvenir folders of $9.35 Challenger first day cover souvenir folders, generally F.-V.F.
(photo on web site).
Estimate $500 - 750
U.S., Face Value Lot, 1970-2000. A terrific face lot with full & souvenir sheets, booklets, strips, plate blocks,
most values 3¢ to 37¢, total value easily over $1,000, put time into something more useful than going to the post office,
what was checked was o.g., never hinged, F.-V.F. (photo on web site).
Estimate $500 - 750
U.S., Face Value Lot, All 9¢ & 11¢, 1971-73. Includes blocks, plate blocks & plate strips, all 9 & 11¢ values,
estimated total face over $800, excellent face lot or stock, please inspect, what was checked was o.g., never hinged,
F.-V.F.
Estimate $400 - 600

U.S., Face Value Lot of Full Sheets. With 2¢ to 29¢ values, total face over $600, a few better sheets,
please examine, what was checked was o.g., never hinged, F.-V.F.
Estimate $300 - 400
U.S., Face Value Lot, 1960-2000. Total face over $550.00, mostly 29¢ to 50¢ values, great for the internet
dealer, please review, F.-V.F.
Estimate $300 - 400
U.S., Face Value Lot, All 5¢, 1963-67. Includes blocks, plate blocks & plate strips, all 5¢ values, estimated
total face over $500, excellent face lot or stock, please inspect, what was checked was o.g., never hinged, F.-V.F.
Estimate $250 - 350
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262

H/m
U.S., Cut Squares, 1853-1975 (U). Wonderful collection of over 475 cut squares or aerograms, hinged on
Scott pages, includes many better items such as U2, 12, 16, 19-21, 38, 44, 47, 55, 67, 69-73, 91-94, 97, 105, 107, 109,
122, 146, 158, 174, 176, 180, 186, 199, 203, 207, 208-9, 211, 214, 216, 217, 224, 240, 243, 270, 287, 307, 318, 320,
342-7, 434, 477, and 489; margins are generally Very Fine or better with a number of full corners, overall condition
appears Very Fine; Scott Catalogue value is over $13,000.
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000

263

)

264

H/m)
U.S., Postal Stationery Collection, 1853-1950. Presented in five volumes, includes album with mint UX3,
UX5, UX6, UX7, UX8, UX10, UX11, a used cut square collection in two stock books, U293 (12), and a mint and used
entire stock in one volume, a pleasant stock for the internet retailer, F.-V.F. (photo on web site).Estimate $400 - 600

265

m
U.S., Postal Stationery Cut Squares, 1876 Centennial Used Stock. Grouping of over 150 cut square from
the Centennial issue, includes U218 & U219, with shades, cancels, a fresh lot that will surely have plenty of bidders,
good luck, F.-V.F.
Estimate $300 - 400

266

H

267

U.S., Cut Square Collection, 1853-1988. Actually two collections with some duplication, includes Nesbitt
issues, Reay issues up to 1988, the second collection has some cut to shapes not counted, a worthy lot for the
beginning collector or internet dealer, please examine, F.-V.F. (photo on web site).
Estimate $250 - 350

U.S., Postal Stationery Collection. Approximately 1,300 items in fourteen cover albums, including some
addressed to Europe destinations. We also noted some uprated postal cards and postal envelopes that deserve your
attention. Most items used in the 1880s-1920s period, F.-V.F.
Estimate $500 - 750

U.S., Official Envelopes, Cut Squares, 1873-1911. Small highly useful collection of over 30 unused items,
hinged to Scott pages, includes UO6, 9, 27, 28, 34, 35, 37, 40, 47, 50 and 59; margins and condition are generally Very
Fine and includes a few full corners. Scott approximately $2,000.
Estimate $300 - 400

H/m

Postal Cards
268

)
U.S., Postal Cards, Boston & Massachusetts Collection. Approximately 46 Boston and 56
Massachusetts UX3 postal cards housed in a single binder, cancels include pinwheel, blue “Paid” in box, masonic,
gears, circular geometrics, Bond’s Village outline star, Lancaster solid star in circle, Taunton “T”, Worcester leaves,
F.-V.F., well worth checking out as there is great potential present (photo on web site).
Estimate $600 - 800

269

H/m)
U.S., Postal Cards, Collection of Mint & Used, 1873-1945. Vast & valuable collection of a few hundred
housed in two volumes, better includes 1907 hand drawn picture of man nursing a hangover, group of UX24 with
shades and varieties, UX22 with photo pasted on reverse, UX27 with police stolen car & reward, water color scene of
reverse of UX18, business college postcard with “Punch” stamp, Greece, fancy cancels and some better early mint
cards, breakup will be substantial, inspection invited, F.-V.F. (photo on web site).
Estimate $500 - 750

270

)
U.S., Postal Cards, Virginia Collection. Fifty four postal cards, includes Charlottesville solid star, Bangs
dotted c.d.s. (S/R 6), Liberty segmented star (S/R 4), Martin’s Station (S/R 6), Petersburg solid star in circle, Piedmont
Station (S/R 6), an exceptional array of better towns, generally F.-V.F., inspection recommended as there is useful and
valuable material present (photo on web site).
Estimate $400 - 600

271

)

U.S., Postal Cards, California and the West Collection. Thirty two postal cards, includes Nevada with
Virginia City, Oregon with Salem, two Arizona, then California with Anaheim, Big Oak Flat, Galt, Los Angeles hollow
star, Martinez, Nord, Oakland, Pacheco, Petaluma, San Buenaventura, San Jose, Santa Clara, Shasta, Sacramento,
Snelling, Vallejo, and Silver Mountain (S/R 7), plenty of better material, generally F.-V.F., will withstand the closest
scrutiny, a pleasure to view, better to buy (photo on web site).
Estimate $300 - 400
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272

)
U.S., Picture Post Cards with Holiday Theme. An amazing array of holiday cards, well over 250 cards, with
better like A Happy New Year with zeppelin, black New years, twenty nine Santas, three black Thanksgiving, six
Halloweens, and plenty of patriotic Lincolns and Washingtons, some repros present but not counted, restock that
inventory inexpensively, Very Good to Excellent.
Estimate $600 - 800

273

)

274

)
U.S., Picture Post Cards: New York Views. A brilliant lot of over 250 picture postcards and ephemera item
from New York, with many from Port Chester, with better like Flat Iron Cigar Store Port Chester, N.Y., N.H & H. R.R.
Station (8 different), trolley at Liberty Square, Ruins of the Fire Port Chester June 22 08, Reliance Auto Chemical, and
many more, please examine, Good To Very Good.
Estimate $400 - 600

U.S., Picture Post Cards: Connecticut Views with Many Greenwich. A ducky lot of over 350 picture
postcards and ephemera item from Connecticut and especially Greenwich, includes White Mountain Express
Wrecked, Greenwich firehouse, Cos Cob Fire Co., Cos Cob fire engine, R.R. Station and Railroad Avenue Greenwich,
Depot Square Greenwich, Horse Show Day at Belle Haven, and many more, generally fresh & clean, a choice
collection, Good To Very Good.
Estimate $600 - 800

Stampless
275

)
U.S., Stampless Covers, 1850-70. Approx forty stampless covers, nice range of colors and rates, with better
Madison & Indianapolis Railroad, Oberlin OH negative sun ray “5" rate, Boyd’s Express to General Sandford, and three
”Free" to Major Babcock from Washington DC, many with contents, sweet little lot, please investigate, F.-V.F.
Estimate $300 - 400

Civil War
276

)

277

)

278

)

279

)

280

)

32

U.S., Civil War Mint Patriotic Envelope Collection. Well over 200 covers affixed to pages in an album, with
many multicolored designs, includes beardless Lincolns, The Pirate Flag Davis & Stephens, Stephen Douglas, blacks,
Jeff Davis, Ellsworth, publishers include Upham, Sage, Ridenburgh, Murphy, Hollingshead, Wells, also some CSA
patriotics, an amazing lot with many Wolcott unlisted covers, album with front cover taped to spine and back cover
detached, the patriotic covers themselves are very good to excellent with some typical condition issues, covers may be
removed with care, generally, F.-V.F., inspection is strongly urged (photo on web site).
Estimate $750 - 1,000
U.S., Civil War Correspondence of Captain Arthur Nesmith,Asst Quartermaster General. A historian’s
treasure trove of thirty seven Civil War covers and six documents, the letters are between Captain Nesmith and his
sister Annie, it appears that all letters have the original contents, with many soldier’s letters with war news and many
letter from home with home front news, there is also a letter discussing the death of Lincoln, one with the capture of
Jefferson Davis, and a poignant letter of the aftermath of the assassination, truly a lot worthy of detailed research, this
should bring multiples of our low estimate, set aside sufficient time to carefully peruse this beauty, F.-V.F.
Estimate $500 - 750
U.S., Civil War Patriotics from Indiana, 1861-65. Eleven mint & used patriotic covers with Indiana state
designs or addressed to Indiana, includes “Indiana Ever Loyal to the Union.” (Bischel-3121, W-172 var) mint & used,
“Indiana Soldiers The Pride…” Bischel-3759, W-3097), Indiana State Seal & Flag (Bischel-3113, W-1682) ex-Walcott,
and overall flag with “Union ” in stars (Bischel-5104, W-2838var), terrific lot for the Indiana specialist, some condition
issues, please peruse, F.-V.F. (photo on web site).
Estimate $500 - 750

U.S., Civil War Era, Interesting Benjamin C. Lincoln Covers. 56 covers and some large pieces from
Lincoln, a Major in command of the 2nd Mass. regiment of “Colored” troops. After the success of the “Glory” regiment,
more companies were formed. Lincoln commanded the 2nd mostly during his Key West service. This group of covers
spans the time from his military service to his post war life, generally Fine (photo on web site). Estimate $300 - 400
U.S., Civil War Postal History, 1861-65. Over thirty covers, most addressed to various regiments or camps,
four with contents, one addressed to Lincoln’s campaign manager David Davis, intriguing grouping, some mixed
condition, F.-V.F. (no photo).
Estimate $200 - 300
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)
U.S., Civil War Correspondence of Sergeant Gray, 1861-65. Nine covers and letters addressed to Sarg
Gray of the 12th Reg N.H. volunteers, includes a poem written by his child, great research material, mixed condition,
please examine, F.-V.F. (photo on web site).
Estimate $200 - 300

282

U.S., Civil War Era Cartes de Visite Collection. Thirty six cartes de visite, seven are soldiers, identified are
Capt Harry Stovett, Capt Harmer and, Capt Woodman of the 7th Vermont, with a few better revenues, three tintypes, a
wonderful lot, needs some research (no photo).
Estimate $200 - 300

Fancy Cancels
283

)

284

U.S., Fancy Cancels on Columbian Issue. 125 stamps from 1¢ to 10¢ each with interesting color cancels,
markings, fancy cancels, World’s Fair cancels and interesting town postmarks, generally F.-V.F., a nice collection sure
to please any Columbian World’s Fair or fancy cancel collector (photo on web site).
Estimate $750 - 1,000

285

U.S., Fancy Cancels on 3¢ Washingtons, 1861-67. Over 200 cancels presented on stock pages or
quadrille pages, includes stars, crosses, leaves, geometrics, pictorials, letter and numbers, Skinner Enos numbers
include Geometric GE-R 31 Montpelier VT, “W” LS-W 41 Westborough MA, Star ST-St 18 Waterbury CT, Masonic
Cross CR-C 25 Norwich CT, Hawaii “HI”, a nifty lot to while away some time with, break up value should be significant,
please review, F.-V.F. (photo on web site).
Estimate $500 - 750

286

U.S., Fancy Cancels on 2¢ Washington, 1890-1895. 183 singles arranged neatly on stock pages by letters
(mostly complete), numbers (mostly complete to number 34, then scattered to 58), and various geometrics (mostly
stars), stamps were picked for cancels rather than condition, so condition will be mixed, F.-V.F. (photo on web site).
Estimate $200 - 300

U.S., Fancy Cancels on Modern Covers, 1929-32. From an original collection of over fifty five covers with
20th century fancy cancels, better includes #942 Prescott AZ bucking bronco on block of 629, #574 Indianapolis IN 17th
International Sweepstakes Automobile Races on block of C11 (5), #165 Christmas KY christmas tree, N-354 Hellgate
WA devil with pitchfork, listed as RARE, #221 Death Valley CA skull & crossbones, #546 windmill Holland KY, with
many more, light duplication, a terrific showing of these hard to find items inspection would be quite helpful in
determining this holdings true value, Very Fine.
Estimate $3,000 - 4,000

Airmail Postal History
287

)

288

)

289

)

290

)
U.S., Airmail Postal History: Airmail Covers and Related, 1926-70. A choice lot for the airmail specialist or
dealer, includes a few hundred airmail covers in a box and an album, including first flights, first days, aerogramms,
aviation shows, first day of 5¢ rate, airport dedications, and as an added bonus Lindy sheet music, and a group of
aircraft Domino sugar packs, a selection that will please the collector as well as the dealer, F.-V.F.
Estimate $500 - 750

U.S., Airmail Postal History: Graf Zeppelins on Flight or FDCs, 1930 (C13-C15). (31) covers that contain
C13 (7) of which one is a FDC; C14 (14) of which two are FDCs; C15 (12) of which two are FDCs, a delightful assembly
of flights and usages including two dual franked C13-C14 covers, and an Ackerman corner Card on C15, genuinely
clean and selected grouping, no excuses, a pleasure to view and conservatively estimated, generally F.-V.F. or better
(photo on web site).
Estimate $7,500 - 10,000
U.S., Airmail Postal History: Akron & Macon Covers, 1932-40. Ninety eight Macon & Akron related
covers, with first flights, moorings, navy days, maneuvers, and memorials, many with Crosby cachets or signatures,
includes Ullmann number Akron 6/11-32-3a, 6/11/32-4 green, 9/13/32-1.1, Macon 11/13/33-2, 11/15/33-2, also
includes group of naval covers, a few with hand drawn cachets, great lot to break up for retail, fresh & clean lot,
examination is urged, F.-V.F. (photo on web site).
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000
U.S., Airmail Postal History: First Flight & Airmail Covers, 1926-50. Over one hundred covers, with
various cachets for first flights and airport dedications, with better such as 1926 New York to Philly first flight, 1931 First
Combined Passenger & Air Mail Service A.M. 25, 1932 U.S.S. Akron Coast to Coast cover, and two crash covers, a
great selection of aerophilatelty, be sure to take some time to visit, F.-V.F.
Estimate $500 - 750
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U.S., Airmail Postal History: First Flight & First Day Covers. Group of covers that includes over twenty
first flights with a 1931 Goodyear zeppelin cover and a hand drawn cachet by Turley for Bowman Field KY, a group of
over fifty first day covers with many better cachets including three Berlin & Jones, Toaspern, Fluegel of #153,
uncacheted 648 block of four, C11 pair, QE2 pair, also includes 50 WWI & WWII patriotic covers and over forty naval
covers, with submarine SS Bass, and Pearl Harbor victim USS Maryland, an excellent group for the internet seller,
F.-V.F.
Estimate $400 - 600

)

Misc. Cover Collections
292

)
U.S., Fabulous Postal History Selection, 1845-1915. An astounding lot of better U.S. postal history,
includes forty one covers, two illustrated letterheads and a document, it’s difficult to chose the better of the material to
list but a sample would include #1 tied by red square grid to folded letter sheet,1 tied by red circle grid on folded letter
sheet, 2 tied by blue circle grid to folded letter sheet, 2 tied by red Cincinnati OH c.d.s. to folded letter sheet,vertical strip
of three 7 tied by red Boston c.d.s. to ladies cover, 112 & 113 tied by crossroads cancels to cover addressed to
Wappiners Falls NY, 97 & 115 tied to cover addressed to Bryan OH, 358 tied to cover addressed to Winfield WV, plus
locals, a Major Gen McClellan illustrated letter sheet and a illustrated St. Peter MN lettersheet, as sure a money maker
as there is in this sale, some mixed condition but overall, F.-V.F., the prize awaits you.
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000

293

)

294

)

295

)
U.S., Postal History Cornucopia, 1860-1980. Several thousand cards and covers filling a large carton to
the brim, items such as registered, stampless, fancy cancels, postal stationery, picture postcards, naval, RPOs, DPOs,
and everything else under the sun, a terrific lot for the internet or retail dealer, some mixed condition as to be expected,
this conservatively estimated lot deserves a close look, F.-V.F.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

296

)

297

)
U.S., Railroad Covers, 1870-1905. Over 130 covers and cards, listed with Towle number includes Boston &
Albany RPO (53-E-6), Elmira & Balt RPO (193-B-1), Drift RB Furn RPO (217-B-1), N.Y. & Chi. RPO E. Div (114-K-4),
Portland & Isld RPO, mostly clear strikes, an amazing selection sure to whet the appetite of any collector or dealer, we
suggest inspection, F.-V.F.
Estimate $750 - 1,000

298

)

34

U.S., RPO & HPO Covers, 1900-75. Thousands of RPO & HPO covers in a large box, mostly in alphabetical
order, list includes Towle numbers, includes Asquam Lake RPO (C-18-b), Boston & Cape Cod RPO (55-H-20), Carb &
Wilkes RPO (177-G-1), Deadwood & Edgemont RPO (947.4-B-1), Farmington & Port. RPO (7-I-1), Pembina & St Paul
RPO (881.4-C-1), Rock & Portland RPO (8-I-1), and much much more, truly a treasure trove for the specialist, plan
enough time to properly ascertain this lots true value, some condition issues as to be expected in a lot this size, good
luck! F.-V.F.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
U.S., Back of the Book Cover Expedition, 1870-1960. Hundreds of items in four binders in a large box,
includes postage dues, special deliveries, parcel posts, revenues on documents, ducks on licenses, revenues on
CDVs, with many better frankings, give this one a whirl and see what lies between the covers, mixed condition, but
generally F.-V.F. (photo on web site).
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

U.S., Early Cover Group. 50 covers, including Scott numbers 10, 11, 25, 26, 63, 65 and 73, with advertising
covers consisting of: Farmers and Mechanics’ Mercantile Co., Enon PA, American Hotel, Auburn, NY, Trigg & Griffen
Fish Merchants, Illustrated Washington House, Lynchburg, VA, Jeffords & Co., Commission Merchants, Charleston,
SC, Rockhill House Hotel, Fort Wayne, Ind., Freehold Young Ladies’ Seminary, Freehold, NJ, Warren Roofing Co Felt,
Cement and Gravel Roofing, NY, and other interesting covers consisting of a Valentine cover, 25 on Western Union
Telegraph, Steam and Way markings, a couple Leap Year usages, a Leavenworth City, Kentucky Territory cover, Wells
Fargo, 63 on Philadelphia U.S. Penny Mail, 1c printed folded letters, etc., generally F.-V.F., a lovely classic assortment
with a diverse group of subjects and usages (photo on web site).
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

U.S., Covers & Cards to Foreign Destinations, 1861-1950. Over 150 cards and covers to foreign
destination, better includes 1903 UX16 to Transvaal South Africa, 1909 UX13 with illustrated ad on reverse to Muttra
India, 1904 UX18 to Suriname, 1902 uprated UX18 to Batavia, 1907picture postcard to Constantinople, uprated cards
to Austria, Belgium, England, France, Germany, Holland & Switzerland, paid reply postal cards to Venezuela,
Germany, Netherlands, a few picture postcards, includes a few domestic addressed cards and mint cards, but an
avalanche of material for the dealer or collector alike, some condition issues, otherwise, F.-V.F.
Estimate $750 - 1,000
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)

300

U.S., Black Racial & Related Postcards & Ephemera. A truly iconic collection of postcards, sheet music,
valentines, trade cards and advertising, includes well over one hundred postcards including two Amos ‘n’ Andy, twenty
five trade cards with four baseball, and loads of other items, a collection of this magnitude comes around once in a
month of Sundays, don’t let it get away!!! Very Good to Excellent.
Estimate $750 - 1,000

301

)

302

)
U.S., Postal History Holding, 1845-70. Includes twenty six stampless, forty three 1851-1857 3¢
Washington covers, and over one hundred 1861-1867 3¢ Washington covers, a few better includes stampless St.
Albans VT green cds with matching “5" rate, #26 cover with manuscript cancel ”Poor Hill TN" (S/R 7), #26 on Gen. Butler
patriotic, and a #63 used on document, should be enough material to make for a winning lot, mixed condition, however
mostly F.-V.F. (photo on web site).
Estimate $600 - 800

303

)
U.S., 20th Century Ad Covers & Cards, 1900-90. Hundreds residing in five volumes, includes but not
limited to band instruments with many C.C. Conn, insurance, stoves, hotels, teas, ice, horse breeders, paints, brewers,
automobiles, buggies, fencing, sporting goods, aviation school, soap, a great deal of Indiana material, a pleasant group
to spend a cold New England weekend sorting, some condition issues, F.-V.F. (photo on web site).
Estimate $600 - 800

304

)
U.S., 19th Century Cover Accumulation. Over 110 covers, loose and in a single cover album; includes two
different Scott #9 (one with left sheet margin, about fifteen 3¢ 1851-6 covers, ten 3¢ 1857 (one well illustrated ad cover
in blue), Scott 69 used from Oakland Oregon, twenty 3¢ 1861 covers (an occasional corner card), ten Banknote covers
including Scott #210 used to pay forwarding postage in cover from Belgium with a Belgian stamp (cover opened
irregularly at right), ten first issue Nesbitts (including Scott U8 with blue Northern RR postmark) some with Nesbitt seal;
condition can be a little rough in spots, frequently Fine or better; well worth inspection.
Estimate $500 - 750

305

)

306

)

307

)

308

)
U.S., Interesting Political Post Card Collection. Over 250 different Fourth of July, patriotic’s and political
post cards from the early 20th century, with lots of nice and interesting better cards scattered throughout, generally
F.-V.F. appearance (photo on web site).
Estimate $500 - 750

U.S., Philatelic Coverama, 1850-1930. Volume and pages with over one hundred sixty covers, includes
many stampless with a steamship cover forwarded by Campbell Jones & Co Panama, two Hale & Co forwarded covers,
boxed Dedham MA with blue (2), red, and a 1855 Dedham cover with fancy red “Paid/3" with flowers, many Civil War era
covers, some with contents, including boxed Chicago ”Not Called For", several election results, 3rd class Boston oval
on #206, a few #114 on cover, group of Elias Howe #892 first day covers, 1893 illustrated ad cover with 2¢ Columbian, a
few fancy cancels, and a group of U.S and Great Britain documents with revenues, an alluring group sure to please
collector & dealer alike, some mixed condition, otherwise F.-V.F.
Estimate $750 - 1,000

U.S., Advertising Cover Selection, 1870-1935. Over sixty ad covers, brilliant range of subjects, includes
1889 illustrated fish curer, 1901 multicolored McLaughlin Coffee, 1893 P. Schoenhofer Brewing, 1901 illustrated
Remington Gun & Rifles, 1893 illustrated Perkins Wind Mill Co., 1893 Anheuser Busch Brewing, 1906 allover back
“Success” Manure Spreader, 1933 illustrated, Ringling Bros Shows and 1904 St Luis World’s Fair ad postcard for
Heptol Splits, F.-V.F.
Estimate $600 - 800

U.S., 3¢ Washington Cover Cache, 1861-68. Thousands of covers all franked with #65, 88 or 94, intact and
complete as offered to us, includes town cancels, fancy cancels, DPOs, shades, some with contents, Southern Express
Co ad, generally Eastern and Midwestern states, mixed condition as to be expected, don’t let it slip away, F.-V.F. (photo
on web site).
Estimate $500 - 750
U.S., Postal History Smorgasbord, 1861-1940. Hundreds of covers and cards in six volumes, with two
volumes of Bank Notes with foreign destinations, advertising, DPOs, volume of small Bank Notes, volume of classic &
modern fancy cancels, volume of #301 on cover including 1903 Osborn Oil Company Cleveland OH, and a volume of
20th century material, a ton of intriguing items to research, sure to be some hidden gems present, some condition
issues as to be expected, otherwise F.-V.F. (photo on web site).
Estimate $500 - 750
U.S., Prexie Postal History Selection, 1938-60. A couple of hundred covers with a amazing array of
frankings, includes registered, airmails, special deliveries, precancelled #811 on small package, #828 on airmail parcel
post, a great lot with many gems to be discovered, some condition issues, please examine, F.-V.F. (photo on web site).
Estimate $500 - 750
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)

310

)
U.S., 3¢ Washington Advertising Covers, 1861-67. A few hundred ad covers, includes hotels, clothing,
insurance, attorneys, banks, fish, booksellers, lumber, military academy, a few with contents, mixed condition,
inspection invited, F.-V.F. (no photo).
Estimate $400 - 600

311

)

312

)

313

)

314

)

315

)

316

)

317

)
U.S., Postal History Selection, 1857-1981. Over 20 covers or cards, better includes Boyd Local 20L56 on
cover, City Dispatch carrier 1LB8a on cover, #26 tied to ad cover, #112 tied by fancy cancel and Charlottesville VA c.d.s.
to cover, #135 split grill cancelled by target with Cleveland O c.d.s. addressed to city, #160 tied by grid with Appleton MO
c.d.s. on cover addressed to Germany, three Byrd antarctic expedition covers, and two Reagan Inaugural covers, plus
three Exposition covers, saleable items for your pleasure, F.-V.F.
Estimate $300 - 400

318

)

36

U.S., Political & Inaugural Covers. Tremendous potential present, lot includes four letters on House of
Representatives letterhead signed by Gerald Ford, Ford autograph on 1974 inaugural cover, cover signed by Ford,
Nixon & Agnew, 1932 political cartoon on postcard, FDR, Kennedy, Nixon, Johnson, & Reagan inaugural covers, fresh
clean lot, examination advised, F.-V.F.
Estimate $400 - 600

U.S., Covers & Cards to Better Destinations, 1888-1975. Volume with over eighty cards and covers,
includes Afghanistan, two 1910 covers to Eritrea, New Zealand, Finland, Czechoslovakia, North China, India, plus ten
covers to Tahiti, lovely lot with a few forwarded, please review, F.-V.F. (photo on web site).
Estimate $400 - 600
U.S., Premium Cover Collection. 61 covers, consisting of 16 unused patriotic envelopes including several
bright and colorful multi-color examples, 8 stampless covers, mostly folded letters from various towns and a wonderful
group of better covers including: two C18 flown covers, a group of early Nesbitt postal entires, C3 and C4 airmail covers,
621 on registered cover from Cross Stamp Co., 620-21 unaddressed first day cover, group of early 1851/1857 issue
covers including 5 ten cent values with some better types, 295 on Indian and Chinese post card, Columbians with a nice
2¢ multicolor ad breakfast cereal cover, two registered covers going to overseas destinations, a group of 5¢ values
going overseas with one Department of Interior penalty envelope, 10¢ large envelope (reduced) to Stockholm and
finally a few misc. issues., generally Fine, lovely and conservatively priced, sure to be of interest to the postal historian
(photo on web site).
Estimate $400 - 600
U.S., Collection of 20 Covers with Green Postmarks. Consisting of 5 stampless, 8 franked with #10/11, 3
franked with #26 and 4 franked with #65., generally F.-V.F., a lovely cover collection of these scarce color cancels
(photo on web site).
Estimate $400 - 600
U.S., Specialized 1857, 3¢ Rose, Type I Covers (25). Eight covers, seven with single franking and one with
horizontal pair and single; usages from CT, IN, LA, MA (3) and OH; strip with two stamps with faults, otherwise F.-V.F.
Scott $2,600+.
Estimate $350 - 500
U.S., Better Holding Postal History, 1861-1930. A terrific holding of over 90 cards, covers and picture
postcards, better includes 1901 Pan AM Expo cancel on picture postcard showing the “Cake Walk Negro Dance” to
Germany, 1903 handmade picture postcard of Buffalo waterfront to Germany, 1896 very rare illustrated ad for Harper’s
Bazar on UY1, several expo cards, 1893 #232 & 238 on U348 to Germany, 1899 2¢ postal envelope from Hempstead
TX to Java with straight line “MISSENT”, some better fancy cancels, and a group of commemoratives on cover, some
condition issues, look this one up, F.-V.F.
Estimate $300 - 400

U.S., Internet Postal History Dealer’s Delight. Includes Presidential Medal covers, three volumes Golden
Replicas of U.S. stamps, framed display of space exploration stamps ($37.00 face), framed display of U.S. Presidents,
1996 Atlanta Olympics patch collection, Great Automobiles of the World collection, American Advertising Cover
Collection, Super Heroes Stamp Album, British cigarette cards of movie stars, Audubon First Day Cover Collection,
Disney World of Postage Stamps collection, Golden Age of Royalty collection, Spawn card collection, 1995 Fleer XMen
cards, 1996 Toho Godzilla card collection, America’s Bicentennial covers, inaugural covers and phone cards, if you
can’t make money with this lot you’re just not trying, bid one, bid all!! F.-V.F.
Estimate $300 - 400

U.S., Early Cover Lot, 1853-1930. Selection of over ninety covers with pair of #11, one top sheet margin
copy to Muncie IN, #156 on fancy patent envelope for Masonic Temple, pair of revenues R153 illegally used on cover to
Cincinnati, Stamford NY star in circle cancel, and a red East Westmoreland c.d.s. on U10 envelope, arresting lot, please
review, F.-V.F. (no photo).
Estimate $300 - 400
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)
U.S., Exposition Cards & Covers, 1893-1904. A bevy of ten beauties that includes #239 on corner ad cover
to Germany, St.Louis World’s Fair hold to lights of Grand Lagoon, Palace of Liberal Arts, Palace of Machinery, Official
silver background Palace of Liberal Arts, Official Trans Miss of The Auditorium, and a real photo of St Louis World’s Fair,
a couple with Exposition cancels, please review, F.-V.F.
Estimate $300 - 400

320

)

321

)

322

)

323

)

324

)
U.S., World War II Patriotic Cover Horde, 1940-45. Hundreds of patriotics with many multicolored designs,
include Hitler in stocks, VE Day, VJ Day, U.S. declares war, Hitler hung out to dry, with many Crosby photo cachets,
some useful duplication, a superb lot for the internet dealer, F.-V.F. (no photo).
Estimate $300 - 400

325

)

326

)

327

)

328

)
U.S., Official Covers, 1876-93. Seven covers, includes O109 with fancy cancel, O115 on cover, O125 on
UO72, inspection invited, F.-V.F.
Estimate $250 - 350

329

)

330

)
U.S., Cover Craze, 1810-1940. Over 300 covers, with stampless covers with auxiliary markings, picture
postcards including Rookwood Pottery Cincinnati, RPOs, fancy cancels, some condition issues, a sweet grouping for
the collector or dealer, F.-V.F.
Estimate $200 - 300

331

)

332

)

U.S., Mixed Cover Lot, 1845-1992. Over thirty covers and cards, better includes 1930 Eddie Rickenbacker
autographed first flight cover, Lindbergh related, advertising, and a 1922 #514 on cover to Jerusalem, fascinating range
of material, please review, F.-V.F. (no photo).
Estimate $300 - 400

U.S., 3¢ Washington Covers, 1851-57 (10, 11). Twenty five covers, eight #10, better cancels, ladies covers,
some with contents, a couple of advertising, please examine, some mixed condition, F.-V.F. (no photo).
Estimate $300 - 400
U.S., 3¢ Washington Cover Holding, 1857. Over one hundred covers, includes pairs, triple rates, ladies
covers, many western postmarked covers, unchecked for #25s, 26As, recuts or shades, an exciting lot for the specialist
to spend some quality time with, mixed condition as to be expected, examination is in order, F.-V.F. (no photo).
Estimate $300 - 400
U.S., Hand Drawn Illustrated Covers, 1861-1939. Includes 1939 hand drawn pitcher on FDC for #855,
1933 pen & ink drawing of a dove, 1933 Betty Boop “Airmail !! Please”, and a 1934 multicolor drawing of a sign painter,
well done and rare, please inspect, F.-V.F. (photo on web site).
Estimate $300 - 400

U.S., Internet Cover Dealer’s Delight, 1870-1950. A little of this and a little of that, includes picture
postcards, baseball cards, non sport cards, trade cards, revenues, stamps, a perfect lot to break up and make some
money, inspection invited, F.-V.F.
Estimate $250 - 350
U.S., Quality Mostly Advertising Ephemera Grouping, 1861-1910. Nice lot for the paper specialist,
includes trade cards with many coffee, bookmarks, calendar, checks, 1889 business letter on Delaware & Hudson
Canal Co. letterhead, 1872 insurance policy, ad an application for employment for the Belfast & Moosehead Lake
Railroad Co., some scarce material present, scope it out, F.-V.F.
Estimate $250 - 350
U.S., Black Jack Cover Selection. Sixteen covers, includes two stamps on cover to Lowell MA, carrier
cover, several corner ad covers, fresh clean group, please examine, F.-V.F.
Estimate $250 - 350

U.S., World War II Patriotics, 1939-45. Covers, picture postcards and letters fill a good sized volume, better
includes 6/5/44 Staehle cachet Invasion Day, 5/8/45 Smartcraft cachet VE Day, small group of Adler hand painted
cachets, DeGaulle picture postcards, some duplication and some are unused, generally a F.-V.F. offering, with many
extras (photo on web site).
Estimate $250 - 350

U.S., Presidential Covers & Ephemera, 1932-2000. Inaugural and political covers and ephemera, covers
include FDR, Eisenhower, Nixon, Carter, Reagan, Johnson, Kennedy, Young Republicans for Dewey envelope with
newspaper inside, letters on White House stationery, letters addressed to FDR, and much more, a wealth of material
that is well worth our low estimate, F.-V.F. (no photo).
Estimate $200 - 300
U.S., Petite Cover Collection, 1861-1950. Collection of a hundred or so ladies and petite covers, includes
1857 3¢ Washingtons, Columbians, large & small Bank Notes, Washington Franklins, airport dedications, Prexies, a
whimsical lot presented complete and intact, inspection invited, F.-V.F. (photo on web site).
Estimate $200 - 300
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)
U.S., Black Related Postal History, 1909-60. Lot of cards, covers and photos, with 1940 75th Anniversary
of the abolition of slavery cachet, 1938 illustrated ad cover with black chef, several picture postcards, first day covers
with various black personage including Jackie Robinson and Roberto Clemente, F.-V.F. (no photo).
Estimate $200 - 300

334

)

335

)

U.S., Operation Desert Storm Related Covers, 1991. Over 80 covers, includes cacheted ships from the
USS Shreveport, USS Theodore Roosevelt, US Tarawa, USS Sylvania, USS Ranger, USS Princeton, USS Nitro, USS
Nassau, USS John F Kennedy, and many more, don’t let this one go by, be sure to examine, a historic lot, F.-V.F.
Estimate $150 - 200

U.S., Correspondence to Liberia, 1925-38. 19 covers addressed to Monrovia and Cape Palmas, all back
stamped, no contents, an engrossing lot, please review, F.-V.F.
Estimate $150 - 200

Cover Accumulations and Stocks
336

)

337

)
U.S., Astounding Advertising Cover Stock, 1878-1990. Many hundreds of covers, cards and ephemera
housed in ten volumes, with ads for items such as patent medicines, lamps, hotels, razors, ferries, a whole volume of
nurseries, apiaries, cigars, bicycles, coffees, typewriters, sodas, liquors, movies, guns, oysters, organs, national
brands like Quaker Oats, Webster’s Dictionary, Schilz, Coca Cola, Dutch Boy Paints, many covers with contents, also
includes trade cards and calendars, the above barely scratches the surface, you won’t hear the knocking twice, jump in
on this with both feet, mixed condition as to be expected, F.-V.F. (photo on web site).
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000

338

)
U.S., Choice Cover Accumulation. Over three hundred and fifty cards and covers, includes stampless,
advertising, 11s & 65s, 1869 pictorials, mint & used postal stationery, illustrated ads, censored, picture postcards, mint
& used postal stationery, fancy cancels, great lot for the internet or retail dealer, come on down grab a chair and peruse
to your heart’s content, F.-V.F. (photo on web site).
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

339

)

340

)

341

)

U.S., Select Cover Stock, 1851-1960. Over a thousand covers presented for your pleasure, includes
advertising, locals, cacheted event, patriotics, fancy cancels, Exposition, picture postcards, postal stationery, first
flights, a cover album with 3¢ Washingtons #10, 11, 26, 65, a box of several hundred cacheted event covers, with Civil
War patriotics “Loyal States Massachusetts” (Bischel-3170, W-1831), “The Union, The Constitution” (Bischel-4521,
W-unlisted), Boyd’s local 20L21 tied on cover, a tremendous lot for the cover dealer, some mixed condition, please
inspect, F.-V.F. (photo on web site).
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000

U.S., Postal History Stock, 1857-1990. Over ninety covers and cards, includes cover with manuscript
Prosperity IN (S/R 7), 1927 cover from Bermuda with E12, 1907 Krag Repeating Machine Cancel on picture postcard,
1923 Australia cover with pair J61 and strip of four J62, 1900 cover from Constantinople with J42 tied, 1936 illustrated
ad cover for Louis Schmeling fight, picture postcard of Nevin Field Detroit, and three Spanish American War Patriotics,
a very useful and valuable lot, F.-V.F. (photo on web site).
Estimate $750 - 1,000
U.S., Postal History Accumulation, 1873-1960. Over three hundred cards and covers, with advertising,
airmails, APO, DPO, stampless, fancy cancels, RPOs, picture postcards, postal stationery, registered, censored, with
many better items, a wonderful lot with a great deal of potential, we suggest a review, F.-V.F. (photo on web site).
Estimate $750 - 1,000
U.S., Cover Dealer Accumulation, 1851-1960. Over three hundred cards and covers, with advertising,
airmails, APO, DPO, stampless advertising, fancy cancels, RPOs, picture postcards, mint & used postal stationery,
#11s & 26s on cover, ephemera, loads of good material to retail, some mixed condition but generally, F.-V.F. (photo on
web site).
Estimate $750 - 1,000

First Day Covers
342

38

U.S., First Day Covers, Diverse & Valuable Stock, 1922-2000. Thousands upon thousands of first day
covers, an astounding array of better items, just a taste includes 559, 564, 589, 590, 591, 602, 611, 617-619 on one
cover, 620-621 one cover, 643 Roessler cachet, 645 Bert unofficial city, 656 pair to Nickles., 681 Norone cachet, 681
with Nickles cachet, 704-715 Aeroprint cachet first day set, 704-715, 730A-731A with Ioor cachet, 726 first Anderson
cachet, 906, Overrun Country set with Anderson cachets, Famous Americans set with Fidelity cachets, Prexie set
complete with coils and panes, 855, C4, QE1, QE2A Roessler and on and on, most are priced, identified and the cachet

)
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maker identified for easy sales, with a plethora of better cachet makers, a clean group throughout with useful duplication
and tremendous retail potential, F.-V.F., conservatively retail priced at $40,000.
Estimate $5,000 - 7,500
343

)

344

)

345

)

346

)
U.S., First Day Covers, Premium Lot, 1925-45. Several hundred first day covers, some heavy duplication,
some better includes 702 (40), 703 (60) with about 20 cacheted, set of 704-715 with RPO cancels, 720b, 731, 735,
National Parks perfed & imperf, Famous Americans, 1053, C11, C16, C18, some better cachets, a great way to begin
collecting these popular items or to restock, a wealth of retail value can be found here making for an attractive lot, F.-V.F.
(no photo).
Estimate $400 - 600

347

)

348

)

U.S., Enormous Lot of First Day Covers, 1920s to Millennium. Tens of thousands of first day covers filling
six large cartons, includes 629, 719 Ioor cachet, 784 with Kapner cachet, 798 with Farnum cachet, 835 with Casper
cachet, Famous Americans complete, 1053 blocks of four (4), C25-C31 with Crosby cachets, various Canal Zones, a
feast of first day covers for the collector or dealer with many newer high value frankings included, put aside enough time
to properly evaluate it, F.-V.F. (photo on web site).
Estimate $3,000 - 4,000
U.S., Golden Replicas First Day Cover Collection, 1990-2000. over eight-hundred covers, with Golden
Replicas of U.S. Stamps, Golden Replicas of U.S. State Bird & Flower Stamps, Golden Replicas of U.S. Wildlife
Stamps, most in original albums, a great lot for the internet dealer, F.-V.F. (photo on web site).
Estimate $800 - 1,200
U.S., Vintage First Day Cover Stock, 1923-34. A box of early first day covers includes #610 (4), 629, 631,
643 (2), 654, 689, 690, 704-715, 716 (5), 723, 733 (3), 771 (3), with many better cachets, a nice lot for the retail or
internet dealer, we invite inspection, F.-V.F. (photo on web site).
Estimate $500 - 750

U.S., Classic First Day Cover Stock, 1920s-30s. Over two hundred first day covers in a large volume,
includes 649-650 on one cover with Roessler cachet, 654 with Gorham cachet, 734 Pittsburgh cancel, 855 five different
baseball cachets, fresh clean lot, examination suggested, F.-V.F. (photo on web site).
Estimate $400 - 600
U.S., First Day and Cacheted Event Covers, 1918-95, presented in eleven binders originally filling two large
tubs with hundreds of covers, better first day covers include Overrun Countries, 614-616 on one cover, 617-619,
620-621, 647-648 on one cover, National Parks complete, C10, C24, there is also a C3 May 15 first flight cover, first
flight and naval covers, USS Macon and Akron covers, and a statehood 25¢ collection, may well be a few other gems
within, please examine, F.-V.F.
Estimate $300 - 400

U.S. and Foreign
349

)

350

H/m/)

351

)
U.S. and Foreign, Postal History, 1912-51. Several hundred cover in a box, includes two bundles of air mail
postal history Germany zeppelin covers, first flights from Switzerland, Panama, Canal Zone, U.S. with USS Akron
covers, Cuba, Malta, Ireland, Canada, with better such as 1912 LA Dominguez Field Aviation meet, catapult flight
covers, also many first day covers from the 1920s to 1930s, and finally an album with first flights, first days, naval,
cacheted events, a bountiful bevy of better postal history, intact as it came in to us, not cherry picked and intact,
examination will prove fruitful, F.-V.F. (photo on web site).
Estimate $1,200 - 1,800

U.S. and Foreign, Cover Extravaganza, 1860-1990. Tens of thousands of covers filling fifteen large boxes,
the vast majority of the covers are cacheted & uncacheted Apollo XI Moon Landing covers, however there are also U.S.
first day & first flight covers, worldwide mint & used postal stationery, zeppelin covers and other space related covers, if
you ever wanted to corner the market on Apollo XI covers, this is your platinum opportunity, plan on spending some
quality time with this baby, F.-V.F. (photo on web site).
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
U.S. and Foreign, Large Balance Collection. Mostly U.S. covers - containing thousands and thousands of
covers, mostly first days up through modern issues, with various cachets in small boxes and a group of cover albums, a
small box of some maxim cards, a nice Space topical collection (of U.S. stamps) and World War II topical collection (of
U.S. stamps) and a group of beginner foreign collection, a nice fun lot to play with on a cold winter day, F.-V.F. (photo on
web site).
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
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HH/H

353

H/m

354

H/m/)

355

H/m
U.S. and Foreign, Large Accumulation. In two large boxes filled with approximately 100 1899 Robert Lake
revenue stamped checks, a large glassine of China new issues, Hong Kong 203-17 mint set, Japan 1 used, PRC 1433
(1979 T.29 Scott $400) and PRC 1557-72 complete set (1980 T.44 Scott $149), Great Britain 2, 3 o.g., 4 (plate 3
horizontal pair), 5 (full corners), group of Cape of 3 Good Hope triangles, a small stockbook of early Italy, small Cigar
box of Japan including 422, 479, C3-7, C9-13 and plenty of little small premium sets and singles, a U.S. collection with a
nice selection of cut squares, revenues and possessions and plenty of other better stamps to be found with just a little bit
of philatelic gold mining, generally F.-V.F., A careful viewer will be rewarded. (photo on web site).
Estimate $750 - 1,000

356

)

357

H/m

358

)

359

H/m
U.S. and Foreign, Old Time Collection. In six old albums loaded with lots of early U.S. and worldwide in
some albums that are over a century old, generally F.-V.F. Who knows that you will find in these old albums? Viewing
recommended. (photo on web site).
Estimate $400 - 600

360

)

40

U.S. and Foreign, Mint Collection, 1970’s-80’s. Singles, gutter pairs, full panes and booklets consisting of:
Great Britain and Channel Islands in 10 albums, Canada in 2 albums, Israel in 4 albums and Faroe Islands in 1 album, a
sheet file album of U.S. mint sheets containing hundreds and hundreds of dollars worth of face value postage in 10
albums or stock books plus some loose postage, 8 volumes of U.S. FDC’s from the 1960’s and 1970’s, two volume U.S.
Trust Territories collection, a Sterling Silver Miniature Collection of The 100 Greatest Stamps of the World and much
loose material, o.g., much never hinged, generally F.-V.F. (photo on web site).
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
U.S. and Foreign, Large Collection. Over a dozen albums containing a fair amount of U.S. postage, a group
of better loose French singles and multiples including some omnibus issues, a Brazil 1945 Card Proof presentation
folder, a very attractive group of mostly U.S. revenue documents, a couple boxes of covers containing a group of U.S.
Civil War issues: Union and Confederate with two Confederate #4 singles on cover, two shoe boxes of postal stationary,
a box of post cards, an album of WWI & WWII censor covers with a few crash covers, three sheet files full of mint sheets
from 1940’s-1960’s and so much more, Very Good-Very Fine, make sure you give yourself a little time to view as this is
the type of lot that has been buried for years and you just don’t know what treasure is hiding here. (photo on web site).
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
U.S. and Foreign, Mother Lode, 1940-90. Many thousands of stamps and covers in twenty five albums and
stockbooks, includes volume of mint U.S. souvenir sheets, precancel collection, cut square collection, revenue
collection, volume of mint China, you should be able to mine plenty of quality material from this holding, a few condition
issues, but overall quality is F.-V.F., careful examination will be rewarded.
Estimate $750 - 1,000

U.S. and Foreign, Lincoln & Grant Cover Collection, 1870-2000. Several hundred covers displayed in
nine binders, with items such as 159 on ad cover, 555 first day cover, 560 first day cover, home made Lincoln covers
with portraits and various Lincoln stamps, many different first day and cacheted event covers, an unusual collection that
is difficult to describe, really should be seen to be appreciated, make some time to enjoy, F.-V.F.
Estimate $500 - 750

U.S., U.N. and Canada, Collection Balance. In several old wooden file boxes with much U.S. postage and
used Canada, six books of U.N. first day covers, some modern U.S. sheetlets and FDC’s and a book of slight premium
used U.S., generally F.-V.F., an unsorted mass of stamps that has the potential to yield a decent profit when broken
down. (photo on web site).
Estimate $500 - 750
U.S. and Foreign, Cover Lot, 1860-1990. Several hundred covers and cards in a large carton, with German
zeppelin covers, Canal Zone stationery, Hong Kong, China, Canada stationery, Latin America, RPOs, picture post
cards, first flights, and much more, seeing is believing so come on down and order up this baby for inspection, F.-V.F.
(photo on web site).
Estimate $400 - 600

U.S. and Foreign, Picture Postcard Lot. Several hundred cards, about one half are chromes, the balance
from the first twenty year of the 20th century, with quite a few real photo, half are views, Jamestown Expo, many Japan,
a German Ferris Wheel, racist, Monaco Art Nouveau card, Austrian zeppelin card, natives in costume, Graf Zeppelin &
Lakehurst cards, an eclectic lot with something for everyone, mixed condition with a few with paper adhesions to the
reverse, otherwise, Very Good to Excellent.
Estimate $300 - 400
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361

H/m

362

)

U.S. and Foreign, Miscellaneous Balance of Consignment. Small accumulation on stockcards and in
glassines, 99% U.S., mostly of it off-quality with a few little surprises here and there; we note a Fine used #7 sheet
margin single, a nearly Fine used #13, a VF used 50¢ Columbian, a Fine unused (no gum) J54a, a VF mint K8, an
unused Hawaii #24, Fine but toned, and a Fine mint Newfoundland #11 (toned gum); there are also a large number of
Newspaper & Official forgeries/facsimiles and even a couple of 10¢ 1847 forgeries, as well as a “used” forgery of Russia
#40. An interesting lot from an old time hoard.
Estimate $300 - 400
U.S. and Foreign, Seapost & Ocean Mail Cancels, 1896-1939. 18 covers with US Seapost cancels,
includes 137 SS Southern Cross from Brazil, 1936 SS Santa Barbara, 1937 SS Pan America from Trinidad, 1896
United States Seapost, a definite must see for the specialist, mixed condition, F.-V.F.
Estimate $150 - 200

Confederate States
363

H
Confederate States, Facsimiles & Reprints Collection, 1861-65. A tremendous group of these getting
hard to find items, includes Springfield reprint sheet, set of 12 sheets of 20 of the CSA facsimiles, also with Buck’s
Express fantasies, various postmaster provisionals and two sanitary fair stamps, excellent reference material, F.-V.F.
Estimate $300 - 400

364

)

365

H/m
Confederate States, General Issues. Small mounted collection of 13 items on Scott page; includes 1, 6-7,
8, 11-12, 11c, 12a, and 13-14 unused singles, 4 used, unused UL corner margin block of 11 and a gutter block of 12 plus
a US Scott 26 (straight edge) cancelled Mobile Apr 6 1861; condition and centering generally Fine, but there is an
occasional fault. Scott approximately $1,000.
Estimate $200 - 300

366

Confederate States, Reprint Collection. Over 160 stamps, including trial color reproductions of #14
altered, replacing with Jefferson Davis vignette and denomination, dozens of various local reprints, #14 John C.
Calhoun panes of 20 with replacement denomination and a couple reprinted currency notes. A very interesting
selection of reprints from original plates that would be wonderful supplement to a Confederate collection. (photo on web
site).
Estimate $200 - 300

Confederate States, Cover Group. Six covers including 2b (dark blue) tied to small cover with black town
postmark and 1977 Society of Philatelic Americans certificate, four 1863 Jefferson Davis (11 or 12) - three tied to cover
with town postmarks (two with Richmond, VA and one with Orange Court House, VA) and one tied to cover with target
cancel and 7 pair lightly tied to cover with Richmond town cancel, generally Fine, a neat group of these old historic
covers (photo on web site).
Estimate $300 - 400

U.S. Possessions and United Nations
U.S. Possessions
367

H/m
U.S. Possessions, Accumulation. From Spanish American War overprints to 1920’s, neatly arranged
blocks, strips, plate blocks, etcetera on black stock pages, containing the following: Cuba 222A plate block, 224 - 4 plate
number strips of 3, 226 - block of 4, J1 - 2 blocks of 4, J2 - 2 blocks of 4, J3 - 4 blocks of 4, J4 block of 4, E1 block of 4,
various Guam Guard Mail singles in quantity, Puerto Rico - 213 - 2 singles and 5 blocks, several stamps are never
hinged, 214 - 2 blocks, several stamps are never hinged, J3 - 2 singles and 5 blocks, many stamps are never hinged, U6
used and U10 (2 - unused). Some tropical gum issues and condition issues, so viewing recommended to properly
evaluate, Very Good-Very Fine. Scott $26,000+ (Owner’s) (photo on web site).
Estimate $4,000 - 6,000

368

U.S. Possessions, Mint and Used Collections. Housed in a Scott album, a few scattered Mexico stamps,
then Guam with used 1, 2, 10, mint 4-5, 7-8, E1, Hawaii with used 31-34, 41, O1-O6, mint 44-45, 48, 53-61, and
Philippines 213-219, 220-222, 226-236, mint E1-E2, a collection with huge break up value, some condition issues, but
overall F.-V.F. Scott $6,000 (photo on web site).
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
HH/H/m
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U.S. POSSESSIONS AND UNITED NATIONS: Canal Zone - Cuba
369

H/m/)

370

H/m

U.S. Possessions, Collection, 1858-1950. A few hundred stamps mounted in four albums, includes Canal
Zone, 1868-1966 mint & used Philippines in a Scott Specialty album with mint C29-C35, C36-C45,C57-C58, 1857-1938
Puerto Rico mounted on pages with 210-216, J1-J3, Sanabria S1-S2, S4-S7, S8-S15, a lot of scarce material present,
be sure to put this on your must see list, F.-V.F. (photo on web site).
Estimate $600 - 800
U.S. Possessions, Small Mint and Used Collection, 1874-1976. About 160 stamps from Canal Zone,
Danish West Indies and Hawaii in a Palo hingeless album with slipcase; scattered and very basic with only used Hawaii
#49 & 52C cataloging over $100, the latter with a small thin spot; condition is generally F-VF with Danish West Indies
making up about $575 and Hawaii about $900 of the total Scott value. The album, which features color illustrations of all
the stamps and is in very good shape, also includes spaces for Cuba, Guam, Philippines and Puerto Rico. Scott $1,600
Owner’s (photo on web site).
Estimate $200 - 300

Canal Zone
371

H/m

372

m
Canal Zone, Town Cancel Collection, 1904-78. Over 1,900 stamps arranged on stockpages in two
binders, starting with town postmarks arranged by town and issue, with a diverse range of scarce town markings
including early Culebra including a pair on 1906 piece, Matachin, 1905 red Gorgona on piece, San Pablo, Tabernilla,
Corozal including registered, Bas Obispo including straight line, Cristobal Station B, Monte Lirio, various forts and
bases, etc., section of precancels, perfins, paquebot and ship, study of cancellation types including target, letters,
segmented and bar grids, slogan, postally used officials, registered, etc.; many nice interesting cancels throughout,
perfect for the specialist, generally F.-V.F. (photo on web site).
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000

373

H/m
Canal Zone, Wonderful Collection, 1904-76. Over 250 stamps, cut squares, and booklet panes; most all in
mounts on Scott or hand made pages; most all unused or OG with an occasional used item; includes Scott 4-8, 9-14,
16-20, 22-46, 49-56, 58-9, 60-66, 68-9, 70-81, 84-95, plus 91c, 96-104, 120-135, C1-5 plus C5a in a pair, C15-20,
CO1-7, CO8, CO10, CO11-2 (airmail officials used), CO14, J1, J4-19, and O1-7 (used);condition and centering are
generally Fine or better; well worth inspection. Scott $6,500+.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000

374

H/m

375

H/m
Canal Zone, Nearly Complete Collection, 1904-76. Just about all used and mounted on Scott Specialty
album pages; the only missing numbers are #3, 15, CO9, CO10, CO12 & O8; a great starter collection of this always
popular U.S. territory. Scott $3,750 (photo on web site).
Estimate $750 - 1,000

Canal Zone, Collection and Accumulation, 1904-78. Over 1,200 stamps, mostly arranged in four
stockbooks, plus a little loose material, with many issues both mint and used and some modest duplication, consisting
of used: #2-3 both with certs, 2 on piece, 3, an interesting group of both mint and used overprint on Panama map
varieties, some antique type varieties, 21-44 (missing #30), 46-48, 58-59, 70-80, 84-95, J12-14, mint: 2, 4-8, 10a,
unusual inverted “M” of Panama with normal stamp combination pair, 21-45, 49-51, 52-54, 57 (2 without gum singles),
58-59, 60-66, 67 o.g., 70-81, 84-95, 39 ZCNE variety in block of 4 and 120-35. Nearly complete mint and used from
1924-32 U.S. overprint issues, back of book including airmails, dues and officials, missing only the scarce items,
condition is overall better than typically seen, generally F.-V.F. appearance (photo on web site).
Estimate $4,000 - 6,000

Canal Zone, Nearly Complete Collection, 1904-76. Virtually all mint and missing only #15, 20, 47, 53, 67,
CO8-12, J1-3, J6, J8-9 & O8; all o.g. and F-VF except O3, which is canceled to order, as usual. A terrific starter
collection. Scott $7,200 (photo on web site).
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000

Cuba
376

42

Cuba & Puerto Rico, 1898-1900. Small mint collection comprising Cuba #188, 200, 221-226, 227-231,
E1-2, J1-4 and Puerto Rico 210-216 & J1-3; with the exception of a few short perfs on Cuba J3, everything is o.g., F-VF.
Scott $885 (photo on web site).
Estimate $200 - 300

H
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U.S. POSSESSIONS AND UNITED NATIONS: Danish West Indies - Philippines
377

H
Cuba, US Administration period, and WWII Allied Military Government Occupation Stamps. Cuba small, but useful collection, of 20 stamps and 15 cut squares in mounts or hinged to pages; all unused or OG except
Scott 230 used; includes 221-2, 223, 223A, 224-6, 227-31, E1-2, J1-4, U1-10 full corners, U13, U15, U17, and W1-2;
centering and condition generally Fine; Scott Catalogue value approximately $510; AMG - approximately 110 stamps,
all unused, in mounts or hinged to pages, used in Italy, Venezia Giulia, France, Germany and Austria; Scott Catalogue
value approximately $150.
Estimate $100 - 150

Danish West Indies
378

H/m
Danish West Indies, Nearly Complete Country, 1855-1917. Missing only #23 among major numbers; all
mint, o.g., clean and F-VF (J1-8 are NH!) except the rare 14¢ #12, which is used and faulty, it’s Scott value of $1,250 not
being included in our listed value. A great lot with which to begin a specialized collection of this always popular area.
Scott $1,790 (photo on web site).
Estimate $400 - 600

Guam
379

Guam, Mainly Mint Collection, 1899-1930. 14 stamps comprising #1-8 (1¢ & 6¢ used), 10-12, E1 (used)
and M3-4; all clean and F-VF, the mint o.g. A great lot. Scott $1,945 (photo on web site).
Estimate $500 - 750

H/m

Hawaii
380

H/m

381

H/m
Hawaii, Primarily Mint Collection, 1861-99. 62 different comprising #9, 11, 28, 30-49, 51-61, 62-66, 67-68,
70-82 & O1-6; #73, O2 & O5 are used, a few others are without gum or regummed, otherwise everything is o.g., F-VF.
An excellent starter collection. Also includes #5 with a heavy smudge “cancel”, which was not counted, and four
Numeral forgeries. Scott $3,895 (photo on web site).
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

Hawaii, Excellent Collection, 1861-99. Over 70 stamps, 4 blocks of four and one strip of four, in mounts on
Scott pages, mostly unused, bit does include a few used in the Revenues; includes 10-11, 28-9,30-37, 39-43, 45-8, 51,
52-52C, 53-61, 62-4, 65-6, 67-73, 74-81, O1-6, unused, many OG, R1-5 used, R12-16 unused, 11S top margin strip of
4, 10R block; condition and centering generally Fine or better; Scott Catalogue value over $4,200.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

Philippines
382

H

383

H/m

Philippines, Mint Collection, 1899-1931. Fairly complete for the period on Scott Specialty album pages;
includes #212, 215-222, 226-231, 233-237, 241-284 less 257, 300-301, 304, 319-353, C19-45, E1 (straight edge), J1-7
and O1-14; o.g., clean and F-VF throughout. A fabulous starter collection. Scott $5,200 (photo on web site).
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000

Philippines, US Administration Collection, 1898-1945. Highly useful collection of over 375 stamps, 5
booklet panes, 5 blocks, 44 cut squares and 2 Japanese Occupation souvenir sheets, in mounts, on Scott pages;
almost all used with only a couple of used stamps evident; includes Scott 192-211, 212-22, 226-36, 241-52, 259-60A,
272, 274, 276-84, 289C, 289D, 291b, 340-52, 433-46, 485-96, C3, C5, C9, C11, C18-28, E1, E3-7, J1 and J2 blocks of
six, J3 and J6 blocks of four, O1-37, U1-27, W1-4, plus Japanese Occupation issues appear complete; condition and
centering generally Fine or better; Scott Catalogue value over $5,500.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
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U.S. POSSESSIONS AND UNITED NATIONS: Puerto Rico - U.N.

Puerto Rico
384

H/m
Puerto Rico, Excellent Collection, 1899-1957. Over 60 stamps, 9 cut squares and one imprint and plate
number strip of three on Scott or handmade pages; includes210-16, 210a, 213a, J1-3, J1a-J3a, U1-2, U11, U14,
U15-19, R1-9, RE1-7, RE16, RE17-32 and RE33-51; mostly unused or OG except Wine and Rectified Spirits mostly
used with an occasional unused stamp; condition and centering are generally Fine or better. Scott $1,900+.
Estimate $500 - 750

Ryukyus
385

HH
Ryukyus, Accumulation of Sheets, 1950-69. Lighthouse album, two mint sheet files and several manila
envelopes. We noted 1950 (8, nine sheets and several multiples); 1950 (9-10 & 13, sheets), 1952-53 (20 x4, 22 x4 & 23
x2). We also noted 1959-69 (R17, R19 & R20, imprint blocks of 10), plus many 1958 “Gate of Courtesy” imitation sheets,
including some with message in light blue printed on the back, and some with printed black perforations and three
Japanese characters on the back. A great lot for the specialist or dealer. Well worth careful look, F.-V.F. (photo on web
site).
Estimate $500 - 750

United Nations
386

)

387

HH/H/m

388

HH/)

389

HH/H

44

United Nations, Signed Lithograph Collection. Over sixty lithographs, most signed, numbered with
certificates, includes Victor Vasarely, Tony Bennett, Leroy Neiman, Al Hirschfield, Tony Curtis, Marc Chagall and Peter
Max, an impressive lot for the UN specialist or art collector, please have a look, Very Fine. Estimate $2,000 - 3,000
United Nations, Large Collection, 1951-2013. 26 large albums and 8 mini albums containing everything a
U.N. collector could want from each of the three offices from the earliest issues to the modern issues, consisting of: ten
packed albums on Minkus or quadrille pages with mint and used singles, sheetlets, souvenir panels and postal
stationary, 5 plate block albums in Scott Specialty albums, plus eleven albums of miscellaneous covers, stationary and
singles, 8 Fleetwood mini-albums of Flag first day covers., o.g., mostly never hinged, generally F.-V.F. (photo on web
site).
Estimate $750 - 1,000
United Nations, Comprehensive Mint NH Collection, 1951-2010. An all-encompassing collection in 13
albums and a large envelope of unmounted newer issue. Included are singles, inscription blocks & strips, sheets,
souvenir sheets, souvenir folders, booklets, FDCs, covers and postal stationery, etc., etc. Includes issues for New York,
Vienna and Geneva. The base collection is virtually complete through 2000, including two 1955 Tenth Anniversary
souvenir sheets (38) in four pristine Lighthouse hingeless albums with slipcovers, a Minkus album complete through
1967, plus eight additional albums or stockbooks stuffed with primarily sheets, unexploded booklets and inscription
multiples. Huge face value, not to mention catalog value. Should be a steal at anywhere near our estimate. (photo on
web site).
Estimate $350 - 500
United Nations, Small Specialized Group, 1952-72. About 55 items including #32 perforated trial color
plate proof in green with Waterlow Specimen overprint & punch; #33 imperf plate proof, MI single with security punch;
#33 perforated trial color plate proof in green with Waterlow Specimen overprint & punch; #87 imperf plate proof in a
horizontal pair; #101a & b, two color omitted errors, 117-118 with most of gold color missing; #132 dramatically
mis-perforated; 163 imperf MI block of six; the preceding are all NH; also includes 35 different MNH 1952-55 WHO/OMS
labels, one in a gutter pair; two different League of Nations Fridtjof Nansen postal tax stamps (1927 & 1928; and Geneva
1940 & 1942 B.I.T. issues, the 1940 Pestalozzi set in miniature sheets of 12 (NH) and the 1942 Gerard set in hinged
singles and souvenir sheet. A very nice lot of scarcer material. (photo on web site).
Estimate $350 - 500
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BRITISH COMMONWEALTH COUNTRY COLLECTIONS: Antigua - Australia

British Commonwealth Country Collections
Antigua
390

Antigua, Mint and Used Collection, 1863-1940. Great little starter collection on two 2-sided album pages;
highlights include mint #20-30, 38, 39, 54-57, 67-76 and used 2-8, 13 & 19; virtually about all clean and F-VF. Scott
$1,795 (photo on web site).
Estimate $350 - 500

H/m

Australia and States
391

H/m
Australian States, Outstanding Starter Collection, 1850-1912. Mainly used collection of several hundred
different on custom pages resembling the Scott International series; no rarities, but loaded with $50-and-up stamps,
including (used unless noted) N.S.W. 13, 17, 27, 34, 39, 41, 87, O9 & O34; Queensland 6, 24a, 30, 50B, 54, 71, 75-78,
80-83, 141 (mint) & 142; S. Australia 2, 6, 6B, 7, 12, 14, 22, 23, 24E, 27, 458, 49, 50, 130, 142B (mint) & 157 (mint);
Tasmania 6, 9, 14-16 & 30; Victoria 1 pair, 2, 3, 6, 27, 167, 186 & 190; and W. Australia 1, 3, 14 (mint), 28, 41, 48 & 88;
condition is generally F-VF with very few gems, but also very few faults. An excellent lot. Scott $13,000 (photo on web
site).
Estimate $2,500 - 3,500

392

H/m

393

m

394

H

395

H

396

HH/H/m

397

HH/H/m Australia & States, Accumulation, 1886-2000. Includes mostly used Australian States, used ‘Roos, mint
includes 104-105, 259-261, 1279a, 1631a, 1663-1674, 1722a, 1817a, 1921, 2153a, 2295b, plus a small box of used,
some mixed condition, please review, F.-V.F.
Estimate $250 - 350

398

H

Australian States, Holding of Small Collection Balances. Many hundreds of stamps from at least eight
separate collections on stocksheets and album pages; some identified and most not, depending on the arrangement of
the material; there is a lot of common material in some groups and a lot of more useful material in others; we note New
South Wales #29 used, Queensland mint #82, 96 & F2 and used 83 & AR219-220, Tasmania #59 used, some decent
Victoria Half-Lengths; surely a closer look will reveal much more. An interesting lot.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
Australian States, Small Used Selection. About 40 stamps on two stocksheets including many better like
New South Wales #7a (VF), South Australia #2 (F-VF with certificate), Tasmania #2 (2), Victoria #2 (2), 3a & 4, and
Western Australia #1 (2, one with certificate), 4 & 5; condition is mixed, but with a good number of Fine or better. (photo
on web site).
Estimate $600 - 800

Australian States: New South Wales, Mint Selection of 1871-1902 De La Rue Issues. 40 singles plus two
pairs and a block of 4 with values to 1/-, many scarce; mixed condition, but generally Fine. SG £2,900 owner’s ($4,500).
Estimate $750 - 1,000
Australian States: Western Australia, Small Mint Collection, 1854-88. 26 virtually all different begining
with a nice four margin 1854 4d (no gum), then various Perkins Bacon “Swans” from 1863 onwards, very nearly
complete for the period on a simplified basis; generally Fine. SG £4,000 owner’s ($6,200) (photo on web site).
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
Australia & States, Mint & Used Collection, 1855-2000. Mounted in a Scott album, includes 1-12, 13-15
with “Specimen” overprint, mint 17-18, 57-59 with “Specimen” overprint, 132, 142-144, 147-149, 150-151, 152-154,
178-179, excellent postage due coverage, mint M1-M7, Australian Antarctic Territory L1-L5, L8-L18, L23-L34,
L37-L52, Christmas Island 1-10, 22-33, Cocos Islands 1-6, 135-150, good Australian States coverage, some condition
issues, please review, F.-V.F. (photo on web site).
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

Australia, Outstanding Mint Collection, 1913-75. Nearly complete collection in a Davo hingeless album
with slipcase; just about the only missing Regular Issues and Commemoratives are the 10s & £1 Kangaroos and the 5s
Sydney Harbor Bridge; specifically included are #1-7, 9-12, 17-42, 45-53, 60-99 (two 95a, one NH), 103-126, 130-131
and 133-623; Airs, Officials & Military stamps are complete (M1-7 are NH!), and Postage Dues include #J1-7, J13-16,
J18-19, J34, J50-56 & J64-95; there is some minor duplication (not all cheap; as for condition, we note the 1913 5s is
slightly toned and just Fine, but just about everything else is clean and F-VF, with NH beginning in 1963 (and with a good
number of earlier scattered NH. A spectacular lot. Scott $12,500 (photo on web site).
Estimate $3,000 - 4,000
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BRITISH COMMONWEALTH COUNTRY COLLECTIONS: Australia - Bechuanaland
399

HH/H
Australia, New Issue Stock, 1960-2010. Many thousands of stamps, complete booklets and souvenir
sheets, includes Australia Antarctic Territory L8-L18, L37-L52 gutter blocks of four, L90-L93 gutter blocks of four, many
blocks of four & gutter blocks of four, “Specimen” overprints, enormous face and Scott values, be sure and inspect,
F.-V.F.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000

400

HH/H/m

401

H/m

402

HH

403

H/m/)
Australia and New Zealand Dependencies, 1957-2000. A few hundred stamps, covers and postal
stationery, all stamps mint unless noted Christmas Island has 1-10, Cocos Islands 1-6, Cook Islands with postal history
and stamps 28, 33, 39, 97, 112-114, Fiji includes postal history and 120, 123, 260-276, Norfolk Island with first day
covers, aerograms and 1-12, 23-24, 42, 71-82, 100-113, Papua New Guinea 122-136, Pitcairn Islands 1-8, 72-84,
20-31, Ross Dependency 1-4, 5-8, postal history with a few autographed, and Tonga with mint & used stamps and
postal history, includes mint & used 38-52, 68, 70-72, 94-99, 100-113, a lot rich in sale able and unusual material,
inspection is strongly urged, F.-V.F.
Estimate $500 - 750

Australia, Specialized Collection, 1913-72 (1-517). On Davo hingeless pages, with many multiples of
Kangeroos & George V, for many mint single plus several used examples, with different shades, dies and other
varieties, missing only the high-values, but includes SG# 75s (Specimen Overprints); complete mint after early 1930s,
some later MNH, including very specialized material such as coil pairs (SG # 205b), coil strips, thin papers and normal
papers, other paper varieties, engraving and die varieties, some Specimen overprints, multiples of se-tenants,
complete booklets and booklet panes, virtually all major paper, shade and color varieties; this is the basis to built a really
complete Australian Commonwealth collection upon, or to fill missing spaces or sell retail online, F.-V.F. Scott $10,000+
(Owner’s).
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
Australia, Mint and Used Collection, 1913-40. Compact collection on three 2-sided album pages;
highlights include (virtually all used) #1-11, 14-54, 60-100, 103-127, 139-187, C1-5 and a few Postage Dues; condition
is generally Fine. Scott $3,700 (photo on web site).
Estimate $500 - 750
Australia, New Issue Accumulation. 1981-1993 and 2000 year set presentation albums, a stockbook of
booklet panes, plus 30 double sided Hagner pages containing singles, sets and souvenir sheets of Australia along with
a few British and Faroe Islands, o.g., never hinged, F.-V.F. Scott $2,788 (Owner’s) (photo on web site).
Estimate $400 - 600

Bahamas
404

Bahamas, Mint and Used Collection, 1861-1940. Excellent starter collection on three 2-sided album
pages; highlights include mint #11 (without gum), 12, 33-42 & 44-115 less the post-1940 values (few low values used)
and used #2, 15 & 32; condition is just about all clean and F-VF. Scott $2,800 (photo on web site).
Estimate $500 - 750

H/m

Barbados
405

Barbados, Mint and Used Collection, 1852-1940. An outstanding little starter collection on four 2-sided
album pages; mint highlights include #2, 68, 79-80 (actually 60-138 & 140-206, minus the post-1940 values, with a few
low values being used; earlier used highlights include #4 (VG), 5a-9, 11, 13-17, 19-21, 24, 25, 27-33, 36, 38 & 40;
condition is generally F-VF throughout, with the earlies being well above average. Scott $4,500 (photo on web site).
Estimate $750 - 1,000
H/m

Bechuanaland
406

46

Bechuanaland, Mint and Used Collection, 1886-1938. Marvelous little starter collection on three 2-sided
album pages; highlights include (mint unless noted) #1, 9 (used), 18, 20, 28 (used), 30 (used), 63, 65-66 (used), 79, 92,
94-95, 103 & 115; condition is virtually all clean and F-VF. Scott $2,650 (photo on web site).
Estimate $500 - 750

H/m
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Bermuda
407

HH/H

408

H/m

409

H/m

Bermuda, Brilliant Collection, 1865-2005. Presented in a Palo hingeless album, better mint includes 1-2, 5,
89, 16-17, 40-54, 71-79, 94-96, used 97, 105-114, 118-128, 133-134, 143-162, 175-191, with many other complete
mint sets, a special collection to break up for retail sales, inspection well deserved, F.-V.F. (photo on web site).
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000

Bermuda, Small Collection of Queen Victoria Issues, 1865-1903. Comprises (mint/unused unless noted)
#1, 2 (two, one used), 3 (used), 4, 5, 6 (2), 7 (single & block of 4), 8 (block of 4), 15 (used), 16 & 17; condition is mixed, the
best stamps with flaws. Scott $4,695 (photo on web site).
Estimate $500 - 750
Bermuda, Mint and Used Collection, 1868-1940. Great little starter collection on three 2-sided album
pages; $50-and-up singles stamps include used #3, 4 & 6 and mint #51 and 94-97 (small stain #97); condition is just
about all clean and F-VF. Scott $1,900 (photo on web site).
Estimate $300 - 400

British Antarctic Territory
410

British Antarctic Territory, Mint Collection, 1963-95. Mounted and hinged in Scott National album, bright
and fresh; usual straight edges at top and right, Very Fine. Scott $1,390 (Owner’s) (photo on web site).
Estimate $300 - 400

HH/H

British Central Africa
411

British Central Africa & Nyasaland Protectorate, Excellent Starter Collection, 1891-1938. Including
British Central Africa mint #10-12, 22, 52 (part o.g.) & 65 and used 8, 19, 23-2651 & 73; and Nyasaland Protectorate,
including used #22-23; condition is virtually all clean and F-VF and British Central Africa “Hut Tax” cancels were not
counted in our catalog value. Scott $2,100 (photo on web site).
Estimate $400 - 600

H/m

British East Africa
412

H/m
British East Africa, Excellent Starter Collection, 1890-97. Great little collection on two 2-sided album
pages; highlights include (mint unless noted) #30 (used), 36, 37, 46 (used), 4748, 50, 51 (used), 66, 67, 71, 89 & 95-97;
virtually all clean and F-VF. Scott $2,650 (photo on web site).
Estimate $500 - 750

British Guiana
413

H/m
British Guiana, Mainly Used Collection, 1860-1940. Compact little collection on three 2-sided album
pages; highlights include (used unless noted) #17, 20, 25, 27-31, 34, 44, 45-69, 123, 147 (mint) & 185-188 (mint);
condition is just about all F-VF. Scott $3,200 (photo on web site).
Estimate $500 - 750

414

m
British Guiana, Small Selection, 1853-82. 22 stamps on an album page and a small black card; virtually all
of the value is in an 1853-59 1c red type I, Scott #9, cat. $1500 (SG 12, SG £2000), four margins and Demerara circular
datestamp, Feb 3, 1857, Very Fine appearing but badly thinned; the rest are various lower priced, mixed quality
1862-82 issues, one a forgery (photo on web site).
Estimate $150 - 200
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BRITISH COMMONWEALTH COUNTRY COLLECTIONS: British Honduras - Canada

British Honduras
415

H/m
British Honduras, Mint and Used Collection, 1866-1938. Compact little collection on three 2-sided album
pages; highlights include (mint unless noted) #1, 2 (used), 3, 5, 11 (used), 18, 20 used, 21 & 67-70; condition is virtually
all F-VF. Scott $2,900 (photo on web site).
Estimate $500 - 750

British Offices in Morocco
416

H
British Offices in Morocco and the Levant, 1898-1948. Excellent mint stock neatly arranged by Gibbons
number on stocksheets; fairly complete one-of-a-kind collection plus modest duplication with no more than two or three
of a set; lots of high values and a number of Gibbons-listed varieties. All o.g., clean and F-VF. SG £5,400 ($8,370)
(photo on web site).
Estimate $1,200 - 1,800

Canada and Provinces
417

H/m

418

HH/H/m

419

H/m

420

HH/H/m

48

Canadian Provinces, Excellent Starter Collection, 1851-1947. On Palo hingeless album pages with all
stamps illustrated in color; highlights include (used unless noted) British Columbia & Vancouver Island #5, 8 (unused),
9, New Brunswick #1, Nova Scotia #3 & 4 and Newfoundland used #8 and mint 131-144, 163-182, 212-225 and C6-8
(NH); condition is generally F-VF, though some of the early imperfs are marginally challenged. Overall, a good base
upon which to build. Scott $6,800 Owner’s about (photo on web site).
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
Canada, Mint & Used Collection, 1851-1999. A vast and valuable collection housed and mounted in five
Davo albums. Starting with the 1851-59 Pence issue, the collection contains used Scott #1 (3), 2 (2), 4 (over 14
including 2 pairs), 5 (5), 7 (5), 8 (2), 9, 11-13; many multiple examples of the First Cents issue including unused
examples of #14, 15 and 20; excellent representation of the Large Queens 1/2c to 15c with unused examples, color and
paper varieties; a huge assortment of Small Queens mint and used with shades and perforations; mint Jubilees #50-55,
57, 60-61 along with used to the 50c; Complete mint Maple Leafs and Numeral issues; Edward VII complete mint to the
50c with light duplication; a mint set of Tercentenary issue; Admirals mint and used complete set with useful duplication
along with excellent representation of coils including strips of 4; complete mint Scroll issue; complete mint Arch issue;
from 1935 to 1999 the collection is virtually complete mint almost all never hinged including booklets, souvenir sheets,
coils, some with starter and end strips, mini-panes, Cello Paqs, high value modern matching plate blocks and small full
panes of stamps; the Centennial issue is very well represented with paper, ink and tagging varieties; many paper and
perf varieties are present in the Mammal Definitives; the collection has enormous catalog and face value, serious
inspection will prove to be rewarding., F.-V.F. (photo on web site).
Estimate $30,000 - 40,000

Canada, Powerful, Mainly Mint Collection, 1908-77. Two White Ace albums “packed to the gills” including
front & back of most pages; singles are complete for the period and also include the 1875-88 Registration stamps (but
no Officials), but in addition, there are countless booklets, booklet panes, blocks of 4, plate blocks and coil pairs & strips,
not to mention the many varieties scattered throughout, including specialized Centennial Issue varieties. Just a few
highlights include blocks of 4 of (MNH unless noted) #111b (2 LH), 112 (2), 112a, 116a (LH), 122 (H), 174, 203,
217-225, 261 plate block, 262, 273, E1 (2 LH), E2, etc., etc. As for condition, though centering was not a high priority,
just about everything is clean and F-VF, with a good percentage being NH. Overall, a really excellent lot. N.B. many
items marked “NH” in the album were found to be hinged or lightly disturbed—the catalog value has been adjusted
accordingly. Scott $65,000 (photo on web site).
Estimate $10,000 - 15,000

Canada, Substantial, Mainly Mint Collection, 1852-2001. A marvelous collection in three deluxe Palo
hingeless albums with slipcases; loaded with better material including (mint or unused unless noted) #4 (used), 12
(used, expertly repaired), 14, 18, 21, 22, 23a, 24, 25, 27, 29, 30, 37, 39, 41 (NH), 42-44, 44a, 46, 47, 51-55, 59, 60, 61-63
Queen Victoria “Maple Leafs” & “Numerals” complete, 1903-08 King Edward VII complete, 1908 Quebec Tercentenary
complete (7¢ NH), #111, 112-115 (NH), 116, 120, “Admiral” part-perf coil blocks of 4 wet printing (no gum), then quite
literally complete major numbers through 2001; back-of-the-book is also pretty strong including mint F1-3 and MNH
MR1-7 & O1-27. As for condition, the best early numbers, most notably the Large Queens, have minor, unobtrusive
flaws and/or gum problems, but, with very few exceptions (e.g. 50¢ Bluenose small thin), just about everything else is
clean and F-VF. A truly exceptional lot. Scott $67,000 Owner’s over (photo on web site). Estimate $10,000 - 15,000
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421

H/m

422

HH/H/m

423

H/m
Canada, Exceptional Dealer Group. Small box containing approval cards, glassines and retail pages
loaded with better, mainly 20th century material; highlights are numerous and include (mint unless noted) #51 XF, NH
plate no. 16 pair, 59 XF used, 85 “muddy water” XF NH (4), 100 VF LH, 101 XF LH, 103 VF used (2), 123 XF LH pair,
used strip of 4, 124 VF NH pair, 137 XF used block of 4, 153a (NH), 177 VF NH (2), 183 XF NH strip of 4, 184 plate no. 13,
14 & 15 blocks of 8, 198 VF NH (3), 201 NH block of 4 with plate number, 204 VF NH plate block, 271 matched set of
plate no. 1 & 2 blocks, E2a, F1 XF LH, O25 used block of 4, O27 plate block (faults in selvage), Postal Note stamps
(FPS1-40) VF NH, Newfoundland 87a block of 4 with “NFW” and “JAMRS” varieties, and much, much more. A fantastic
lot for a Canadian dealer looking for an infusion of new mid-range material.
Estimate $3,000 - 4,000

424

H/m

425

HH
Canada, Plate Block Collection, 1950 to mid 2000’s. Mounted in 6 large albums containing a good variety
including 1988 Animals including 1174i set of matched plate blocks on Slater paper, and 1967 Centenial with tagging
and paper varieties. Sound with high face value and plenty of premium plate blocks, please view, F.-V.F. (photo on web
site).
Estimate $3,000 - 4,000

426

H/m

427

HH/H

Canada, High Catalog, Mainly 19th Century Collection, 1851-1908. 275 stamps, including 11 blocks of 4
or larger, through the 1903-08 King Edward VII Issue on White Ace pages, often on both sides, with duplicates and
varieties; highlights are too numerous to mention, but just in the Pence and First Cents you’ll find used #1 (2), 2, 5 & 8
and unused #9, 17 (2), 19, 20a (2); Large Queens catalog over $16,000, Small Queens over $15,000, Jubilees, which
are completely mint, over $9,500, and “Maple Leafs”, “Numerals” & King Edward VII total $16,000. As for condition, as
you might expect, it’s a bit rough, with the best stamps having faults and/or gum issues, and centering not being a
priority. That being said, there are still plenty of useful stamps here and a careful inspection will prove worthwhile; if you
can’t do that, be sure to check out all the photos online. Scott $89,000 over (photo on web site).
Estimate $8,000 - 12,000
Canada, Highly Complete Collection, 1859-1988. Carefully mounted in Scott Specialty album, mostly
mint, a few early 19th century issues are used, includes 14-20, 21-30, 34-47, 50-60, 66-73, 74-84, 85-86, 96-103,
89-95, 104-122, 139-40, 123-34, 149-59, 160-61, 178-83, 162-77, 195-201, 217-27, 241-45, 249-62, C1-9, E1-11,
J1-20, MR1-7, O1-10, O16-25, O27, New Brunswick 6-11, Newfoundland 30-31, 32-36, 37, 40, 41-59, 61-74, 78-85,
87-97, 98-103, 104-114, 115-126, 128-30, 131-144, 145-57, 163-171, 172-182, 183-199, 212-225, C6-8, C9-11,
C13-17, Nova Scotia 8-13, Prince Edward Island 4-16. A few condition issues among the classics, but generally sound
and fresh, some used, mostly mint: o.g., hinged or never hinged, mostly F.-V.F., a visually pleasing collection and truly a
pleasure to view. (photo on web site).
Estimate $4,000 - 6,000

Canada, Fairly Complete, Mainly Mint Collection, 1851-1950. Starts with a F-VF used #1 and there are a
few used Large Queens, but just about everything else is mint, including #14, 42-47and Jubilees to the 50¢; from that
point onward the collection is complete; the Maple Leafs, Numerals, King Edward VII, Quebec, Admirals, etc., etc.; even
the back-of-the-book; all mounted in Scott Specialty album with slipcase. Condition is mixed through the Small Queens,
but, with only a few exceptions, is generally Fine or better from there on. An excellent starter collection. Scott $22,000
(photo on web site).
Estimate $3,000 - 4,000

Canada, Collection, 1851-1939. In Scott Specialty album, containing 5, 8, 14, 22, 26, 27, 30, 30e, 34-37,
39-40, 41-47, 50-57, 59-60, 63, 66-73, 74-82, 92, 94, 96-102, 111 (2), 119, 122, 123-24, 149-59, 162-77, 217-27,
241-45, E1-E8, C1-6, F1-2, 261 block of 4, as a bonus, you will find a 1937 British Commonwealth Coronation omnibus
set (appears complete), Newfoundland 15A, 11A, 30, 27, 59, 61-74, 78-85, Guy issues appear complete, 131-44,
various printings of mostly complete 1928 issue, 212-25 and C13-17. A nice fresh collection with many lovely sets and
singles throughout, very lightly hinged and popular souvenir sheet; some gum creases, F.-V.F. (photo on web site).
Estimate $3,000 - 4,000
Canada, Stunning Mint Collection, 1859-1960. All mint early collection that you rarely encounter, includes
14, 15, 18-20, 21-30, 34-40, 41-47, 50-65, 66-73, 74-84, 89-95, 96-103, 104-122, 149-159, 162-177, C1-C9, E1-E1,
J1-J40, O1-O31, O32-O49, the stamps were selected for their freshness and overall facial appearance, but as the client
was on a budget, many of the classics have faults, again— not detracting from the overall attractiveness, quality does
improve as it gets past the classics, and one highlight we happened to see was as an example #O9 Very Fine Never
Hinged, however with the enormous catalog value present this collection should provide substantial profit, inspection is
mandatory, please set aside sufficient time to enjoy this beauty, F.-V.F.
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000
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428

Canada, Mint and Used Collection, 1880s-1957. Pleasant collection in a Bileski “Basic” album; mainly
used through early 20th century then mostly mint; highlights include used 20¢ & 50¢ “Widow Weeds”, ½¢, 6¢, 8¢ & 50¢
Jubilees and 10¢ “Maple Leaf”; mint highlights include #71, 80 (NH), 81, 91 (2) 119 (NH), 120, 122 (NH), then complete
from #135-374 ($1 Parliament just average) including coil pairs, much of it being NH (including, but $1 Mt. Cavel and
241-273 & an extra 245); back-of-the-book includes C1-CO2 & E4-EO2. As for condition, the 19th century is somewhat
mixed, but the 20th is just about all F-VF. Also included is a nice group of “Karsh” & “Wilding” plate blocks in matched
sets, including many scarce plate numbers, and a group of “Cameo” tagging varieties; the three groups with a Unitrade
value of over C$1,500.An excellent lot. Scott $13,500 Scott + Unitrade (photo on web site). Estimate $2,000 - 3,000

429

HH/H
Canada, Collection, 1877-1914. Containing lots of high values, booklets and varieties, a good
representation of Elizabethan definitives with different paper varieties, including some better items: 727 silver printing
shift error with A.I.E.P. certificate, 729a imperf pair, 730a imperf strip of 3, 729a-730a imperf and perforated transition
strips of 5, 760ai imperf pair, 790 progressive dry gum strip of 10, 806a imperf pair, 951a (2 imperf pairs), 952a imperf
pair, 953a imperf pair, 1250ii full imprint corner matched set, 1362 imperf gutter pair, 1362 imperf pair, 1376a numeral
“2" omitted, 1394a, 1396a imperf and perforated transitional strip of 3, 1396iii, 1695a, 1698ii, Millennium sheets and
2053a. Nice and fresh group with many premium items scattered throughout, generally F.-V.F. (photo on web site).
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000

430

HH

431

H/m

432

HH/H

433

H/m

434

HH/H

435

H/m

436

H/m

437

HH/H/m

50

H/m

Canada, Booklet Collection, 1937-2014. Over 450 different booklets containing a good variety including
many of the various covers of the 1970’s-80’s Floral, Maple Leaf and Parliament issues, Queen Elizabeth definitives,
Greetings, Singers, Actors, Canadian Football, etcetera. High face value and plenty of premium booklets, please view,
F.-V.F. (photo on web site).
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000

Canada, Small Assortment of Specialist Varieties, 1852-1918. More than 50 small dealer cards, all of
which have been identified by the owner as Scott (shade) or Unitrade (paper or plate) varieties; starts with a 3-margin 3d
Beaver on soft ribbed paper (4c, Unitrade $400 for Fine) and includes a 5¢ Beaver “log in waterfall” with small faults
(Unitrade 15vi, $650 for Fine); condition is quite mixed with flaws not being mentioned on the cards, but there are plenty
of nice stamps included. Owner’s Unitrade value, sometimes (though not always) using the VF price when not
warranted, totals more than C$13,000. An interesting lot and definitely worth a look (photo on web site).
Estimate $1,200 - 1,800
Canada, Mint Collection. In Lighthouse album, containing 46-47, 50-54, 56, 59-60, 60 NH, 85-86, 66-69,
71, 74-78, 84, 92, 94, 96-103, 104-22, 136-38 pairs, 141-48, 149-59, 162-77, C1-4, 195-201, 217-27, 178-83, 241-45,
249-262, E1-11, O16-32 and J3-5. Containing better George V and VI high value long sets and singles, generally
F.-V.F. (photo on web site).
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
Canada, Mint & Used Dealer Stock, 1853-1915. A nifty stock with used that includes 14, 15, 17, 23, 24, 26,
mint with 21, 36, 50 (2), 51, 52 (3), 53, 54 (2), 58, 69 block of six, condition is a little mixed on some, but basically F.-V.F.
Scott $7,000 (photo on web site).
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
Canada, New Issue Stock, 1960-2010. Phenomenal stock with all sorts of goodies, includes Centennial
Issue Collection plus inscription blocks 465B (10), 1176a blocks of 4 (4), J32a plate blocks of four (4), dozens of
complete booklets, loads of varieties, don’t let this get away, F.-V.F.
Estimate $750 - 1,000
Canada, Small Box of Better. Consisting of several stock-pages, a small stockbook and a group of
glassines, consisting of Canada Millennium mini sheetlets, 8TC, 50-58, 60 used (2), 84 both mint and used, 85-86, 92,
99-101, 103, 99 (2), 100, 101 (3), 102 (3), 103, 116 (2), 122, 124 paste up pair, 129 strip of 3, 158 (3 used), 159 used,
176, 203, C4 (3), E1 (2), E2 (2) and E3-E5. Some condition issues, generally F.-V.F., a most agreeable holding (photo
on web site).
Estimate $500 - 750
Canada, Collection, 1868-1971. In a Lindner hingeless album, containing mint: 36, 42, 100, used: 59, 60,
62, 96-103 (only missing 15c) and 158. A lovely little collection, sure to be of use to collector of dealer., mostly F.-V.F.
(photo on web site).
Estimate $300 - 400

Canada, Dealer Stock, of dealer stock cards in 2 red boxes and better items in 5 dealer counter books
consisting of: Vancouver Island: 7, Newfoundland: 1, 15A, 24, 33, 59, 131-43, C6-8, Canada: 4, 4d, 17 (5), 17a, 17b, 18
(7), 19 (3), 20, 21 (2), 21c, 22 (2), 23 (5), 24 (3), 25, 26 (2), 26a (2), 27 (7), 28 (4), 46 (3), 50 (6), 58 (2), 60, 74-84, 84 (3),
89-95 (2), 95, 96-103, 100 (2), 101, 104-22 (5), 123 pair (2), 149-59 (2), F1b, F3, MR2B-D, and mint: 38 (2), 44 (4), 45a,
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55 (3), 56 (4), 57 (3), 58 (4), 59 (2), 60 (4), 68, 70 (2), 71 (3), 72, 73 (2), 79 (2), 80, 81 (2, 82 (2), 83, 84, 89i, 89ii, 90i, 91
(4), 92 (3), 93 (2), 94 (2), 96-103, 98i, 100 (2), 101, 102, 103 (2), 107b, 108a, 110 (2), 111 (3), 116, 117, 119 (4), 120a (2),
122 (2), 123, 124 (2 singles, 1 pair), 127 (2 pairs), 129i paste up pair (2), 130 pair, 131iv (2), 132 pair (2), 140a, 149-59
(3), 159 (2), 160i, 161i, 162-77, 182iii line strip of 4, 195-201, 205-7 pairs and line pairs, 217-27 (3), 241-45, 245, 245i,
249-62, E1, E2 (3), E5, F1, F1b (2), J1-5, J6-10, MR2C, MR2D, MR3-4, MR5 (2), MR6-7 (2), MR6 pair, MR7 (2), O1-10
(2), O6a, O16-25, O27, O241-44 and O268-73. Carefully identified on individual cards and dealer tear sheets with
massive catalog value, used and mint: o.g., hinged or never hinged, generally F.-V.F. Unitrade C$101,100 ($75,820)
(photo on web site).
Estimate $7,500 - 10,000
438

HH/H

439

HH/H/m

440

H/m/)

441

HH/H/m

442

H/m

443

HH/H/m Canada & Provinces, Mint & Used Accumulation, 1853-2000. Thousands of stamps and souvenir sheets
in a large box, includes stock book of face value material along with some better stamps, three counter books of mint &
used Canada & Provinces, stock book of souvenir sheets, a Millennium Collection, there is sure to be hidden gems for
the Canada maven to discover, some mixed condition, but generally F.-V.F. (photo on web site).
Estimate $750 - 1,000

Canada & Provinces, Marvelous Collection, 1850-1996. Mounted in two Scott albums, Canada used 1, 5,
7 with 1976 Graves Greene certificate, 8, 9, 14, 16, 17, 19, 20, 21-30, 34-40, 60, 62-65, mint 50-59, 61, 96-103,
104-122, 125-130 pairs, 149-159, 162-177, 217-227, 241-245, then appears complete mint to the year 1996, C1-C9,
E1-E11, F1-F3, nice coverage of officials, excellent revenues, then great provinces with mint British Columbia 8,
Newfoundland three regular issues and three airmails for completion, a premium collection that contains a huge break
up value, some condition issues amongst the 19th century, but generally F.-V.F., simply a great collection (photo on
web site).
Estimate $3,500 - 5,000
Canada & Provinces, Choice Mint & Used Collection, 1860-2000. Presented in two Scott Specialty
albums with slip cases, better Canada mint unless noted includes 50-56, 85-86, 96-103, 104-122, 136-138,
139-140,141-145, 149-159 with 158 used, 178-183, 162-177, 241-245, C1-C9, F3, E1-E11, then appears complete
mint from 1953-2000, also New Brunswick 6-8, 10, Newfoundland 1, 24, 35-36, 61-74, 87-97, 98-104, 104-114,
115-126, 145-159, 212-225, C6-C8, C11, with many more used stamps, a collection well worth breaking up, please
investigate, F.-V.F. (photo on web site).
Estimate $2,500 - 3,500
Canada & Provinces, Old Tyme s Collection, 1857-2000. Presented in five Lighthouse hingeless albums,
better used includes 15, 17, 19, 27, 28, 29, 30, mint 36, 50-59, 66-73, 74-83, 85-86, 97-103, 135, 141-145, 217-227,
241-245, 249-262, 268-273, C1-C4, E1-E9, EO1-EO2, F1-F3, J1-J5, J6-J10, O1-O4, O6-O10, O16-O27, Prince
Edward Island mint 5, 7, 9, 10, 11-16, New Brunswick 6-9, Nova Scotia used 3, 8, 11, 12, 13, with blocks of four,
Newfoundland mint includes 1, 5, 47, 59, 87-97 less 92, 131-144, 145-159 with many pairs, used 32A, 34, with dozens
of extra pairs and blocks, postal history, with three volumes of first day covers, a magnificent lot that can be broken up,
terrific potential, some condition issues among the earlies, but overall, F.-V.F.
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000
Canada & Provinces, Old Time Collection, 1873-1971. Residing in a Harris album, better mint includes
85-86, 87-88, 90a pair, 97-103 with extra block of four 96, 131-134, 136-138 pairs, 141-145, 158, 160-161 pairs,
195-201, 227, with all sorts of extra mint & used pairs, blocks, booklet panes, a tremendous buy at our low estimate, a
few condition issues, however generally F.-V.F. (photo on web site).
Estimate $300 - 400

Canada & Provinces, Collection. On White Ace pages, consisting of 241-45 set of first day covers (Unitrade
$340), E8 first day cover (Unitrade $50), O27, Newfoundland 78-85 mint, 115-26 mint set (a couple lower values are
used, missing 6¢). Condition appears generally sound, generally F.-V.F. (photo on web site). Estimate $150 - 200

Cape of Good Hope
444

Cape of Good Hope, Used Selection, 1853-1906. 32 stamps, 26 of which are triangles including three
Wood Blocks—two 1d (both with A.P.S. certificates) and a 2d; condition is mixed, as usual, but there are a few sound
3-margin examples present including a #1, at least two #2, and an unused (no gum) #12; one of the 1d Wood Blocks has
2½ margins but is faulty, the other 1d and the 2d each have only small parts of two margins but are otherwise sound;
also included Mafeking #162-165 F-VF. Very high catalog value. (photo on web site).
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

m
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Cayman Islands
445

H/m
Cayman Islands, Nearly All Mint Collection, 1900-38. Compact little collection on two 2-sided album
pages; includes (mint unless noted) #1-15 (#5 & 8 used), 21-29, 35-42, 50-59 (55 used), 63-78 & 81-111. Scott $1,525
(photo on web site).
Estimate $400 - 600

Ceylon
446

HH/H/m Ceylon, Mint and Used Collection, 1857-1972. Several hundred on Palo hingeless album pages with color
illustrations; highlights include (used unless noted) #1-4, 6 (PF certificate), 7, 9 (PF certificate), 11, 12 (unused), 14 (PF
certificate), 22, 36 (part o.g.), 42, 43, 82 (unused), 104 (unused), 106, 111, 114, 117a (mint, priced only used), 119,
245-254 (mint), etc.; condition is mixed in the 1857-63 issues, generally F-VF thereafter. A nice starter collection.
Owner’s catalog value includes a 50% reduction for hinged stamps from 1940 onward. Scott $9,000 Owner’s approx.
(photo on web site).
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

447

H/m
Ceylon, Mainly Used Collection, 1857-1940. Great little starter collection on five 2-sided album pages;
highlights include used #1-4, 6, 10, 11, 25-28, 31-35, 49, 59-73, 77, 82, 98, 112, 176, 213, 214 and mint 177 & 195; early
condition is just a bit mixed, but better than usual; virtually everything else is F-VF. An excellent lot. Scott $5,500 (photo
on web site).
Estimate $750 - 1,000

Cyprus
448

Cyprus, Mint and Used Collection, 1880-1938. Marvelous starter collection on three 2-sided album pages;
highlights include mint # 10, 35-37, 46, 107, & 125-135 (18 pi used), and used #1, 4, 7, 9, 16, 17, 45, 57, 59 & 122;
condition is virtually all clean and F-VF. Scott $3,100 (photo on web site).
Estimate $600 - 800

H/m

Dominica
449

Dominica, Mint and Used Collection, 1874-1940. Great little collection on three 2-sided album pages;
highlights include used #2-13, 15 & 54, and mint #24 & 35-49 (½d, 2s & 5s used); all clean and F-VF, 1600. Scott $1,600
(photo on web site).
Estimate $300 - 400
H/m

Falkland Islands
450

H/m

451

H

Falkland Islands, Mainly Mint Collection, 1878-1938. Outstanding little starter collection on two 2-sided
album pages; highlights include (mint unless noted) #1 (signed Bloch, natural straight edge, average centering), 4-7, 8
(used), 15-18, 20, 24-28, 39, 48, 71 (used), 72 & 94-96; clean and F-VF throughout. Scott $3,400 (photo on web site).
Estimate $600 - 800
Falkland Islands & Mixed British Commonwealth, Mint Group. Several album pages and stocksheets
with the value mainly in the Falklands, including #32 (2), 33 (2), 34 (2), 35 (5), 58-60, 65-72, and South Georgia 1-15 NH;
also includes primarily modern Omnibus Issues like Freedom From Hunger, Churchill (‘65 & ‘74), International
Co-operation Year, etc. A useful lot.
Estimate $500 - 750

Fiji
452

52

Fiji, Mint and Used Collection, 1878-1940. Great little starter collection on two 2-sided album pages;
highlights include mint #16, 18, 47, 51, 68, and used #19 & 33; virtually all clean and F-VF. Scott $1,500 (photo on web
site).
Estimate $300 - 400

H/m
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BRITISH COMMONWEALTH COUNTRY COLLECTIONS: Gambia - Great Britain

Gambia
453

H/m
Gambia, Mainly Mint Collection, 1874-1940. Excellent little starter collection on three 2-sided album
pages; highlights include (mint unless noted) #3 (toned), 4 (used), 7, 10 (used), 20-27 (1d used) and 28-128 less 117
(few low values used); F-VF throughout. Scott $2,650 (photo on web site).
Estimate $500 - 750

Gibraltar
454

Gibraltar, Mint and Used Collection, 1886-1940. Marvelous little starter collection on three 2-sided album
pages; highlights include mint #22-28 (10c used), 46, 74, 88, 108a/117a (perf 14 complete), and used 16, 18 & 59;
condition is virtually all clean and F-VF. Scott $2,650 (photo on web site).
Estimate $500 - 750
H/m

Gold Coast
455

Gold Coast, Mint and Used Collection, 1876-1940. Nice starter collection on three 2-sided album pages;
highlights include mint #4, 20, 28, 48, 53-55, 63-65, and used 10, 12, 21-24, 34, 79 & 80; condition is virtually all clean
and F-VF. Scott $1,800 (photo on web site).
Estimate $350 - 500

H/m

Great Britain
456

H/m

457

HH/H/m

458

HH/H

Great Britain, Amazing Specialized Collection, 1840-1951. Classic Victoria issues, sorted by plate and
cancel varieties consisting of: 1 (26 examples with various Maltese Cross cancels, most identified by plate), two
Mulready envelopes, 2 (8, each identified by plate), 3 mint with imprint margin, 4 (11 used singles and 1 no gum single),
5 (12 singles, 10 with full corners, two cut to shape singles on cover and one scarce full corner single on cover to U.S.A.),
6 (4 singles, 3 with full corners), 7 (7 singles, 6 with full corners), 1p blue faced Queen, multiple 1p Ivory heads, a group
of well over 100 1p brown singles with lovely struck Maltese Cross, London GPO, sub-offices, Scottish usages, and
numeral town cancels plus some pairs, a strip of 4 and block of 4, 6 scarce advertising on back singles, hundreds of
perforated 1p Brown and 2p blue Victoria issues with shades, platings complete except plate 77, some 1p mint blocks
and a mint pair, used multiples, an album pate of 3 half pence plating and cancel varieties, a couple pages of 1/2p
Victoria usages including a couple covers, early Victoria well represented high values from 5 shilling to 1 pound in both
Cross and Anchor watermarks, and so much more (town cancels, platings, watermarks, varieties, etc.) as you move
through the Victoria issues, mint 1883 Victoria issues including 2/6 and 5/- values, both watermark used £1 Victoria
issues, mint Jubilees 111-22, 124 (2), mint Edward VII to 5/- 127-140 plus used multiples through the £1 value, various
watermarks of Downey head issues, George V 159-72 mint set, Sea Horses 173-76 and 179-81 in various printings,
187-200 mint, 209 mint, George VI watermark sideways coil singles and strips and 235-251A mint and used sets.,
generally F.-V.F., A captivating and useful collection, with high cumulative catalog value. Viewing highly recommended
for full appreciation of this delightful collection that will surely delight. (photo on web site).
Estimate $15,000 - 20,000
Great Britain, Mint and Used Collection, 1840-1951. Substantial collection of Queen Victoria through King
George VI issues on Scott Specialty album pages; especially strong from the surface printed issues onward; nearly all
used to (used unless noted) Scott #2, 7, 28, 37, 42, 52, 53 (mint, disturbed gum, crease, PF certificate), 74, 75, 102-108,
124, 139-142 & 173a-175a, then mostly mint from 1912 onward, including #177, 187-224 & 251 (NH); condition is mixed
on the best numbers, but otherwise generally F-VF and much better than average, with plenty of Fine or better
$100-and-up stamps. A very worthwhile lot. Scott $26,000 Owner’s (photo on web site).
Estimate $3,000 - 4,000
Great Britain, Mint & Used Collection, 1840-2010. A mostly mint collection presented in six volumes,
includes mint Penny Black with gum, 32, 64, 66, 67, 78-82, 84, 87, 98, 96, 111-122, 127-138, 143-150, 159-172,
179-181, 309-312, mint for years 1958-2010, with a gorgeous set of postage dues J1-J8, J9-J17, J18-J25, J26-J33,
J34-J38, J39-J44, J45-J54, postal stationary, used includes #1 (2), with Channel Islands and Provinces, a tremendous
selection with many extras, 19th century a little mixed condition, generally F.-V.F., with many attractive stamps present
(photo on web site).
Estimate $2,500 - 3,500
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BRITISH COMMONWEALTH COUNTRY COLLECTIONS: Great Britain
459

H
Great Britain, High Catalog Mint Collection, 1841-1984. A large Schaubek hingeless album with most of
the value, naturally, in the Queen Victoria and King Edward VII issues where highlights include #3 (o.g.), 8, 16, 40, 42,
52, 59-62, 64, 66-68, 80, 81, 84-86, 101-103, 108, 109, 127-141, 179-181, 222-224, O12, O32, O34, O35, O40-42,
O45, O49, O55a, O58 and O75-77 (two shades of O77); a large percentage of the Queen Victoria issues are without
gum, but most are clean and attractive, actually appearing to be unused; the King George V through Queen Elizabeth II
issues are very nearly complete, especially the last two, including the Postage Dues, though general NH doesn’t begin
until the late 1960s. Condition is about average throughout; that is, somewhat mixed early and becoming clean and
F-VF as it moves into the 20th century. All-in-all, a very nice lot. Scott $36,000 about (photo on web site).
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000

460

HH
Great Britain, Presentation Packs, 1971-2014. Well over 600 presentation packs arranged chronologically
and a binder with better, face more than 1,400 £, with better such as 1972 Wedgwood, 1982 Stanley Gibbons, 1983
Story of the Royal Mint, 1987 P&O, 1988 FInancial Times, 2000 Queen Mother souvenir sheet, 2001 The Future, with
many others in the 20-40 £ range, moderate duplication, be sure to scope this one out, a wonderful grouping with
tremendous potential, F.-V.F.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000

461

H/m

462

HH

463

H/m
Great Britain, Interesting 19th Century Assortment. A couple hundred stamps on about ten stocksheets
or album pages; includes three Penny Blacks, a 2d blue, a used 1d Mulready envelope, a nice 1/- embossed on cover to
New York and another attractive used 4-margin single, a group of more than 20 1855-57 2d rose including covers of #22
(2) and 25, a large Penny Black reproduction engraving by H.L. Peckmore, and much more. Huge catalog value and
condition, though mixed, as usual, seems to be quite a bit better than average with a good number of F-VF stamps.
(photo on web site).
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

464

H

465

H/m
Great Britain, Collection, 1840-1989. In three Lighthouse albums, each with slipcases, containing 1 (3), 2, 4
(3), 210-20, 286-89, 292-308, some early phosphor issues and interesting modern commemoratives, containing
several better early items, generally F.-V.F. appearance (photo on web site).
Estimate $750 - 1,000

466

HH/H

467

HH

468

m
Great Britain, Used Stock, 1860-1950. Useful clean used stock with duplication, includes 42 (10), 43 (5), 48
(4), 64 (89), 70 (15), 71, 79 (17), 84 (10), 103 (12), 104 (2), 117 (88), unchecked for cancels or varieties, offered intact as
received, examination is suggested, F.-V.F. Scott $50,000+ (Owner’s).
Estimate $350 - 500

54

Great Britain, High Catalog Collection, 1840-1940. Solid, nearly all used collection on 11 2-sided album
pages; starts with #1-2 and includes #5, 25-28, 34-46, 48-55, 57-62, 64, 66-71, 73, 84-87, 94-105, 108-109, 139-141,
173-175, 179-181, O12 and O34-36, as well as strong Offies in Morocco and the Turkish Empire. Condition is
somewhat above average for this type of lot, in that there are only a minimal number of actual faults; but neither was
there any attempt made to acquire well centered, lightly cancels examples. Still a worthwhile lot at the right price. Scott
$19,000 over (photo on web site).
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
Great Britain, Smiler Sheet Accumulation, 2000-15. Humongous group of the popular “Smiler” sheets,
with better “The Stamp Show” (2), “Occasions”, “Solid Blocks”, “Greeting Cartoons”, 2002 Occasions", over 200 sheets,
get in on the ground floor of this popular issue, an excellent buy at our low price, F.-V.F.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

Great Britain, Mint Queen Elizabeth II Collection, 1952-2001. Virtually complete collection in a Scott
Specialty album with slipcase; the only missing item of any significance is the scarce 1959 2d phosphor/graphite, Scott
320cp; everything else is here and, other than #309-312, it is all apparently never hinged; included are the Regional
Issues and Machins; not included are the Postage Dues. An excellent lot, naturally F-VF throughout. Catalog value
includes a 50% reduction for the few hinged stamps present. Scott $3,700 Owner’s (photo on web site).
Estimate $750 - 1,000

Great Britain, Mostly Used Collection, 1850-1997. A few hundred stamps housed in a Scott Specialty
album, includes used classics with 96, 108, 139, 222-224, then mint & used to 1997, Offices in China, Morocco, Turkey,
a terrific collection to build upon, some mixed condition, please examine, F.-V.F.
Estimate $500 - 750
Great Britain, Booklet Dealer Stock. In six blue albums with 448 booklets with a great mix of booklets with
some good value, o.g., never hinged, F.-V.F. (photo on web site).
Estimate $500 - 750
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BRITISH COMMONWEALTH COUNTRY COLLECTIONS: Great Britain - Hong Kong
469

m

470

)
Great Britain, Royal Philatelic Numismatic Cover Collection. Mounted in four deluxe albums with slip
cases, commemorative coins and tokens in envelopes, some sterling silver, a few pieces of currency, celebrating
weddings, Christmas, sports and military, some great topical issues, please examine, Very Fine (photo on web site).
Estimate $200 - 300

471

HH/H/m

472

HH
Great Britain: Channel Islands, Collection, 1969-90. In four White Ace albums with slip cases, containing
singles, booklets, souvenir sheets and postal stationary, F.-V.F. (photo on web site).
Estimate $300 - 400

473

H

474

H/m/)

Great Britain, Partial Plating of 1864 Penny Red (33). 138 different plate numbers plus more than 50
duplicates; many scarcer numbers including 223 & 224; also about 60 1857 perf 14 Penny Reds (Scott 20), all with
different numeral cancels; mixed condition, but generally Fine (photo on web site).
Estimate $250 - 350

Great Britain & Channel Islands, Collection of Mint & Used, 1840-2000. Housed in a Scott album, used
includes 1-4, 5-7, 8-10, 27-28, 37-42, 57, 74, 90, 94-95, 108-109, 111-122, 127-141, mint 209, 235-248, 292-308, then
mostly complete mint and used from 1965-1996, good postage dues, offices, Regionals, and Channel Islands, F.-V.F.
(photo on web site).
Estimate $750 - 1,000

Great Britain: Guernsey & Jersey, Complete Mint Collections, 1941-97. Mounted in two Scott Specialty
albums with slipcases; complete for the period except for the Postage Dues, including several miniature sheets from
each island.; the German Occupation issues are LH, everything else is NH and Very Fine. Scott $2,750 Owner’s (photo
on web site).
Estimate $500 - 750
Great Britain: Lundy, Vast & Valuable Collection. Presented for your pleasure in three volumes, includes
first issue stamps mint & used, varieties, blocks and sheetlets, full sheets and first day covers, Goat Island issues,
excursion tickets, passes, postal cards, covers, coins, a comprehensive collection that will elate both collector and
dealer alike, the beginning of an exhibition, devote some time to this one, F.-V.F. (photo on web site).
Estimate $500 - 750

Grenada
475

H/m

476

m

477

H/m
Grenada, Mint and Used Collection, 1861-1940. Excellent little starter collection on three 2-sided album
pages; highlights include mint #26-32, 34, 39-46, 58-66, 77-78, 96-112, and used 1-11 & 16; condition is just a bit
mixed early but otherwise virtually all clean and F-VF. Scott $2,100 (photo on web site).
Estimate $350 - 500

Grenada, Impressive Mint and Used Collection, 1861-1980s. Nearly complete for the period, including
Grenadines, of Scott Specialty and blank pages; highlights include (mint unless noted) #8a, 15 (used), 29 (used), 35,
48-57, 67, 78, then virtually complete mint (hinged) from King George V onward, including #136a (used) and 199 (used
pair); and condition is just about all F-VF. An exceptional starter collection. Scott $5,000 (photo on web site).
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
Grenada, Used Collection of King George VI Issues. Complete for the period including 1938 2½d perf
12½x13½ (Scott 136a - $240, SG157a - £190) and 1943 10s perf 12 (Scott 142 - $1750, SG 163c - £1900); also
including nine other 1938-43 10s with both wide and narrow printings and four covers bearing various 1938-42 values;
all neatly mounted and written up on blank quadrille pages; clean and F-VF throughout. Scott $2,200 (photo on web
site).
Estimate $750 - 1,000

Hong Kong
478

HH
Hong Kong, New Issue Lot, 1960-2010. Includes 24,107 HK = U.S. $3,100.00, with better booklets and
souvenir sheets, review is in order, what was checked was o.g., never hinged, F.-V.F.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
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BRITISH COMMONWEALTH COUNTRY COLLECTIONS: Hong Kong - Jamaica
479

HH/H

480

HH

Hong Kong & Macao, Wonderful Mint Accumulation. Strongest in Hong Kong with a lovely mint NH
1946-2005 one volume collection with premium sets like #168-173, 23-217, 234-235, 237,238, 239-244, 249-250,
253-254, 260-261, 275-288, plus many souvenir sheets and booklets. We also note a one volume Macao collection
including #341-347A, 361-363, 404-411, 440-442, plus extensive miniature sheets, se-tenant sheets and more. Mostly
all NH, o.g., hinged or never hinged, routinely Very Fine, a nice lot examine.
Estimate $1,200 - 1,800
Hong Kong, Souvenir Sheet & Complete Booklet Stock, 1974-2010. Diverse and valuable stock that
includes souvenir sheets 298a (2), 379a (17), 438a (5), 446b (6), 464a (3), 518a (5), 526a (4), plus many more, and a
box full of complete booklets, fantastic stock for an inexpensive price, please examine, F.-V.F., ex- Michael Rogers
(photo on web site).
Estimate $750 - 1,000

India & States
481

H

482

H/m

India & States, Interesting & Unusual Mint collection, 1854-1979. Many hundreds mounted on blank
pages in five small (7"x9½") spring-back binders; the India is somewhat mixed, beginning with an unused #4 and pair of
#6 reprints followed by a representative collection with any rarities, the best stamps being unused #16 & 23a and mint
#74-74 (toned) and 166-167; the most interesting aspect of the collection is what’s mounted around the regular Indian
stamps throughout the entire collection: random Convention & Feudatory States stamps, a neat little collection of
French India (with stamps cataloging to $100), and literally hundreds of Revenues and Telegraph stamps, most of
which are from the Feudatory States (primarily used), with duplication; among the better items we noticed are Indore
#31-32, Jaipur #1, 24-32, 37A-48O16, Nandgaon #2 sheet of 4, and Rajasthan 15-25. A truly fascinating lot that should
probably be seen to be appreciated (photo on web site).
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000

India & Convention States, 1854-1940. Exceptional mint & used starter collection; no rarities, but loaded
with $50-and-up singles stamps including mint #10 (average centering) and used #7 & O51, as well as (mint unless
noted) Chamba #82-83, Gwalior #30-48, 82 (used), Jind 114-123, Nabha #2, 6, 9, 24, O1-3, and Patiala #2 (used);
generally clean and F-VF throughout. Scott $5,000.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

Ireland
483

HH/H
Ireland, Nearly Complete Mint Collection, 1922-198. On Schaubek hingeless pages in a Lighthouse
binder; missing #36-38 & 93-95 and not too much else; even includes both 77-79 and 77a-79a; all clean and F-VF with
NH beginning in 1959. (Owner’s catalog counts hinged as NH in the 1937-58 period). Scott $4,200 Owner’s.
Estimate $800 - 1,200

484

H/m

485

H/m/)

Ireland, Mint and Used Collection, 1922-39. Compact little collection on two 2-sided album pages including
mint #12-13, 94, 96 and used 91-92 & 93; all clean and F-VF. Scott $1,450 (photo on web site).
Estimate $300 - 400
Ireland, Stock, 1926-90. Includes mint NH stamps, souvenir sheets, booklets, along with some first day and
commercial covers, an interesting grouping that won’t need much work to break down for internet sales, please inspect,
F.-V.F. Scott $600+ (Owner’s) (no photo).
Estimate $200 - 300

Jamaica
486

H/m

487

H/m
Jamaica, Mint and Used Collection, 1860-1940. Excellent little collection on three 2-sided album pages;
highlights include used #1-14 and mint15, 20 & 30; all clean and F-VF. Scott $1,500 (photo on web site).
Estimate $300 - 400

56

Jamaica, Virtually Complete Collection, 1860-1973. Mixed mint and used collection on Scott Specialty
album pages; major numbers complete for the period plus a few varieties, including 27d, 33b (used), 35a (2, one NH) &
37b; 1860-72 issues are mixed quality, later just about all F-VF. Scott $2,800 (photo on web site).
Estimate $500 - 750
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BRITISH COMMONWEALTH COUNTRY COLLECTIONS: Jordan - Malaysia

Jordan
488

H/m
Jordan, Small But Valuable Assortment. Selection of unmounted, mostly better material, identified by
Scott and sorted into glassines; highlights include used 19, 19c, 19B, 20 (2), 82, RA1-12, and mint 156 (2), RA26-27
(NH blocks of 4), RA37-46 (VLH) and an excellent group of errors on the 1949-53 overprinted issues including those
overprinted for Palestine, plus imperfs of 221-229 & 236-244; condition is F-VF throughout. A great lot. (photo on web
site).
Estimate $500 - 750

Kenya, Uganda & Tanganyika
489

H/m
Kenya, Uganda & Tanganyika, Etc., 1898-1940. Marvelous starter collection including East Africa &
Uganda (with mint #1-8, 10, 27, 52 & used #50), German East Africa, Tanganyika (with mint #3-7 & 41-43) and
Uganda (with mint #76); condition is virtually all clean and F-VF. Scott $2,450 (photo on web site).
Estimate $500 - 750

Kuwait
490

H/m
Kuwait, Selection of Mostly Better Material, 1923-64. Small group of glassines containing mainly mint
singles and sets including (mint unless noted) 12-15, 33 (both mint & used), 57 (NH), 99-101 (2, one NH), 155-172 (2
NH), C1-4 (2) O21-24, etc.; condition is virtually all about F-VF. Scott $2,500 about (photo on web site).
Estimate $500 - 750

Leeward Islands
491

H
Leeward Islands, Nearly Complete Mint Collection, 1890-1954. Missing only the 1s & 5s Jubilees among
the major numbers, and all mint but for a single used stamp, Scott #30; all clean and F-VF. A great lot. Scott $2,300
(photo on web site).
Estimate $500 - 750

492

H/m

Leeward Islands, Mainly Mint Collection, 1890-1938. Fairly complete for the period including (mint unless
noted) #8, 9-15, 32 (used), 35, 37-40, 82 & 114; also includes Barbuda 1-10; virtually all F-VF. Scott $1,675.
Estimate $300 - 400

Malaysia
493

H/m
Malaysia Area, Collection. In Scott specialty album, which includes: Labuan 33-39, North Borneo 136-49
mixed mint and used set, 280-295, Singapore 21-22, 101-6 (15c is used and 30c value missing), 107-11 ($2 & $5 are
used), Straits Settlements 10-17 used, 40 & 57 used, 108 o.g., 179-201 mixed mint and used set, Malaya 18-25b used,
Kedah 1-18 (mint, 20¢ & 40¢ are used), 42 used, 83-93 mixed mint and used set, Kelantan 29-41 used, 50-70 mint set,
Sungei Ujong 25. plenty of useful material of this popular area, inspection suggested, owner last cataloged this
collection over a decade ago, F.-V.F. lot. Scott $8,682 (Owner’s) (photo on web site).
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

494

Malaysia Area, Starter Collections, 1879-1939. Small collections of Brunei, including mint #1-8 & 12-37
(14 & 18 used); Labuan, including mint #4, 14, 89 and used 8; North Borneo, including mint 83, 124, 190 and used 50 &
91-101; and Sarawak, mint 1, 17-19, 21 & 48; condition is virtually all clean and F-VF. An excellent group of starter
collections. Scott $3,800 (photo on web site).
Estimate $750 - 1,000

495

H/m
Malaysia Area, Mint and Used Collection, 1880-1940. Excellent starter collection, loaded with $50-and-up
singles stamps including (mint unless noted) Johore #24, 36, 72 & 121, Selangor #6 & 33 (both used), S. Ujong #25,
and Trengganu #17a & J1-4; virtually all clean and F-VF with a number of revenue cancel not counted. Scott $3,850
(photo on web site).
Estimate $750 - 1,000

H/m
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BRITISH COMMONWEALTH COUNTRY COLLECTIONS: Malta - New Guinea

Malta
496

Malta, Mainly Mint Collection, 1863-1940. Compact little starter collection on four 2-sided album pages;
several sets are complete with a few lower values used; highlights include (mint unless noted) 3, 5 & 6 (all without gum),
11, 14, 16, 41 (used), 61 used, 64, 114 & 183; virtually all clean and F-VF. Scott $2,500 (photo on web site).
Estimate $400 - 600

H/m

Mauritius
497

H/m
Mauritius, Mint and Used Collection, 1849-1940. Pleasant little starter collection on four 2-sided album
pages; highlights include mint #10, 60, 62, 65, 76 159b and used #9, 11, 18-21, 23 & 83; condition is virtually all clean
and F-VF. Scott $4,100 (photo on web site).
Estimate $600 - 800

Mesopotamia
498

Mesopotamia, Small Group of Better Material, 1917-20. Comprises (mint unless noted) N1 (2), N6, N18,
N26, N28-41 and an extra N41 used; all clean and F-VF in seven small glassine envelopes. Scott $1,850 (photo on web
site).
Estimate $350 - 500
H/m

Montserrat
499

H/m

500

H/m

Montserrat, The Complete Country, 1876-1973. Mint and used collection complete for the period on Scott
Specialty album pages; the primary used stamps are #4, 7, 9 & 40, otherwise the collection is 99% mint/unused, the
condition being a little mixed on the earlies but otherwise nearly all F-VF. Scott $4,200 (photo on web site).
Estimate $800 - 1,200
Montserrat, Mainly Mint Collection, 1876-1940. Outstanding little starter collection on two 2-sided album
pages; highlights include mint #1, 2, 35-40, 42-84 (62, 64 & 76 used) and used #4, 7 & 9; condition is all clean and F-VF.
Scott $1,550 (photo on web site).
Estimate $300 - 400

Nevis
501

Nevis, St. Christopher & St. Kitts-Nevis, Excellent Starter Collection, 1861-1940. Including Nevis mint
#5, 9, 30, and used 6-8, 21, 24 & 29; St. Christopher mint #1, 2, 15, 22 and used 10, 11, 16 & 17-21; and St. Kitts-Nevis
mint #60 & 63; a few early mint without gum, otherwise virtually all clean and F-VF. Scott $2,400 (photo on web site).
Estimate $500 - 750

H/m

New Guinea
502

58

H/m
New Guinea, Papua New Guinea & North West Pacific Islands, 1915-40. Excellent little collection loaded
with $50-and-up singles stamps including (mint unless noted) New Guinea 10 (used), 29, C40 (used), C42-43, C44
(used), Papua New Guinea 5-7, 26 (used), 72 and N.W.P.I. 3, 5 used, 6 (used) & 36; virtually clean and F-VF. Scott
$3,075 (photo on web site).
Estimate $750 - 1,000
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New Zealand
503

H/m

504

New Zealand, High Catalog Assortment, 1855-1967. Interesting, mainly used lot sorted into 28 small
glassines with most of the value in more than 30 mixed-quality Chalon heads including #4 & 7-10. Worth a look. Scott
value as identified by owner. Scott $7,500 (photo on web site).
Estimate $500 - 750

505

HH/H
New Zealand, New Issue Stock, 1960-2010. Thousands of stamps, souvenir sheets, booklets and
presentation packs in a box, all the issues that you missed the first time around, don’t let get away again, F.-V.F.
Estimate $500 - 750

506

HH/H/m

507

H/m

New Zealand, Mainly Used Collection, 1862-1940. Excellent little starter collection, featuring a useful
selection of mid-range Chalon heads, on seven 2-sided album pages; highlights include used #11-17, 20, 31-37, 39-41,
48, 51-56, 83 and mint #125, 183 & B3; Chalons are generally Fine, the rest just about all F-VF. Scott $6,700 (photo on
web site).
Estimate $750 - 1,000

New Zealand & Dependencies, Collection, 1855-2000. Mounted in two Scott albums, with used 61-67,
70-82, 107-119, 182-183, 185-198, mint 97, 123-125, 179-181, 203-216, B1-B2, B3-B4, C5, E1, mint Aitutaki 28-33,
mint Niue, mint Norfolk Island 1-12, 13-18, North West Pacific Islands, Papua & New Guinea, mint Cook Islands
131-140, 148-158, would serve as a solid foundation for a more complete collection, please peruse, F.-V.F. (photo on
web site).
Estimate $500 - 750
New Zealand Dependancies, 1877-1940. Marvelous starter collections of Aitutaki (1-36 mint except 27
used); Cook Islands, including mixed mint/used #5-25, 27-66 and mint 105-106; Nuie, Penrhyn Island and Samoa,
including German Occupation; condition is virtually all F-VF. Scott $2,450 (photo on web site).
Estimate $500 - 750

Nigeria
508

H/m
Nigeria & Forerunners, 1874-1940. Excellent collections of Lagos, including mint #1, 38, 46, 47, 57-59 and
used 6 & 7-12; Niger Coast Protectorate, including mixed mint/used #1-6, 37-48 & 55-63; Northern Nigeria, including
mostly mint #1-8, 10-23, 37 and used #51; Southern Nigeria, including mint #7, 17-19 & 41; and Nigeria, including #49
& 64; condition is virtually all clean and F-VF. Scott $3,250 (photo on web site).
Estimate $600 - 800

Palestine
509

Palestine, Collection Mint & Used, 1918-48. Keen little group mounted on six stock or album pages,
includes issues under British Military Occupation, postage dues and a small lot of picture postcards and covers, some
mixed condition, please review, F.-V.F.
Estimate $250 - 350

H/m/)

Rhodesia
510

Rhodesia, Mint and Used Collection, 1890-1940. Marvelous starter collection on five 2-sided album
pages; loaded with $50-and-up singles including mint #10-13, 16 (without gum), 36-38, 69, 71, 110, and used #15, 35,
47, 49, 72 & 106-108; also includes Southern Rhodesia, with mint #26a and used #8 & 13-14, and a little Northern
Rhodesia. Cond is virtually all clean and F-VF. Scott $3,600 (photo on web site).
Estimate $600 - 800

H/m
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BRITISH COMMONWEALTH COUNTRY COLLECTIONS: St. Helena - St. Vincent

St. Helena
511

H/m

512

St. Helena & Ascension, Outstanding Little Collection, 1874-1940. Including St. Helena mint #8, 12, 29,
30, 61-70 & used 1, 4-6, 13, 15, 20, 23, 27 & 28; and Ascension mint #10-49; condition is just about all clean and F-VF.
Scott $3,100 (photo on web site).
Estimate $600 - 800

St. Helena, Collection, 1856-1961. In large stock book, with some duplication, each stamp listed with Scott
numbers and catalog values on inventory list with each stock page, includes used: 1 (8), 2B (7), 4 (2), 6 (13), 10 (3), 22
(2), 60, 93, mint / unused: 6 (5), 9 (7), 12 (8), 15, 29 (4), 26 (2), 25 (3), 26 (2), 27 (3), 28, 29 (8), 30 (2), 32 (2) and 109.
Some gum issues among early mint, huge catalog value, worth a good look, mostly F.-V.F. Scott $28,914 2013
(Owner’s) (photo on web site).
Estimate $4,500 - 6,000

H/m

St. Kitts-Nevis
513

HH
St. Kitts, Collection, 1957-1983. Starting with issues during the joined St. Kitts and Nevis postal
administrations though the independance issues, many colorful and fresh topical sets, several better $20 and up
definitive sets, o.g., never hinged, F.-V.F. overall (photo on web site).
Estimate $200 - 300

514

H/m

St. Kitts-Nevis, Solid, Mainly Mint Collection, 1861-73. Fairly complete for the period on Scott Specialty
album pages; highlights include (mint/unused unless noted) Nevis #1, 2, 5, 15, 16 (used), 17, 17a, 20, 22, 24, 28 (used),
30 (used), St. Christopher 5, 6, 10, 11, 13, 15, 16 used, 17b, 17c, & 20a; St. Kitts- Nevis is complete, except for the £1
Tercentenary, and mostly mint (#36 & 62, among others, are used); condition is a little mixed early, some mint being
without gum, but is generally F-VF throughout. Scott $8,000 (photo on web site).
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000

St. Lucia
515

H/m

516

H/m
St. Lucia, Mainly Mint Collection, 1863-1940. Great little starter collection on two 2-sided album pages;
highlights include (mint unless noted), 4, 5, 8 (used), 23 (used), 38, 39, 89 & 104-106; virtually all clean and F-VF. Scott
$1,700 (photo on web site).
Estimate $300 - 400

St. Lucia, Virtually Complete Collection, 1860-1985. A remarkable nearly all mint collection on Scott
Specialty album pages; the only missing stamps are some 20th century perf varieties and the only used stamps are the
1885-86 6d violet & 1/- brown orange (34 & 36) and the 1921-24 King George V set; additionally, there are several other
varieties included, like Queen Victoria die varieties and #41 (missing fraction bar); the key stamp, the rare unissued
1885 “Six pence” surcharge is “soiled” (slightly) and without gum per a 1988 rps; and condition, with very few
exceptions, is F-VF throughout, a few earlies without gum and the modern mostly hinged. Scott $8,500 (photo on web
site).
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000

St. Vincent
517

H/m

518

H/m

60

St. Vincent, Nearly Complete Collection, 1861-1973. An exceptional mint and used collection on Scott
Specialty album pages; the only missing numbers are the rarities: 8A, 15A, 29 & 33; issues to 1897 are mostly used,
with a few notable exceptions being #1a (imperf pair), 7, 30, 32 & 51; the rest is nearly all mint (hinged); and, as a bonus,
overall condition is just about all clean and F-VF, including the cy19here a few are without gum. A fabulous lot of this
under-appreciated country. Scott $8,300 (photo on web site).
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
St. Vincent, Mint and Used Collection, 1862-1940. Excellent little starter collection on three 2-sided album
pages; highlights include used #2-8, 9, 10, 12-15, 16-21, 23-28A, 39, 46, and mint #35 (no gum), 51, 62-79 (both 1d
used), 104-116 (6d & £1 used) and 118-131; early condition is just slightly mixed, but generally Fine; later is just about
all F-VF. Scott $3,900 (photo on web site).
Estimate $500 - 750
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BRITISH COMMONWEALTH COUNTRY COLLECTIONS: Seychelles - Tonga

Seychelles
519

Seychelles, Mainly Mint Collection, 1890-1940. Outstanding little starter collection on two 2-sided album
pages; highlights include (mint unless noted) #17, 18-20, 21 (used), 25, 26, 38-48, 114 & 125a-148; virtually all clean
and F-VF. Scott $1,550 (photo on web site).
Estimate $300 - 400

H/m

Sierra Leone
520

Sierra Leone, Mint and Used Collection, 1859-1940. Nice little starter collection on three 2-sided album
pages; highlights include used #1, 5-31 (few unused), 73 and mint #49, 74-76, 116-118 & 137; condition is virtually all
F-VF. Scott $1,950 (photo on web site).
Estimate $350 - 500
H/m

South Africa
521

South Africa & States, 1853-1940. Excellent, mainly used starter collection with many $50-and-up singles
stamps including (used unless noted) better than average Cape of Good Hope triangles plus Natal #9, 14-18, 20, 30,
31, 32, 33, 36, 46, 48 (mint), 56, 58, 59, 97, Orange River Colony 50c, and South Africa 31 (mint), 64 & J7 (mint);
condition is somewhat mixed in the Cape of Good Hope and Natal, but generally Fine, the rest is virtually all F-VF. Scott
$6,500 (photo on web site).
Estimate $750 - 1,000
H/m

South West Africa
522

South West Africa, Mainly Mint Collection, 1923-40. Great lot on four approval pages with highlights
including #39, 85-93, 99-104, 108-120 (2d-4d & 1/- used), B1-11 & C1-6. Scott $1,400 (photo on web site).
Estimate $300 - 400

H/m

Straits Settlements
523

Straits Settlements, Primarily Used Collection, 1867-1940. Excellent starter collection on four 2-sided
album pages; highlights include (used unless noted) #1 (mint), 2, 5-9, 17, 18, 19, 21 (mint), 35, 57, 70 (mint), 88,
102-104 ($5 faded), 125 (mint), 127 (mint), 128, 167, 171 & 202; condition is just about all clean and F-VF. Scott $5,000
(photo on web site).
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

H/m

Tonga
524

Tonga, Mint and Used Collection, 1886-1938. Outstanding little starter collection on two 2-sided album
pages; highlights include mint #6-14, 16, 19-27, 31-33 and 38-72 (44, 56, 58 & 60 used); condition is just about all Fine
or better. Scott $1,600 (photo on web site).
Estimate $300 - 400

H/m
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BRITISH COMMONWEALTH COUNTRY COLLECTIONS: Trinidad & Tobago - Zanzibar

Trinidad & Tobago
525

H/m

526

Trinidad & Tobago, Mint Collection, 1851-1980. Relatively complete for the period on Scott & blank pages
in a spring-back binder; highlights include Tobago #10, 11 & 19 (all without gum), 28s, 29, Trinidad #11 (used, VG), 17,
30, 49 (2), 51, 54a, 56 (no gum), 61, 89 and Trinidad & Tobago #11; condition is a bit mixed early, but otherwise just
about all F-VF, generally NH from the late 1960s. Scott $8,000 about (photo on web site). Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

527

H/m
Trinidad & Tobago, Mint and Used Collection, 1851-1940. Great specialized collection of the island group
including such highlights as Trinidad used #1, 6 (two shades SG 8 & 12), 18, 42, 46 and mint 17, 87 & 89; Tobago mint
#1-3, 8, 9, 13, 28, 31 & used #12 & 19 (2); Trinidad & Tobago mint #10 & 19; condition is just about all clean and F-VF.
Scott $3,600 (photo on web site).
Estimate $600 - 800

Trinidad & Tobago, Exceptional Mint and Used Collection, 1851-1973. A marvelous, fairly complete
collection on Scott Specialty album pages; Tobago highlights include mint #5 (toned), 9, 12, 13, 29, 31 and used 19 &28
plus an 1882 1d bisect (16a) tied on small piece by “A14” cancels - unpriced by both Scott & Gibbons; Trinidad
includes mint #2, 17, 33, 34 (toned), 54, 54a, 59, 60, O9c and used 8, 11, 16, 20, 25, 35, 37, 87-102 & O9b; Trinidad &
Tobago is complete for the period and 99% mint (LH); overall condition is just about all clean and F-VF, though slightly
mixed early, where a few are without gum. A fantastic lot. Scott $12,000 plus the bisect (photo on web site).
Estimate $2,500 - 3,500
H

Turks Islands
528

Turks and Turks & Caicos Islands, 1867-1973. Fairly complete collection on Scott Specialty album pages;
Turks highlights include mint #2, 7, 9, 11, 14, 15, 41, 56 and used 33-35; Turks & Caicos is complete mint (LH) for the
period; overall condition is just about all clean and F-VF, though a few early mint are without gum. Scott $3,600 (photo
on web site).
Estimate $750 - 1,000

529

H/m

H/m

Turks and Turks & Caicos Islands, 1867-1940. Great little starter collection on two 2-sided album pages
including Turks mint #1, 2, 4 and used #3, 5, 43 & 44, as well as mint Turks & Caicos #1-9 & 13-22; clean and F-VF
throughout. Scott $1,150 (photo on web site).
Estimate $250 - 350

Virgin Islands
530

H/m
Turks - Caicos and Virgin Islands, Collection. On Scott specialty pages, each stamp listed with Scott
numbers and catalog values below each stamp, includes: Turks and Caicos 7 used on piece, 56, 78-89, 105-17,
121-135, Virgin Islands 1-20, 22-27, 38-46, 65-66, 76-87, 102-13 and 115-27. Mostly complete with some difficult long
sets, mostly F.-V.F. Scott $3,433 2014 (Owner’s) (photo on web site).
Estimate $600 - 800

531

Virgin Islands, Mint and Used Collection, 1866-73. Nearly complete collection on Scott Specialty album
pages; missing only #2, 6 & 7; mostly mint, though some sets are mixed mint & used, e.g. #51, 52 & 65 are used; also
includes forgeries of #1-2, 5 & 8; overall condition is just about all clean and F-VF, mint is all hinged. Scott $2,100 (photo
on web site).
Estimate $400 - 600

532

H/m
Virgin Islands, Mainly Mint Collection, 1866-1940. Excellent little starter collection on two 2-sided album
pages; highlights include mint #1-3, 5, 7, 8 (small stain), 10-17 and used #20; condition is just about all F-VF. Scott
$1,500 (photo on web site).
Estimate $300 - 400

H/m

Zanzibar
533

62

Zanzibar, Mint and Used Collection, 1895-1940. Nice little starter collection of about 80 different on three
2-sided album pages; highlights in mint #27, 36, 93, 111 & 176; virtually all clean and F-VF. Scott $1,100 (photo on web
site).
Estimate $200 - 300

H/m
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BRITISH COMMONWEALTH AREA COLLECTIONS: Zimbabwe - British America

Zimbabwe
534

HH
Zimbabwe, Mint Stock, 1980-2010. Many thousand stamps and souvenir sheets in a small box, includes
885-890, 909-912 block of four, 973-974 blocks of six, 975 (2), 976-985, 1029a, 1064-1043 blocks of eight, 1043a (2),
enormous Scott value, be sure to check her out, F.-V.F.
Estimate $500 - 750

Zululand
535

H/m
Zululand, Mainly Mint Collection, 1888-96. 18 different mounted on a single album page including mint
#6-10, 12, 13 & 20-22; all clean and F-VF. Scott $920.
Estimate $200 - 300

British Commonwealth Area Collections
British Africa
536

H/m

537

HH/H

538

H/m

539

H/m

540

H/m
British Africa, Collection. Mounted in Minkus album containing several popular late George VI and early
Elizabeth II, some omnibus issues, Silver Jubilee, Silver Wedding, a nice selection of middle range sets and singles that
should add up to plenty of value, generally F.-V.F. (photo on web site).
Estimate $250 - 350

British Africa, Eclectic, Mainly Mint Group from Several Collections. Album pages and stocksheets from
about 15 different collections: highlights include (mint never hinged unless noted) Ascension 40-49 + varieties (LH),
Rhodesia & Nyasaland complete, Seychelles 173-190 (2 sets), Somaliland 128-139, South Africa 64 & 67 (2 of each),
Southern Rhodesia 81-108, Sudan 98-114 & O44-60, Tristan da Cunha 14-54, etc., etc. A terrific lot., 0.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
British Africa, New Issue Stock, 1960-2010. A few thousand stamps and souvenir sheets in a large box,
includes Biafra, Bophuthatswana, Gambia, Ghana, Kenya 36-50, Lesotho, Namibia, Northern Rhodesia 75-88,
Nyasaland Protectorate 112-122, 123-134, Rhodesia, Seychelles, South Africa, South West Africa, Tanzania, Uganda,
Vanuatu, a wealth of useful material for the British Commonwealth dealer, please review, F.-V.F.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
British Africa, Interesting Mint & Used Assortment. A few hundred stamps on stocksheets and album
pages; nothing rare but lots of $25-and-up stamps scattered throughout including some used Queen Elizabeth II
definitive sets to the £1; highlights include Bechuanaland #52, Natal #4 (all average), S.W.A. #9 (MLH), Transvaal 6a
(MLH with certificate), and more. (photo on web site).
Estimate $500 - 750
British Africa, Small Collection Group, 1889-1940. Including Basutoland (Scott $190), Somaliland
Protectorate ($850), Sudan ($440) and Swaziland ($625 with #6-7); generally F-VF throughout. Scott $2,100 (photo on
web site).
Estimate $350 - 500

British America
541

HH/H
British America, New Issue Stock, 1960-2010. Thousands of stamps, blocks and souvenir sheets,
includes but not limited to Anguilla, Antigua, Bahamas 604-618A, Barbuda, Barbados 495-511, Belize, Bermuda,
British Antarctic Territory 288, 297-300, Cayman Islands, Falkland Islands 500 gutter block of four, Jamaica,
Montserrat, Saint Helena, Saint Kitts, Saint Lucia, Saint Vincent, South Georgia 236-247 gutter blocks of four, Tristan
da Cunha, Turks & Caicos Islands, Virgin Islands 206-222, “Specimen” overprints, complete booklets, gutter pairs and
blocks, a true treasure trove with hundreds of complete sets in singles, pairs and blocks, line up for this beauty, F.-V.F.
Estimate $2,500 - 3,500
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BRITISH COMMONWEALTH AREA COLLECTIONS: Br. America - Br. Commonwealth
542

H/m

543

HH/H

British America, Interesting and Eclectic Assortment of Odds & Ends. Album pages and stocksheets
from at least 10 different collections from the British West Indies plus Bermuda and British Guiana; we note such
highlights (mint NH unless noted) Bahamas 81-89 (used), Bermuda #126a, 127 (2), 127a, 128 (2) & 128b; Cayman Is.
#50- (LH), 122-134, 135-149, 153-167, plus lots of other $25-$50 sets and singles and pleasant mint 1960s collections
from “the Saints”. A useful group, 0.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
British America, Mint & Used Collection, 1850-1945. A few hundred stamps mounted in a Scott’s British
Colonies in America album, with mint Antigua 77-80, Bermuda 49-50, 100-103, Dominica 90-93, Grenada 124-127,
Jamaica 77-87, Leeward Islands 96-99, a nice start to this ever popular area, please peruse, F.-V.F. (photo on web
site).
Estimate $300 - 400

British Asia
544

H/m

545

H/m

British Asia, Interesting Assortment of Odds & Ends. Album pages and stocksheets from at least 8
different collections primarily from Hong Kong, Malayan States and Sarawak; lots of other $25-and-up sets and singles
with such highlights as (mint unless noted) Hong Kong #166 (used), Malacca 29-44 (NH), Parak 105-125 (NH), Perlis
7-27 (NH), Selangor 57-59 (LH) and Sarawak 11, 12, 15, 19, 27, 78 (used) & 79-93. A useful lot.
Estimate $750 - 1,000
British Asia & Middle East, 1918-39. Small collections of Aden, Bahrain, Burma, Kuwait, Maldive Islands
and Palestine; nothing rare and lacking in complete sets, but useful, nonetheless, with the best stamps being mint
Kuwait #13-14, 26-32 & C1-4; condition is virtually all F-VF. Scott $1,325 (photo on web site). Estimate $250 - 350

British Commonwealth
546

British Commonwealth, Collection Mint & Used, 1860-1950. An elite mint & used collection in two Scott
albums, mint unless noted British Africa includes Basutoland 1-7, Bechuanaland Protectorate J1-J6, Gambia
125-128, Rhodesia 101-107, Somaliland Protectorate 77-80, the British Europe & Oceania volume includes Cook
Islands 20, 25, Gilbert & Ellice Islands 40-51, Great Britain used 1 & 110, New Zealand O23-O26, O28, and this is
but the barest of tastes, close examination should yield plenty of sale able material, a few condition issues among the
19th century, but overall F.-V.F. Scott $22,000 (photo on web site).
Estimate $3,500 - 5,000

547

HH/H/m British Commonwealth, Collection, 1850-2000. Residing in seven Scott albums and a stock book,
includes Antigua 31-34, 77-80, 84-95, 107-121, 167-182, Ascension 1-5, 10-15, 62-74, 75-88, Bahamas 92-95,
148-149, 132-147, 158-173, Barbados 186-189, 202-206, Bermuda 55-69, Cayman Islands 100-111, 122-134,
Cyprus 136-139, 229-231, 244-246, Dominica 65-82, Gibraltar 100-103, Hong Kong 147-150, 151-153, 296-298,
J6-J12, Ireland 77, 79, 96-98, 118-119, 142-144, 147-148, 149-150, 175-176, Malta 184-187, 191-205, Singapore
23-26, 43-48, and the above barely scratches the surface, hundreds of complete mint and used sets and souvenir
sheets makes this a definite stock enhancer, maybe a few condition issues, but by far F.-V.F., a winner in every sense
(photo on web site).
Estimate $2,500 - 3,500

548

HH

549

HH/H/m

550

HH/H/m British Commonwealth, Better Collection. Excellent lot mounted on stock pages, includes Bahamas
MR1b-MR2b noted as forgeries, British East Africa 85-86 overprinted “Specimen”, Straits Settlements 135 with 2014
APS certificate, Rhodesia 74 with 2013 APS certificate, Cape of Good Hope 12 with 2014 APS certificate, Canada mint
imperf pairs 136-138 with 138 block of four, Bahamas 14 with 2013 APS certificate, Bahamas 26 with 1974 APS

64

HH/H/m

British Commonwealth, Tremendous New Issue Horde & More. A large box topped off with new issues
from just a handful of countries most notably Great Britain proper, plus Channel Islands, Canada, Kiribati & Tuvalu, the
face value in the GB alone is very substantial with all countries including P.O. packs, FDC’s, miniature sheets, etc.,
within this holding, small groups of additional material is noted, such as Austrian Levant on original auction cards, etc.,
extensive useful mix, what was examined was o.g., never hinged, Very Fine examine.
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000
British Commonwealth, Better Stock, 1880-1960. A few hundred better sets and singles that include mint
Australia 99 block of four, Falkland Islands 84-98, 150-153, Grenada 151-163, 528-541, Ireland 121-123 blocks of four,
Leeward Islands 103-115, Maldive Islands 20-28, Saint Vincent 186-197, Sarawak 190-194, Singapore 43-48, with
plenty of surprises, “Specimen” overprints, progressive proofs, gutter pairs and blocks, with some useful used material,
an excellent choice to fill in your stock, F.-V.F.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
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BRITISH COMMONWEALTH AREA COLLECTIONS: British Commonwealth
certificate, Mauritius 6b with 2014 APS certificate, Natal 6 with 2013 APS certificate, Natal 7 with 2013 APS certificate,
Great Britain 90 plate 4, Canada 16, 40 & 64 card proof, many with various faults, a lot with enormous potential, F.-V.F.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
551

m

552

H/m

553

HH/H

554

)

555

H/m

556

H/m

557

H/m
British Commonwealth, Mint & Used Assortment. A few hundred stamps on 30-35 stocksheets;
strongest, numerically in Asia, but with most of the value in more than 35 New Zealand Chalon heads, mostly imperfs, a
large number cataloging over $100, though condition is mixed. (photo on web site).
Estimate $600 - 800

558

H/m

559

British Commonwealth, Small Balance of Consignment. Seven better items, all MNH unless noted:
Canada 1935 Pictorials complete less the 50¢ (#217-225 & 227) in blocks of 4; Hong Kong 1975 $5 QEII Booklet
(275c/281c); Leeward Islands £1 King George VI (115, 115c (2)); Malta 1922 10/- Self-Government (93) MLH; New
Zealand 1923 3/- Admiral (183); Qatar 1992 Definitives (791-804) two sets; and Singapore 1948 Silver Wedding
(21-22). Scott $1,510 (photo on web site).
Estimate $300 - 400

British Commonwealth, Collectors Selection of Duplicates. Over 200 singles and or selections from
Great Britain to Zanzibar, each item identified by Scott or Stanley Gibbons, values to a few hundred dollars or more each
and selected items very salable and desirable material, inspection a must with many scarce varieties, a retailer or
collectors delight, F.-V.F.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
British Commonwealth, High Value Accumulation. A few hundred mostly better stamps in glassines and
on approval cards, from Classics to Queen Elizabeth II definitives; the 19th century is mostly off-quality, though we do
note two nice used examples each of Great Britain 10/- #109 & 141; a few other highlights include things like (mint
unless noted) British Guiana 210-222, Canada $1 Admiral & O1-10, Cyprus 37 (used) & 50-58, Falkland Islands #1
(used), Hong Kong 179 (used), Ireland #94 and British Off. in Turkish Empire #6 (used). Condition is “hit and miss”,
especially on the 19th century (which is mostly “miss”), but there is also plenty of F-VF material scattered throughout,
and, needless to say, the total catalog value is enormous. Worth a look—probably worth a lot more than our estimate.
(photo on web site).
Estimate $1,200 - 1,800
British Commonwealth, Omnibus Collections, 1935-2000. Housed in twenty two volumes plus on pages,
includes 1937 Coronation (3), 1946 Peace, 1947 Royal Visit, 1951 Universities, 1972 Silver Wedding, 1973 Princess
Anne’s Wedding, 1977 Silver Jubilee with singles and sheetlets, 1979 Voyages of Captain Cook (2), 1980 Queen
Mothers 80th Birthday (2), 1981 Royal Wedding some with singles, blocks and gutter strips (4), 1981 Dukes Awards
singles and blocks, 1983 The Commonwealth Collection, 1985 Life & Times of The Queen Mother (2), 2002 QEII
Golden Jubilee singles and souvenir sheets, 2003 Prince William’s 21st Birthday, 2003 Circus & Clowns, plus much
more, come on down, pull up a chair and examine to your heart’s content, huge catalog value, generally, F.-V.F.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
British Commonwealth, Cover Stock, 1878-1960. Hundreds of covers and cards filling 2 large cartons,
with three volumes of 1937 Coronation first day covers, volume of Tristan da Cunha and Saint Helena material, volume
of packet boat and 20th century covers and cards, volume of Queen Elizabeth covers, volume of picture postcards and
Edward VII covers, volume of India and area, loads of easy to sell items, condition issues do exist, but overall F.-V.F., a
great addition to your stock (photo on web site).
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
British Commonwealth, Collection of Mint & Used, 1860-1950. Mounted on Scott pages, with mint & used
Aden, Burma, Canada & Provinces, Cape of Good Hope, Ceylon, Egypt, Great Britain Offices, Hong Kong, India, Straits
Settlements, West Indies, with many better stamps and sets like Hong Kong 178-179 used, a bountiful bevy of desirable
& saleable material, please examine, F.-V.F. (no photo).
Estimate $750 - 1,000
British Commonwealth, Mint & Used Selection, 1880-1985. Presented in one volume, includes the
countries of Fiji, Gilbert & Ellice, Nauru, New Hebrides, Norfolk Island, and Pitcairn Island, with plenty of mint complete
sets and souvenir sheets, arranged by country, an easy inspection for a terrific lot, F.-V.F. Scott $3,800 (Owner’s).
Estimate $600 - 800

British Commonwealth, Small Assortment. Comprises ten small white envelopes with stamps sorted into
glassines; primarily Middle East including Abu Dhabi, Aden, Bahrain (including 12-14 both mint & used plus an extra
mint 14), Kuwait and Qatar. An interesting lot. (no photo).
Estimate $300 - 400

HH/H
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BRITISH COMMONWEALTH AREA COLLECTIONS: Br. Commonwealth - Br. Pacific
560

HH/H

561

HH

British Commonwealth, Omnibus Issues. Mounted in three volumes, includes Queen Elizabeth II
Coronation Anniversary, Queen Elizabeth II Silver Jubilee, and a stock book of Royal Visit Issues, with many variations,
a nice lot for the Anglophile, be sure and review this holding for, F.-V.F.
Estimate $250 - 350
British Commonwealth, Omnibus Sets, 1953-67. Presented in a Lighthouse album, omnibus sets
includes 1953 Queen Elizabeth Coronation, 1953 QEII Royal Visit, 1958 Caribbean Federation, 1963 Freedom From
Hunger, 1963 Red Cross, 1964 Shakespeare, 1965 I.T.U., 1966 Royal Visit, 1966 International Cooperation Year, 1966
World Health Organization, 1966 Sir Winston Churchill Memorial, 1966 World Cup Soccer, and 1967 UNESCO
Anniversary, all appear complete, a terrific opportunity to pick up stock or start collection a new field, what was checked
was o.g., never hinged, F.-V.F., and a fresh clean lot. Scott $1,097.
Estimate $250 - 350

British Europe
562

H/m

563

HH/H
British Europe, New Issue Stock, 1960-2010. Thousands of stamps and souvenir sheets that include
Channel Islands, Gibraltar, Ireland, Malta, with dozens of complete booklets, enormous face value, please examine,
F.-V.F.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

British Europe, Interesting Assortment of Odds & Ends. Album pages and stocksheets from at least 7
different collections primarily from Great Britain, Cyprus, Gibraltar, Ireland & Malta; lots of other $25-and-up sets and
singles with such highlights as (mint unless noted) Great Britain #29 plate 12 & 58 plate 8 (both used), Cyprus 168-182
(NH), Gibraltar 2, 4, 10, 12, 14a, 19, 26, 35-38, Malta 49-62, and some nice selection of mid-range material from
pre-1940 Ireland (much of it NH) and a 2000 Hurling “Team of the Millenium” imperf souvenir sheet. A very useful lot., 0.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

British Middle East
564

H

565

H/m

British Middle East, Small Group of Better Mint Sets. Several album pages and stocksheets including
(never hinged unless noted) Aden 16-27, 36-46 (also 16-46 LH), Bahrain 52-64 & Qatar 1-35; all clean and F-VF.
Estimate $250 - 350
British Middle East and Iceland, Collection. On Scott specialty and home-made pages, each stamp listed
with Scott numbers and catalog values below each stamp, includes: Bahrain 52-61A, 72-80, 16-24, Muscat and Oman
25-6, 79-93, Iceland O3 faulty, O4, O4-9, O10. Mostly complete, certainly worth a look, mostly F.-V.F. Scott $1,223
2012 (Owner’s) (photo on web site).
Estimate $200 - 300

British Pacific
566

HH

567

HH

568

HH
British Pacific, New Issue Stock, 1960-2010. Thousands of stamps & souvenir sheets in one large carton,
includes Aitutaki, British Antarctic Territory 288, British Indian Ocean Territory 63-77 Christmas Island, Cocos Islands,
Cook Islands 148-158, 179-191, Fiji 240-256, Kiribati, Nauru, Norfolk Island, Papua New Guinea 209-220, 663-676A,
Pitcairn Islands 39-51, 72-84, Solomon Islands, Tonga, Tuvalu, fantastic catalog value present, an opportunity to fill in
those holes in your stock you missed the first time around, F.-V.F.
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000

569

HH
British Pacific, Wholesale Collections, 2010-14. Loaded with topicals, a perfect wholesale lot of 102
different complete sets along with souvenir sheets from Cook Islands, Aitutaki, Penrhyn, Samoa, Tonga and Niuafo’ou
which average Scott catalog value is nearly $36.00 per set, x10 collections which can be marketed by country or by sets

66

British Pacific, New Issue Accumulation with Topical Interest, 2013. Including Prince William and Kate,
group of 100 of each, Scott numbers: Aitutaki 562-68, 571, Cook Islands 1355-6, 1358-61, 1364-66a, 2013 Royal Baby
and Royal Christening, Penrhyn 476-82, 502, 2013 Royal Baby, Samoa 2013 Royal Baby, Tonga 1220-4, Tonga
Niuafo’ou 296-300. Mint NH. Scott $43,900 (photo on web site).
Estimate $2,500 - 3,500
British Pacific, New Issue Accumulation with Topical Interest, 2013. Including Prince William and Kate,
group of 100 of each, Scott numbers: Aitutaki 562-68, 571, Cook Islands 1355-6, 1358-61, 1364-66a, 2013 Royal Baby
and Royal Christening, Penrhyn 476-82, 502, 2013 Royal Baby, Samoa 2013 Royal Baby, Tonga 1220-4, Tonga
Niuafo’ou 296-300. Mint NH. Scott $43,900 (photo on web site).
Estimate $2,500 - 3,500
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BRITISH COMMONWEALTH AREA COLLECTIONS: Br. Pacific - Br. West Indies
online, stamp shows, mail auctions, retail and wholesale. Popular Topicals abound such as: JFK, Royal Wedding, Year
of the Snake, Olympics, Christmas, Birds, Butterflies, Pandas, Peonies, Ships, Insects and much more. A perfect lot for
resale and priced low for a great profit potential! F.-V.F. Actual face value in excess of $18,800. Scott $37,500+ (photo
on web site).
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000
570

HH
British Pacific, Wholesale Collections, 2010-14. Loaded with topicals, a perfect wholesale lot of 102
different complete sets along with souvenir sheets from Cook Islands, Aitutaki, Penrhyn, Samoa, Tonga and Niuafo’ou
which average Scott catalog value is nearly $36.00 per set, x5 collections which can be marketed by country or by sets
online, stamp shows, mail auctions, retail and wholesale. Popular Topicals abound such as: JFK, Royal Wedding, Year
of the Snake, Olympics, Christmas, Birds, Butterflies, Pandas, Peonies, Ships, Insects and much more. A perfect lot for
resale and priced low for a great profit potential! F.-V.F. Actual face value in excess of $9,400. Scott $18,750+ (photo on
web site).
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000

571

H/m

572

British Pacific, 1907-40. Mainly mint collections of Gilbert & Ellice (complete for the period); Nauru,
including mint #17-30; New Hebrides, including mint #1-5, 17-30 (mixed mint/used) & 60; and Solomon Islands,
including mint #6, 7, 16, 17 & J1-8 and used #5, 40 & 41; condition is virtually all clean and F-VF. Scott $2,600 (photo on
web site).
Estimate $500 - 750

573

HH

574

HH

575

H/m

British Pacific, Group of Small Collection Balances. Primarily New Zealand (from three different
collections) and Papua New Guinea, plus some nice Solomon Is. early QEII, some nice mint Samoa (with #216-219 NH)
and a Tonga Tin Can Mail cover; the New Zealand, which is partly disorganized, includes some useful Chalon heads,
mint #93, 94, 139, 157 and fairly complete MNH issues of the mid-1970s to the early 1980s; the Papua New Guinea
includes #122-163 NH; overall, quite an interesting lot.
Estimate $750 - 1,000
H/m

British Pacific: Aitutaki, Penrhyn and Samoa Islands, Collections, 2010-14. 36 complete sets and
souvenir sheets averaging over $29.00 Scott per set, x10 collections which can be marketed by country or by sets
online, stamp shows, mail auctions, retail and wholesale. Loaded with popular topical, including Year of the Snake,
Pope, JFK, Royal Wedding, Peony and many more. Actual face value in excess of $5,000, F.-V.F. Scott $10,630 (photo
on web site).
Estimate $500 - 750
British Pacific, Collection, 2010-14. A large collection of 102 different complete sets along with souvenir
sheets from: Cook Islands, Aitutaki, Penrhyn, Samoa, Tonga and Niuafo’ou which average Scott catalog value is nearly
$36.00 per set. An array of popular Topicals are present including but not limited to JFK, Royal Wedding, Year of the
Snake, Olympics, Christmas, Entomology, Peony, Birds, Titanic, Butterflies and much more. Actual face value in
excess of $1,880., F.-V.F. Scott $3,767 (photo on web site).
Estimate $400 - 600
British Pacific, Mint & Used Assortment. A couple hundred stamps on more than 30 stocksheets or album
pages; nothing high priced but includes some pleasant Nauru, New Hebrides, North West Pacific Islands, Papua,
Solomon Islands and Straits Settlements, among others. (photo on web site).
Estimate $300 - 400

British West Indies
576

HH/H

577

HH/H/m

British West Indies, New Issue Stock, 1960-2010. Many thousands of stamps and souvenir sheets in a
box, includes Anguilla 595a, Aruba, Barbados 287-280, Belize, British Honduras, Cayman Islands, Dominica, Falkland
Islands 197-209, Jamaica, Nevis, Saint Kitts, Saint Vincent, Tristan da Cunha, Turks & Caicos Islands, Virgin Islands
76-87, with much more to dig through, a wonderful lot for the retail or internet dealer, F.-V.F.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
British West Indies, Mint & Used Collection, 1860-1975. Mounted in a Minkus album, includes mint unless
noted, Antigua used 2, 77-80, 107-121, 167-182, 241-257, Bahamas mint 12, 65-69, 148-149, 158-173, 204-218,
313-330, British Antarctic Territory 1-15, 25-38, 39-42, 72-75, Cayman 81-84, 100-111, 122-134, 135-149, 153-167,
331-345, Falkland Islands 4, 16-18, 69-72, 77-80, 84-96, 99-100, 107-120, 128-142, 237-240, Jamaica 87, 141, Turks
& Caicos 9, 10-12, 13-22, 44-57, 60-70, 105-117, 135, 265-279, with plenty of other mint complete sets, perfect lot to
break up, F.-V.F. (photo on web site).
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
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Second Session
Saturday, February 20, 2016, at 12:00 Noon
Lots 578-1013
Collections and Accumulations
At Our Offices in Danbury, CT

Europe and Colonies Country Collections
Albania
578

HH/H/m

579

H/m
Albania, Mint and Used Collection / Accumulation, 1913-47. A couple hundred stamps on various
stocksheets and album pages; highlights include (used unless noted) #4 (on piece with certificate), 6, 7 (3), 15 with
inverted overprint, unused, signed Richter, 53, 393a (mint) and C15-19; also includes issues of Epirus; condition is
generally F-VF. (photo on web site).
Estimate $500 - 750

Albania, Mostly Mint Collection, 1913-75. Housed in two Palo albums with slip cases, better mint includes
47-52, 147-153, 158-162, 164-170, 171-177, 210-217, 227-237, 271-279, 289, 298, 345-353, 354-360, 373-378,
613-615 imperf, 660-663, 734, 777-785, 793-795, 801-806, B1-B4, B5-B8, C1-C7, C8-C14, C36-C42, and hundreds
more complete mint sets, F.-V.F. (photo on web site).
Estimate $1,200 - 1,800

Andorra (French)
580

Andorra (French), Collection, 1931-91 (1//409). Here is that once in a lifetime find—-a country almost
complete for regular issues for 60 years! A mint collection (with about a half-dozen used) on nice clean Scott Specialty
pages, including the difficult #1-22 and 23//63 mint; from 1960 or-so the mint appear to become virtually all NH; there are
less than 10 stamps needed to complete this entire country! Whether you want to start a new area or fill in the missing
spaces of this unique French co-principality, this is for you! There is also an uncounted surprise on the last page—-a
cross-gutter block of 12 and a control number block of 12 from two postage dues stamps that are not counted! F.-V.F.
Scott $3,800+ (photo on web site).
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

HH/H

Austria
581

H/m/)
Austria, Old Time Collection, 1850-1950s. Loaded with better material, this one will take some patience to
examine; most of it is on loose album pages, stocksheets and approval cards, but a close look will reveal numerous
$50-and-up singles sets, many both mint and used; a few examples include (mint unless noted) #110-127, 428-431
(used), 520-556 (NH), B81-109 & B112-141 (plus a few sets used), C54-60 (both MNH & used), M1-21 both mint & used
plus with “Feldpost” inverted (both perf & imperf) and imperf with “Feldpost” double, M22-48 imperf & M69-82; there is
also some very nice back-of-the-book and an interesting group of philatelic covers sent from Austria to the U.S. in the
late 1940s and early ‘50s with excellent Commemorative, Semi-Postal & Airmail frankings (stamps off cover cataloging
over $1,000). A tremendous lot, just about all clean and F-VF.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000

582

H/m

68

Austria, Interesting Assortment. A couple hundred stamps on stocksheets and album pages with the vale
almost entirely in used First Issues including #1/1e (5), 1a (printed on both sides), 2 (3), Lombardy-Venetia #1 (2) & 1b
(2) plus a choice 1860 reprint of Lombardy-Venetia 1b; and, surprisingly, condition is generally Very Fine with many nice
cancels. A useful lot. (photo on web site).
Estimate $600 - 800
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EUROPE AND COLONIES COUNTRY COLLECTIONS: Austria - Denmark
583

HH/H
Austria, New Issue Stock, 1960-2010. Thousands of mint stamps and souvenir sheets on stock pages,
mostly commemoratives and semi-postals with a few postage dues thrown in for good measure, includes 568-571,
688-702, B277, B278, J232-J259, don’t let these slip by again, inspection invited, F.-V.F.
Estimate $500 - 750

Belgium & Colonies
584

HH/H

585

H/m/)

586

)
Belgian Congo, Covers, 1941-47. 14 covers, all addressed to U.S.A., includes four censored with three
franked with 226, two with C13, one with 226-227, a excellent opportunity to pick up some postal history from this
country, F.-V.F.
Estimate $150 - 200

Belgium & Colonies, Collection of Mint & Used, 1849-1975. Presented in a Scott Specialty album with slip
case, better used includes 1-2, 6-8, 9-12, 171, mint includes 172-184, 221a, 251-253, 254-256, 374-385, B1-B8,
B69-B77, B78-B83, B93-B98, B99-B105, B106, B107-B113, B114-B122, B123-B124, B144-B150, B169, B178, B179,
B426-B431, B437-441, B460-B461, B480-B484, B485-B491, B495-B497, B498-B502, C12, plenty of back of the book,
Belgian Congo mint has 14-26, 231-256, B26, used 88-113, Ruanda-Urundi mint 6-23, with dozens more mint complete
sets, a great lot for the retail or internet dealer, please examine, F.-V.F. (photo on web site).
Estimate $600 - 800
Belgium & Colonies, Cover & Stamp Collection, 1853-1990. Entombed in a large carton, includes several
#1s on cover, #2s, postal stationery, picture postcards, two volumes of Belgian Congo with used postal stationery, plus
a collection of mint & used stamps, a nifty group that contains many desirable items, some mixed condition, inspection
suggested, F.-V.F. (photo on web site).
Estimate $600 - 800

Czechoslovakia
587

Czechoslovakia, Collection of Mint, Used and Covers, 1920-90. Includes stockbook of used, folder of
covers, collection on quadrille pages with many mint souvenir sheets, and some stock cards with used singles, plenty of
better material lurking throughout, inspection suggested, F.-V.F. (photo on web site).
Estimate $250 - 350

H/m/)

Denmark
588

HH

589

HH

590

HH

591

HH

592

Denmark & Colonies, New Issue Lot, 1960-2010. Includes 10,239 Danish Krone, 1,358 Faroe Islands
Krone, and 1,602 Greenland Krone for a total of almost 13,000 Krone = U.S. $1,900.00, includes better booklets and
souvenir sheets, inspect please, what was checked was o.g., never hinged, F.-V.F.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

Denmark, Booklet Dealer Stock. In three blue albums with 122 booklets with a great mix of booklets, each
labeled with Scott number and values, o.g., never hinged, F.-V.F. Scott $2,508 (Owner’s) (photo on web site).
Estimate $500 - 750
Denmark, New Issue Accumulation. 1981-1999 small size presentation year sets and 1992-2005 year
book presentation packs, with desirable modern complete sets, o.g., never hinged, F.-V.F. Scott $2,134 (Owner’s)
(photo on web site).
Estimate $400 - 600

Denmark, Better Booklets Dealer Stock. In a blue album with 71 booklets with a great mix of booklets, each
labeled with Scott number and values, o.g., never hinged, F.-V.F. Scott $1,862 (Owner’s) (photo on web site).
Estimate $350 - 500

Denmark and Iceland, UPU Convention Delegate Presentation Books, 1989. Worth more than the
catalog value, F.-V.F. Scott $522 (Owner’s) (photo on web site).
Estimate $200 - 300
HH
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EUROPE AND COLONIES COUNTRY COLLECTIONS: France and Colonies

France and Colonies
593

H/m

594

HH/H

595

H/m

596

H

597

H/m

598

)

599

H/m

600

HH/H/m

70

France, Powerful High Quality Collection, 1849-1979. Very serious comprehensive old-time collection
from quality-conscious collector in one large old Scott Specialty Album, with many nice-margined choice classics,
including better items; virtually complete mint (most NH) from 1934 through 1970s, also with many semi-postals, airs
and BOB, including (mint o.g. unless noted): 1-3 used (plus #2 with Calves Cert and #2 on piece), 6-7 (x2) used, 9 used,
1g, 4d, 6d, 7d, 12a, 15, 17 used, 17c, 22-3, 36, 38-9, 38 used, 40-1 used, 41a used, 46-8 used, 52, 59, 61, 64, 65 used,
66, 68, 70, 96, 99, 101-2, 131-2, 140a, 197, 226 NH, 247A-B, 251A, 254A, virtually complete mint (most NH) from 1930
thru 1970s, including #329 NH); B8, B9 used, then basically complete (many NH) from #B11-B522; mint #C1-2, C14,
then complete from #C16-17 thru #C41; #J8-9, J21 used, J28, many more postage dues and complete military franks;
P2, P4; N1-7 and most other occupation stamps, including French occupation of Hungary; Time to run up the Tri-Color
and sing La Marseillaise! you must look at this! F.-V.F. Scott $55,000 ++ (photo on web site).
Estimate $7,500 - 10,000
France, Comprehensive Collection, 1849-1976. Thousands of stamps and souvenir sheets mounted in
two Scott Specialty albums, includes mint unless noted 109-125, 127, 131, 156-184, 185-196, 198-201, 227-240, 241,
258-262, 264-283, 311-312, 313-314, 315-320, used 329, 624, B11, B12-B19, B27, B34, B42-B43, B48-B53, B54-B59,
B86-B89A, B249-B254, B258-B263, B285-B290, B294-B299, C1-C2, C16-C17, C34-C38, C43 imperf, plus lots of
BOB, with many well centered stamps, some mixed condition on the earlies, but overall, F.-V.F., a superb collection
perfect for breaking down, inspection suggested.
Estimate $3,500 - 5,000
France, Collection, 1849-1977. In Scott Specialty album, each stamp listed with Scott numbers and catalog
values below each stamp, including used: 12, 16, 19, 24, 47, 96, 131, 248, 294, B16, B93, C23-7, C34-6, J15, J20, J35
and mint: 100, 121, 170, 193, 198-201, 225, 299, 300, 300a, 301, 310, 312-14, 337, 348, 348a, 349, 372-3, 615a, 624,
1100, B11, B17, B21, B26, B30, B34, B42-43, B54-9, B76, B79, B80, B83, B89, B147-8, B153-7, B258-63, B267-72,
B276-81, B283, B285-8, B291-2, J48, J62, J92, M4, some condition issues and some minor duplication, mostly F.-V.F.
Scott $7,395 2013 (Owner’s) (photo on web site).
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
France, Mainly Mint Assortment, 19th Century. 47 stamps, nearly all unused and mostly without gum or
regummed; includes and attractive 4-margin #3, a Fine-ish o.g.5c #24, a used 3½-margin pair of the 1fr #21, and all
around Very Fine, “original” gum Sperati forgery of the 1850 15c green #2; condition, of course, is quite mixed. Scott
value using the Classic no gum prices where applicable, is about $12,000 plus the Sperati. Should be useful to a
specialist.
Estimate $750 - 1,000
France, Mint and Used Collection, 1944-78. In Scott Specialty album, each stamp listed with Scott
numbers and catalog values below each stamp, regular issues and semi-postals including B249-63, B267-99 appear
mostly complete, a couple sets missing from airmails including C23-36 and dues, the remaining back of book issues
appear complete, mostly F.-V.F. Scott $3,363 2013 (Owner’s) (photo on web site).
Estimate $500 - 750
France, First Day Cover Collection, 1950-1962. Thousands of first day covers from the 1950s and early
1960s, with definitive issues and semi-postals, light duplication, also includes a nice mint collection of semi-postals,
sure to please any Francophile, please inspect, F.-V.F. (photo on web site).
Estimate $200 - 300
France & Colonies, Unusual, High Catalog Assortment. A couple hundred mostly better stamps in
glassines and on approval cards that run the gamut from Classics to modern imperfs; the France includes the usual
group of off-quality 19th century, like three 1fr (9b, 9c & 9d, last unused without gum), and seven 5fr #37, but also
includes some nice 20th century like (mint unless noted) 246, C15 (used, light wrinkles), C17 (20, C27 (NH) and J18
(o.g., F-VF). Colonies include (used unless noted) General issues #18, 8 & 44, Hoi Hao #6 and Guadeloupe 189-205
imperf strips of 3. Needless to say, an enormous catalog value and, in reality, probably worth a lot more than our
estimate. (photo on web site).
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
France & Colonies, Mint & Used Selection, 1853-1980. Thousands of stamps mounted on album sheets or
in stock pages, better mint includes France B157a, B258-B263, B285-B290, C22, C34-C36, Monaco B99a perf and
imperf, plenty of classics, lots of mint NH material, a slid clean lot, some condition issues in the earlies, otherwise,
F.-V.F. (photo on web site).
Estimate $750 - 1,000
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601

H/m

602

HH

603

HH

604

H/m

605

H/m

606

H/m

607

H/m
French Offices in China, Collection. In small blank mini-album, with some minor duplication, each stamp
listed with Scott numbers and catalog values below each stamp, includes Canton 9, 10 (2), 12 (2), 13 (4), 26, 24, 44 (2),
45 (2), 80 (3), Hoi Hao 10 (4), 11 (2), 12, 13, 27, 29 (2), 42 (2), 43 (3), 45 (2), 46 (2), 65, 82 (2), 83, Kwangchowan 6 (2), 53
(2), B1-5, Mongtseu 14 (2), 15, 21 (2), 29, 30 (2), Pakhoi 14, 26 (2), 27 (2), 28 (2), 50, 69 (2), Tchongking 14 (2), 15, 22,
28 (2), 49, Yvert #2, 3 and 8. Enormous potential, certainly worth a look, mostly F.-V.F. Scott $7,483 2014 (Owner’s)
(photo on web site).
Estimate $1,200 - 1,800

608

H/m

609

H/m
French Offices in China, Collection. On small home-made pages, with some minor duplication, each
stamp listed with Scott numbers and catalog values below each stamp, includes 10 (4), 12 (3), 12A (3), 28, 29, 42 (2), 43
(3), 44 (2), 31a, 32a (2). Great value, worth a good look, mostly F.-V.F. Scott $2,404 2014 (Owner’s) (photo on web site).
Estimate $500 - 750

610

H/m

611

H/m

France & Colonies, Mint & Used Collection/Accumulation. Many hundred stamps on stocksheets and
album pages; includes a mixed stock of France from 1849 to the 1950s, but it’s composed primarily of low- to
medium-priced stamps and very few complete sets, though we do note a mint o.g. #35 with a couple of short perfs; the
best part of the lot is the Colonies, but, again, no rarities; scattered highlights include Diego Suarez #8 (2 used), French
Off. in Zanzibar #10 (mint), Gabon #3 (used), Madagascar & 2 & 10 (used), New Caledonia #1 (unused), and Reunion
(all mint) #4-9, 10 (2), 23 &25, etc. Should be a useful lot if you take some time to sort through it. (photo on web site).
Estimate $500 - 750

France & Monaco, New Issue Lot, 1960-2010. Includes France €1,420, and Monaco €92 for a total of over
€1,500 = U.S. $1,600.00, includes better booklets and souvenir sheets, inspect please, what was checked was o.g.,
never hinged, F.-V.F. (photo on web site).
Estimate $800 - 1,200
French Area, Mint New Issue Stock, 1960-2000. Thousands of mint stamps, booklets, coils and souvenir
sheets in two small boxes, better includes France B249-B254, French Polynesia C54, Monaco 1279a, 1369a, 1425a,
1564a, 1717a, 1761a, a second chance to pick up all those issues you missed the first time around, fresh clean lot, view
to fully appreciate, with a little organization there should be great potential, F.-V.F.
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000
French Offices Abroad, Collection. In small blank mini-album, with some minor duplication, each stamp
listed with Scott numbers and catalog values below each stamp, includes Yunnan Fou 10 (2), 11, 13 (2), 14 (2), 15 (2),
30 (3), 31 (2), 32 (3), 64 (2), 66, 67 (2), Crete 14 (2), 15 (2), 16 (3), 17 (3), Alexandria 12 (2 mint), 13 (1 mint, 2 used), 34a,
Port Said 6a (2 mint and 2 used), 32 (2), 67 (2), Levant 4 (2 mint), 5 (2 mint), 6 (3), 7 (3), Castellorizo 3-5, 7-9, 11-12, 16
(2), Cavalle 4 (3 mint), 6, 7 (2), Dedeagh 4 (6), 5 (3), 6 (2), 7 (4), 18 (2), Port Lagos 1 (4), 2 (4), 3 (6), 4 (3), 5 (4, 1 is mint), 6
(4), Rouad Ile 16 (2), Vathy 3a (4), 6 and 7 (4). Enormous potential, worth a good look, mostly F.-V.F. Scott $4,762 2014
(Owner’s) (photo on web site).
Estimate $750 - 1,000
French Offices in Alexandria, Collection, 1899-1929. Carefully put together on Scott Specialty pages, only
four Scott numbers shy of completion, including scarcer ones like, mint: #15 XF, 45VF; used: 43-44; time to get some
good Egypt while they are undervalued, F.-V.F. Scott $1,700.
Estimate $350 - 500
French Offices in Canton, Collection, 1901-18. High quality and carefully chosen on Scott Specialty
pages, F.-V.F. Scott $2,000+.
Estimate $500 - 750

French Offices in China, Collection, 1894-1922. Very nicely selected stamps on Scott Specialty pages,
several on pieces, some beautiful CDS cancels on used examples, includes some high-powered items (34-44 CDS, 56
mint, J10 CDS, J23a on piece, J29a on piece); here’s your chance to get into this extremely hot area! F.-V.F. Scott
$3,000+.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

French Offices in Chungking, Collection, 1903-18. Choice and beautiful on Scott Specialty pages, an
old-timer’s collection, his will knock your socks off! F.-V.F. Scott $1,400.
Estimate $300 - 400
French Offices in Crete, Collection, 1902-03. Short & sweet: 19 of the 20 Scott-listed numbers on a Scott
Specialty page, most mint, here’s one to really build on! F.-V.F. Scott $500+.
Estimate $150 - 200
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612

H/m
French Offices in the Turkish Empire, Collection, 1895-1923. This is the whole schmeer! all of the French
offices in Turkey (including Levant, Cavalle, Dedeagh, Port Lagos and Vathy) complete (yes, complete!) by
Scott-number on Specialty album pages, including: Levant: #1 XF mint, 32 XF mint, 33 VF used, 34 used CDS, 39 used
on piece; Cavalle #8 mint, Dedeagh #8 mint, Port Lagos #5 used, 6 VF mint, Vathy #8a (missing dot in “Piastres” error)
mint and #9 mint; some of the better items are signed, this is a true Levantine delight! F.-V.F. Scott $3,400.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

613

H/m

614

H/m
French Offices in Kwangchowan, Collection, 1906-44. Beautiful and fresh, on Scott Specialty pages,
mostly all mint, here’s how to get your foot in the door of these Chinese offices, F.-V.F. Scott $1,500+.
Estimate $300 - 400

615

H/m

616

H/m
French Offices in Pak Hoi, Collection, 1903-18. Really choice stamps, several signed, on Scott Specialty
pages, most mint but a few used with beautiful c.d.s., don’t let this one slip by! Very Fine. Scott $1,750+.
Estimate $350 - 500

617

H/m

618

H/m

619

H/m
French Offices in Zanzibar, Collection, 1894-1904. Old-timer’s collection on Scott Specialty pages, most
used, including: # 15, 25a mint, 49 CDS, 55 tied on piece, great to build upon or to fill those missing spaces, F.-V.F. Scott
$1,500.
Estimate $400 - 600

620

H/m
French Colonies, Collection, 1859-1944. Very serious and carefully selected on Scott Specialty pages,
complete per major Scott numbers, with several items signed, some nice cancels, better quality, including, used: 8, 9,
15, 17, 18, 21, 23, 44: mint: 6, 13, 14, 41, 56a, 58, J12a, J13a, J14, a super, sparkling group ready to fill out or begin a
major specialized collection, F.-V.F. Scott $6,600+.
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000

621

HH/H/m French Colonies, Mint & Used Collection, 1860-1995. Mounted in six volumes, includes but not limited to
Andorra, Chad 139-142, 252-256, Comoro Islands 118-121, 466-469, C7, Dahomey 101-106, C20-C23, French India,
80-99, French Polynesia 80-116, 117-122, French West Africa C5-C10, Haiti, Mali.183-194, C12-C14, New Caledonia
208-213, 276-294, Saint Pierre & Miquelon 166-170, 256-257, 324-342, 378-381, 389-392, 423-428, C9-C14, C23,
Senegal, Somali Coast, Tannu Tuva 45-52, 61-70, Togo 193-209, Wallis & Fortuna, a cornucopia of desirable material,
some mixed condition, but generally, F.-V.F. (photo on web site).
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

622

HH/H

623

H/m

624

H/m

72

French Offices in Hoi Hao, Collection, 1901-18. On Scott Specialty pages, some choice items, including:
28, 34 used and 48 XF mint signed, beautiful stamps, the Chinese area is scorching hot! F.-V.F. Scott $2,000+.
Estimate $500 - 750

French Offices in Mongtseu, Collection, 1903-18. Very nice on Scott Specialty pages, great to start with
and build to further specialization, F.-V.F. Scott $1,800.
Estimate $400 - 600

French Offices in Port Said, Collection, 1899-1929. This is one of those old-time, unpicked choice
collections on Scott Specialty pages, jam packed with the tougher, hard-to-find stamps, like mint: 12a, 15 XF, 45a
(inverted surcharge), 46, 48, 53 VF, 55, 67 XF; a number of the better items are signed, F.-V.F. Scott $4,300+.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
French Offices in Yunnan Fu, Collection, 1903-18. Powerful group on Scott Specialty pages, most mint,
the entire area less only two Scott numbers for completion; it’s time to move into the Big Leagues and grab a piece of
Chinese area before it’s too late! F.-V.F. Scott $1,500+.
Estimate $350 - 500

French Colonies, Mint Collection, 1900-60. In a stock book, mint includes but not limited to Cameroun,
Dahomey, French Polynesia, Gabon, Martinique, Mauritania, Reunion, Saint Pierre & Miquelon, Senegal, a terrific lot
presented for your pleasure, be sure to scope it out, F.-V.F. (photo on web site).
Estimate $400 - 600

French Colonies: Alaouites, Excellent Group of Better Items, 1925-28. 18 glassine envelopes
containing mostly overprint errors include 25 mostly different between #1a //34a and many Airmail errors including
C5a NH block of 4, C19a NH single & block of 4, as well a red Airplane overprint on C5-8 and more. Also includes better
“normal ” stamps like #49 (both mint & used) and aMNH block of 4 of C4. Condition is clean and F-VF throughout. A
fantastic lot. (photo on web site).
Estimate $750 - 1,000
French Colonies: Alaouites & Latakia, Collection, 1925-1933. This kind of collection is rarely seen,
Alaouites is on hand-made typed pages and includes many NH as well as unlisted varieties and Sanabria varieties,
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which are not valued, there are also 7 NH blocks of four which are not often found, Latakia is on Scott Specialty pages,
almost all are mint, this is the nasis for a fabulous specialized collection of this war-torn region of Syria, you must see this
to believe it! F.-V.F. Scott $1,100+.
Estimate $750 - 1,000
625

H/m

626

H/m
French Colonies: Algeria, Complete Collection, 1924-58. Nicely hinged on Scott Specialty pages,
complete from 1924-1958, with Scott-listed BOB, 90% are mint, some are used, great to build upon for this popular
area., F.-V.F. Scott $1,250+.
Estimate $250 - 350

627

H/m
French Colonies: Algeria, Collection. In small blank mini-album, with some minor duplication, each stamp
listed with Scott numbers and catalog values below each stamp, includes 65a mint, 66 (2) and many many slight
premium catalog value singles that add up quickly. Enormous potential, worth a good look, mostly F.-V.F. Scott $1,566
2014 (Owner’s) (photo on web site).
Estimate $250 - 350

628

H/m

629

H

630

H/m

631

H/m

632

H/m
French Colonies: Cilicia, Collection, 1919-21. High-quality old-timer on Scott Specialty pages, includes
several scarce varieties for specialist study, a choice and difficult-to-find collection! F.-V.F. Scott $1,300+.
Estimate $500 - 750

633

H/m

634

HH/H

635

H/m
French Colonies: Dahomey, Collection, 1899-1941. Very nice and carefully-assembled collection on
Scott Specialty pages, virtually complete for French Colonial period, most mint, great way to build a specialized
collection of this West African colony., F.-V.F. Scott $1,250+.
Estimate $250 - 350

636

H/m

French Colonies: Algeria, Collection. On small home-made pages, with some minor duplication, each
stamp listed with Scott numbers and catalog values below each stamp, includes B1-13, B14-26, B76-81, C8-11,
J12-17, J21-4, J49a-53a. Great value, worth a good look, mostly F.-V.F. Scott $1,739 2014 (Owner’s) (photo on web
site).
Estimate $300 - 400

French Colonies: Anjouan to Cameroun, Collection. In small blank mini-album, with some minor
duplication, each stamp listed with Scott numbers and catalog values below each stamp, includes Anjouan 16 (2), 18,
15, Annam & Tonkin 1 (3), 2 (6), 3 (3), Benin 4 (2), 5 (2), 6 (3), 8 (4), 11 used, 8, 27 (2), 32 (2), Cameroun 120, 121, 125,
129, 264a, 279, 278A, 279A used and B7-9. Enormous potential, worth a good look, mostly F.-V.F. Scott $5,387 2014
(Owner’s) (photo on web site).
Estimate $750 - 1,000
French Colonies: Anjouan, Complete Collection, 1892-1912. Neatly hinged collection on Scott Specialty
page of all Scott-listed numbers in better than usual condition; #15 signed Richter, #19 signed, seldom found so nice,
Very Fine. Scott $700+.
Estimate $200 - 300
French Colonies: Bénin, Collection, 1892-94 (1//45). Country 80% complete, most mint but 8 stamps
used, including choice CDS on #11; here’s a chance to plant your claim on this small African colony, F.-V.F. Scott
$1,250+.
Estimate $250 - 300

French Colonies: Cameroun, Strong Collection, 1915-59. Carefully assembled, quality-conscious,
largely complete from 1916, most mint, some used with good cancels, several stamps signed, you won’t go wrong with
this West African colony to either jump in big-time or fill those pesky empty spaces in an existing collection, Very Fine.
Scott $5,500+.
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000

French Colonies: Cochin China to Libya, Collection. In small blank mini-album, with some minor
duplication, each stamp listed with Scott numbers and catalog values below each stamp, includes Cochin China 2 (2), 5
bisect, Dahomey 13, 14 (2), 12A mint, 25 mint, 31 mint, J8 (2). Enormous potential, worth a good look, mostly F.-V.F.
Scott $2,277 2014 (Owner’s) (photo on web site).
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
French Colonies: Comoros, Collection, 1950-75. Very clean on Scott Specialty pages, appears complete
for pre-independence period, all but two stamps mint, many later stamps NH, nice way to start a comprehensive
collection of Comoro Islands as French Territory (1950-75), Very Fine. Scott $1,100+.
Estimate $250 - 350

French Colonies: Diego Suarez, Collection, 1890-94. Very carefully-built collection on Scott Specialty
pages, almost all used, many nice cancels, several stamps are signed by Brun et al., better quality condition, only about
a half-dozen stamps away from completion by major Scott numbers, a great way to gain a foothold on this challenging
colony and its strategic naval base, many c.d.s.’s, F.-V.F. Scott $4,000+.
Estimate $750 - 1,000
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637

H/m

638

H/m
French Colonies: French Africa, Collection. In small blank mini-album, with some minor duplication, each
stamp listed with Scott numbers and catalog values below each stamp, includes French Offices in Zanzibar 8 (2), 26 (2),
27, 45, 46, Somali Coast 1, 15, 17, 19, 11a (2 tied to piece), 24 (3), 33, 46, 63a (2), 59 (2), 221, J29-38, French Sudan 7
(2) 11 (3), 12 (4), 14 (2), 15 (3). Great value, worth a good look, mostly F.-V.F. Scott $4,968 2014 (Owner’s) (photo on
web site).
Estimate $500 - 750

639

H/m
French Colonies: French Africa, Collection. Four Colony collections on Scott Specialty pages—-Afars
and Issas, Chad, French Libia and French Sudan—-largely complete by Scott numbers, good quality, F.-V.F. Scott
$1,500+.
Estimate $400 - 600

640

H/m

641

H/m

642

H/m

643

French Colonies: French Congo, Collection. On small home-made pages, with some minor duplication,
each stamp listed with Scott numbers and catalog values below each stamp, includes 2 (2), 8, 10a (2), 24 (2 mint), 29,
30 (4), 31 (3), 33 (4), 34 (4), 48 (2). Great value, worth a good look, mostly F.-V.F. Scott $1,939 2014 (Owner’s) (photo
on web site).
Estimate $300 - 400

644

H/m

645

H/m

646

H/m
French Colonies: French Guinea to French Morocco, Collection. In two small blank mini-albums, with
some minor duplication, each stamp listed with Scott numbers and catalog values below each stamp, includes French
Guinea 12 (3), 13 (3), 14 (4), 16 (4), 17 (4), 6 (2), 8 (2), 15 (4), 27 (2), 28 (2), 29 (2), 46, 47, J7, J12 (2), French Morocco 2
(4), 3 (2 mint), 4 (7), 5 (2 mint), 6 (4), 7 (2), 17 (4), 18 (2 mint), 21 (2 mint and 1 used), 22 mint, 89 used, CB11-20, 144 (2
mint), J3 (2) and J4 (3). Enormous potential, worth a good look, mostly F.-V.F. Scott $7,279 2014 (Owner’s) (photo on
web site).
Estimate $1,200 - 1,800

647

H/m

74

French Colonies: Diego Suarez, Collection. On small home-made pages, with some minor duplication,
each stamp listed with Scott numbers and catalog values below each stamp, includes 1, 2, 3 (2), 4, 5 (2), 15 (2), 16 (3),
17 (2), 19, 23 (3), 35 (2), 36 (4), 37 (4), J4, J9. Great value, worth a good look, mostly F.-V.F. Scott $2,804 2014
(Owner’s) (photo on web site).
Estimate $400 - 600

French Colonies: French Africa, Collection. On Scott specialty pages, each stamp listed with Scott
numbers and catalog values below each stamp, includes: Ivory Coast (republic) 299A, 299D, 299G, 299H, Upper
Senegal and Niger 1-17, J1-7, Haute Volta 1-31, registered cover franked with 66-69. Mostly complete with some
difficult long sets, mostly F.-V.F. Scott $1,808 2014 (Owner’s) (photo on web site).
Estimate $300 - 400
French Colonies: French Asia, Collection, 1885-1960. On quadrille pages, each stamp listed with Scott
numbers and catalog values below each stamp, includes: Levant 1-7, French India 191-213, a registered cover franked
with 100-3, Hoi Hao 8-10, 26-27, 32-39, 36-52, Kouand-Tcheou 1-12, 36-51, 54-74, and Laos C13. Mostly complete
with some of the difficult long sets, mostly F.-V.F. Scott $3,564 2014 (Owner’s) (photo on web site).
Estimate $600 - 800
French Colonies: French Congo, Collection, 1891-1900. Some very nice items on Scott Specialty pages,
several signed by Brun, et al., including used: 2, 3, 5, 7, 7a, 8a, 53; mint: 10a, 18-34, 35-49, F.-V.F. Scott $1,500+.
Estimate $400 - 600

H/m

French Colonies: French Equatorial Africa and French Guiana, Collection. In small blank mini-album,
with some minor duplication, each stamp listed with Scott numbers and catalog values below each stamp, includes
French Equatorial Africa 121 used, 127a, 133-41 mint and used sets, French Guiana 4 (2), 7 (2), 16, 18 (2), 19 (2), 20
(3), 21 (4), 22 (3), 23, 24 (2), 25 (4), 26 (4), 29 (3), 31 (2), 39 (2), 41 (2), 42 (2), 44 (2), 45, 46, 48 (2), 40, 156-61.
Enormous potential, worth a good look, mostly F.-V.F. Scott $6,414 2014 (Owner’s) (photo on web site).
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
French Colonies: French Equatorial Africa, Collection, 1936-57. An old-timer’s collection on Scott
Specialty pages, complete territory, with some extra varieties, most mint! F.-V.F. Scott $2,250+.Estimate $500 - 750

French Colonies: French Guiana & Inini, Collection, 1887-1947. Almost all mint on Scott Specialty pages,
a few better items, Inini appears to be complete per major Scott numbers, F.-V.F. Scott $1,300.
Estimate $300 - 400
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648

H/m

649

H/m

650

H/m

651

H/m

652

H/m

653

H/m

654

H/m

655

H/m

656

H/m

657

H/m

658

H/m
French Colonies: Guadeloupe, Collection. On small home-made pages, with some minor duplication,
each stamp listed with Scott numbers and catalog values below each stamp, includes 1 (2), 2 (2), 7 (2), 9 (2), 19 (2 mint),
20 (3), 23, 24 (3), 25, 26 (2), 21c, 24 (3), 25, 26 (2), 21c, 19e, 19d, 15a (3), 17b, 41 (2 mint), 43 (4), 44 (3), 38, 42, 47a, 52
(4), 50, 51 (4), 142-47. Great value, worth a good look, mostly F.-V.F. Scott $4,695 2014 (Owner’s) (photo on web site).
Estimate $500 - 750

659

H/m
French Colonies: Guadeloupe, Collection, 1919-86. On quadrille pages, each stamp listed with Scott
numbers and catalog values below each stamp, including 1-2, 27-44, 54-82, 86-95, 96-137, 138-41 on cover, J11-12.
Appears mostly complete with some of the difficult long sets, mostly F.-V.F. Scott $1,459 (Owner’s) (photo on web site).
Estimate $200 - 300

French Colonies: French Guiana, Collection, 1892-1947. On quadrille pages, each stamp listed with Scott
numbers and catalog values below each stamp, includes 18, 20-23, 25-26, 31, 32-50 (only missing #40), registered
cover franked with C4 and 108 pair, 109-151 (only missing a couple middle values), registered cover franked with
152-55. Mostly complete with some of the difficult long sets, mostly F.-V.F. Scott $1,509 2014 (Owner’s) (photo on web
site).
Estimate $250 - 350
French Colonies: French Guinea, Collection, 1892-1941. This is how the Old-Timer’s used to
collect—-the entire country complete on Scott Specialty pages, all mint except for a handful, F.-V.F. Scott $1,700+.
Estimate $400 - 600
French Colonies: French Guinea, Collection, 1892-1944. On quadrille pages, each stamp listed with Scott
numbers and catalog values below each stamp, includes: 1-17 (only missing #12), 18-30, 38-47, registered cover
franked with 116-19 and J1-15. Mostly complete with some difficult long sets, mostly F.-V.F. Scott $1,674 2014
(Owner’s) (photo on web site).
Estimate $250 - 350
French Colonies: French India, Collection, 1892-1954. Old-Timer’s collection on Scott Specialty pages,
mostly mint, largely complete, including choice, difficult items, such as: #20 VF CDS signed, 21 & 23 mint, each signed,
135B-C mint, 157-76 mint, Yvert # 162a tied CDS on piece; this is something to build upon or to juice up an existing
collection, very special, take a look! F.-V.F. Scott $3,500+.
Estimate $750 - 1,000
French Colonies: French North Africa & Middle East, Interesting Assortment. Comprises seven small
white envelopes with stamps sorted into glassines from Alexandretta, Algeria, Cilicia (110 different) French Morocco,
Reunion (C41 MLH), Ile Rouad (1 & 3 used, 2 mint) and Tunisia. Definitely worth a look.
Estimate $250 - 350
French Colonies: French West Africa to Grand Comoro, Collection. In small blank mini-album, with
some minor duplication, each stamp listed with Scott numbers and catalog values below each stamp, includes Gabon 3
(2), 26 (2), 29 (4), 30 (2), 31, 43 (2), 44, 45 (2), 46, 47, 48, 139 (2), 143 (2), 146 (2), 147, J12-22, Grand Comoro 16, 18,
17 (2) and 15 (2). Enormous potential, worth a good look, mostly F.-V.F. Scott $4,143 2014 (Owner’s) (photo on web
site).
Estimate $600 - 800
French Colonies: Gabon and French West Africa, Collection, 1886-1958. On Scott Specialty pages,
90% of value in Gabon, including better sets, F.-V.F. Scott $3,500.
Estimate $750 - 1,000
French Colonies: Grand Comoro, Collection, 1897-1912. Complete per major Scott numbers on Scott
Specialty page, all mint original gum except c.d.s. on #25, nice condition, F.-V.F. Scott $900. Estimate $250 - 350
French Colonies: Guadeloupe to Indochina, Collection. In small blank mini-album, with some minor
duplication, each stamp listed with Scott numbers and catalog values below each stamp, includes Guadeloupe J4 (2),
J6 (3), J7 (2), J8, J9, J11, J12, French India 12 (4), 8 (2), 21, 22 (2), 23 (2), 79 (2), 80 (2), Indo China 2, 10 (2 mint singles
and a gutter pair), 15 (2 mint), 16 (2 mint), 17 mint, 19 (5), 20 (4), 21 (3), 14 (2 mint), 58, 79 (2 mint), 80 mint, 81 used.
Enormous potential, worth a good look, mostly F.-V.F. Scott $7,119 2014 (Owner’s) (photo on web site).
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
French Colonies: Guadeloupe, Mint and Used Collection, 1884-1947. Exceptional, mainly mint starter
collection on Scott Specialty album pages; missing only Scott #7, 13, 38, J1-3 & J13 and including several overprint
varieties; condition, with only a few exceptions, is F-VF throughout. Scott $4,000 (photo on web site).
Estimate $800 - 1,200
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660

H/m

661

H/m

662

H/m

663

H/m
French Colonies: Ivory Coast to Madagascar, Collection. In small blank mini-album, with some minor
duplication, each stamp listed with Scott numbers and catalog values below each stamp, includes Ivory Coast, Laos
27-29, C20-21, M1-3, MC1-4 (mint and used sets), MB1-2, MCB1-2, Madagascar 3, 4 (2), 1 (2), 2 diagonal overprint
variety, 5a (2), 5, 8, 9, 10 (2), 16 (4), 19 (3), 20 (4), 21 (3) and 22 (3). Enormous potential, worth a good look, mostly
F.-V.F. Scott $5,519 2014 (Owner’s) (photo on web site).
Estimate $800 - 1,200

664

H/m

665

HH/H/m

666

H/m

667

HH/H

668

H/m
French Colonies: Madagascar, Collection, 1889-1950. This is the ultimate “Real McCoy” of Old Timer
collections on Scott Specialty pages, very largely complete for Scott numbers, with many Scott and Yvert-listed
varieties, as well as proofs, imperfs and other material that has to be lookedf for in Ceres, which is uncounted, a number
of better items are signed, you don’t know what you might find here! F.-V.F. Scott $11,500 ++.
Estimate $3,500 - 5,000

669

H/m
French Colonies: Madagascar, Collection. On small home-made pages, with some minor duplication,
each stamp listed with Scott numbers and catalog values below each stamp, includes 5, 14-21, 63-77, 79-114 and C28.
Great value, worth a good look, mostly F.-V.F. Scott $1,606 2014 (Owner’s) (photo on web site).
Estimate $250 - 350

76

French Colonies: Indochina, Collection, 1889-1949. Really solid collection on Scott Specialty pages,
mostly mint and largely complete by major Scott numbers, with many better items, including (mint unless otherwise
noted): 1a with gutter, 2, 21, 39, 40 used, 58, 81-82, B2a, B4a signed, B13, etc., a real treasure trove! F.-V.F. Scott
$4,700.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
French Colonies: Indochina to Ivory Coast, Collection. In small blank mini-album, with some minor
duplication, each stamp listed with Scott numbers and catalog values below each stamp, includes Indo China 138 (2),
Q1, Q2, Q3, O32, Inini B1-5, Ivory Coast 7 (2), 9 (2), 10 (2), 12 (2), 13 mint, 14 (4), 16 (3), 17 (4), 15 (3), 18, 34, 40/40a
combination pair, 41a and B1a. Enormous potential, worth a good look, mostly F.-V.F. Scott $4,762 2014 (Owner’s)
(photo on web site).
Estimate $750 - 1,000
French Colonies: Indochina and Inini, Collection, 1889-1946. On quadrille pages, each stamp listed with
Scott numbers and catalog values below each stamp, Indochina includes 1, 3-23, 24-39, 54-58, early registered cover
franked with 119 and 140-42, J3-4, J30 and Inini includes 1-40. Appears mostly complete with some of the difficult long
sets, mostly F.-V.F. Scott $2,035 (Owner’s) (photo on web site).
Estimate $300 - 400

French Colonies: Ivory Coast, Collection, 1892-1941. Very clean and bright on Scott Specialty pages,
most mint, except for parcel posts, all but one to complete per Scott numbers, really attractive, F.-V.F. Scott $3,200+.
Estimate $750 - 1,000
French Colonies: Lebanon, Extraordinary Specialized Holding of Varieties, 1924-30. A truly amazing
assemblage of approximately several hundred items with each variety housed in its own glassine identified by either
Scott or Yvert numbers. Just a small sampling of what is present shows Scott #5a 4 examples in a block of 6, 5b, 22
double overprint block of 4, 25-27 double overprints in singles or blocks, 39b block of 4, 43b pair, ‘69 double & inverted
overprints in pairs, 72 double overprint (14), 87a (5), 88a block of 4 plus double overprints, 94a, 10 singles plus 2 blocks
of four, 94c (11), & dozens of more similar varieties up through Scott #107. An incredible holding, ideally suited for break
down. Fresh, F.-V.F., specialist’s delight, examine.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
French Colonies: Lebanon, Mint and Used Collection, 1924-49. Solid, fairly complete, primarily mint
collection on Scott Specialty album pages; missing #50-62, for some reason, but not much else, and loaded with
overprint varieties, especially in the early Airmails; condition, with few exceptions, is clean and F-VF. An outstanding
starter collection. Scott $5,000 (photo on web site).
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
French Colonies: Lebanon, Excellent Mint Collection, 1924-75. Nearly complete for the period on Minkus
pages in a spring-back binder; loaded with better sets including (NH unless noted) #18-21, 114-134, 181-188, 189-196
imperf pairs, C35-36 (LH), C82-87, C91-96, C101-106 imperf pairs, C145A-147B (LH), C165-174, etc.; also includes
several overprint varieties from the 1920s like #72 overprinted front & back, 73 inverted overprint, and C11a (inverted
overprint); condition is pretty much all clean and F-VF, though the collector “decorated” the page margins with colored
tape which has since bled and stuck many of the page edges together. Fortunately, they pull apart without much effort
and none of the stamps, which are in mounts, have been affected. An outstanding lot, though badly in need of
remounting. Scott value is about $3,000 (photo on web site).
Estimate $750 - 1,000
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670

H/m

671

H/m

672

H
French Colonies: Rouad, Collection, 1919. On Scott Specialty page, all mint, includes all major Scott
numbers plus some shade-color varieties, F.-V.F. Scott $1,650+.
Estimate $750 - 1,000

673

H/m

674

HH/H/m

French Colonies: Martinique, Mint and Used Collection, 1886-1947. Excellent starter collection on Scott
Specialty album pages; the only missing numbers are Scott #2, 3, 11 & 118; plus, there are several varieties including
used #14a, 15a, 19a and mint 110a; other than a few very minor flaws on the early overprints, everything is clean and
F-VF. Scott $4,000 (photo on web site).
Estimate $800 - 1,200
French Colonies: New Caledonia, Comprehensive Collection, 1937-2009. Totally complete from 1945
through early 2009, in six large 3-ring binders with Hagner stock sheets, each set in singles and miniature/souvenir
sheets (all of which appear VF NH), AND another set used, many of which are on cover or FDC for which no premium
has been counted; No, your eyes are not deceiving you!!! Complete VF NH from WWII to 2009! This extremely popular
Pacific overseas French territory is in demand and loaded with great stamps and key topicals, including: Writers,
Painters, Arts, De Gaulle, History, Olympics, Concorde, Red Cross, Corals, Birds, Fish, Turtles, Christmas, Easter,
Space, Manned Flight, Flowers, Diana, Butterflies, Luther, Pope John Paul II, Environment, UN; Here you can obtain a
showcase collection to continue and have the country complete to date! Very Fine, combined catalogue or owner’s
acquisition cost, ex- Balboni. Scott $8,900+ (Owner’s) (photo on web site).
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000

French Colonies: Syria, Mainly Mint Collection, 1919-45. Fairly complete for the period on Scott Specialty
album pages; highlights include (mint unless noted) #4-10, 29 (pair), 30 (rounded corner), 50 (used), 53, 68-71, 78
(used), 79, C1-3 (1p & 10p used), and J1-3 (J3 used), then virtually complete and 98% mint from 1923-45 including
several early Airmail overprint errors, C124-134 imperf (NH), etc., etc. A fabulous lot, virtually all clean and F-VF. Scott
$5,000 (photo on web site).
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
French Colonies: Syria, Fabulous Selection of Mostly Varieties, 1919-30. An incredible, mostly mint
specialist’s selection of classic era regular & air mail issues offering a tremendous range of Scott, Yvert or Sanabria
listed errors. Some highlights include Scott # 22a, 28a (3), 32a, 35a, 51a in pair with normal, rare, Scott c.v. $1,6650,
56b, 120 inverted overprint, 133 & 134 inverted overprints (rare), 148 double overprint, 164 double overprint. Great
airmails like #C9a (rare), C10a (signed), C30a-C33a, C32b, C34a (2), C34c, C35a (2), C35b, C36a, C36 double
overprint, C45b, C170 inverted overprint, J4 with different types of “4" in pair signed, J20-J21 ”Granb Lidan" errors,
Alaquets 29a & much, much more. Exceptional holding not easily duplicated, F.-V.F., inspection invited.
Estimate $1,200 - 1,800

Georgia
675

Georgia, Collection, 1913-22. Mounted on blank pages in Yvert & Tellier album; begins with a half-dozen
postal history items, virtually complete as for Scott-listed items; many stamps are in large multiples; also used examples
on pieces; includes scarcer material and many specialty items, such as proofs in different colors, Constantinople
Consular Posts; this is really a very difficult area to build a specialized collection in; this collection was many years in the
making, and is the great foundation upon which to move into the world-class level; this is a very popular area, and it
should go fast! F.-V.F.
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000

H/m/)

Germany
676

H/m
German States, Colonies and Offices, Mint and Used Collection. In Scott Specialty album, each stamp
listed with Scott numbers and catalog values below each stamp, including (mint unless noted otherwise): Cameron 1,
1c, 10, 55a, 55c, 119 used, Offices in China 44, Morocco 25, 29, 31, Turkey 11 used, 35, 33, G.E.A. 3 used, 5, 6 used,
6a, 39, N17-29, German South West Africa 1a, 22, Kiachau 4 used, 27, Marshall 1, New Britain 19, O1, Samoa 104
used, Togo 46a, 73, Baden used - 10, 1, 7-9, 12, 13a, 19, 22, 23, 28, LJ3, Bavaria, Brunswick, Hamburg, Hanover,
Lubeck, Mecklenburg-Schwerin, Oldenburg, Prussia, Saxony, Schleswig-Holstein and Wuttemberg, typical condition,
high catalog value, mostly F.-V.F. Scott $21,285 2013 (Owner’s) (photo on web site).
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000

677

H/m
German Area, Mint & Used Assortment. In four Elbe albums with useful duplication and value
concentrated in the German Empire section, including 19th Century and inflation issues, plus Third Reich period
examples, followed by Federal Republic singles, sets and part sets in used condition. There is also an important section
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with Berlin1948-89 issues and three small binders with modern sets or singles. We also noted Federal Republic
assortment in two albums, including regulars and semipostals, and a Lighthouse stock book with DDR used issues. A
great opportunity to buy an original lot, offered as received from consignor, F.-V.F.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
678

HH/H/m

679

H/m

680

HH/H

681

HH/H
German Area, Collection, 1850-1970. Thousands of stamps presented in two Scott Specialty albums, with
mint & used Empire and Republic issues, then fairly complete to 1973, scattered coverage of the semi-postals, airmails
include mint C39, second volume includes excellent states, colonies with Cameroun, Caroline Islands, German East
Africa, German New Guinea, German Southwest Africa, Kiauchau, then Danzig, Memel and Saar, great foundation for
a more comprehensive collection, some mixed condition as to be expected, but generally, F.-V.F.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

682

HH/H/m

683

HH/H/m

684

H/m

685

H/m

686

H/m

78

German Area, Mint & Used Collection, 1949-2000. Mounted in three volumes, Lighthouse hingeless
album includes Berlin used 9N1-9N20, 9N21-9N34, 9N35-9N41, 9N61-9N63, 9N70-9N74, 9NB1-9NB3, and complete
used to the year 1990, Germany used in a Collecta hingeless album with 665-666, 667-668, 669, B309, B310-B313,
and a stockbook with mint Berlin material, plus more, a fabulous collection, please review, F.-V.F. Scott $11,800 (photo
on web site).
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
German Area, Small But Valuable Assortment. A few hundred stamps, mostly better, identified by Scott
and sorted onto approval cards and into glassines; starts with a nice little group of 1872 Eagles and continues with
various singles and sets from other areas of German philately; a few highlights include (mint unless noted) B15-18
corner margin singles, B37 & B41 (used), B314-315 (used), C20-34, Off. in Turkish Empire 1-3, 5, 6 & 6a, 24d, 43-59,
Berlin 9N1-20 (3), 9N21-34, 9N33 NH (2, both with GPS certificates), Saar C12 (used) and more; huge catalog value,
though condition on some of the 19th century is a bit mixed. A very worthwhile lot. (photo on web site).
Estimate $1,200 - 1,800
German Area, Mint New Issue Stock, 1960-2010, thousands of stamps and souvenir sheets filling two
boxes, with hundred of mint sets from Germany, Berlin & DDR, some better includes Germany 1028-1044, Berlin
9N359-9N376, 5NB12-5NB14, a terrific lot to fill in those holes you’ve neglected recently, fresh & clean, we advise
examination, F.-V.F.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

German Area, Collection of Mint & Used, 1850-1985. Thousands of mint & used stamp mounted on album
and auction pages, stock cards and pages, includes collection with Germany, German States, the colonies of
Cameroun, Caroline Islands, German East Africa, German Southwest Africa, Kiauchau, Mariana Islands, Marshall
Islands, New Guinea, Samoa, Togo, Saar, German rural postmark collection, occupations, better mint includes
698-701, B334-B337, B338-B341, B344-B347, a philatelic treat for the Germany dealer or collector, a few condition
issues, generally F.-V.F., don’t miss out of this one!!! (photo on web site).
Estimate $750 - 1,000
German Area, Accumulation, 1860-1980. Thousands of stamps in individual glassines, includes States,
semi-postals and airmails, many Michel only listed, a tremendous lot with tremendous catalog value, great holding for
the internet dealer, please review, F.-V.F.
Estimate $600 - 800

German Area, Interesting Assortment. A few hundred stamps on more than 50 stocksheets or album
pages; includes States, World War I & II Occupations, Saar; most of the value is in the States, which are mixed quality,
as usual, but much better than average, we also note a nice MLH set of 9N1-20. Inspection should prove worthwhile.
(photo on web site).
Estimate $500 - 750
Germany, Mostly Mint Collection, 1919-86. In Scott Specialty album from semi-postals to Allied
Occupation of Berlin, each stamp listed with Scott numbers and catalog values below each stamp, including B82-89,
B134-36, B173, C46-56 used, C3-14 used and S1-11. Appears mostly complete, only missing a few of the early
expensive sets, mostly F.-V.F. Scott $3,797 2013 (Owner’s) (photo on web site).
Estimate $500 - 750
German Area, Specialized Collection from Empire to 1968. Starting with an impressive group of city
postmarks on early states to Imperial Eagles mixed with several unused Imperial Eagles, some early pre-war mark
values, 1926 Composer issue, 1928 Ebert / Hindenburg issue, various 1930’s and early 1940’s mint commemorative
sets, post horn overprints, 1948 Castle set, 664a, 1951 mint post horn set, late 1940’s early 1950’s commemoratives,
1954 President Hess mint set (missing 70pf), etcetera. Condition appears mostly sound, generally F.-V.F. (photo on
web site).
Estimate $300 - 400
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H/m

688

)

689

H/m
German Colonies, Small Selection. About 65 stamps on three stocksheets; highlights include Caroline Is.
#1 (1 mint, 2 used), 4a (mint), Marianas #13 & 14a (used), Marshalls #3-4 (each both mint & used, the used #3 with
certificate), and Samoa #55 (mint & used) and 56 (2 used); condition is just about all clean and F-VF. (photo on web
site).
Estimate $200 - 300

690

HH

691

H

692

HH/H
Germany: Berlin, Mint Starter Collection, 1949-79. Perhaps about 50% complete for the period in a
Lindner “T” hingeless album with slipcase; best items are 9N35-41 & 9N58-93; condition is F-VF throughout, LH through
1959, NH thereafter; also includes a never hinged set of red BERLIN overprint forgeries. (photo on web site).
Estimate $200 - 300

693

)

694

HH

German States, Small Collection. A couple hundred stamps on old Schaubek album pages; high catalog
but mixed condition, as usual. Should be a nice starter collection. Scott $12,000 (photo on web site).
Estimate $500 - 750

Germany, Zeppelin Covers. A selection of seven German & one Russian covers, includes 1930 South
American Flight to US franked with C36, C38-C39, 1932 SOuth American flight with C35, 1930 South American Flight
with C38, 1928 card with C36, 1929 from Malta to U.S. flight with C36-C37, 1931 flight card with C44, 1936 North
American flight with C57-C58, and Russia C26 & C29 on 1931 polar flight, please inspect, F.-V.F.
Estimate $500 - 750

German Occupation of Estonia, Accumulation, 1941-45. A stupendous accumulation of these stamps,
with NB1 imperf, NB3 perf and imperf, thousands of each, with an enormous catalog value, a lot that will not be seen
again soon, o.g., never hinged, F.-V.F.
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000
German Democratic Republic, Mint Collection, 1949-69. Complete for the period in two Safe hingeless
albums; virtually all hinged through 1966, though, fortunately, the four 1953 Marx souvenir sheets are never hinged
(one with a light corner bend); also a few of the earliest sets have some toning, and the 1951 German-Chinese
Friendship set has problems; also a few of the post-1966 set have slightly glazed gum. (photo on web site).
Estimate $300 - 400

Germany: Federal Republic, First Day Covers & ETBs, 1975-2002. Hundreds of covers and cards,
includes virtually complete ETB for the years 1974-1988 & 1992 -2000, includes ETB 17 with Michel #53, catalog value
€360, a opportunity to acquire complete years of these popular items, F.-V.F.
Estimate $250 - 350
Germany: Federal Republic, Tête-Bêche Strips, 1954-60. In excess of 60 tête-bêche pairs and strips, all
appear NH, a useful lot for the Germany specialist, inspection encouraged, F.-V.F.
Estimate $150 - 200

Greece
695

HH/H

696

H/m
Greece: Crete, Small Selection. About 150 stamps on stocksheets or album pages; includes French and
Italian Post Offices and a little Greek Occupation; a large percentage of the 19th century issues are forgeries, though
there are two nice used examples of the British Heraklion handstamp (#1); most of the rest is lower priced or a bit
off-quality. (photo on web site).
Estimate $150 - 200

Greece & Cyprus, Mint New Issue Stock, 1960-2000. Several hundred mint stamps and souvenir sheets,
includes Greece 587-600, 604-617, 639-648, 2128 (40), C74-C80 (2), with much NH, a great foundation for a larger
collection, please review, a terrific lot, F.-V.F.
Estimate $400 - 600

Greenland
697

H
Greenland, Nearly Complete Mint Collection, 1905-90. Comprises #1-18, 39-189, 196, B1-14 and Q1-11
(cheapest perforation) on Scott Specialty album pages; all clean and F-VF, the Regular Issues and Semi-Postals NH,
the Parcel Posts LH. Scott $2,300 (photo on web site).
Estimate $500 - 750
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HH/H

699

HH
Greenland, Better Booklets Dealer Stock. In a blue album with 22 booklets with a great mix of booklets,
each labeled with Scott number and catalog values, o.g., never hinged, F.-V.F. Scott $1,450 (Owner’s) (photo on web
site).
Estimate $300 - 400

Greenland, Mint Collection, 1938-2006. In Scott Specialty album, containing 1-9, 28-38, 39-40, 10-18,
136-41, Q4, Q10, Pakke-Porto reprints series 2, 3 and 5. Containing better high value long sets and much face among
the new issues, generally F.-V.F. (photo on web site).
Estimate $300 - 400

Hungary
700

HH/H
Hungary, Exceptional Mint Collection, 1871-197. 99% complete for the period, 1871-44 in a Schaubek
hingeless album, from 1945 in three Lighthouse hingeless albums with slipcases; starts with #1-2 & 9-12, is scattered in
the 18741900 issues, then is solid from there on, including such highlights as #65-66, 462-465, B1-28, FDR souvenir
sheets, C66, C81 sheet of 4, C95 & CB13-14 imperf (NH), etc.; includes lots of better imperfs from the 1950s (all NH),
though, strangely, there are only imperf OR perforated sets, never both; also included is a strong section of 1919
Occupation issues and West Hungary locals; condition, except for some very minor flaws on the 1871 issues, is just
about all clean and F-VF, with general NH beginning in the late 1950s, but with plenty before that. A fabulous lot. Scott
$8,500 Owner’s (photo on web site).
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000

701

HH/H/m

702

H/m
Hungary, Mainly Used Accumulation. A few hundred stamps, nearly all pre-140 including French &
Romanian Occupations, most on album pages; the bulk of the values is in the First Issues including lithographed 2k (2),
3k (one, plus a forgery and three perforated envelope cut-outstanding) and 5k (6); condition, however is quite mixed on
this issue, though generally F-VF later. (photo on web site).
Estimate $200 - 300

Hungary, Eclectic Assortment. Ideal lot for the dealer or collector alike, incl. several highly desirable
singles, sets, imperforates and souvenir sheets such as 1871 (2, used), 1871 (4a, pale blue), 1871 (5, used), 1871 (6
x2, used), 1898-99 (41, mint), 1925 (B80-87, mint), 1949 (C66, mint), 1951 (C95 & CB13-14, mint). We also noted
Romanian Occupation 6N1-50 and a good number of Sopron locals, plus eight 1949 Roosevelt perforated miniature
sheets of four with tete-beche pairs, and one airmail souvenir sheet. Are you ready to bid on a profitable lot? Very Fine
(photo on web site).
Estimate $750 - 1,000

Iceland
703

Iceland, Powerful Collection, 1873-1999. An impressive collection, fairly complete for the period, in a
deluxe Palo hingeless album with slipcase; highlights include used #2-4, 12, 14, 34-44B, 48R, 71-85, 149, O2, O10-12,
O29-30, and mint #5 (no gum), 9 (LH with certificate), 98, 99-107, 141, 142, 194-198, 221b, 232-235, 240-245 and then
to 1999 virtually complete and just about all NH; as for condition, the best early numbers have minor flaws, but virtually
everything cataloging to $500 is clean and F-VF. A truly fantastic lot. Scott $22,000 Owner’s (photo on web site).
Estimate $3,500 - 5,000

704

Iceland, Marvelous, Highly Complete Collection, 1873-2011. A comprehensive completely intact
collection on 2-sided black stocksheets in a 3-ring binder; highlights include used 9-19, 21-29, 44B (dubious cancel),
86-91, 108-128, 176-187 (10k revenue cancel) & O3; and mint 20, 34-44A, 71-84, 92-98, 102, 144-148, 152-166,
170-175, 217-228 include the “a” numbers, 273, C4-8, O53-67 and the following MNH: 195-198, 213-216, 229-231a
(both perfs), 240-45, 257-268, B5, C15-20 and virtually everything from #274 onward, which appears to be just about
complete, including souvenir sheets (no booklets); as for condition, the 1876 20a violet (13) is skillfully repaired, and
there is an 1873 16s perf 12½ (7) with a fake cancel and a repaired 1876 5a perf 14x13½, the last two of which were not
counted in the total Scott value of about $12,000. A terrific lot—other than the faults noted, everything seem clean and
F-VF. (photo on web site).
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000

705

HH/H/m

80

HH/H/m

H/m

Iceland, Mostly Mint Collection, 1873-2004. Mounted in a Scott Specialty album, mint includes 71-85,
86-91, 92-98, 99-107, 140-141, 144-148, 149, 150, 152-166, 170-175, 203-208B, 232-235, 257-268, 273, 284-286,
289-296, C2, C4-C8, C9-C11, C12-C14 with 2006 APS certificates, C15-C20, C27-C29, with loads of back of the book
material, a fabulous collection with long runs of complete mint sets, inspection will be a joy, F.-V.F. (photo on web site).
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
info@kelleherauctions.com
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Iceland, Collection, 1873-2009. In two Lighthouse albums with slipcases, containing 1-2, 5, 7, 8, 13, 17A,
14, 18-20, 27, 67-68, 34-44b, 71-85, 86-91, 92-97, 99-107, 108-28, 144-48, C4-8, 152-66, C9-11, 170-75, 176-85,
C15-20 plus perf varieties, 203-8B, B5, 213-16, 232-35, O2-3, O4-9, O10-12, O20-30, O13-19, O31-39, O40-49,
O50-52, O53-67, 240-45, 257-68, C27-29, 274-77 and 289-96. Containing better high value long sets and the difficult
modern issues, generally F.-V.F. (photo on web site).
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000

H/m

Italy
707

H/m
Italian Area, High Value Miscellaneous Assortment. A few hundred stamps on various stocksheets and
album pages; the best material, by far, is a group of about 90 Italian States issues, somewhat better than normal,
condition-wise, but nearly all genuine—something you don’t often see in lots of this type—and featuring a lovely used
Two Sicilies ½t Cross of Savoy (Scott #9, $3,250) with four nice margins and a tiny repair, no sign of which is visible
from the front; we also note a few used Italian advertising pairs, most notably #100d, 102b & 105g. An intriguing lot,
primarily due to the States. (photo on web site).
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

708

H/m

709

)
Italian Area, Postal History, 1840-1960. Over one hundred cards and covers in one volume, includes
States, picture post cards, propaganda cards, stampless, postal stationery, airmail, advertising, censored and
registered, a wonderful array of material waiting to be priced and retailed, some condition issues, F.-V.F. (photo on web
site).
Estimate $600 - 800

710

Italy, Mint & Used Stock, 1863-1950. Thousands of mint & used stamps, begins with #23, includes airmails,
pneumatics, special deliveries, authorized deliveries, heavy duplication, some condition issues as to be expected,
enormous catalog value, a wonderful stock to fill in those holes, bid early bid often, F.-V.F. Scott $48,000 (Owner’s).
Estimate $750 - 1,000

711

H/m
Italy, Primarily Used Collection, 1862-1980. Solid collection on printed pages in two 3-ring binders; loaded
with $100-and-up singles and sets, especially from the 1930s, though many of the sets are mixed mint and used.
Condition is typical, with the earlies being mixed and the later being generally F-VF and there is plenty of worthwhile
material present. Owner’s Scott value, after deducting for fake cancels, is about $16,000 (photo on web site).
Estimate $750 - 1,000

712

HH/H
Italy & Vatican City, Mint New Issue Stock, 1960-2010. Gorgeous fresh lot with plenty of better such as
mint Italy 544-546, 549-567, 574-576, 594-596, 600, 636-633, 661-662, and a useful Vatican City collection, a
wonderful way to catch up on all those issues you missed the first time around, please inspect, F.-V.F.
Estimate $750 - 1,000

713

H/m

714

H/m/)

Italian Area, Small But Valuable Assortment. Selection of unmounted, mostly better material, identified by
Scott and sorted into glassines; highlights include (mint unless noted) Italian Social Republic Q1-12, Eritrea 5, 6 & J3a
(all Fine, o.g.), Roman States 10 (Fine used with A.P.S. certificate, Somalia B38-51, Tripolitania 11-16, C8-32, CB1-10,
and Vatican 1-13 & E1-2 (MNH & on two 1930 registered covers); huge catalog value with condition generally F-VF. A
useful lot.
Estimate $600 - 800

HH/H/m

Italy, Mint & Used Collection, 1860s-1970s. In a Minkus album with desirable sets, part sets or singles such
as 1890 (59-60 & 62-63, mint), 1910 (114, mint), 1921 (130-32), 1922 (140-42, mint), 1923 (143-46), 1923 (B17-19,
mint), 1929 (232-38, mint) & 1938 (C100-105). We also noted Venezia-Giulia 1945-47 issues, plus Lombardy-Venetia
& Italian States. The lot has no duplication and deserves careful inspection, as there are better things throughout,
F.-V.F. (photo on web site).
Estimate $250 - 350
Italy: A.M.G., Spectacular Specialized Collection. In huge over-stuffed album, along with beautiful write
up’s on each page, full of various A.M.G. issues from Italy, Germany, Austria and Yugoslavia carefully organized and
researched on exhibit style album pages, with notable items that include: 1944 Bary Wolf “Campione Per Affrancare”
sample overprint, perf varieties and strange imperf printed on both sides, double printed on 1 side error, A.M.G. - V.G.
overprint varieties including various gum types and inverted and couple overprint varieties, 1LN13 first and second
printings, 1LN14-19 1LNC1-7, 1LNE1-2, various French and German mint sets, Germany Travel Board Fiscal Stamps
including blue “Gratis” issue MP7 and mark surcharges MP17-19, MP22-23, Germany 1945-46 AMG issue in various
printings, perforation varieties, plate block inscriptions and 25pf 50% misperf error, an offset printing on back of 1 stamp,
some various postal cards including a few cards with Military Censored Civil Mails supplementary markings, A.M.G. www.kelleherauctions.com
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F.T.T. nearly complete including rare corner inscription blocks of some later issues, with better sets 15-17, 18-29,
58-69, 90-108 first and second printings, C1-6, C13-16, C20-26, E1-4, Q1-9, Q13-26 (both watermark types), J7-15,
J16-29 (both watermark types), rare 1953 “Natale Triestino” mint gutter pairs and gutter pairs used on first day covers,
stock transfer, Court of Justice Urgency stamps, Radio Tax, Administrative stamps, Fiscal stamps (appears complete),
Industrial Commercial tax stamps on rare statement, Industrial - Commercial Tax stamps (appears complete) including
scarce IC-45-46, IC-97L, IC-106L, 1951 statement with tax stamps, 1886 bank check with Austrian revenues, stock
transfer forms, Letter of Exchange stamps, Barter Tax stamps, Administrative stamps, Urgency issue, Tax Paid issues,
Motor Vehicles Driving License tax, Weight and Measure and a section of a couple dozen weird overprint errors. and
this is just a quick overview of the collection, enormous catalog value with many items not even listed in Scott, a
comprehensive specialist collection worthy of Trieste’s most advanced aficionado, be sure to allow a few hours for
viewing, F.-V.F. (photo on web site).
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
715

H/m/)
Italy: A.M.G., Comprehensive Collection. Housed in one volume, an amazing collection with a great
amount of material on the printing, usages and varieties of this popular area of collecting, with Commune di Trieste
revenue stamps, Urgency issue, postal history, varieties including a 20c triple overprint, Sicily & Naples issues,
AMG-VG issues, 10c inverted overprint, doubled overprint, AMG France issue, Brunswick printing, AMG Austria
printing, first postal issue AMG-FTT, postage dues, parcel posts, and this is just a quick overview of the collection, there
are dozens of items not mentioned, enormous catalog value, a wonderful collection to expand upon, and with the
necessary information to make it a profitabe one, examination will be well rewarded, F.-V.F. Estimate $1,200 - 1,800

716

H

Italian Colonies: Tripolitania & Libya, 1923-39. Small mint collection on old album pages; made up
primarily of low values but including a very nice 1924 Manzoni set and a few $25-$50 sets; clean and F-VF throughout.
Scott $1,075 (photo on web site).
Estimate $200 - 300

Liechtenstein
717

Liechtenstein, Dealers Stock of First Day Cancelled Stamps, 1960-95. An enormous stock of several
thousand stamps and souvenir sheets of official first day cancels by Post Office on large format black stockcards,
mostly never hinged and cancelled to order singles, arranged in order, the range and depth of this lot is breathtaking,
over 100,000 Swiss Francs in post office value, plenty of time should be set aside to properly evaluate this vast and
valuable stock, the possible profit should be staggering, Very Fine (photo on web site).
Estimate $5,000 - 7,500

718

H/m

719

)

720

HH/H/m

m

Liechtenstein and Switzerland, Collection. Liechtenstein in three Lighthouse albums and Switzerland in 1
Lighthouse album and 2 Scott Specialty albums, each with slipcases, containing Liechtenstein 1-3, 4-9, 55-69, B8-10,
C1-6, C9-13, 151a, C24-33, 238, 247-58, Switzerland 8, 87a mint, 126-45 (high value is used), 352a, 376-77 mint,
B1-90 mint semi postals including B80 souvenir sheet, B116, B119, B130-32 souvenir sheets, B143-44 souvenir
sheets, B178, B206, B297, O37-47, C3-12 and C13-15. Contains useful long sets, better early semi postals and
souvenir sheets, with several better items, generally F.-V.F. appearance (photo on web site).
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
Liechtenstein, First Day Covers, 1937-52. A total of 33 covers in sleeves comprising Scott 141, 145, 146,
147, 149, 150, 157, 158, 159, 160-164, 176-180, 185-187 (2, plus a set on a postal card 7 Mar 1943), 198-211 (on 3
covers), 215-216, 217, 218, 222, 238, 238a-c239 (block of 4), 247-258 (on 3 covers), 259 + 260 (CHF1500), 259 +
260a, 264, 265, C33; mostly on plain envelopes, addressed and registered, Very Fine, a scarce group. Zumstein SFr
9,430 ($9,760) (photo on web site).
Estimate $1,200 - 1,800
Liechtenstein, Collection of Mint & Used, 1912-97. Mounted in a Scott album, 1-3, 4-9, 11-16, 82-89,
90-93, 94-107, 137-150, 159a, C1-C6, C7-C8, C9-C13, C14, C15-C16, with excellent back of the book, a fresh & clean
collection, please examine, F.-V.F. (photo on web site).
Estimate $500 - 750

Luxembourg
721

82

Luxembourg, Outstanding Mainly Mint Collection, 1852-1976. Nearly complete for the period on
Schaubek hingeless pages in a Lighthouse binder; starts with exceptional 19th century, including Officials and is
followed by nearly complete 20th century, missing #151 and B65P-Q and not too much else; 19th century highlights

H
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include (unused unless noted) #7, 8, 10, 11, 13 (XF, o.g.), 18a (o.g.), 20a (o.g.), 21a (o.g., thin), 44 (used), 59 (used); the
Officials are equally impressive, if not more so, but the overprints, though the appear genuine, are not guaranteed;
Overal condition is clean and F-VF throughout, with nearly all being lightly hinged. Scott $9,000 Estimated (photo on
web site).
Estimate $1,200 - 1,800
722

Luxembourg, Collection of Mint & Used, 1852-1985. Mounted on Scott pages, with used 1-3, 7-12, 48-59,
60-69, mint with 217, 261-264, 272-277, 278-279, 280-285, 318-320, 329-331, B55-B59, B60-B65, B67-B72, C16-C20,
F.-V.F. (photo on web site).
Estimate $500 - 750

HH/H/m

Monaco
723

HH/H/m

724

HH/H
Monaco, Mint Collection, 1885-1970. Mounted in a hingeless Palo album with slip case, mint includes 1-3,
21-26, 159, 177-181, 258-259, 262-273, 280-282, 283-287, B24-B25, B51-B60, B94, C36-C39, C40, C55-C58,
CB7-CB10, CB11-CB14, with eye popping colors making this is an attractive collection for any collector, F.-V.F. Scott
$4,500.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

Monaco, Outstanding, Mainly Mint Collection, 1885-1979. Nearly complete for the period and 99% mint in
two Lighthouse hingeless albums with slipcases; the easiest way to say what’s included is to tell you what’s NOT
included: the only missing stamps of any significance are #6, 10 & B2-18; additionally, the only used major items are #9,
C41a, C42a & J18; there are also a few non-Scott, like J28-38 imperf and the set of eight 1949-50 U.P.U. souvenir
sheets. Condition throughout is clean and F-VF with a large percentage being never hinged, including such better
“earlies” as 131-144 & B26-50. A marvelous lot. Owner’s value, which includes a 50% reduction for hinged in the never
hinged period, is over $12,000. (photo on web site).
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000

Netherlands & Colonies
725

HH

726

HH

727

H/m/)

728

HH/H/m Nertherland Antilles (Curaçao), Collection, 1873-1964 (1//). A really sparkling collection on Scott
Specialty pages that appears complete for the period except for a few postage dues, including, used: 12; and including,
mint: 75-81, 110-26 (a few used), 186-7, 226-29, C44-50, CB1-8, J4 (no gum); some more recent mint appear to be NH;
this exotic and popular area will never be closer to your reach, check this one out! F.-V.F. Scott $3,800+.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

729

HH/H/m Netherlands Colonies: Surinam, Collection, 1873-1977 (1//J57). Very sharp-looking collection on Scott
Specialty pages; missing only a few stamps to be complete for the period; includes #67 used, and mint: #11b, 23 no gum
signed, 42, 44-60, 74-108, 109-15, 184-207, 263a, C8-14, C15-19, C23a signed, J7b, J36-46; this is really a
tremendous lot to complete further or to fill in those empty spaces in your collection; some later mint material is NH, don’t
let this one slip by! F.-V.F. Scott $6,100+.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000

Netherlands, Mostly Never Hinged Collection, 1998 Nearly to Date. Nicely assembled in five pristine
Davo albums with dustcases, along with two additional filled binders, collectively with many hundreds of specially
prepared complete booklets. An amazing and very unusual collection of the subject, with about 2,000 euros in face
value, plus a few hundred guilders prior. Beautiful lot which should be viewed to be fully appreciated, Very Fine.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
Netherlands and Finland, Booklets Dealer Stock. In small blue and large block stockbooks with a great
mix of booklets, each labeled with Scott number and values, o.g., never hinged, F.-V.F. Scott $1,582 (Owner’s) (photo
on web site).
Estimate $300 - 400
Netherlands & Colonies, Dealer Stock, 1945-2000. Thousands of mostly mint stamps and blocks of four,
and covers, all housed in four stock books, there are three stockbooks of Netherlands and one of New Guinea,
Netherlands blocks of four include 399-403, 415, 428-429, B264-B268, B271-B275, B276-280, B281-B285,
B286-B290, B378-B382, B383-B387, and the like, enormous retail & Scott value present, inspection will only make this
lot look better, F.-V.F. (photo on web site).
Estimate $750 - 1,000
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Norway
730

Norway, New Issue Accumulation. 1988-2005 year set presentation albums, containing singles, complete
sets, booklet panes and souvenir sheets, o.g., never hinged, F.-V.F. Scott $4,311 (Owner’s) (photo on web site).
Estimate $800 - 1,200

HH

Poland
731

HH/H/m

732

HH
Poland, Full Sheets & Souvenir Sheets Accumulation, 1968-82. Never Hinged holding with high
catalogue value, including hundreds of souvenir sheets, and a fair number of sheets in folders. We also noted a stock
book with some better such as 1956 (B106 x5) & 1958 (829s x7). Offered cheaply, please inspect, F.-V.F. (photo on web
site).
Estimate $300 - 400

Poland, Collection of Mint & Used, 1860-1988. Mounted in a Scott Specialty album, used includes 1, mint
has 61-71, 72-76, 205-214, 251, 280-281, 341-343, B29, B31, B49-B49B, B49Ba, B107 with excellent back of the book,
with hundred of complete sets of topical interest, please inspect, F.-V.F. (photo on web site). Estimate $500 - 750

Portugal & Colonies
733

H/m

734

H/m

Portugal & Colonies, Ceres Isssue, Specialized Holding, 1912-30s. Neatly arranged in three stockbooks
and a stack of stocksheets, includes most values including the 20escudos and other better values, tremendous depth
and an incredible holding that would take years to assemble, worthy to be broken down by country and set or expanded
for further study of papers, printings and varieties, tremendous catalog/retail and worthy of a quick review, generally
F.-V.F. (photo on web site).
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
Portuguese Colonies: Azores, Ceres Specialized, 1912-31. 50 double-sided stock sheets packed with
many values of this issue, excellent holding of these issues which could be a miners delight for exploration and finding
various printings and varieties, examination would provide a nice yield, generally F.-V.F. (photo on web site).
Estimate $500 - 750

Romania
735

Romania, Exceptional Mint Collection, 1859-1973. Nearly complete for the period, all in black mounts in
four Marini albums; starts with unused #9 & 10 and lacks very few stamps from that point onward, though we note that
#158-172 are forgeries; includes several imperf sets & souvenir sheets; and condition, with very few exceptions, is F-VF
throughout, with NH beginning in the mid-1950s. A very difficult collection to put together (photo on web site).
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000

HH

Russia
736

84

Russia, Collection, 1857-1919 (1-B4). Carefully-built major high-quality Imperial Russia collection
written-up by hand (in German) on Lighthouse pages and mounts in single binder, mainly used but with a dozen or so full
mint sheets and a number of extremely attractive better covers with international usages, markings, handstamps; this is
pretty much complete for the Romanov imperial issues, with attention to quality and many superb CDS cancellations,
including (used, unless otherwise noted): # 1 (3 pen and one postmark cancel), 2 (3), 3 VF, 5-7, 8-10, 11 block-of-four
mint no gum (slight toning), 12-18, a dozen units/groups of stamps tied on pieces in late 1870s and early 1880s; six
extremely atttractive covers from 1860s to 1880s mainly with international usage; #19-25, 26-30, 31-38, 39 sound and
signed, 40; several beautiful covers, including 9.5.1902 special cover to Grand Duke (“Le Grand Duc”) Mikhail
Alexandrovich (to whom Czar Nicholas transmitted the dynastic succession in Abdication of 1917) from St. Petersburg
to Baden-Baden; also includes additional #19-54 with choice beautiful cancels, many CDS; #55-67, 68-72, including
some varieites and multiples; choice multiple examples of #B1-4; #73-87 with choice cancels; scarce eleven uncut

H/m/)
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sheets of four panes of 25 stamps with gutter intact (each sheet is folded once) #74//86; miscellaneous Provisional
government-period nice used examples with multiples (#117-130); #88-104 Romanov Tercentenary Issue VF each
cancelled in 1913; #119-135; #132 and 134 in mint panes of 50 folded once; scarce 1922 Civil War cover (21.4.22);
#AR17 and two other used fiscals; Civil War issues including multiples with some beautiful CDS cancels; mint # 125 and
130 each folded once in complete sheets of four panes of 25; #131 mint complete pane of 50 folded once; #130-35; plus
several civil war issues from 1919.
This collection no doubt took decades to assemble; the quality is exceptional, especiually on some stamps which are
notorious for poor centering; this is the possible basis for a future award-winning collection or exhibit, Very Fine.
Estimate $7,500 - 10,000
737

HH/H/m

738

HH/H

739

H/m

740

HH/H/m

741

HH/H/m

742

HH/H/m Russia, Mint & Used Used Collection, 1853-2000. Thousands of mint and used singles & souvenir sheets
mounted in three volumes, excellent Empire and Republic issues, nice used sets through the 30’s, to the 80’s with an
occasional mint set here and there, from the 90’s to the 2000’s mostly mint, airmails include mint C1, C2-C5 less C3,
C6-C9, C10-C11, used airmails include C12, C20-C25, C28, C37-C39, C40-C44, C45-C49, C53-C57, with very nice
bob of the book coverage, an excellent opportunity to procure some better material inexpensively, mixed condition,
otherwise, F.-V.F. (photo on web site).
Estimate $600 - 800

743

HH/H
Russia, Sparkling Mint Collection, 1967-90. Gorgeous mint sets mounted in an album, appears complete
for period with many souvenir sheets, also includes eleven duck stamps, you don’t often see mint collections from this
country even this late, a golden opportunity to acquire great stock of this popular country, F.-V.F., a useful lot that is
deserving of careful viewing.
Estimate $500 - 750

Russia & Republics, Robust Collection of Mint & Used, 1860-2010. Thousands of mint & used stamps
and souvenir sheets mounted in six Scott Specialty albums, better mint includes 479, 485-486, 596, 659-665, 772-775,
1333, 1388-1389, 1411-1414, 1438-1441, 1449-1457, 1458-1459, 1481-1487, 1515-1517, 1559-1562, 1568-1583,
1590-1593, C26-C29, better used with 489-509, 519-523, 540-545, 551-554, 666-677, 970, 1132-1146, 1261-1264,
1325, C10-C11, C53-C57, and that is just one volume, hundreds of complete sets, appears complete mint from 1958
-2006, enormous potential for the savvy bidder, examination is strongly suggested, F.-V.F. Estimate $3,000 - 4,000
Russia, Mint Sheet Stock, 1908-17. Tremendous holding in a Lindner large-size mint sheet file, with 73 full
sheets of 100 (or 50, depending on size of stamps), including full gutters/margins, including at least 20 sheets with
watermarks or vertical lozenges on face and corresnding to the Coat-of-Arms types of 1909-12 and 1917. The following
sheets are perforated: 1k orange (Plate 3, 1910), 2k green (Plate 6), 4k carmine (Plate 2, 1911), 7k blue (Plate 6, with
some stamp separation), 14k blue & rose (Plate 3, 1909), 25k green & violet (1908), 35k red brown & green (1910), 50k
violet & green (1909), 70k brown & red brown, 1r pale brown & red orange (1910); the following sheets appear to be from
later printings: 2k gray green (6), 3k red (3), 4k carmine (4), 5k claret (4), 7k blue (2), 10k dark blue (3), 15k red brown &
deep blue (1), 15k dull violet & blue (1), 20k blue & carmine (4), 25k green & gray violet (2), 35k red brown & green (3),
50k brown violet & green (3), 50k red brown & green (4), 70k brown & orange (1), 1r brown & orange (2), 3.5r maroon &
light green; the following sheets are imperforate: 2k gray green (1), 15k red brown & deep blue (3), 35k red brown &
green (1), 70k brown & orange (1), 1r brown & red orange (6); additionally, there are 1r perforated (1), 3.5r perforated
(1), 7r perforated (1), Postal Savings stamps AR1-3 and 2k gray green perforated (1); This is highly recommended for
the specialized collector or dealer of the extremely popular country., F.-V.F.
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000

Russia, Mint & Used Extensive Collection, 1959-2006. Comprised of thousands of stamps and souvenir
sheets all neatly assembled in mounts on Scott Specialty pages in five albums, overall the vast majority of coverage is
mint, with lengthy runs of sets for the period, clean, a lovely collection for the era, Very Fine (photo on web site).
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
Russia, Rousing Lot, 1913-2000. Thousands of mint and used singles, sets and souvenir sheets mounted
in seven albums, includes album of 1961-1986 space stamps, two albums of full sheets, four albums of mostly mint
material from 1961 to 2000, enormous catalog value makes this an attractive and desirable lot, inspection is strongly
urged to determine this lots true value, generally F.-V.F.
Estimate $750 - 1,000
Russia, Accumulation of Mint & Used, 1925-61. Several hundred stamps mounted on Shaubek pages and
on stock pages, mint and used, includes mint 529-530, 970, C10-C11, C12-C13, C26-C29, used 336-341, 342-344,
472-478, 480-482, 546-550, 551-554, 559-568, C37-C39, C53-C57, C58-C67, plus much more, some condition issues
but overall, F.-V.F., an interesting lot, well worth a careful look (photo on web site).
Estimate $750 - 1,000
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744

)

745

H/m
Russia, Back of the Book Stock, 1905-60. Presented in a counter book, mint with B1-B4, B48-B51,
C10-C11, C12-C13, C12a-C13a, C54, C57, E1-E3, used C37-C39, nice little selection of this ever popular country, a
few condition issues, but mainly F.-V.F. Scott $2,200 (photo on web site).
Estimate $400 - 600

746

HH/H

Russia, Cover Stock, 1888-1960. A few hundred covers from the Empire era, Revolution era, Republic era,
with picture postcards, flight covers, documents with revenues, a bevy of material that needs some TLC, enormous
potential present, mixed condition, please review, the time spent will be well rewarded, F.-V.F. (photo on web site).
Estimate $500 - 750

Russia, Mint Stock, 1965-2000. Thousands of mint stamps in glassines, includes 1652 (16), 2270 (6),
3253-3254 (20), 4589-4594 (20), C98 (20), needs some organization but should yield multiples of our low estimate,
please examine, F.-V.F. (photo on web site).
Estimate $350 - 500

San Marino
747

San Marino, Small Group of Specialty Items, 1935-56. Comprises C1 & C2 on two separate Nov 1935
Airmail covers to Khartoum & Cairo, respectively; overprint proofs of C54 (blocks of 4 & 21 and a pair), C56 (two blocks
of 10), C79 (block of 12 & 3 pairs) and C96 (blocks of 4, 16 & 21); sheet of 50 C41 with a “double horizon” printing flaw
across 10 stamps; C74 with a horizontally “split” overprint & another with full offset of overprint on reverse (Sassone
A94a-b, €235); and, finally, a group of printing and overprint varieties on 1947 Roosevelt Issue, Scott 257A, 257B and
257G-I, mostly shifted colors or overprints — 260 stamps in all, most in multiples as large as a block of 24. A very
interesting and unusual lot. (photo on web site).
Estimate $500 - 750
H/m/)

Spain & Portugal
748

HH/H
Spain, Portugal & Colonies, New Issue Stock, 1950-2010. Thousands of stamps, booklets and souvenir
sheets in two boxes, includes hundreds of souvenir sheets from Spain like 815-835, 878a, plus Mozambique 364-383,
Portugal 840-843, a cornucopia of material from the Iberian Peninsular not often see, please review to ascertain this lots
true value, F.-V.F.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

749

H/m
Spain, Portugal & Colonies, Mint & Used Assortment. A couple hundred stamps on about 20 stocksheets
or album pages; much of it lower priced, but we note some better early Azores & Cuba, plus Madeira #3, VF, o.g. with a
certificate, Spain #1/1a (7 used singles) & 7LC1-1a (MLH); an interesting group. (photo on web site).
Estimate $200 - 300

Sweden
750

HH
Sweden, New Issue Lot, 1960-2010. Includes 44,878 Swedish Krona = U.S. $5,200.00, with better booklets
and souvenir sheets, inspect please, what was checked was o.g., never hinged, F.-V.F.
Estimate $2,500 - 3,500

751

H/)
Sweden, Dealer Stock, 1980-2015. In ten large stock books, each prices with Scott numbers and retail
price, consisting of first day covers (plus 14 early FDC’s from 1940’s-1960’s), booklet panes, singles, complete sets and
souvenir sheets, F.-V.F., total retail value $9,525 (photo on web site).
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000

752

H/m

86

Sweden, Collection. In eight albums and stockbooks, plus a group of stamps on dealer “102" cards,
containing a very specialized collection, with many interesting cancels and weird, interesting items, containing better
including: Coat of Arms; #7, 197-206, 215-17 mint, 220-24, many many hundreds of Arms, numerals, Oscar II, officials,
etc. singles with socked-on-the-nose cancels including #10-12, 14, 18, a stockbook of misc. stamps; B34-36 used
blocks of 20, plus an old European album from 1944-1970. This lot was paticularly difficult to isolate highlights because
there are just so many stamps in the $20-$50 range, it is hard to describe individual highlights, but the minor highlights
abound with much Scott value and many cancels that will keep the specialist busy for many many hours., mostly F.-V.F.
(photo on web site).
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
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753

HH/)
Sweden, New Issue Accumulation. 1980-1990 year set presentation albums, containing complete sets
and souvenir sheets, plus Maxi cards, FDC’s and two large stockbooks of Foreign souvenir sheets and sheetlets,
F.-V.F., total retail value $5,760 (photo on web site).
Estimate $750 - 1,000

754

HH/H
Sweden, Mostly Mint Collection, 1855-2006. Housed in a Scott Specialty album with slip case, with used 2,
mint 66, 316-318, 319-321, 326-328, 351-357, B22-B31, B32-B36, C1-C3, C5, appears complete mint 1953-2006 with
long runs of complete sets, a tremendous collection to build upon, please examine, F.-V.F. (photo on web site).
Estimate $500 - 750

755

m

756

HH
Sweden, Booklet Dealer Stock. In four blue albums with 277 booklets with a great mix of booklets, each
labeled with Scott number and values, o.g., never hinged, F.-V.F. Scott $2,213 (Owner’s) (photo on web site).
Estimate $400 - 600

Sweden, Specialized Numeral Issue Collection, 1877-79. Over 400 stamps in a binder with circular
cancels, and distinctive shades arranged according to the Facit Catalogue. Excellent reference material, F.-V.F. (photo
on web site).
Estimate $400 - 600

Switzerland
757

HH/H/m Switzerland, Spectacular, Mainly Mint Collection Balance, 1847-1999. Very solid collection in a Scott
Specialty album with slipcase; starts with a reasonable appearing, repaired 2½r “Winterthur” with an APS certificate and
also includes #1 (with APS certificate), 3, 7, 7a & 11, followed by excellent Strubels (many with four frame lines), Seated
Helvetias, Numerals, and Standing Helvetias; from there the collection is just about complete including the 1909
Pro-Juventute forerunners, all the souvenir sheets but the NABA, the Airmails, the Postage Dues, the Franchise stamps
and the Officials, the 1922-38 League of Nations and I.L.O. sets being used. Also includes four covers, namely an 1831
folded letter from Geneva to England, a pair of 20r #39 to Paris, a single 40c #47 to Gwebwiller, France, and a 1948
IMABA souvenir sheet registered to New York (edge faults). Condition through the Seated Helvetias is somewhat
mixed, primarily on the best values, but from the Numerals onward, just about everything is clean and F-VF with a large
percentage being never hinged including such early surprises as #97, 135a-144a, 184, 206, the 1945 Peace Issue,
B2-3, B7-9, all of the souvenir sheets except B130, C1, etc., etc. All-in-all, a truly marvelous lot. Scott $49,000 Owner’s
(photo on web site).
Estimate $7,500 - 10,000

758

H/m

759

HH/H

760

H/m

761

HH/H/m

Switzerland, Parallel Mint and Used Collection, 1858-1996. Painstakingly arranged in three stockbooks;
starts with a few Strubels, but gets really serious beginning with the Seated Helvetias, from which point it is fairly
complete and, from 1907 onward, nearly all of it both mint & used, including the 1914-31 Franc values, the 1945 Peace
issue, virtually all the Semi-Postals and all the souvenir sheets except for the NABA Sheet, B80, B105 & B143, which
are present only MLH; the Postage Dues and Officials are equally well represented, being more than 95% complete
(both mint & used for those sets that were available mint). As for condition, we note a very few minor flaws, mostly early
on (mint 1O3 has a tiny thin, for instance), but generally everything is clean and F-VF. A truly excellent lot. Scott $30,000
Owner’s. SBK SFr 50,000 Owner’s ($51,750) (photo on web site).
Estimate $5,000 - 7,500
Switzerland, Mint Accumulation. Residing on black stock cards, C12a (6), C42 NH (75), F.-V.F. Scott
$17,000+ (Owner’s).
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000

Switzerland, Specialized Collection / Accumulation, 1862-1905. Comprises 1862-81 Seated Helvetias,
1882-1905 Cross & Numerals, 1882-1907 Standing Helvetias and the 1900 U.P.U. Issue; all carefully identified by
watermark, perforation & paper and neatly arranged in a stockbook; about 1400 stamps in all, with up to about 20 of a
number including lots of shades and cancellations throughout; condition is just about all clean and F-VF. Owner’s
inventory/synopsis available by email upon request. Scott $19,000 Owner’s. SBK SFr 32,000 Owner’s ($33,120) (photo
on web site).
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
Switzerland, Tête-Bêche, Se-Tenant and Gutter Combinations, 1909-60. Marvelous, mainly mint
collection balance of more than 160 items including more than 85 form the 1909-30 period with values to CHF400, all
clean and F-VF with a large percentage being never hinged. Also includes two full and two half booklet sheets from the
Tell & Tell Son period. A truly exceptional starter collection. The listed Zumstein value includes appropriate discounts
for hinging. Zumstein SFr 7,000 Zumstein ($7,240) (photo on web site).
Estimate $1,200 - 1,800
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762

)

763

HH/H

764

m/)

765

H/m/)
Switzerland, Mint & Used Collection, 1900-2000. Several hundred stamps, many in blocks of four,
includes stock book with mint blocks of four, stock book of used blocks of four, envelope of covers, and many singles, a
smart lot, please inspect, F.-V.F. (photo on web site).
Estimate $250 - 350

766

HH/H

Switzerland, First Day Covers, 1924-63. A total of 50 covers in sleeves comprising Scott 204-205, 210-215
& C16-18, 238-241 (on 2 covers), 247-255 (on 3), 256-267 (on 3 covers), 268-269, 273a-278a (1959 values, two sets of
2 covers), 281-283, 290-292, 307, 316-321 (on 5 combination covers with old colors), 328-339 (three sets, two of 4
covers each plus a set of blocks of 4 on 5 covers), 382/399 (1960 values complete, two sets, one on two covers, one on
three) and 382d/394a (1963 values complete on 3 covers); mostly add and without cachets, Very Fine. Zumstein SFr
10,190 ($10,550) (photo on web site).
Estimate $1,200 - 1,800
Switzerland & Liechtenstein, Mint New Issue Stock, 1960-2000, box filled with thousands of stamps and
souvenir sheets like Switzerland B479 sheet, on stock pages and cards and glassines, with many blocks of four, a fresh
clean lot with loads of souvenir sheets, dozens of complete sets with emphasis on Liechtenstein, a great lot for stock to
pick up all those issues you missed the first time through, please peruse, F.-V.F.
Estimate $750 - 1,000
Switzerland, Small Assortment of Higher Values, 1913-49. Comprises three album pages containing
used B1-28, C37-42 & C45 plus a used 1945 Peace set complete less the 60c, five covers franked with, among others
3fr Peace (3), 2fr Peace (2), 1fr Peace and C45. Catalog value, as used stamps, is over $2,500.
Estimate $400 - 600

Switzerland, Small Group of Mint Better Items. Comprises 1930 10fr Jungfrau #185, 1937 Pro Juventute
souvenir sheet B89 (3), 1940 Red Cross souvenir sheet B105 (2, both NH, one with small handstamp on gum), and
1941 Pro Juventute souvenir sheet B116; all Very Fine. Scott $1,150 (photo on web site).
Estimate $200 - 300

Vatican
767

HH/H/m Vatican, Collection, 1929-2013. In White Ace and Scott Specialty albums consisting of: 19-34, 35-40, E3-4
mixed mint and used, 35-40 LH set with A.I.E.P. certificate, 41-46 never hinged and hinged sets, 47-54 never hinged
and hinged sets, plus a couple specimens, 55-60 NH, 61-67 NH, B1-4 never hinged and hinged sets, J1-6, C16-17 - 2
sets, C18-19 NH, C20-21 NH, 155A, C22-23 (2 sets), plus a stock book of duplicates: 19-34 mint and used with some
extra values, 41-44 (44 is used), 47-54 mixed mint and used set. A wonderful mostly complete collection from early
issues to modern., generally F.-V.F. (photo on web site).
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000

768

HH/H

769

HH/H/m

770

HH/H

771

Vatican, Mostly Mint Collection, 1929-86. Mounted in a Scott Speciality album, better mint 1-13, B1-B4,
C9-C15, C18-C19, C22-C23, E1-E2, E11-E12, mostly complete mint 1958-2002, excellent lot for beginning collector or
internet dealer, review, F.-V.F. (photo on web site).
Estimate $300 - 400

772

HH/H

88

Vatican, Complete Mint Collection, 1929-2006. Neatly arranged in a stockbook; perhaps 98% NH
including many of the earlies like 47-54, B1-4, C16-17, C20-23 (C18-19 appear NH, but C19 is regummed), J1-6, Q1-15
and apparently everything from 1950 onward including 155a; additionally, the 1934 Provisionals (35-40) have a
Sismondo certificate; ond is clean and F-VF throughout. Scott $6,900 Owner’s (photo on web site).
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
Vatican, Mint & Used Collection, 1929-70. Mounted in a Scott album, mint includes 8-13, 35-40, 50-54, with
many complete mint & used sets, well worth the time spent inspecting, F.-V.F. Scott $3,800 (photo on web site).
Estimate $750 - 1,000
Vatican, Eclectic Collection, 1920-2005. In two volumes that is not your usual lot, includes mint 1-13,
19-34, 41-46, C1-C8, C9-C15, C22-C23, E1-E2, E3-E4, and appears fairly complete to 2005, and the second volume
has a topical collection on Pope John Paul II, a wonderful selection with excellent potential, please inspect, F.-V.F.
(photo on web site).
Estimate $500 - 750

HH/H

Vatican, Collection, 1929-67. In Lighthouse album consisting of: B1-4, 19-34, E3-4, 41-46, 47-54, 55-60,
61-67 NH, C18-19, C20-21 NH, 155A, C22-23 and J1-7 NH. A nice worthwhile lot with most of the key sets, generally
F.-V.F. (photo on web site).
Estimate $250 - 350
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Yugoslavia
773

Yugoslavia, Exceptional Mint Collection, 1866-1970. Virtually complete for the 1918-70 period, plus
issues for Eastern & Upper Silesia, Fiume, Serbia, Slovakia, Trieste Zone B (complete), and a few Bosnia &
Herzegovina, Istria, German Occupation of Ljubljana, etc., all in black mounts in a large, leather bound Yvert & Tellier
album supplemented with blank pages for the 1969-70 issues; highlights include Fiume 43a (NH), 120 (used), Serbia 6,
7-10, 11-13, Yugoslavia 1-98 (plus 1-7 & 9-14 in NH imperf pairs), a group of eight Eastern Silesia pictorial essays, and
other odds and ends. Condition is just about all clean and F-VF, mostly LH through the early 1960s (C55 is used) and
generally NH from there on. A terrific lot. Scott $13,000 Owner’s (photo on web site).
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000

H

Europe and Colonies Area Collections
Benelux
774

HH/H

775

HH/H/m

776

H/m

777

H/m

Benelux, New Issue Stock, 1960-2010. Thousands of stamps, booklets and souvenir sheets in three boxes,
with Belgium B315, Luxembourg 318-320, Netherlands & colonies, Suriname 184-207, huge face value, don’t miss the
boat a second time, pull up a chair, peruse to your heart’s content and bid, bid, bid!! F.-V.F. Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
Benelux, Mint & Used Collections, 1850-1980. Thousands of mint & used stamps and souvenir sheets on
album pages and stock cards and pages, better mint includes Luxembourg 318-320 (2) 1 NH, 329-331, B151,
Netherlands 168b-191a, with Belgium, Netherland Antilles, Netherland Indies, Suriname, loads of Netherlands
syncopated perfs, fresh and clean, some condition issues among the classics, but mostly, F.-V.F., a nice lot for your
stock (photo on web site).
Estimate $500 - 750
Benelux, Mint & Used Assortment. A few hundred stamps on various stocksheets and album pages;
values primarily in some nice Belgium & Nehterland First Issues, though condition is just a bit mixed. (photo on web
site).
Estimate $350 - 500

Benelux, Mint and Used Collection, 1850s-1960. Couple thousand in a Scott Specialty album including
Belgian & Dutch Colonies; the Belgium & Luxembourg are somewhat scattered (though we do note a NH set of
Luxembourg 1956 Europas), but the Netherlands is very nice and includes 34 copies of the 1852 10c #2 (useful for
plating or cancels), plus a nice used 2.50g on 10g Centenary (105), a 1940 International Court of Justice set O16-20
MNH, excellent Semi-Postals, etc.; condition is just about all clean and F-VF. An excellent, if just for the Netherlands
(photo on web site).
Estimate $300 - 400

Europe
778

)

779

)

780

HH
Europe (Eastern), Mint New Issue Stock, 1960-2010. A few thousand stamps and souvenir sheets in a
box, includes Baltic Countries, Bulgaria, Czechoslovakia, heavy on Turkey & Russia, don;’t miss the boat the second
time through, lots of complete sets and topical material, come on down, grab a chair and inspect a while, F.-V.F.
Estimate $500 - 750

Europe, Cover Miscellany, 1860-1975, hundreds of covers in two large cartons, includes Portugal first
flights, early Palestine, Brazil newspaper franked, group of Antarctic items, Italy, Germany, Poland, Romania, Great
Britain, volume of Austria, volume of Upper Silesia, box of Netherlands, France first flights, plenty of desirable sale able
items, examination please, F.-V.F. (photo on web site).
Estimate $750 - 1,000
Europe, Balloon Cards & Covers, 1953-61. Seventeen covers or cards, includes 1951 Germany Aero Club
card, 1953 Netherlands balloon cover, 1959 Denmark balloon card, 1953 Saar balloon card, 1952 Greece balloon card,
and others, a terrific array of this popular subject, F.-V.F. (photo on web site).
Estimate $200 - 300
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781

H/m

782

HH/H

783

HH/H/m

784

H/m

785

H/m

786

HH/H

787

H/m/)

Europe (Eastern), Small Miscellaneous Accumulation. Varied selection of a few hundred stamps on
stocksheets and album pages; includes cze, World War II German Occupations, Poland, Russia and former Russian
Republics; No real high values but overprints galore, though they are sold on their own merits and cannot be
guaranteed. Inspection is reccommended.
Estimate $200 - 300
Europe (Western), Massive Mint Europa Collection & Stock. Presented in ten volumes and in glassines,
an enormous holding with useful duplication, includes hundreds upon hundreds of complete mint sets and souvenir
sheets, with Ireland complete 1990-1998, Finland complete 1992-1998, Greenland 1985-2001, Cyprus 1980-1993,
and the like, a great lot at a great price, it gets better looking with each inspection, fresh & clean, F.-V.F. Scott $67,000
(Owner’s).
Estimate $3,000 - 4,000
Europe (Western), Mint & Used Collection, 1860-2005. Stamps and souvenir sheets mounted in five Scott
albums, includes Belgium 75, 172-184, 222-224, 251-253, 322-337, 338-353, 435-445, B25-B27, B28-B30, B31-B33,
B69-B77, B93-B98, C5, Liechtenstein with 1-3, 116-129,137-150, 151, 160-165, 238, 274-276, B1-B3, B7-B10,
B11-B13, C1-C6, C7-C8, C9-C13, C14, Luxembourg includes 59, 217, 278-279, B45-B49, B50-B54, C16-C20, and
Spain in two albums with 1196-3196 mint, some condition issues as to be expected in the earlies, a fun eclectic holding
that will elate the winning bidder, much of the material is after 1990 and was missed by many dealers and collectors
alike, grab on to this one, F.-V.F.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
Europe (Western), Collection. Austria, Netherlands, Surinam and Switzerland, on Scott Specialty and
home-made pages to early 1950’s containing Austria; interesting classics including lovely clear town Austrian
postmarks, some good 1940’s semi-postals, some 1950’s Bird airmails, early newspapers and offices abroad,
Netherlands; contains unused #1 and nice selection of early moderate premium semi postals, generally Fine, a nice
group with many moderate premium sets and singles, in the $10-$50 range, which has considerable potential. (photo
on web site).
Estimate $500 - 750
Europe (Western), Mixture. Containing Switzerland B80, B178, some Iceland with better sets including
modern mint sets, a collection in a stockbook of Iceland with some used classics to the mid 1980’s, a group of Canadian
officials, San Marino 239 singles and souvenir sheet, Greenland 1-9 mint, 1980’s-90’s modern Iceland and Greenland
commemoratives, nice mix of classics to modern issues, containing several better early items, generally F.-V.F.
appearance (photo on web site).
Estimate $400 - 600
Europe (Western), Mint Europa Collection, 1956-2000. Several hundred stamps presented in stock
pages, with hundreds of complete mint sets, mostly modestly priced material, a useful grouping to fill in your stock, or to
serve as a foundation for a more comprehensive collection, please inspect, F.-V.F.
Estimate $300 - 400
Europe (Western), Collections, 1970-2013. Several hundred covers and stamps, with Liechtenstein first
day covers, Sweden first day covers, mint and used stamps and complete booklets, Switzerland first day covers and
folders, mint and used stamps, loads of sale able material, please examine, F.-V.F.
Estimate $150 - 200

Scandinavia
788

HH/H/m

789

HH/H

790

HH

90

Scandinavia, Mint & Used Collection, 1860-1960. Neatly mounted in a Scott album, better mint includes
Danish West Indies 2, 11, 21-22, J1-J4, Greenland 1-9, better used with Denmark used 1-9, Iceland 71-85, 149,
Sweden 9-12, a plethora of better material, examination is urged, F.-V.F. Scott $21,000 (photo on web site).
Estimate $3,000 - 4,000
Scandinavia, New Issue Stock, 1960-2010. Thousands and thousand of mint stamps, blocks, souvenir
sheets and complete booklets filling four boxes, includes Denmark, Faroe Islands, Finland, Greenland 35, 39-40,
Iceland, Norway 993-994, Sweden, a clean selection with plenty of premium material, grab this baby before some one
else does, tons of potential, inspection strongly urged, F.-V.F.
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000

Scandinavia, New Issue Lot, 1960-2010. Includes 14,043 Iceland Krona, 1,744 Finland Euros, and 1,160
Norway Krone = U.S. $1,903.00, with better booklets and souvenir sheets, review is in order, what was checked was
o.g., never hinged, F.-V.F.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
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791

H/m

792

HH/H

Scandinavia, Interesting Mint & Used Assortment. A couple hundred stamps on 10 stocksheets or albpa;
highlights include (used unless noted) Danish West Indies #1 (two VF o.g.), Denmark #1a (little-no margins), Finland #2
(pen & town cancels nice margins, small thins, with certificate), M8 (MNH), Faroe Is. #1 (2), Norway (5 four-margin
singles, two XF), etc.; mixed condition but lots of useful F-VF material. (photo on web site). Estimate $750 - 1,000
Scandinavia, Sharp Accumulation, 1860-1981, several hundred stamps and souvenir sheets on albums
pages and stock pages, with better mint Denmark C6-C10, Iceland 224b, C9-C11, Norway 279-289, 360-374, Sweden
1351 complete booklet, B11, and plenty more, a fresh clean lot with plenty of surprises, a few condition issues among
the 19th century material, but overall, F.-V.F., and a neat lot to help you restock (photo on web site).
Estimate $500 - 750

Asia, Middle East and Africa Country Collections
Cambodia
793

Cambodia, Collection, 1951-73. Bright and fresh, appears mostly complete on Scott Specialty pages,
F.-V.F. Scott $1,500+.
Estimate $350 - 500

H

China
794

H/m

795

HH/H/m China, Collection, 1878-1945. Mounted in a Scott Specialty album, with many mint and used sets and short
sets, includes used 280-283, 284-287, 326-329, mint 402-420, 421-439, 449-464, great collection to build upon,
inspection urged, F.-V.F. (photo on web site).
Estimate $200 - 300

796

HH/H

China, Extensive Accumulation including PRC & Taiwan. Filling a couple of cartons with balance lots,
Taiwan souvenir sheets in quantities, plus sheet file of various size Taiwan blocks, PRC modern blocks of four, etc.,
etc., fun lot to wade through and explore, generally F.-V.F., examine.
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000

China: Taiwan, Vast & Powerful Mint Accumulation. Including a clean collection on Scott pages from the
late 1950s on, loaded with premium such as #1196-1199, 1290-1307, 1355-1358, 1414-1417, 1448-1449, 1471-1474
& most surrounding stamps such as #1196-1199, 1290-1307, 1355-1358, 1414-1417, 1444-1447, 1448-1449,
1471-1474 & most surrounding stamps plus seven additional stock books which amount to a second collection to the
first. We also note extensive blocks of 4 like #2175-2178, 2216 (3), 2322-2325, 2343-2345, 2352-2355, 2396-2399,
2427-2430, extensive souvenir sheets with 1257A, loads of se-tennant strips, specimens and much, much more. A
wonderful holding of popular material., Very Fine, inspection invited.
Estimate $2,500 - 3,500

Egypt
797

H/m/)
Egypt, Powerful Specialized Accumulation. Comprised of a couple to few hundred select items such as
#1-7 gummed plate proofs, #15 (2 used), 96a (2 pairs), 98 top margin imperf pair unlisted, 108-113, 121, 156-158 with
sepia centers, 128-149, 145a-149a, 167, 224 (2), J2, J7 (2), J10-J14 (2), plus J14 & J14a used, O19, O21//O27
varieties, O69-O70 imperf pairs, 1935 British Forces in Egypt complete booklet of 5 panes & 20 in pristine condition,
many GB stamps used in Egypt, a superb selection of the bar overprints, including airmails & occupations, early 1930’s
FDCs, etc. In addition we note many Nile Post listed Palace printings, imperfs, oblique perforations and more. An
exceptional & valuable holding of this popular country, specialists delight, F.-V.F. or better (photo on web site).
Estimate $3,000 - 4,000
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798

H/m/)
Egypt, Mint & Used Collection, 1944-70. A terrific mint collection mounted in a Scott album, mint includes
242-251, 291a, 294a, 400-4404, 438-444, 474-490, 857a, 858-859, B2, C39-C50, C113-C115, with special deliveries,
postage dues, officials, revenues, also included are covers, earlier used and some better on counter book pages
including mint 105-107, 172-176, 239-240, with plenty of mint complete sets and some first day covers, investigation
should be undertaken, F.-V.F. Scott $2,000+ (Owner’s) (photo on web site).
Estimate $400 - 600

Indonesia
799

HHa

800

HH/H

Indonesia, 1954, Riau Archipelago, 25rp High Values, half sheets of 50, o.g., never hinged; few stamps
toned, otherwise F.-V.F., seldom offered. Michel €2,950+ ($3,300).
Estimate $400 - 600
Indonesia, Maluku Selatan Topical Accumulation, 1950-54. Many thousands of mint topical sets, many in
blocks of four, some in full sheets, with many different topics including triangle stamps, a great lot for the topical dealer,
inspection strongly urged, Very Fine.
Estimate $400 - 600

Iran
801

HH

802

H/m

Persia, Outstanding Never Hinged Dealer Stock, 1953-74. Well organized in 28 small binders with
thousands of stamps, and arranged in chronological order. We noted 1956 (1052-53), 1957 (1079), 1960 (1161 x7),
1961 (1167-68 x12), 1961 (1186-87 x18), 1962 (1230-31 x11), 1964 (1303-04 x6), 1964 (1312-13 x12), 1966 (1409-10
x67), 1966 (1415-18 x35), 1967 Shah & Empress (1453-55 x7, blocks of four imperforate between) & 1968 (1488-90),
plus a massive amount of blocks of four issued in the 1969-74 period. A solid stock that needs time to examine
thoroughly, and that will provide hundreds if not thousands of sets that can be offered on the internet, Very Fine (photo
on web site).
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000
Iran, Assortment of Mostly Better Material, 1870s-1970s. About 50 small glassines containing mainly mint
singles and sets including such things as mint 856-870, 985-989 (NH), 1023-1036 & 1138-1151; condition is mixed
early, but otherwise virtually all F-VF.
Estimate $400 - 600

Israel
803

H/m/)

804

HH/H/m

805

)

806

HH/H
Israel, Collection, 1948-75, hundreds of items in a stock book, includes full sheets of JNF labels, souvenir
sheets, memorial issues, locals, a few full pads, should be plenty of hidden gems about, inspection strongly urged,
some mixed condition, F.-V.F. (photo on web site).
Estimate $500 - 750

92

Israel, Forerunners, Massive Collection and Holdings. Housed in about 60 binders and 3 cartons
jam-packed with extensive early JNF labels, booklets, covers, postal history, promotional items, seals, everything that
you can imagine, offered completely intact at the bequest of the owners, interesting and individual items of value to be
found throughout, thousands-upon-thousands of items, truly a specialists or internet sellers dream vacation lot, viewing
a complete must and the largest offering we have had the pleasure to bring to market, generally F.-V.F.
Estimate $7,500 - 10,000
Israel, Accumulation of Mint & Used, 1948-2000. Presented in 10 albums with pages and sheets filling two
large cartons, thousands of stamps, blocks and sheets mostly identified by Scott number, it includes first coins in
multiples, inscription blocks, souvenir sheets with some in multiples, complete booklets,full sheets, White Ace &
Leuchtturm supplements, stamp yearbooks, mint postal stationery, three Bale catalogs, everything needed for the
budding Israeli philatelist, F.-V.F.
Estimate $500 - 750
Israel, Cover Collection, 1910-50. Eighty plus covers in two volumes, first volume includes early Israeli
cards and covers, includes picture postcards from 1910-1935 with views of Jerusalem, Jericho, German propaganda
cards, many covers with Germany & Austria frankings, two Israel POW covers, both from Camp #1, second volume is
mostly postal stationery and ephemera, fresh & clean, a lovely lot to peruse, F.-V.F. (photo on web site).
Estimate $500 - 750
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807

H/)

808

HH

809

HH/H

810

)

811

)
Israel, First Day Covers, 1960-2000. Two hundred plus first day covers, wide range of topics, some better, a
give away for the Israeli specialist, F.-V.F.
Estimate $200 - 300

812

H/)
Israel, Collection, 1948-90. Mint with tabs 10-14, C1-C6, mint 39-42 tête-bêche pairs, and over forty covers
and cards with censored, advertising, first days, should be some hidden gems among the covers, please review, F.-V.F.
Estimate $150 - 200

Israel, Assoortment of Better Items, 1948-63. Comprises (MNH unless noted) 1-9 (1000m disturbed gum),
1-9 FDC, 10-14 tab singles (65m regummed), 10-14 horizontal gutter pairs, 16 (4, thrre regummed), 25 & 53 tab singles,
and 237 gutter block of 4 and sheet of 16; a fresh, Very Fine lot.
Estimate $400 - 600
Israel, Full Sheet Stock, 1954-2012. One thousand plus mint Israeli sheets, includes 697, 819, 831 (3), 833,
886-887, 835-836, 922-929, 956, 988, 991-992, 994-995, 1023, 1133-1142A, all sheets with tabs, a convenient way to
acquire stock, please review, F.-V.F.
Estimate $400 - 600

Israel, Machine Vending Label Plus JNF Items, 1948-2000. Over one hundred fifty machine vending
labels, some light duplication, plus various stamps and labels issued for the JNF, eclectic group, inspection
recommended, F.-V.F.
Estimate $300 - 400
Israel, Commercial & Event Cover Stock, 1951-2000. All manner of covers and postcards including
airmails, and some ephemera, mostly addressed to U.S, a great lot to hunt for those hidden gems, please inspect,
F.-V.F.
Estimate $250 - 350

Japan
813

HH/H/m Japan, Collection, 1913-71. In four albums (two of which are duplicated in Lighthouse hingeless albums),
plus a stockbook of duplications, with a few highlights including: parks sets and souvenir sheets; 283a, 288a, 453a,
463a, 504a, 545a, 561-64, 572a, 479 used (2), 575a (2), 422, 479, 551 Lottery sheet and some various other lottery
sheets, 525-26, C9-12 used set, C12 mint and C26 mint. Useful group from this popular country, make sure you take
some time to view to properly evaluate, generally mint and used before World War II, mostly mint after, mostly F.-V.F.
(photo on web site).
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

814

H/m/)

815

)

816

)

817

HH/H/m

Japan, Mostly Mint and Mostly Post War Collection, 1945-75. Pristine collection l in two albums, two stock
books, and a souvenir album, includes mint collection in hingeless album 1953-1973, mint collection in Leuchtturm
National Parks album with 223-226, 280-283, 285-288, 290-293, 303-306, 308-311, 582a, 586a, mint 601a (2), 703 (3),
712-723, mint up to 1978, cancel study on definitives, mint & used postal stationery, 1958 Japanese Postage Stamps
Album, and finally a stockbook with mint singles and souvenir sheets, better includes 576, 590a, 591, 601a (2),
621-622, 712-723, 747-754 (2), modest duplication, a wonderful lot for expansion or to restock, generally F.-V.F.
Estimate $750 - 1,000
Japan, Postal Stationery Collection. Two albums with over 150 postal cards and aerogramms, well
annotated on exhibition style pages, a fresh clean collection, with many scarce or rare items, a very useful collection,
please view carefully, F.-V.F. (photo on web site).
Estimate $600 - 800
Japan, Accumulation of Japanese Postal Cards used in the Ryukyu Islands, 1979. About 5,000 postal
cards in original post office packets of 200 each, dispatch from several post offices and showing commemorative of
scenic postmarks: Itoman Sea God Festival; Iejima Festival; Second Iejima Festival; Third Iejima Festival; Ripex 79;
Letter Day; Iriomote; Taketomi Post Office; 4th World Stamp exhibition. The Ryukyu Islands were part of Japan until
America occupied them in 1945, and reverted to Japan in 1973. Super lot for resale, F.-V.F. (photo on web site).
Estimate $500 - 750
Japan, Mint & Used Collection, 1871-1982. Housed in three Lighthouse hingeless albums with slip cases,
includes used 113-114, 115-125, 146-147, mint 111-112, 148-151, 155-158, 163-166, 190-193, 222, 230-233,
295-298, and much more, fresh & clean lot, great for the internet dealer or novice collector, F.-V.F. (photo on web site).
Estimate $500 - 750
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Korea
818

H/m

819

HH/H/m

820

HH/H

821

HH/H
Korea (South), Massive & Valuable Holding. Comprised of many thousands of sets, singles, miniature &
souvenir sheets, se-tennat sheets, booklets, etc. Bulk of coverage & value lies from the late 1950’s on, including 7
stockbooks mostly arranged in a collection format, including a flag set through strong modern definitives, S/S, etc. A fair
amount of items are offered in duplicate with a very substantial aggregate catalog value, ideal lot for breakdown, view to
appreciate, Very Fine.
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000

Korea, Massive & Valuable Stock. Comprised of many, many thousands, overall mostly mint, housed in ten
large Elbe stock books, and going into the 2000s. Everything is perfectly assembled by Scott number with varying
quantities, beginning with good quantities of the unissued 1884 25m to 100m first designs arranged by perforation and
continuing on with nice plum blossom issues by perf, Scott #24, 21 NH examples, plus additional hinged examples, mint
or used Taihan surcharges, plus strong coverage from the 1946 U.S. military rule issues on with blocks and imprint
blocks of #69-73, Flag issues, surcharge types, back-of-the-book, with nice semipostals, airmails, revenues, seals, etc.
Extensive holding of this popular country, rarely encountered as such these days, inspection invited, F.-V.F. Scott
$50,000+ (photo on web site).
Estimate $5,000 - 7,500

Korea, Mint & Used Accumulation, 1884-2000. An exciting stock on stock pages, mostly parallel mint &
used material that includes mint 1-2, 6-9, 18, 19, 39-40, 56-60, B1-B2, C4, C12-C16, with hundreds of complete
booklets from the 1980s & 1990s, many Republic Presentation sheets, many hundreds of used stamps, a great way to
start collecting or rebuild your stock, some scarce and valuable material present, be sure to check this one out, F.-V.F.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
Korea (North), Collection, 1946-72. Mounted in a hingeless Palo album, mint includes 14-15, 35, 48, 101,
104, 106, 111, 112-113, 114, 115-117, 134-137, 145-149, 160-161, 166-171, 172-175, 176-79, 194-199, then fairly
mint complete from 1960-1972, with long runs of complete sets, please peruse, F.-V.F. (photo on web site).
Estimate $500 - 750

Laos
822

HH/H
Laos, Collection, 1951-72. Appears complete on Scott Specialty pages, includes many special souvenir
sheets which are NH, fresh and bright, F.-V.F. Scott $1,000+.
Estimate $200 - 300

Lebanon
823

HH/H
Lebanon, Extraordinary Selection of Rare Imperf Sets, 1930-60s. Each identified in its own glassine,
beginning with some regular issues like Scott# 167-168 pairs, 177-180 singles and two sets of pairs, 189-196 2 sets of
singles and pairs, 220-224 singles and blocks of four, 225-227 (3), 243-244 (2) & then some outstanding airmails like
C39-C48 (2), C57-C64, C75-C78 (pairs), C80-C81 (pairs), C82-C87 3 sets of singles & pairs, C88-C90 pairs & singles
with/o overprint, C97-C100 (2), C101-C106 (2), C111-C114 2 sets of pairs, C115-C118 3 sets of pairs, C141-C145,
C146-C147 singles & pairs, C150-C153, CB5-CB9 singles & pairs, J29-J35, J37-J46 & dozens more. Scarce holding,
not at all easy to duplicate, F.-V.F. examine.
Estimate $1,200 - 1,800

824

HH/H/m Lebanon, Luscious Stock, 1924-90. Thousands of stamps and souvenir sheets on pages and in sheet files,
better mint includes 1-14, 1-7, 9 in blocks of 50, 10-11 in blocks of 25, 199 (185), 200 (35), 201 (85), 204 (85), 205 (85),
228A (85), 260 (35), 315-324, C79a (2), C149a, C222 imperf sheet, airmails complete 1956-1965, J37 (100), a golden
opportunity to restock inexpensively, a few condition issues possible, please inspect, F.-V.F., and awaiting your bid!!
Estimate $750 - 1,000

825

HH/H

94

Lebanon, Wonderful Selection of Airmail Varieties, 1924-60. Premium mostly mint specialist’s selection
of dozens of varieties, nearly all Scott or Sanabria listed, with bulk of coverage between 1924-1930. We note better like
Scott # C3a, C4a (2), C9-C12 with additional overprint like C13-C16 used, C11a, C13 inverted overprint, C14 inverted
overprint (2), C15 inverted overprint, C22a, C22 red overprint inverted, C27 double & inverted overprints, C28 overprint
like C25-C27, C33a-C34a, C37a (4 including strip of 3), C37d block of four & single, C38a, C38 double overprint, C298
double impression, B9 double overprint pair used, plus lots more. Everything identified in an individual glassine, great
group of scarce material, F.-V.F.
Estimate $600 - 800
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Macao
826

Macao, Souvenir Sheet Stock, 1985-2000. Includes 559, 582a, 592a (2), 610 (2), 624, 697 (17), 702 (8),
797, 804 (2), 848, 854, 868a full sheet (2), 873 (10), 874-876 full sheets (4), 877 (12), 884 (8), also 1990-1994, 1996,
1998, year sets, plus hundreds of other souvenir sheets, enormous catalog value, be sure to take enough time to figure
the true value of this wonderful stock, F.-V.F., ex- Michael Rogers (photo on web site).
Estimate $600 - 800

HH

Saudi Arabia
827

HH/H
Saudi Arabia, Powerful Specialist Selection to 1970, All identified by Scott number in individual glassines,
nearly all mint, including better like L2, imperf proof in blue L3a, L8-L13 imperf proofs, L31a, L71, L75, L92a, L96 double
overprint, one inverted, L99a, L99c, L100a, L107a, L107c perf & imperf, L128a, L140a, L146a, L146c, L147a, L147c,
L149a-L152a, plus # 1-4, 16, 16a, 17, 17a, 26-29, 30-31, 33, 50-54, 59-63, 64-68, 69-74 (2), 107-114 (2), 125-129 (2),
130-132, 135-137, 159-172, 172 (3), 180-184, 187-191, C1-C6, C7-C21 (3), J1-J3, J10-J15, O5, RA1 & much, much
more. Enormous aggregate catalog value, fresh, F.-V.F., well worth a careful inspection.
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000

Syria
828

HH/H
Syria, Outstanding & Valuable Old Time Holding. A wonderful specialist selection from the 1970s, bought
mostly from specialists & dealers offering an incredible range of premium items such as mint unless noted Scott# 50,
104-120, 147a, 133-136 (12), 166-169 (14), 306-314, outstanding airmails with mint or used quantities of C1-C3,
C4-C6, C7-C9, with many signed, C10-C13 (6), C14-C17 (2), C22-C25 (7), C57-C66 (10!), Allepo surcharges with
quantities of low values, plus # 68 (2), 71 (Rare), 77, 78, 79, UAR 13A, C10-C11 (2), C9 (7), and much much more. A
wonderful & valuable horde, fresh, F.-V.F. or better, examine (photo on web site).
Estimate $2,500 - 3,500

829

H
Syria, Magnificent Collection of Imperfs. Comprised of approximately 128 items, most of which are Yvert
or Sanabria listed airmails We note better items such as Scott #210 strip of five, 282-285, 325-327, 358-363, 364-365,
392-393, C80-C87, C88, C89-C95, C99-C102, C103-C106, C124-C134, C158-C161, C162-C163,C164-C168,
C173-C174, C175-C182, C183-C184 C187-C188, C189-C190, C196-C197, C198-C199, C200-C201, C235-C239, &
MC5-MC6, etc. Most are marginal examples with a numerous sets of pairs included. Fresh, F.-V.F., a wonderful lot of
scarce material (photo on web site).
Estimate $750 - 1,000

Thailand
830

Thailand, Wonderful All Mint Accumulation. Comprised of a two volume 1960-2005 collection with lots of
better like #304-308, 414-417, 423-426, 428-429, 460-463, 464-467, 469-476, 477-484, 485-488, 501-508, plus
excellent souvenir sheets like 632a (2), 684a, 710a, 717a, 748a, 1117a, 1178a, 1264a, good booklets, lots of blocks of
four, se-tennant sheets, duplicates and more. Excellent clean lot, fresh, Very Fine, examine.
Estimate $1,200 - 1,800

HH/H

Turkey
831

H/m
Turkey & Turkish Empire, Interesting Mint & Used Assortment. A few hundred stamps on 17 stocksheets
or album pages; includes some nice First Issue Turkey, as well as Turkey in Asia and Cilicia, plus Austrian, French,
German, Italian, Romanian and Russian Offices, the last including a nice mint o.g. #1; condition throughout is generally
F-VF. (photo on web site).
Estimate $350 - 500

Viet Nam
832

HH/H
Viet Nam (South), Collection, 1951-75. Pretty much totally complete on Scott Specialty pages, all but one
stamp mint, some better values NH, F.-V.F. Scott $1,500+.
Estimate $350 - 500
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ASIA, MIDDLE EAST AND AFRICA AREA COLLECTIONS: Africa - Middle East

Asia, Middle East and Africa Area Collections
Africa
833

H

834

)

835

HH/H
Africa, New Issue Stock, 1960-2000. Several hundred stamps and souvenir sheets in a box, includes
Algeria, Chad, Congo Republic C2-C4, Guinea 291-304, C47-C49, Ivory Coast, Liberia with imperf issues, Malawi,
Mali, Rwanda, Sri Lanka souvenir sheets, butterfly topicals, a nifty little lot that is sure to please, examination will we
rewarded, F.-V.F.
Estimate $400 - 600

Africa, Massive Mainly Mint Collection, 1890s-1970s. Three really fat Lighthouse hingeless albums
(should be in five binders) with a few thousand, mainly 20th century stamps; made up mostly former French Colonies,
both pre- and post-independence, but also includes former Belgian (Congo, Rwanda), British (Nigeria, K.U.T.)
Portuguese (Guinea) and Spanish (Ifni, Morocco); the 19th century is somewhat scattered, the most of the value being
in post-1950s sets and souvenir sheets, the French areas being loaded with imperfs and deluxe proofs; condition is just
about all clean and F-VF with general NH beginning in the mid-1960s (photo on web site).
Estimate $750 - 1,000
Africa, Postal History, 1900-70. Many hundreds of covers, postal stationery and cards in a large box, with
Tangiers, Morocco, Ethiopia, Namibia, Sierra Leone, Botswana, South Africa, Zimbabwe, Cape of Good Hope, Ghana,
Zanzibar, Gold Coast, Nyasaland, Congo, Burundi, volume of Kenya & Uganda, plus a shoebox of French Africa, some
uncommon material present, an excellent opportunity to acquire some desirable stock, condition issues do exist,
F.-V.F. (photo on web site).
Estimate $600 - 800

Asia
836

HH

837

HH/H

838

HH/H

839

)

840

HH/H/m Asia, Mint & Used Dealer Stock, 1940-70. Hundreds of glassines with mint & used of Phillippines, Indo
China, New Zealand, Viet Nam, with many blocks of four, along with two sheet files with mint sheets and blocks of
Philippines, needs some TLC, but the effort will be repaid severalfold, F.-V.F.
Estimate $300 - 400

Asia, Mint Accumulation, 1959-2010. Grouping of mint China, PRC, Hong Kong, Korea, Mongolia &
Singapore, with singles, sets, souvenir sheets and presentation packs, with loads of better topicals-Disney, Looney
Tunes, Harry Potter, mostly from 1990-2010, plus a mint Mongolia collection 1959-2000, should be plenty of hidden
gems waiting to be discovered, F.-V.F.
Estimate $500 - 750
Asia, Mint New Issue Stock, 1960-2010. Hundreds of mint stamps and souvenir sheets in a box, includes
but not limited to Bangladesh 66a, India, Korea 305a, Mongolia, Singapore 112-115, 115a, Viet Nam, a wealth of Asia
material, grab ‘em before they slip away again, a lot with plenty of potential, F.-V.F.
Estimate $500 - 750
Asia, Mint Stock, 1880-1980. Hundreds and hundreds of mint stamps and souvenir sheets in a small box,
includes 1949 China issues, Malaysia 543a, 545a, 577 (2), 625a (9), 637a, group of mint & used U.S. Provisional
Currency issues, Singapore 23-26, 112-115 (3), 119-121 (2), 126-128,133-137 blocks of four, 138-141 (2), 247-250 (2),
J1-J8, 674-684A, envelope full of empty Japan souvenir sheet folders, and so much more, inspection applauded,
F.-V.F. (photo on web site).
Estimate $500 - 750

Asia, Picture Postcard Lot, 1880-1960. Predominately Asia and Hawaii, over 150 cards, includes Japan
two panel Japan used in China, and a hand painted, a lovely array of these popular items, please review, F.-V.F.
Estimate $400 - 600

Middle East
841

96

Middle East, New Issue Stock, 1960-2010. Thousands upon thousands of stamps, booklets and souvenir
sheets, with Afghanistan, Ajman, Bahrain 247a, 295, 313, 381, Dubai 96, J10-J14, Iraq, Israel, Jordan, Kuwait 291-298,
Lebanon, Oman, Rasal Khaima, Sharjan, Syria, UAE, Umm Al Qiwain, Yemen, many issues in blocks of four, a few

HH/H
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LATIN AMERICA COUNTRY COLLECTIONS: Argentina - Bolivia
proofs, there are many complete sets present, enormous face, a fine time to catch up with this popular area, please
examine, F.-V.F.
Estimate $3,000 - 4,000
842

HH/H

843

H/m

844

HH/H

845

)
Middle East, Feldpost Cards, 1916-18. Seven picture postcards or postal cards with feldpost cancels,
includes Jerusalem (2), Bir-Es-Seba, Bosanti, Damascus and Aleppo, some rare markings, a chance to obtain some
choice items, F.-V.F.
Estimate $300 - 400

Middle East, Collections, 1850-2000. Outstanding lot presented for your pleasure, thousands of mint &
used stamps and souvenir sheets mounted on album pages and stock pages and cards, includes but not limited to
Dubai perf & imperf issues, Egypt 103, 105-107, C3, Iran, Israel 15 with tab, Lebanon C149a, J37-J40, Saudi Arabia
L4-L7, L8-L13, 618-620 blocks of four, C1-C6, C21, C32 (5), plenty of mint Saudi Arabia airmails, Palestine, Trucial
States, also Tunisia & Turkey, a group with enormous potential for the savvy buyer, some condition issues but basically,
F.-V.F. (photo on web site).
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
Middle East, Miscellaneous Mint & Used Assortment. A couple hundred stamps on various stocksheets
and album pages; strength mainly in Saudi Arabia including mint L14-19, L99a (2, plus one used), L101a, L104a,
L106a, L136b, #1-5 (2) and 35; other highlights include (mint unless noted) Bushire N2, N3, N5, N6, N7, N9 (used), Iran
#3-4 (unused), 2010 (NH block of 4), and Yemen #1 (used), etc.; condition is just about all F-VF. An interesting lot.
(photo on web site).
Estimate $500 - 750
Middle East, Collection of Mint & Used, 1850-1970. Mounted on pages, includes mint unless noted
Afghanistan C1-C3 NH, Saudi Arabia Hejaz full sheet L45, Iran, Manchukuo 110-111, 116-119, Saudi Arabia Nejd,
Nepal, Persia used 57-59, 102-103, 445, mint 871-875, B6-B10, Q19-Q35, O1-O4, O41-O57, Qatar 125-125F,
384-389, some condition and identification issues present, but should prove to be a windfall for the savvy bidder, F.-V.F.
(photo on web site).
Estimate $500 - 750

South East Asia
846

HH/H
South East Asia, Wonderful Mint Accumulation. Comprised of both country collections with sizeable
backup groups of blocks of four, miniature sheets, booklets, etc. Bulk of material from the 1950s to about 2005 including
comprehensive South Viet Nam, Laos & Cambodia, Malaysia, Singapore plus some Philippines, North Borneo etc.
Clean lot of popular material, Very Fine, examine (photo on web site).
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

Latin America Country Collections
Argentina
847

Argentina, Nearly Complete Collection, 1858-1979. Mint & used collection on Scott Specialty album
pages; include nice used 1862-63 and Rivadavias and includes such mint highlights as #62-67, 87, 119F, 142,
160-175, 201-204, 215-230, 374-391, C1-28, etc.; even the Departmental overprints are only missing about 20 stamps.
An outstanding lot with condition, with very few exceptions, being F-VF throughout. Scott $14,000 (photo on web site).
Estimate $2,500 - 3,500

H/m

Bolivia
848

Bolivia, Mint and Used Collection, 1866-1960. Excellent starter collection on Scott Specialty album pages;
loaded with overprint varieties with highlights including (mint unless noted) #95d, 96a, 101d, 101e, 116c, 162a-b, 183,
185 (used), C18, C19, C22, C26a (no gum); condition is mostly F-VF, mixed mint & used through the 1930s and just
about all mint (hinged) from there on. Scott $5,500 (photo on web site).
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

H/m
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LATIN AMERICA COUNTRY COLLECTIONS: Brazil - Costa Rica

Brazil
849

Brazil, Group of Semi-Official Airmails, 1927-30. Comprises (mint unless noted) Condor 1CL10-13 (four
sets of blocks of 4, NH), E.T.A. 2CL1 & 3-5, VARIG 3CL1 (block of 9), 3CLE1-2, 3CLF1-2, and Graf Zeppelin 4CL1-3
(both mint & used) & 4CL8-10; all clean and F-VF. Scott $2,791.
Estimate $400 - 600

H/m

Chile
850

Chile, Collection, 1853-1971 (1//C312). On Scott Specialty pages, most of the value is in the early issues,
with several examples of items from the First Issues, London and Santiago prints (# 1//14); also, #15-19 mint; largely
complete from 1892 to 1977 for regular post issues, earlier used and mint, later mint with some apparently NH; also,
includes mint: C6-C8, C18a signed, C124 sheetlet, and C191 SS, C195, C218, C221 and other special souvenir sheets
listed in Scott footnotes and apparently NH; and # J1-7 mint; this will be a great buy for the judicious collector looking to
build a great early collection of this popular and conservative stamp-issuing country; make sure to check this one out!
F.-V.F. Scott $3,800+ (photo on web site).
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

HH/H/m

Colombia
851

HH/H/m Colombia, Collection, 1859-1978 (1//C662). Old-Timer’s mint and used on Scott Specialty pages and green
binder, a pretty comprehensive collection, with a number of better tiems, including, mint: 1, 6a signed, 7a, 9, 14a with
1988 APS photo Cert, 17 with 1998 APS photo Cert, 21, 24, 26 signed, 41, 52, 57a tete-beche pair, C11, C34, C53-4,
C68-79, C50, F1-2, O1-13; also includes, used: 1, 2, 3, 12, 13 with 1987 PF Photo Cert, 14,16 signed Braun, 18, 19, 20
signed, 22, 30 pair, 42 signed, 51, 338, C12-16, C35, J3; this was built some decades ago and has a lot of nice and
hard-to-find material; later mint appears NH; very little duplication and large swathes of goodies; here is something that
will provide many hours of delight from an area that has historically been very popular, F.-V.F. Scott $19,000.
Estimate $4,500 - 6,000

852

H/m/)

853

H/m

Colombia, Collection Featuring SCATDA Issues, 1859-1969. Several hundred mint & used stamps
mounted in a Scott Specialty album,excellent Classics and States, better noted with mint 323-324, mint & used
332-338, 421-436, 457-463, mint 513, great early SCADTA with used C5, C8, C11 plus four varieties, C12-C16,
C25-C35, C38-C50, C53-C54, several pages of SCADTA consular overprints, and finally several stock pages with mint
& used duplicates, covers, telegraph stamps, some mixed condition but a once in a lifetime opportunity, be sure to set
aside enough time to carefully inspect this collection if only for the pleasure of it, F.-V.F. (photo on web site).
Estimate $3,000 - 4,000
Colombia, States Collection, 1868-1907 (Antioquia//Tolima). Extensive collection on Scott Specialty
pages, including Antioquia (#1 used, 38 & 97-116 mint); Bolivar (#7 used); Boyaca; Cauca; Cundinamarca (#11a mint,
tete-beche pair); Santander; Tolima (#1, 2, 6 & 8 mint); a good “Old-Timer’s” collection with hundreds and hundreds of
stamps; This one will inspire the thrill of the hunt! F.-V.F. Scott $3,000.
Estimate $750 - 1,000

Costa Rica
854

98

Costa Rica, Nearly Complete Mint and Used Collection, 1863-1975. On Scott Specialty album pages;
highlights include (mint unless noted) #15 (San-Jose favor cancel), 45-54, 45-54, 62a, 65a, 66a67a, 68, 87 (used), 94
(used), etc.; in fact, the 20th century is apparently complete for the period. Condition is just about all clean and F-VF,
mixed mint & used through the 1930s and virtually all mint (mostly hinged) from there on. An excellent lot. Scott $3,700
(photo on web site).
Estimate $750 - 1,000

H/m
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Cuba
855

HH/H/m Cuba, Collection, 1855-1961. Nice Pre-Embargo Cuba on Scott Specialty pages with clear Hawid-style
mounts for all issues; includes, mint (sets are mixed mint & used): 1, 15, 106-20, 132-55, 324-31 NH, 340-54 NH,
C49a-b, C77-8, J3, J4 NH; used: 189 on piece, 201 with 1997 Estudio 20 photo Certificate; after 1900 is mostly
complete for regular issues; includes some specialized items such as gutter pairs, imperf pairs, many souvenir sheets;
this is the ideal collection from which to build a major specialized collection in a popular area which is poised to increase,
F.-V.F. Scott $8,300.
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000

856

HH/H/m

Cuba, Fresh Collection of Mint & Used, 1855-1965. Mounted in a Palo hingeless album, better mint
includes 15, 22, 283, 284-293, 299-303, 423-430, C16-C17, C18-C21 perf & imperf, C24-C29, C31, C33, C49a,
C63-C72, C96-C106, C120-C121, C122-C126, C126a, C136-C146, C185-C191, J5-J7, J8-J10, with loads of complete
mint sets, please examine, F.-V.F. (photo on web site).
Estimate $600 - 800

Dominican Republic
857

Dominican Republic, Collection, 1866-1975 (7//RA70). Straightforward collection on Scott Specialty
pages in old binder, including, mint: 15 with 1999 Estudio 20 photo Certificate, 26, 70, 100-110a; used: 7, 16, 407; we
noticed two classic Fournier forgeries; appears to be complete for regular issues from 1928, some later mint items are
NH; this is the perfect starter collection to “get your feet wet’ in this attractive but undervalued area, F.-V.F. Scott
$5,600+.
Estimate $1,200 - 1,800

HH/H/m

Ecuador
858

H/m
Ecuador, Mint and Used Collection, 1865-1969. Outstanding collection on Scott Specialty album pages;
nothing rare but lots of $25-$75 stamps and sets, and probably 80% complete for the period; condition is generally F-VF
throughout. Scott $3,700 (photo on web site).
Estimate $750 - 1,000

Guatemala
859

Guatemala, Nearly Complete Collection, 1871-1976. Missing only a handful of inexpensive stamps and
including lots of overprint varieties on Scott Specialty album pages; mixed mint & used to about 1920 and nearly all mint
(hinged) from there on; just about all clean and F-VF. Scott $2,500 (photo on web site).
Estimate $500 - 750

H/m

Haiti
860

m
Haiti, Our Lady of Perpetual Help Souvenir Sheets Holding, 1942 (C19a-C21a). Excellent group of
cancelled souvenir sheets, each set contains one each of the perf and imperf sheets, with 70 complete sets and a pack
of miscellaneous sheets, a great opportunity packaged in two small boxes, check it out, Very Fine. Scott $6,300+ (photo
on web site).
Estimate $400 - 600

861

H/m

Haiti, Small Specialist Group, 1881-1910. Value primarily in three partial platings of the 1881 Imperf Libery
heads: 3c bister mint/unused - 30 different positions, 3c used - 26 different and 7c used 45 of 50 positions; also included
are imperf sheets of 50 of the 1904 Nord-Alexis set (without gum) and various, mainly inexpensive singles. An
interesting lot. (photo on web site).
Estimate $250 - 350
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LATIN AMERICA COUNTRY COLLECTIONS: Honduras - Nicaragua

Honduras
862

HH/H/m

863

HH/H

Honduras, Collection, 1865-1975 (1//RA8). Clean-looking on old Scott Specialty pages and generally
complete after 1931, includes, mint: 64a, 289, 292, C26, C76 with 1969 PF photo Cert, C192a signed; also includes a
page of Sanabria specialized items not counted; some more recent mint are NH; a great starter collection, F.-V.F. Scott
$3,200.
Estimate $750 - 1,000
Honduras, Mint Sheet and Block Stock, 1924-40. An amazing stock of Honduras sheets, with sheets of
214, sheets of 238b with double overprints, diagonal overprints, 240d sheets, 241 sheets, 242 with double surcharge,
243 sheets with inverted overprints, C56 block of 45, large blocks of O93, and so much more, an exemplary lot for the
specialist, examination will confirm the true value, some tropicalized gum, otherwise, F.-V.F., ex- Michael Rogers
(photo on web site).
Estimate $500 - 750

Mexico
864

HH/H/m

865

HH/H/m Mexico, Meaty Collection, 1856-2004. Mounted in two Scott Specialty albums, better mint includes
310-320, 634-641, 658-665, 684-687, 698-705, 740-745, 828-829, 896a, C1, C51-C53, C54-C61, C65-C73, C85-C90,
C103-C107, C234a, E1, with hundreds of mint complete sets, a real find for the Mexico dealer or collector, a few
condition issues on the 19th century material, generally F.-V.F. (photo on web site).
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000

866

HH/H/m

867

Mexico, Reference Collection, 1856-1915. About 15 stamps and a cover with fake overprints and/or
cancels, plus ore than 20 MEPSI certificates of forgeries (stamps not present); also includes negative photgraphs of
complete sheets of genuine Victoria de Terreon overprints (1c, 4c, 5c & 10c); finally, 13 full sheets of 100 of genuine
1914-16 overprints, primarily lower values to be used for comparison; comprises #424, 435 ($6 each), 452 ($45), 456,
459, 491, 498 ($22), 518, 521, 544 (partial sheet of 76), 579, O103 & O106; all sheets are folded once, a few have
creases, but Scott value of the 13 sheets comes to over $8,000; also included are a few articles on classic Mexican
philately. A most interesting lot. (photo on web site).
Estimate $800 - 1,200

Mexico, Excellent Collection, 1856-1969. Solid, mainly mint collection in a hingeless Scott Specialty
album; early 19th century is scattered but from about 1885 onward the collection is fairly solid; the value is mainly in the
mint including such highlights as Scott 165-183, 242-255, 263, 265, 273, 284, 370-385, 421, 455-465, 494 (used),
684-687 (NH), 828-829 (NH), 909 & C249 (NH), C60 (10p University), O74, O110 and O144 (thinned); condition, with
only a few exceptions, is clean and F-VF, a good bit of it NH starting as early as the late 1940s. An outstanding base
upon which to build. Scott $11,000+ (photo on web site).
Estimate $3,000 - 4,000

Mexico, Mainly Mint Starter Collection, 1856-1969. Several hundred in a Scott Specialty album with
duplicates and unmounted material on 12 two-sided stocksheets; the 19th century is widely scattered (though we do
note an attractive piece with two #1 tied by c.d.s.) but the 20th is much better; a few highlights include 294-303 (5p no
gum), 380 (used), 495-499, 528-538 and 828-829; condition is generally clean and F-VF. (photo on web site).
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

Nicaragua
868

HH/H/m Nicaragua, Collection, 1862-1976 (1//2L71). On Scott Specialty pages in green Scott binder, extensive with
many stamps, including mint: 1, 5, 21a-27a Seebeck imperf pairs, 90-8, 254c, 378a//87a sheetlets, 392; used includes:
2, and 98I with 1997 Estudio 20 Photo Certificate, a great number of different stamps including many varieties not
counted, includes provincial issues, this large volume is a specialist’s dream-come-true, F.-V.F. Scott $9,000.
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000

869

HH/H/m

100

Nicaragua, The First & Second Seebeck Issues, mounted in a blue Centennial Album, with over 700
stamps including both issues complete in blocks of four, th first issues several times, 9 imperf between pairs (one used),
over 100 imperfs, over 100 imperf color proofs, plus 150 used making six sets of the first issue and four sets of the
second, with many different cancels that could use further study, a fresh and valuable collection, F.-V.F., and worth
every penny.
Estimate $300 - 400
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Panama
870

Panama, Collection, 1878-1964 (1//RA61). On Scott Specialty pages in a green Scott binder, there is some
fairly good stuff here, including, mint: 70b, C16A and C19 signed; a nice collection from this ever-popular area, F.-V.F.
Scott $3,700+.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

HH/H/m

Paraguay
871

H/m
Paraguay, Mint and Used Collection, 1870-1978. Fairly complete for the period on Scott Specialty album
pages; includes mint/unused #2-5 & O70-84 less O83; in fact, the 20th century is 99.9% complete, mixed mint & used
through the 1940s and nearly all mint (hinged) from there onward. Scott $2,000 (photo on web site).
Estimate $400 - 600

Peru
872

H/m

873

H/m

874

H/m
Peru, Interesting Mint & Used Assortment. A few hundred stamps on various stocksheets and album
pages; strongest in 1858-73 issues, from which there are more than 60 examples, three with Sismondo certificates
including a Very Fine mint #19a and a mint o.g. #9c with some toning; we also note a Fine o.g. #176 and some
interesting (though low-priced) Occupation material. Should be a worthwhile lot for a specialist. (photo on web site).
Estimate $300 - 400

Peru, Mint and Used Collection, 1857-1964. A nearly complete collection on Scott Specialty album pages;
loaded with overprint varieties with highlights including (mint unless noted) #159 (no gum, faint stain), 168-176 and
virtually everything from there onward including Airmails; condition is mixed early but otherwise just about all F-VF, the
20th century being 99% mint (hinged). Scott $7,500 (photo on web site).
Estimate $1,200 - 1,800
Peru, Chilean Occupation & Provisional Issues, 1881-85. Mostly used collection of about 146 stamps on
six Scott & Minkus pages; highlights are too numerous to mention, but suffice to say that there are many $25-and-up
stamps; condition is generally F-VF, but overprints are sold on their own merits and cannot be guaranteed - please see
the online photos of the entire collection. Scott $5,400 (photo on web site).
Estimate $750 - 1,000

Uruguay
875

H/m
Uruguay, Nearly Complete Collection, 1856-1961. Mixed mint & used collection on Scott Specialty album
pages; starts with the three 1856 Diligencia values complete (60c & 1r pen canceled, 80c unused), and beginning with
the 1859 Suns is missing only a handful of cheap stamps; with the exception of the 24c claret, C14-62 are all mint; and
condition, though a bit mixed on the Suns, is just about all F-VF. Scott $7,000 (photo on web site).
Estimate $1,200 - 1,800

Venezuela
876

Venezuela, Mint and Used Collection, 1859-1976 (1//C1060). On jam-packed Scott Specialty pages in
green binder, including, mint: 16, 17, 21, 41, 41a signed, 44, 45a, 60b, 100-103 (103 used), 104-107, 137-41, 149,
380-83, 384-87; also including, used: 35, 36, 39, 65, 66, 157, 324, and Carupano Locals #7-13; some of more recent
materials appears NH, the regular issues and airmails seem to be largely complete for the period covered; there are a lot
of fabulous stamps here from this solid country that is currently undervalued; now’s the time to get ahead of the
economic curve on this highly popular area, F.-V.F. Scott $10,000+.
Estimate $2,500 - 3,500

HH/H/m
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Latin America Area Collections
Central America
877

HH/H/m Central America, Collection of Mint & Used, 1857-2000. Housed in two Scott albums, better mint includes
Honduras C99-C100, Nicaragua 1-2, 3-7, 8-12, 90-98, 109A-109M, Panama 244-255, C47a, Salvador 1-3, 18-19,
38-45, 134-145, 146-157, 177-188, C62-C65, an excellent array of material, may be a few condition issues, but mostly
F.-V.F. (photo on web site).
Estimate $500 - 750

Latin America
878

HH/H

879

HH/H/m

880

Latin America, Outstanding Mint & Used Accumulation. Several hundred stamps on various stocksheets
and album pages; strength in early issues of many countries with highlights including used Buenos Aires #1 Fine with
P.F. certificate, Brazil #1 (2), 2 (3), Chile #2 F-VF with Sismondo certificate, Colombia - 37 stamps between #1//34,
Mexico #1 (10), 4, Guadalajara #6 on cover, and mint Brazil 342-355 & 367-374, Mexico 26-30, 381-385, 434-438,
401a, 403a & 404a; condition is slightly mixed on the 19th century, but well above average for a variegated lot of this
type, with faults tending to be unobtrusive and the great majority being Fine of better. A very interesting lot. (photo on
web site).
Estimate $1,200 - 1,800

881

HH/H
Latin America, New Issue Stock, 1960-2010. Thousands of stamps and souvenir sheets in three boxes,
includes but not limited to Argentina, Brazil, Cuba, Dominican Republic, Haiti, Mexico, Nicaragua, Panama, Paraguay,
Peru, El Salvador, Uruguay, Venezuela 826-831, C820-C825, a healthy serving with many complete sets, an excellent
lot for Latin America or topical dealers alike, please inspect, F.-V.F.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

882

H/m
Latin America, 19th Century Collection. Mainly used balance of collection on Scott pages, widely
scattered but lots of $100-and-up stamps, especially in Argentina and Uruguay, but also some better Colombia, Cuba,
Dominican Republic, Mexico, Peru, Venezuela, etc.; condition is a little mixed, but much is F-VF (photo on web site).
Estimate $750 - 1,000

883

HH/H/m Latin America, Mint & Used Collection, 1855-1970. Thousands of mint & used stamps housed in five Scott
Specialty album, with items such as mint Argentina C20-C24, Bolivia, Brazil used 1-2, Chile, Columbia, Costa Rica
C104-C116, C141-C144, Cuba C122-C126, E4, Dominican Republic C10-C17, Ecuador 39-46, 47-54, Guatemala,
Haiti 340-348, Honduras 103-110, Nicaragua, Paraguay 630-637, C147-C153, Peru, Uruguay 676-685, C4-C6,
Venezuela C674-C689, with many mint & used sets, a wonderful lot to build upon, a few condition issues, please review,
F.-V.F.
Estimate $500 - 750

102

Latin America, Accumulation of Mint & Used, 1843-2000. The buy of the sale, thousands of mint & used
stamps and souvenir sheets mounted on album pages, auction pages and in stock cards and pages, besides the
abundance of classic material there is better mint that includes Bolivia 661-668, Brazil 992A pair, Chile 50a block of four,
C6-C8, Mexico C46 block of four NH, C94-C96 blocks of ten, Paraguay C93-C97, and plenty more gems waiting for the
intrepid treasure hunter, a little effort will be rewarded sevenfold, especially when viewing carefully, mixed condition on
the 19th century material, but overall, F.-V.F. (photo on web site).
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000
Latin America, Mint and Used Collection, 1866-1970. Residing in seven Scott albums, with material from
Canal Zone, Chile, Cuba 294-298, 299-303, C4-C11, C18-C21, C31, Dominican Republic, Ecuador 47-54, Haiti,
Mexico, Nicaragua, Panama, Paraguay C54-C55, C93-C97, Peru C79-81, Porto Rico 210-215, Salvador 1-4, 38-46,
117-128, 177-188, Uruguay C1-C3, Venezuela C181-, plenty of complete sets and better singles, condition is a little
mixed but a useful collection, generally F.-V.F. (photo on web site).
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000

H/m
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Worldwide
Topical Collections
884

HH/H

885

HH/H

886

HH/H

887

HH/H
Worldwide, Intriguing Topical Collections. Residing in six volumes, thousands of mint sets and souvenir
sheets, including Black History, sports, Sherlock Holmes, painters, Shakespeare, Mona Lisa, Kings & Queens, Europa
and an album of Trucial States, some scarce material present, careful examination will be rewarded, F.-V.F.
Estimate $750 - 1,000

888

HH/H

889

H/m

890

HH/H
Worldwide, Various Topical Collections. Housed in six stock books, includes topicals such as ships,
space, Jules Verne, entertainers, Lindbergh, puffins, holograms, Disney, round stamps, with loads of mint sets and
souvenir sheets, take a few moments to peruse this holding, F.-V.F.
Estimate $500 - 750

891

HH/H

892

m/)

893

HH/H/m

Worldwide, Computers On Stamps. Thousands of stamps and souvenir sheets in eleven stock books,
some better includes Canada 116c, Djibouti 786, France 295 Deluxe Sheet, 1088a imperf, French Southern & Antarctic
Territories 294, Germany 1906, Italy 348, Japan 457, Uruguay C424, and much more, fresh and clean collection, a
great start for an exhibition or to break up for internet sales, overall, F.-V.F., please examine.
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000
Worldwide, Sports Topical Collections, 1948-2000. Includes Olympic Games mint stamps and souvenir
sheets mounted on White Ace pages, album of sports on stamps, album of 1968 Olympics on stamps, box of worldwide
mint souvenir sheets and sets, pages for The World of Sports on Stamps with many mint sets, and mint Vatican souvenir
sheets and sets, enormous catalog value, review please, o.g., hinged or never hinged, F.-V.F. (photo on web site).
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
Worldwide, Movie Stars, Rock Stars & Entertainers. Presented in seven stock books, thousands of mint
stamps and souvenir sheets, includes Baseball on Film from Gambia, U.S Legends of Hollywood, Mongolia Marilyn
“Cinema, Sierra Leone ”100 Years of Hollywood", Antigua & Barbuda Hank Williams Sr & Hank Williams Jr both with &
without overprint, Zaire music stars, Ghana “When You’re Smiling” comedians, all sorts of Star Trek, Three Stooges,
and two volumes devoted to Elvis, lots of mint material for the topical specialist, viewing will only increase your appetite
for this lot, F.-V.F.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

Worldwide, U.S. State Topical Collections. Hundreds upon hundreds of mint sets and souvenir sheets in
six volumes, includes Hawaii, Pearl Harbor, Arizona with flora and fauna, Indians, baseball and basketball, rock n roll,
space, insects, presidents, communications, with many better items scattered throughout, F.-V.F.
Estimate $600 - 800

Worldwide, Large Space Topical Collection. A phenominal collection of hundreds and hundreds of
different Space topical’s in eight different albums mostly from the 1960’s to 1990’s, inventory list available, F.-V.F. Scott
$4,000 approximately (Owner’s) (photo on web site).
Estimate $600 - 800

Worldwide, Diverse Topical Collections. In five volumes, hundreds and hundreds of mint sets and
souvenir sheets, includes White House album for 1979 Sir Rowland Hill Centennial, U.S. Civil War, Disney, Lincoln,
Grant, space, Einstein, quite a few items in the $20-$50 range, give the lot its due and spend some quality time with it,
F.-V.F.
Estimate $500 - 750

Worldwide, World Wildlife Federation Stamp & Cover Collection. Exciting collection of hundreds of first
day covers and official Proof Edition sheets, covers are cacheted and unaddressed, sheets have drawings of every
animal, fish and reptile imaginable, with biography of cachet artists, covers and sheets are housed in deluxe binders, a
beautiful collection of one of the most popular topics, extensive issue cost, some duplication, please leave time to
assess the proper bid for this lot, F.-V.F.
Estimate $500 - 750
Worldwide, Triangle Stamp Collection, 1880-1980. Hundreds of stamps in glassines, some better
includes used Cape of Good Hope, 3, 4, 5, 6,13, mint Newfoundland 3 or 11a, mint Paraguay C74A, mint Iceland C3,
plus much more, a detailed examination is in order, F.-V.F. (photo on web site).
Estimate $500 - 750
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894

Worldwide, Disney Topical Collection, 1979-90. Hundreds and hundreds of mint stamps and souvenir
sheets in two stock books, appear to be complete sets, one of the most popular topicals, a chance to pick up great stock
at a great price, F.-V.F.
Estimate $350 - 500

HH

Cover Collections and Accumulations
895

)
Worldwide, Picture Postcard Super Bowl. Thousands of postcards, mostly chromes and foreign, a quick
handful revealed Gambia, Russia, France, Thailand, Turkey, Norway, Hong Kong, Germany, Kenya, Belgium, with an
additional album of older European art cards, sure to be a winner, offered intact as received, Very Good to Excellent
(photo on web site).
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000

896

)

897

)

898

)

899

H/m/)

900

)

901

)

902

)
Worldwide, Cover Conflagration, 1860-2000. Two large cartons burning to be inspected, thousands of
covers and cards from British Commonwealth, Africa, Europe, and Latin America, includes material like first day covers
from Monaco, San Marino, India, Hungary, censored, first flights, registered, picture post cards, ads and postal
stationery, it will take some work to sort and price it, but the effort will be repaid many fold, F.-V.F.
Estimate $750 - 1,000

903

)

104

Worldwide, First Day Covers and Postal Stationery, 1898-2000. Thousands upon thousands of covers
and cards in four large cartons, mostly loose, includes mint & used postal stationery, first day covers, first flight covers,
space, picture postcards, cacheted event covers, registered covers, mostly 20th century, a few condition issues as to
be expected, the only draw back on this lot is the time needed to inspect it, F.-V.F.
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000
Worldwide, Postal History, 1861-1970. Several thousand covers and cards in four large cartons, includes
but not limited to first day covers, cacheted event covers, censored, first flight, HPOs, possessions, mint & used postal
stationery, fancy cancels, registered, WWII patriotics, APOs, hundreds of picture postcards, officials, anything may turn
up here so inspection is advised, occasional condition issues, otherwise, F.-V.F.
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000
Worldwide, Postal History Festival, 1860-1970. Over 1000 cards and covers in a large carton, with
registered, airmail, postal stationery, picture postcards, first flights, advertising, propaganda, registered, from Greece,
U.S., Cuba, Portugal, Italy, Canada, Switzerland, British Commonwealth, German States, Latin America, Thailand,
Japan, Greenland, with better such as 1936 registered from Zanzibar, 1943 POW card to Algeria, fantastic material at a
fantastic price, some mixed condition, but overall F.-V.F. (photo on web site).
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000

Worldwide, The Kit & Kaboodle, 1840 to 1970s. Barely contained and bulging in over 25 albums or
stockbooks, on a quick spin through, we note a nice four margin Penny Black (GB #1) and some Sweden (#2, 4 used),
plus loads of material, United Nations (we are sorry to report) but includes #38, Great Britain, Ireland, New Zealand,
WW Supreme Globals including Asia- the China wasnt gleened, First Day Covers in albums, maybe a thousand or so,
small slim stockbook with USA, anything and everything imaginable, completely intact as reveived, worth a closer look
and sure to reward the skilled viewer, generally F.-V.F.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
Worldwide, Postal History Extravaganza, 1860-1980. Thousands of covers and cards filling a large
carton, with picture postcards, postal stationery, first day covers, first flight covers, censored, airmails, advertising,
feldpost, registered, from the far reaches of the globe, condition runs the gauntlet, as sure a money maker as there is,
examination is urged, F.-V.F.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
Worldwide, Cover Calamity, 1860-1980. Many thousands of covers and cards filling a large carton, with
picture postcards, postal stationery, forwarded, ads, registered, Nazi censored, classic France, Germany states, British
Commonwealth, Canal Zone, something for everyone, mixed condition as to be expected, take a careful look, F.-V.F.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

Worldwide, Cover Abundance, 1880-1980. Thousands of worldwide covers, airmails, first flight,
registered, advertising, events, censored, first days, picture postcards, postal stationery, better includes 1935 flight
cover Ugumbura to Brussels, 1918 censored Greece to U.S., 1948 Iraq to Australia airmail, 1929 Hong Kong to Saigon
experimental first flight, 1925 Hungary first flight with unlisted label, includes ten binders of U.S. first day covers, some
mixed condition, great potential, inspection will be repaid severalfold, F.-V.F.
Estimate $600 - 800
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904

)

905

)

906

)
Worldwide, Postal History, 1873-1960. Over three hundred cards and covers from around the globe,
countries includes Columbia, Germany, Italy, Poland, Portugal, Netherlands, Mexico, Greece, Canal Zone, Russia,
with airmails, picture postcards, postal stationery, registered, censored, a great lot with many sale able & useful items,
some condition issues, F.-V.F. (photo on web site).
Estimate $500 - 750

907

)
Worldwide, Cover Stock. About hundred cards and covers, countries includes but not limited to Rhodesia,
Panama, Russia, Estonia, Haiti, Japan, Viet Nam, Zanzibar, India, Columbia, with feldposts, mint & used postal
stationery, illustrated ads, censored, picture postcards, F.-V.F. (photo on web site).
Estimate $500 - 750

908

)

909

)

910

)

911

)

912

)
Worldwide, Cover Festival, 1857-2000. A couple of thousand covers and cards in a carton, the bulk of the
lot consists of British Commonwealth and Latin America, includes censored, ads with illustrated, mint & used postal
stationery, philatelic exhibitions, airmail, picture postcards, first flights, first day covers, feldpost, stampless, at 25¢ a
cover how can you go wrong, some condition issues as to be expected, come on down and have a gander, F.-V.F.
Estimate $350 - 500

913

)

914

)
Worldwide, Postal History Group. Over 45 foreign covers, includes group of 27 covers from Gilbert & Ellice
Islands 1953-1958, two great Britain covers franked with #59, three 1954 covers from Madagascar, and a group of Italy
covers and postal cards, great lot for the right dealer, be sure and inspect, some condition issues, F.-V.F.
Estimate $300 - 400

Worldwide, Postal History Excursion, 1930-90. Several hundred covers, picture postcards, postal
stationery and aerogramms in two small boxes, includes Japan, Singapore, Thailand, China, Mongolia, Viet Nam,
Korea, Hong Kong, also a large envelope of Japan revenues on documents, Latin America, Spain & Portugal, Italy,
tremendous breakup value, go exploring on this sweetie, F.-V.F. (photo on web site).
Estimate $600 - 800
Worldwide, Balance of Consignment, 1865-1980. Filling a large carton, with U.S. and foreign covers and
cards, three small boxes franked including 1953 First Class Special Deliviery with Prexies, WWII ration books, Vmail,
Christmas seals and labels, revenues on documents, packet boat covers, first day covers, U.S. airmail stationery, a
careful review will yield excellent results, F.-V.F. (photo on web site).
Estimate $500 - 750

Worldwide, Collection of Diplomatic Pouch Mail Lot. Over seventy covers, includes Ecuador, China,
South Africa, Japan, Thailand, Lebanese, Peru, Hungary, Syria, Germany, Greece, Algiers, Italy, Yugoslavia, Haiti,
Paraguay, Egypt and many more, a wonderful collection for the postal historian, check it out, a few mixed condition,
F.-V.F. (photo on web site).
Estimate $500 - 750
Worldwide, Better Cover Selection, 1906-39. Four extraordinary covers for your amusement, includes
1906 Austria Offices in Constantinople postal card with Gallipoli cancel to Paris, small spindle hole bottom left, 1914 US
Occupation of Vera Cruz mixed franking to Cuidad, 1916 Sudan cover from Mvolo, a tiny village to Ireland, and a 1939
military post cover from Diego Suarez to Tamatave Madagascar, a unique opportunity to acquire some rare and choice
covers, F.-V.F.
Estimate $400 - 600
Worldwide, Zeppelin Flight Covers, 1929-40. Twelve covers that includes U.S. round the world cover, four
Germany covers with C37, two Germany cards with C36, a U.S. zeppelin postcard with first flight cachet, two Russia
cover one with C12, one with C13, and a Switzerland card posted on board, a few faults but overall, F.-V.F., and a lovely
lot of these popular covers (photo on web site).
Estimate $400 - 600
Worldwide, Censored Cover Collection, 1913-45. Several hundred censored covers and postcards, from
U.S., Great Britain, Cuba, France, Canada, Vmail, Canal Zone, loads of material for the military postal history specialist,
some mixed condition, please plan on spending some quality time with this lot, F.-V.F.
Estimate $400 - 600

Worldwide, Mainly Pacific Area Airmail Postal History: 1937-45. 24 covers, includes censored airmail
cover India to USA, 1940 censored over with 50¢ Prexie to Java, censored Indo China to France, 1940 censored New
York to Batavia, 1937 FAM 19 first flight New Zealand to Honolulu, and another FAM 19 first flight that did not leave until
1/2/38 arriving at American Samoa 1/1/38 (crossing the date line), to Kingsman Reef to Hawaii and then to San
Francisco, a terrific little holding, F.-V.F.
Estimate $350 - 500
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915

)

916

)
Worldwide, Cover Conundrum, 1975-95. Presented in a box are over 400 worldwide first day covers, a few
better items scattered about, a terrific lot for the internet seller, happy hunting to the intrepid bidder, generally, F.-V.F.
(photo on web site).
Estimate $250 - 350

Worldwide, Cover Blitz. A few hundred covers, picture postcards and postal stationery, many are 20th
century Gret Britain but also includes 1955 French East Africa coverregistered, 1931 Brazil air mail, 1950 Colombia
FDC C166-C171, 1943 censored Casablanca to US, and 1952 French Equatorial Africa to US, a great lot at a great
price, dig in!! F.-V.F. (photo on web site).
Estimate $250 - 351

Stamp Collections
917

HH/H/m

918

H/m

919

H/m
Worldwide, Mint & Used Collection. In 27 Scott International albums with “A” to “Z” countries, better sets
concentrated in People’s Republic of China 1968 (1005-1006), 1970 (1047-52), 1971 (1054-57), 1971 (1076-79), 1971
(1067-75, including 1074a strip of three), 1971 (1080-83), 1972 (1084-89), 1972 (1090-94), 1972 (1095-98), 1972
(1104-07), 1973 (1122-25), 1973 (1108-13), 1973 (1114-16), 1973 (1126-29), 1973 (1131-42) & 1974 (1143-48). We
also noted a good number of British Commonwealth sets issued in the 20th century and that deserve your awareness. A
useful property with pickings throughout, F.-V.F. (photo on web site).
Estimate $4,000 - 6,000

920

H/m
Worldwide, Old Time Collection, 1840-1934. Mint & used collection in seven old Schaubek leather-bound,
spring-back “Permanent-Albums”, 1932 edition (one with missing binder). Generally very scattered, but if you take your
time to page through all the empty pages and cheap stamps, you’ll find hidden gems throughout. Some of the more
interesting countries are (highlights in parentheses, mint OG unless noted) Austria, Belgium (36), Brazil, British
Honduras, Canada, Ceylon, Cuba (108, 111, 114 & 120), Denmark (127-131), Dutch Indies, Egypt, France (9c (used) &

106

Worldwide, Dealer Stock, of dealer stock cards in 35 red boxes and better items in 15 dealer counter books
consisting of: Austria 1 (2), 32b (2), 538, 11a, Bahamas 3, 6, 10, 13, 13a, Barbados 18, Belgium 8, Q15, J4, Cambodia
231a (3 blocks), Cape of Good Hope 2, 5 (2), 6, 13, Ceylon 6A, 7 (2), 14, 27, 28, 28a, 50 (2), 56a, 56d, 102, 117a, Cuba
1, 1a, Denmark 15, Falkland Islands 1, 1L19-33, Fiji 30, France 1, 2, 7, 9, 12, 37, 47, 47a, 47b, 48, 59b, 108, 109-32,
B294-99, N15-26, FSAT 16-19, Bavaria 3, 8 (3), 14, 22, 256-75, Brunswick 5, Germany 11, 14, 25, C27-34, 9N61-63,
DDR 122-36, Great Britain 24, 28 (2), 37, 44, 46, 48 (3), 52, 53, 57, 57a, 58, 70(2), 73, 84 on cover, 103 (3), 105 (4), 106,
107 (3), 108 (4), 179-81, O33, O43, Greece 3, 8, Ireland 97, Israel 9, Italy CB1-2, Q2, Trieste Zone A C6, Ivory Coast
299Cg-299Fh, Malta 3a, Mexico 363, Mongolia 102 block of 4, 134 block of 8, Nepal 5, 8a pair, New Zealand 182-84 (2),
183, AR41, Norway 13, Panama C16A, Peru 6, Portugal 675-82, Romania 23, 30, 36, 49, St. Lucia 3, 4, 6, 17, 18, 22, 51,
Salvador 117-28, 157B-57O, 159-70, Samoa 5, Sarawak 180-94, Saudi Arabia C37, C87, Solomon Islands J1-8, South
West Africa 1-9, Spain 79, C12-17, Sweden 2, 161, Switzerland B2-3, B4-6 (2), C3-12, J28, Syria 166-69, Tibet 1-5,
9-13, Tobaco 10, Trinidad 1, 90, Turkey 28, Tuvalu 1-15 incl 2a and Venezuela 156. Each stamp is identified on
individual cards and dealer tear sheets with massive catalog value, used and mint: o.g., hinged or never hinged,
generally F.-V.F. Scott $280,333 (photo on web site).
Estimate $20,000 - 30,000
Worldwide, Huge Collection to 1940. A spectacular collection housed in 11 albums similar to Part 1 Scott
Internationals, with the British Empire, the Far East and the United States removed, but with virtually everything else
here and very well represented. Musch of the collection was apparently assembled one stamp at a time, because sets
are not always complete and are frequently mixed mint and used .In addition, the album seemsto be mostly custom
printed 2-sided pages that sometimes omit spaces for the highest values, a la International Juniors—but that doesn’t
mean there are no high values. On the contrary, there are literally hundreds of stamps cataloging in the $50-$200 range
and a good number even higher. Strength is in areas where it would be expected, like Western Europe and
Scandinavia, but is also in unexpected areas like Latin America, German Colonies, Portuguese Colonies and,
especially, French Colonies. Highlights are almost too numerous to mention, but here are just a few (mint unless noted):
Andorra (Fr.) J12-15, Belgium 121, 135 (used), Cameroun 103, 106, 111, 116-118, 124 & 126-128, Denmark C1-5
(mixed m/u), Finland 69 (used) & C1, France B9 & C17 (both used), French Offices in Abroad (Scott $4,000), German
South West Africa 10 & 25 (both used), Greece C38-47 (used), Iceland 98 (used) & 175, Liechtenstein 82-89, 108-110,
114 (used), C7-16, Martinique #53 & 61, Reunion 27 (used, small thin), Turkey 270 (used), and much, much more. As
for condition, the news is also quite good. Actual faults seem to have been kept to a minimum (though centering and
margins on 19th century material were not a priority), so the collection is well above generally F-VF, and is more like just
about all Fine or better. A truly exceptional lot—probably the finest collection you’ll ever see housed in a set of
International Juniors. (photo on web site).
Estimate $15,000 - 20,000
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J22), Germany, Great Britain, Iran (used 50-55, 60-65, 73-99, 104-119, 136-150 and mint 209), Italy (248-256 &
C23-26, 265-279, 287-289, 290-305, 331-341, 345-366), Italian Colonies (Libya B23-29, San Marino 111-114 &
Somalia CB1-10), Mauritius, Netherlands (40-49 overprinted “Specimen”, 69, 75 & 80), Portugal & Colonies, Sweden,
Switzerland (185 & 209). Condition, as usual on collections from this era, is somewhat mixed, though the majority is
F-VF, as are just about all of the preceding, the most notable exception being the France 9c, which has only two
margins. The albums themselves are not in the best of shape, with the leather spines dry and crumbling, but the pages
are quite fresh and, all-in-all, this should prove quite a useful lot for collector or dealer alike. (photo on web site).
Estimate $3,000 - 4,000
921

H/m

922

HH/H/m

923

H/m

924

H/m/)

925

H/m/)

926

HH/H/m

Worldwide, Mint and Used Collection, 1940-50. Four-volume Scott International Part 2 album, the
companion to the 11-volume collection offered earlier in this sale. The collection’s weakness is that sets are not always
complete and are often mixed mint and used, but that weakness is out weighted by its strength: the many $50-and-up
singles and sets scattered throughout. A few highlights include (mint unless noted) French India 118a, 169 (signed
Bileski), Greenland 10-18 (NH), Iceland 240-245 (NH), Italy 515-518 (used), New Zealand AR51, Pakistan 1-19,
Samoa 202, Singapore 19, 22 (used), and Switzerland 304. We also Note British Empire 1948 Silver Weddings missing
only about 10-12 colonies. All-in-all, an exceptional lot, with condition virtually all clean and F-VF (photo on web site).
Estimate $2,500 - 3,500

Worldwide, Non-Scott Material, 1850-1990. Several thousand proofs, labels, seals, locals and facsimiles
mounted in a album, includes proofs from Afghanistan, Albania unauthorized stamps, Argentina reprints and revenues,
Australia 1954 Antarctic Expedition labels, Bavaria telegraph stamps, Belgium cigar bands, Bolivia essays, Brazil
revenues, Canada revenues, Denmark locals, Ecuador unauthorized issues, France revenues, telegraphs, parcel
posts, Germany Furniture Fair stamps, Great Britain revenues, postal strike issues, Italy Messina earthquake issue,
Japan revenues, Mexico revenues, Persia 1914 commemoratives of Royal Visit, Russia Volga Famine Relief,
revenues, Spain telegraph stamps, Spanish American Union Imperforates, F.-V.F.
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000
Worldwide, Collection of Mainly Canada, Japan and China. Canada collection in a couple albums with
large and small Queens, some nice Jubilees, a few mint Quebec Tercentenary better values, George V & VI
commemorative sets including mint 159, dues, officials plus a small book with some nice mint Newfoundland with
several better mint values, a stockbook packed with early China and later PRC and Republic of China, an album of
Japan 1871-1988 with a lovely selection of early 19th century issues, some nice pre-war commemoratives and souvenir
sheets, plus another Japan album 1870’s-1970’s including some early parks and nice early commemorative sets, 479,
plus lots of nice commemorative sets from the 1950’s and 60’s, a group of loose album pages and a small box of Japan
and China containing hundreds and hundreds of stamps, generally F.-V.F. (photo on web site).
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000
Worldwide, Collection of Mint & Used, 1860-2000. Mounted in thirty various albums and stock books, most
countries have light coverage, but there are pockets of better material, mint includes Germany 664a, B68 Ostropa
sheet, Angola 330a, Portugal 586a, 594a, 602a, 614a, 637a, 641a, 649a, 657a, 661a, 670a, 682a, 687a, Portuguese
Guinea 257a, Timor 253a, Switzerland 242, 352a, B80, B119, B144, B178, Turkey 933, please decent France in three
volumes, with plenty of covers throughout, a bulky lot, but there are sure to be further hidden gems scattered within,
mixed condition, please examine, F.-V.F. (photo on web site).
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
Worldwide, Philatelic Big Boy, 1870-2010. Thousands of stamps, souvenir sheets and covers filling three
large cartons, includes but not limited to D.W.I. on counterbook pages, Russia collection on pages, Egypt collection,
mint Channel Islands collection, mint Switzerland stock, Japan stock, Liberia Boy Scout sheets, mint & used Great
Britain collection, also lots of Asia with Hong Kong 151-153, 199 (3), 223-224, 237-238 (2), 296-298, PRC 122-1227,
1389-1398, 1547-1554, 1557-1572, 1863, 1980, Thailand B31-B33, a surprise on every page and glassine, some
mixed condition, check her out, you’ll be glad you did, F.-V.F. (photo on web site).
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
Worldwide, Collection, 1880-1990. Mounted in twelve Harris albums, ten of thousands of stamps from
every country imaginable, includes Africa, Asia particularly China & PRC, British Commonwealth, Europe, North &
South America, with hundreds of complete sets, the sheet volume is overwhelming so please plan on sufficient time to
proper ascertain this lots true value, condition issues as to be expected on so large a collection, but overall, F.-V.F.
(photo on web site).
Estimate $1,200 - 1,800
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927

HH/H
Worldwide, Collection of Collections, 1860-1990. Many thousands of stamps and souvenir sheets in
nineteen volumes, includes nice Canada collection, an excellent Trieste collection with many varieties, U.S. face, South
America, Belgium, F.-V.F. (photo on web site).
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

928

HH/H/m

929

m/)

930

HH/H/m

931

H/m

932

H/m/)
Worldwide, Valuable Consignment Balance. Varied group of about 25 mostly better items including (mint
unless noted) France 1930 20fr Pont du Gard, die II (254) few slightly short perfs, otherwise VF, PEXIP sheet (329) (2)
MNH and c.t.o. NH, each with minor edge flaws, B9; Netherlands B144a-145a MNH; Germany, 62-64 and a 1948
registered philatelic cover franked with a complete set of the Workers Issue with District 3 Berlin HOPs locally mailed at
Berlin-Friedrichsfelde, one with “Berlin 43” and one “Berlin 111”, the rest “3 Berlin 25” (one “b 3”); Lebanon
C145A-147B MNH; Luxembourg 1956 Europa MLH; Monaco #291b FDC, B26-35 (2 sets); Portugal #824-827 MNH
blocks of 4; Yugoslavia C33-33a; etc. Also includes a small mounted collection of about 75 stamps, mostly unissued
Persian sets, but also two of identified forgeries from Karelia & Russia, a few Belgian plate proofs and several stamps
with philatelic “points of interest”. (photo on web site).
Estimate $800 - 1,200

933

HH/H/m Worldwide, Collection, 19th Century. Several hundred stamps presented for your pleasure, mounted in a
deluxe pristine 1896 Schaubeks Briefmarken album, used unless noted U.S. 221-229, 230-239, 242, 260, Gibraltar 31,
36, 37, Great Britain 121, Italy 58-63, Monaco 11-13, San Marino 29-31, North Borneo mint 52, 55, 56, Ethiopia mint 1-7,
gold leaf clasp, remarkable state of preservation, great stamps, great album, great price, what are you waiting for!!!
Some condition issues, but mostly F.-V.F.
Estimate $750 - 1,000

934

HH/H/m

935

HH/H/m
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Worldwide, Collection of Mint & Used, 1840-1945. A terrific collection mounted in a Scott International
album, with some decent U.S. revenues, used Penny Black, nice Canada, China including used #21, France, India,
Spain, much better coverage than usually encountered, condition is somewhat mixed throughout although there does
appear to be much fine to very fine (photo on web site).
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

Worldwide, Revenue Collection. A great collection filling a small box, includes U.S. R85, R86, R125, fancy
cancels, Canada weights & measures, law stamps, RVB2, RY9, 1898 Real Estate Mortgage with two strips of five
R153, Indian revenues, U.S. plate proofs R50P4, R32P4, R55P4, R67P4, North China opium prohibition revenues, and
a collection of IRS revenue stamps, a wonderful lot with enormous potential, careful inspection will reveal many
surprises, F.-V.F. (photo on web site).
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
Worldwide, Collection of Collections, 1880-2000. A large box that contains a Scott album of Germany
1852-1979 mint & used, mint Vatican collection 1929-1976, Scott album of Germany States & Colonies, Scott album of
DDR, Scott album of mint & used France, with 329 souvenir sheet, and two volumes of Hungary, a tremendous buying
opportunity, make sure you drop by and check her out, o.g., hinged or never hinged, F.-V.F.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
Worldwide, Interesting Consignment Balance. A few hundred stamps from a wide range of countries
sorted onto approval cards or into glassines; most of the value is in Austria, the Benelux countries, Scandinavia &
Switzerland with many singles and sets cataloging $100-and-up, though condition on the 19th century material is often
a problem—hidden flaws or regumming being the norm on the best numbers. There is still a lot to like here though,
especially in the Austria and the early 20th century sets and singles from other areas. Total catalog value is tremendous,
so our estimate is probably very much on the low side. Allow some time to look at this one. (photo on web site).
Estimate $800 - 1,200

Worldwide, Mint & Used Issues & Europa Collections, 1900-2000. Thousands of stamps mounted on
album pages and on stock pages and stock cards, better mint includes Albania 621-624 perf & imperf sets plus two
souvenir sheets, Estonia B39a, Greece C1-C4 NH, Italy 538-539 NH, Portugal 784-791, 804-812, 824-827, with mint &
used Baltic Countries collection, Liberia collection, Spain & Portugal collection, Switzerland & Liechtenstein collection,
Europa collection, plenty of attractive & useful stamps present, sure to include some hidden gems, some mixed
condition on earlies, otherwise, F.-V.F. (photo on web site).
Estimate $750 - 1,000
Worldwide, Collection of Mint & Used, 1860-1940. Thousands of stamps mounted in two Scott
International albums, along with the usual Eastern Europe, Latin America and British Commonwealth there is nice
coverage of China, India, Africa and Canada, includes many mint stamps, a grouping perfect for breaking up, there’s
plenty of meat left on the bone here, a wonderful opportunity, some condition issues, overall F.-V.F. (photo on web site).
Estimate $750 - 1,000
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936

H/m
Worldwide, Huge Collection. Over 39,000 different stamps in sixteen volumes, plus three shoe boxes
packed with stamps hinged on home-made pages with stamps ranging from used classics to modern (mostly to 1980’s)
mint issues, generally F.-V.F. (photo on web site).
Estimate $750 - 1,000

937

H/m

938

HH/H/m Worldwide, Collection, 1860-1990. Thousands of mint & used stamps mounted in twelve Scott
International albums, includes China 2204-2213, PRC 1-4, 6-7, 8-11, 60-64, 74-76, 105-107, 108-110, 117-121,
122-123, 124-127, 128-131, 132-135, all possible reprints, 155-158, 171-174, 194197, 214-221, 1376-1378, with mint
& used Burundi, France, India & States, Italy, Middle East, Romania, Russia, Spain, Turkey, and much more, some
condition issues, a lot that gets better with each viewing, F.-V.F.
Estimate $600 - 800

939

HH/H/m

940

HH/H/m

941

HH/H/m

942

H

943

HH/H

944

HH/H/m Worldwide, Collection of Collections. Seventeen stockbooks of various collection, includes mint & used
Latin America, Romania, DDR, Africa, Israel, United Nations, Eastern Europe, Canada, British Commonwealth, some
mint U.S., excellent lot for the internet dealer, inspection invited, F.-V.F.
Estimate $500 - 750

945

H/m

946

H/m

Worldwide, Premium Collection, 1840-1932. Terrific used lot unless noted, mint Austria 7, Great Britain #1
(2), U.S. 116, 120, mint C18, CSA 5, Japan 15, mint Queensland 54,mint New Zealand 82, and many other better
stamps, huge catalog value, a lovely group for the internet seller, maybe a few condition issues, but overall F.-V.F.
(photo on web site).
Estimate $750 - 1,000

Worldwide, Mint & Used Collection, 1880-1980. Residing in six Minkus Supreme Global albums, contains
mostly modestly priced material but there are occasional surprises like mint french Southern & Antarctic Territories 1-7,
C1-C2, Hong Kong 147-150, Indo China C20-C25, Ireland 175-176, Laos 1-17, Maldive Islands 20-28, Oman 1-15,
Pitcairn Islands 1-8, 13-16, Ryukyu Islands C9-C13, Spain 386-402, with many other mint & used sets, a great lot to
explore, some condition issues, F.-V.F. (photo on web site).
Estimate $600 - 800
Worldwide, Mint and Used Collection, 1851-1960. Thousands of stamps mounted in three Scott albums,
great coverage with Europe, Asia, Latin America, British Commonwealth, Africa, better countries like China, Japan,
France, Russia, mostly moderately priced stamps but with an occasional gem, be sure to examine this lot thoroughly,
F.-V.F. (photo on web site).
Estimate $600 - 800

Worldwide, Mint & Used Philatelic Festival. A toothsome lot of material on pages or approval books,
includes mint Switzerland C2-C12, used B12-B14, B18-B20, B26-B28, Laos, Netherlands, U.N. Geneva, Russia,
French Southern Antarctic Territory all mint NH including 89-93, 107-110, C60, C73-C75, C82a, C90a, Saar, Vatican
City, Morocco, Indonesia, Nyassa, Tunesia, excellent catalog value, be sure and check it out, o.g., hinged or never
hinged, F.-V.F.
Estimate $500 - 750
Worldwide, Collection of Cinderellas. 1000 stamps mounted randomly in an album; includes Revenues,
Poster stamps, Telegraph stamps, Cut squares, Fantasies, Locals, Charity seals, and who knows what else. An
interesting lot. (photo on web site).
Estimate $500 - 750
Worldwide, Assortment, 1850-1950. A nifty little lot that includes mint Norfolk Island 1-12, Barbados
140-151, Malaya Selangor 39, Southern Rhodesia 10-20, Malaya Perak 68, lot of sixteen Japan souvenir sheets, used
includes Cape of Good Hope 2, 3, 4 (2), 6, 6A, and New South Wales 23-31, check her out, F.-V.F. (photo on web site).
Estimate $500 - 750

Worldwide, Extensive Collection. In seven Minkus Global albums plus a classic Scott International
containing lots of 1980’s new issues from some Argentina, Australia, Australian Antarctic Territory, some British
Antarctic Territory, French Southern and Antarctic Territories, Great Britain Machins, Ivory Coast, Pitcairn Islands, and
some better areas: 1910’s-30’s Austria, some early China, early France, French Southern and Antarctic Territories
never hinged; 37-44, 54-56, 46-51 and C29-32, generally F.-V.F., a lovely collection with a nice selection of popular
1980’s never hinged new issues. (photo on web site).
Estimate $500 - 750
Worldwide, Collection to 1978. In seven old H.E. Harris Standard and Ambassador albums loaded with
worldwide stamps with some U.S., China and more, generally F.-V.F. A nice intermediate collection. A quick viewing is
recommended to see the full scope of the stamps hidden here. (photo on web site).
Estimate $500 - 750
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947

HH/H/m

948

H/m
Worldwide, Philatelic Master Disaster, 1880-1980. Residing in a large carton, with a large well loved
album with thousands of mint & used stamps, three smaller albums with scattered issues, and a 1924 Scott
International Junior album with some better Iceland and Russia, the sheer volume of the stamps alone should make this
an intriguing buy for the savvy bidder, condition issues, but with many F.-V.F.
Estimate $400 - 600

949

m

950

H/m
Worldwide, Collections. Including U.N. and U.S. Trust Territories, in five albums,containing a Minkus
Comprehensive album and a couple binders containing some mint sets and souvenir sheets, a two volume U.N.
collection starting with the first issue to 1981 (one album containing singles, the other plate blocks), and a U.S. Trust
Territories (Marshall Islands, Palau and Micronesia) from inception to 1990., F.-V.F. (photo on web site).
Estimate $250 - 350

951

HH/H/m

952

H/)

953

H/m

Worldwide, Mint & Used Collection, 1860-1965. Mounted in two Supreme Global albums, with good
Azores, France, Japan, Luxembourg, Mozambique, Portugal, Russia, a great foundation for a more advanced
collection, some condition issues, suggest you take a close look because we haven’t, F.-V.F. Estimate $500 - 750

Worldwide, Old Time Collection. A rare first year edition of Scott’s 1868 American Album for Foreign
Postage Stamps, published July 1868, in excellent condition, with early U.S., Austria, Baden, Bavaria, Brazil, Canada,
France, Germany, Great Britain, India, Italy stamps, no rips or tears, a true condition rarity, please inspect-carefully,
F.-V.F.
Estimate $300 - 400

Worldwide, Collection Balance. Hundreds of U.S. plate blocks consisting of some Overrun Country,
Liberty, Famous American and Presidential issues, C25-31 and other airmails plus duplicate Transports, plus a few
hundred 3c plate blocks including some purples, there are two H.E. Harris Libery albums containing a little face value
postage, additionally there is some modern foreign booklets and sheets: U.N. Ireland, Israel and Vatican City, generally
F.-V.F. (photo on web site).
Estimate $250 - 350
Worldwide, Frama Stamp Vending Machine Collection, 1980s. An uncommon holding in a three-ring
binder, containing Aland, Australia, Austria, Belgium, Finland, France, Germany, Great Britain, Greece, Hong Kong,
Iceland & Norway examples, including many first day covers. As known Frama vending machines were first used by the
Swiss Postal Authorities in 1976, and since then a number of other countries are now using them, and some of which are
represented in this collection. Frama stamps can not be compared to the well-known meters as they do not have any
date, and can be bought and kept for later use, F.-V.F. (photo on web site).
Estimate $200 - 300
Worldwide, Postal Tax Issues Collection, 1860-1930. Housed in a stock book, includes Postal Tax stamps
for Afghanistan RA1 block of 10, RA2 block of 10, Bolivia RA1 block of 25, RA2 irregular block of 29, Brazil, Chile,
Columbia, Costa Rico, Cuba RA22-RA25 blocks of 12, Ecuador, Dominican Republic RA1-RA4 blocks of four, Greece,
Guatemala, Lebanon RA1-RA9 used, Mozambique RA1 blocks of four (5), Panama, Peru, also franchise stamps,
telegraphs and revenues, some duplication, a nice lot of these inexpensive but difficult to locate stamps, inspection is
essential, F.-V.F. Scott $800+ (Owner’s).
Estimate $150 - 200

Accumulations and Stocks
954

Worldwide, Philatelic Fun Boxes, 1850-1990. Thousands of stamps & souvenir sheets in two large
cartons, includes Russia collection in two volumes, mint Republic of China collection, six year sets of PRC, Mexico
collection mounted in a Scott album, Israel collection, New Zealand collection mounted in a Scott album, plus five
volume of worldwide mint, with much more here than described, condition varies so inspection is recommended, F.-V.F.
(photo on web site).
Estimate $3,000 - 4,000

955

H/m

110

HH/H/m

Worldwide, Safe Deposit Box Treasure Trove. Small box filled with glassines, stockcards, and a few
retail/auction pages, the remains of a small safe deposit box. Naturally, we’ve taken the highest priced material and
lotted it separately, but there is still plenty of exceptional material here. A few examples (mint unless noted) Albania
C15-21, Belgium B477-497 (NH), Bolivia C24-26, Falkland Is. 48, France 9b (skillfully rebacked, VF appearance),
226b, B38, Germany (all used) B105, B316-317, B323 (on piece) & C44, Liechtenstein 3a, Luxembourg O27 (signed
Bloch), Norway 15b (used pair), Prussia 8 (pair used on cover), Romagna 7 (LH, signed A. Diena), Roman States 11
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(used, VG-F, signed Bloch), Sardinia 6 (used, F-VF, signed Bloch), Spain 4 (light crease, VF appearance, signed
Bloch), B40 & C91 (NH), Württemberg 44 (pair used on piece), and much more. All-in-all, a terrific lot.
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000
956

HH/H

957

H/m/)
Worldwide, Mish Mash, 1850-1960. Thousands of stamps, souvenir sheets and cover in albums, stock
books and on pages, includes mint & used U.S. collection, mint & used German States, stockbooks of mint Germany,
better used U.S., sheet files and folders of dozens of mint Germany full sheets, a wealth of material that adds up to
enormous potential, some mixed condition as to be expected, but over all, F.-V.F., please examine.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000

958

HH/H

959

H/m/)

960

HH
Worldwide, Premium Mint Stock, 1956-60. A fantastic stock that consists of French Southern & Antarctic
Territories full sheets of twenty five of 2-7, 8-10, C1-C2 as well as Belgium B605a (7), B662a (18) and San Marino 490
sheet of six (3), enormous catalog value present, inspection will only make it look better, what was examined was o.g.,
never hinged, F.-V.F. Scott $6,500.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000

961

HH/H/m

962

H/m/)
Worldwide, Topsy Turvy, 1880-1980. U.S. includes mint C14, three full mint sheets J80, full sheets of
J89-J97, U.S. first day covers and cacheted event covers including first flights and USS Akron, over $250.00 face, C18
on flight cover, hundreds of checks with revenues, a wonderful eclectic selection, F.-V.F. (photo on web site).
Estimate $1,200 - 1,800

963

HH

964

HH/H

Worldwide, Accumulation, 1948-2000. Extensive Israel mounted in four Lighthouse albums, mint with tabs
1-9, 10-14, gutter pairs 10-14, 16 15 (2), 27, 35-36, 46-47, 55, then appears complete to 1988, with souvenir sheets and
booklets, also includes United Nations, stock book of 20th century mint worldwide, lot of mint British Commonwealth
Royal Wedding, some PRC with 1764a, 1765-1772, 1785, 1789a, 1803, 1810, 1820, 1824-1831, 1862a (2), 1863a (2),
a great lot to serve as a foundation for expansion or to break up for retail, F.-V.F. (photo on web site).
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000

Worldwide, Better Mint Issue Stock, 1880-1950, presented in two stock books, better mint includes Bolivia
433-450, Lebanon C75-C78 imperf pairs, C165-C174, Malta 208-222, Mozambique 332-355, Spain 433-448,
C50-C57, French Colonies World’s Fair Overprints complete including Macau and a beautiful selection of Portugal
including 490-495 (2), 586a (2), 594a (6), 637a (3), 641a, 657a (5), 661a (3), 670a, 678a (2), 682a (4), 687a (4),
818-821, a plethora of money making material, a few condition issues but mostly, F.-V.F., a tremendous bang for the
buck (photo on web site).
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
Worldwide, Philatelic Master Disaster, 1860-1990. Many thousands of stamps and souvenir sheets in
three large boxes, with four counter books of mostly mint British Commonwealth sets and souvenir sheets, mint postal
stationery, stock book of U.S. and Canada souvenir sheets, two counter books of mostly mint France with semi-postals,
stock book mint Ryukyu, counter books of Germany, counter book of Asia, Christmas Seal booklet with many better,
two counter books mint & used Japan, and tons more, this is messily presented and will take some time to sort, but your
efforts will be well rewarded, some condition issues, F.-V.F. (photo on web site).
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000

Worldwide, Mint & Used Accumulation 1880-2000. Filling 3 large cartons, includes mint & used Canada,
Russia, stock book of mint British Commonwealth, stock book of mint & used British Commonwealth, five stock book
Germany & area, stock book of mint Japan, mint & used Cuba collection, stock book of mint & used Europe, thousands
of useful stamps, mixed condition as with any stock of this size, please examine, F.-V.F. (photo on web site).
Estimate $1,200 - 1,800

Worldwide, Face Value Lot, 1950-2010. One great deal, Great Britain, Australia, New Zealand, Canada &
Switzerland face value material, includes singles, blocks and souvenir sheets, well into 4 figures, a chance to pick up
some extra cash, good bidding & good luck!! what we examined was o.g., never hinged, F.-V.F.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
Worldwide, New Issue Stock, 1950’s to 1980’s. Thousands of mint stamps and souvenir sheets in
glassines and mint sheet files, a quick glance reveals the following: China 1269a (2), Japan 703 (2), 704 (2), Korea
291a, 293a, 294a, 305a (3), 310a, Newfoundland 233-243, Poland 931, Romania 1281-1286, C71, Zanzibar 214-217,
plus worldwide full sheets, many NH, clean & fresh, retail well into five figures, inspection of this useful stock
recommended for full appreciation of the content, F.-V.F.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
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965

H/m/)

966

HH/H/m

967

H/m
Worldwide, Accumulation with German Focus. Consisting of hundreds of stamps neatly grouped in three
stock books, includes a full small Lighthouse stock-book of Bavaria, a large Lighthouse stock book full of foreign stamps
ending with early German to inflation era, finally you will find a stock book full of Germany, mostly from WWI to WWII era,
with many Nazi issues in blocks and singles, semi-postals, etc. with a nice group of never hinged stamps, in the German
Colonies, you will find a lovely selection of Yacht and Germania Emire overprinted issues from various colonies, some
Germania Tete-beche pairs, several WWII overprints and finally several pages of early issues from various states, in
mixed condition and high catalog value. A nice attractive lot that should present a fantastic opportunity for the German
collector, F.-V.F. overall (photo on web site).
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

968

HH/H

969

HH

970

HH/H

971

HH/H

972

H/m/)

973

HH/H/m

974

HH/H/m

112

Worldwide, Enormous Philatelic Avalanche, 1860-2000. Thousands of stamps, souvnier sheets, covers
and souvenir pages filling four cartons, you will discover U.S. two Recalled Legends of the West, one with original
envelope, seven sets 1992 Columbus souvenir sheets 2624-2629, U.S. postage, souvenir page collection, worldwide
covers, Israel collection, mint U.N. collection, mint large blocks of early German airmails, Christmas seals, 2 volume
Mexico collection, Canada collection, exhibition pages of collection of U.S. postal infractions, 1937
CoronationnOmnibus set, and much more, a pleasant way to spend a New England winter weekend, some condition
issues, inspection is urged, F.-V.F. (photo on web site).
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
Worldwide, Philatelic Mayhem, 1880-1990. Tens of thousands of mint & used stamps and souvenir sheets
on thousands of album & stock pages, there is too much to even attempt to describe it, but there are many small
collections scattered throughout: a mint San Marino collection, mint & used Romania, Portuguese colonies, French
colonies, better U.S., Poland collection, Czechoslovakia with 434a, Greece, with Middle East, British Commonwealth,
Asia, everything and anything philatelic, condition issues exist, o.g., hinged or never hinged, but generally F.-V.F., for
the treasure hunter in us all.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

Worldwide, Mint Accumulation, 1960-2000. A volume of mint British Commonwealth, includes Tuvalu,
Antigua, Kenya, Barbuda, Grenadines of St. Vincent, Bahamas, Bermuda, Barbados, Cook Islands, Gibraltar, Nauru,
Niue, with many souvenir & full pages, please review, F.-V.F. Scott $9,500 (photo on web site).
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

Worldwide, New Issue Stock, 1970-2000. Includes hundreds and hundreds of sets and souvenir sheets,
includes countries Belgium, Bermuda, Bhutan, British Commonwealth, Great Britain and Channel Islands, Iceland,
Ireland, Liberia, and Yugoslavia, with Antigua 808-816 imperf, Bahamas 912-916, Belgium B1072-B1074, Portugal
1703-1706 (4), 1981 Royal Wedding Omnibus set, a wonderful addition to your stock, all the issues you missed the first
time you can obtain them now, make sure to come down and poke around, Very Fine.
Estimate $800 - 1,200
Worldwide, Mint Accumulation, 1960-2000. Thousands of stamps and souvenir sheets, includes Armenia,
British Commonwealth, Indonesia, Luxembourg, Mexico, Mongolia, Trucial States, duplication of most, tremendous
catalog value, inspection will only make it look better, F.-V.F. Scott $8,100 (Owner’s).
Estimate $800 - 1,200
Worldwide, Mint Accumulation, 1960-2000. Thousands of stamps and souvenir sheets, includes Armenia,
British Commonwealth, Indonesia, Luxembourg, Poland, Trucial States, duplication of most, tremendous catalog
value, be sure to check them out, F.-V.F. Scott $8,100 (Owner’s).
Estimate $800 - 1,200

Worldwide, Philatelic Stamparama. And what a balance it is, four large cartons filled with stamps, covers,
postal stationery, includes small stockbook of US revenues and cinderellas, group of China revenues, presentations
packs, worldwide first day covers and cacheted event covers, everything and anything philatelic, will make for a few
interesting weekends sifting through this holding, be sure to set aside ample time to inspect, F.-V.F.
Estimate $750 - 1,000
Worldwide, Smorgasbord, 1850-1960. Over one thousand mint & used stamps in four binders, better mint
includes CSA #1, Canada 15, better used with U.S. #1, New Brunswick 1, also mint & used Hawaii, nice write up and
display of Sudan overprints, “Rare Stamp” cigarette cards, British Commonwealth, Europe and South America, should
be lot of hidden gems ripe for picking, some condition and identification issues present, but do not detract from this
compelling selection, examination strongly recommended, F.-V.F.
Estimate $750 - 1,000

Worldwide, Philatelic Conglomeration, 1880-1990. Many thousands of mint & used stamps in glassines
and display cards, from every corner of the globe we present for your pleasure this holding, includes but not limited to
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Europe, Asia, British Commonwealth, South America and Africa, you’ll need plenty of patience to plow through this
beauty, but your effort will be well rewarded, tons of fun for little money, be sure to come down and peruse, F.-V.F.
Estimate $750 - 1,000
975

HH/H

976

HH/H/m

977

H/m

978

HH/H/m

979

H/m/)

980

H/m/)

981

HH

982

HH
Worldwide, Souvenir Sheet Stock, 1970-2000. Hundreds of mint souvenir sheets and blocks, includes St
Thomas & Prince Islands 573-576 (25), Mongolia 2247 (25), Central African Republic C286 (10), Ivory Coast 519 (8),
Hong Kong 628 (5), 651B (2), 651Bm (4), 650a (4), 651A (4), 651C (4), an impressive array of material, please review,
o.g., never hinged, F.-V.F. Scott $7,000 (Owner’s).
Estimate $500 - 750

983

HH
Worldwide, Souvenir Sheet Stock, 1970-2000. Hundreds of mint souvenir sheets and blocks, includes
Central African Republic C286 (10), Barbuda 493-495 (10), Mongolia 2247 (36), Hong Kong 629 (2), 651Bm (4), 792
(4), 757 (3), 668a (4), 628 (4), a terrific chance to restock inexpensively, F.-V.F. Scott $7,000 (Owner’s).
Estimate $500 - 750

984

HH

Worldwide, Mint Stock, 1870-1980. Housed in a counterbook, mint includes Abu Dhabi 81-83 NH, Ethiopia
312-313 NH, C18-C20 NH, Falkland Islands 84-91, 93-96, Gambia 175-187, Italy C42-C47, Kenya Uganda & Tanzania
98-112, Nepal 117, some excellent material present, be sure and check this one out, F.-V.F. Scott $5,000 ++ (Owner’s)
(photo on web site).
Estimate $750 - 1,000
Worldwide, Souvenir Sheet Accumulation, 1932-2000. Housed in seven volumes, with items like Belgium
B178 (2), B458a, B466B, Cuba 648-662 full sheets, Haiti C19a-C21a imperf, Peru C81a, Poland B29, NB41 full sheet,
Portugal 649a, 657a, 661a, Romania B40 (Russia 603a, 1360a, Saudi Arabia 254a, some scarce material for the
internet or retail dealer, some condition issues but overall F.-V.F. (photo on web site).
Estimate $750 - 1,000
Worldwide, Hunky Dory, 1860-1970. Includes a Scott Specialty album with Ceylon, Hong Kong, India,
Straits Settlements, Iran & Italy on stockpages, Scott American album, collection of South America on album pages,
and a Mexican collection in a Minkus album, plenty of keepers floating about, should be worth taking a few minutes to
check out, F.-V.F.
Estimate $750 - 1,000

Worldwide, Mish Mash, 1850-1990. Collected in two albums and two stock books, first Scott album has “S”
to “Z” with mint & used Saint Thomas & Prince Islands, Spain, mint Vatican City, one stock book with mint & used
British Commonwealth with values up to 10 shillings, second stock book with used Europe with France, Spain &
Switzerland. Condition a little mixed, but plenty of F.-V.F., well worth spending time on (photo on web site).
Estimate $750 - 1,000
Worldwide, Miscellany, 1860-2000. Several thousand mint, used and covers in glassines in one large box,
all identified, includes British Commonwealth, Europe, Russia, Latin America, Asia and Africa, with a few hundred
British Commonwealth first day covers, a few condition issues as to be expected, overall interesting accumulation,
affording potential for internet dealers, owner’s catalog values into four figures, box lot dealers and those interested in
hunting for hidden treasures, F.-V.F.
Estimate $500 - 750

Worldwide, Smorgasbord, 1888-2000, several hundred stamps, souvenir sheets and covers in a large box,
with mint Canada 120 (5), 122 (2), 217-227, 241-245, 249-262, 268-273 (3), United Nations mint stamps sets, postal
stationery, mint souvenir sheets including flag set, worldwide mint souvenir sheets,1972 Brazil Esfilbra souvenir folders
(3), U.S. Pacific Territories, mint Falkland Islands and covers, three Golden Moments books from the US post office,
quite a few tasty morsels, bring your appetites and your checkbooks, F.-V.F.
Estimate $500 - 750
Worldwide, Souvenir Sheet Stock, 1970-2000. A binder stuffed with hundreds of souvenir sheets and
blocks, includes Hong Kong 650a (4), 651Al (4), 651Bm (4), 668a (4), Armenia 431, 457a (10), Solomon Islands (5),
Yemen 209L, Mongolia 2247 (25), all mint and NH, a wonderful stock for your pleasure, what was checked was o.g.,
never hinged, F.-V.F. Scott $6,500.
Estimate $500 - 750

Worldwide, Souvenir Sheet Stock, 1970-2000. Hundreds of mint souvenir sheets and blocks, includes
Hong Kong 651Bm (4), 757 (4), 668a (4), 628 (4), Solomon Islands 626 (5), 538 (4), Togo 1143B, C41 with and without
silhouette, 1064-1072A, also includes Armenia, British Commonwealth and Middle East, a fresh clean stock, o.g.,
never hinged, F.-V.F. Scott $7,000 (Owner’s).
Estimate $500 - 750
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985

HH
Worldwide, Souvenir Sheet Stock, 1970-2000. Hundreds of mint souvenir sheets and blocks, includes
Central African Republic C286 (10), Solomon Islands 626 (5), 538 (5), Togo 1798-1804, C108a, C41 with and without
silhouette, 1064-1072A, also includes Armenia, British Commonwealth, U.S. Pacific Territories, Mexico and Middle
East, a fresh clean stock, F.-V.F. Scott $7,000 (Owner’s).
Estimate $500 - 750

986

H/m/)

987

HH/H

988

HH/H
Worldwide, Mint Accumulation, 1880-1990, fresh lot of mint worldwide stamps and souvenir sheets,
includes Isle of Man 5186, Japan 409, 2820, Jordan C35-C40, Korea 545a, Paraguay C54, Somali Coast C19,
Swaziland 436-439, Switzerland C45, and much more of this ilk, a lot sure to please any internet dealer, please inspect,
F.-V.F. Scott $2,500+.
Estimate $500 - 750

989

HH/H

990

HH/H

991

H

992

H/m/)
Worldwide, Philatelic Safari, 1860-1990. Housed in four large boxes, with Scott National album with better
U.S., zeppelin covers, hundreds of glassines with thousands of mint & used worldwide, over $100.00 in U.S. face, for
the quantity of stamps there must be a few hidden gems waiting to be rieved, condition issues as to be expected in a lot
of this size, but with many F.-V.F. (photo on web site).
Estimate $500 - 750

993

HH
Worldwide, Smorgasbord, 1950-90. Hundreds and hundreds of stamps and souvenir sheets in display
pages, includes Bangladesh 68a, Barbuda 322a (x15), Central Africa C282-C285 (x5), Jersey, Poland, Russia, St
Thomas & Prince Islands 573-576 (x25), Togo 1799-1804, Yemen and much more, great lot for the new issue or topical
dealer, good luck and good bidding, Very Fine (photo on web site).
Estimate $400 - 600

994

HH
Worldwide, Smorgasbord, 1950-90. Hundreds and hundreds of stamps and souvenir sheets in display
pages, includes Bangladesh 68a, Barbuda 322a (x13), Central Africa C282-C285, Jersey, Macao souvenir sheets,
Poland, Russia, St Thomas & Prince Islands 573-576, Togo 1799-1804, Yemen and much more, great opportunity to
restock on some mint NH material, Very Fine (photo on web site).
Estimate $400 - 600

995

HH/H/m

996

H/m/)
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Worldwide, Mishagas, 1880-2010. Thousands of stamps, presentation packs and souvenir sheets packed
into a large carton, mint includes Cuba C61a, b, C62a, b, Eritrea 65-68, Pitcairn Islands 39-51, 72-96, Oman 56-64, lots
of Harry Potter, Walt Disney & Dark Knight topical material, tons of Australia, New Zealand and British Commonwealth
souvenir sheets, an inexpensive way to stock up on some recent issues, please examine, F.-V.F. (photo on web site).
Estimate $500 - 750

Worldwide, Enormous Schmear Lot, 1880-2010. Filling seven large carton with thousands and thousands
of stamps and souvenir sheets, includes carton of Canada, with mint blocks, souvenir sheets, booklets, and year sets,
carton of United Nations material, three albums of world wide souvenir sheets, box of world wide off paper, and several
volumes of gold stamps, plus much more, a wonderful lot to spend a few New England winter weekends with, some
mixed condition, generally F.-V.F. (photo on web site).
Estimate $500 - 750

Worldwide, Mint Accumulation, 1960-2000. Volume of all mint material, with Israel, Maldive Islands,
Grenadines of St. Vincent, Afghanistan, Tonga, includes full & souvenir sheets, great lot to restock with, please
examine, F.-V.F. Scott $5,000 (Owner’s) (photo on web site).
Estimate $500 - 750

Worldwide, Mint Set Accumulation, 1950-2000. Hundreds of mint sets in a box, lots of Vatican, Hong
Kong, Tripolitania, Liberia, Viet Nam, Niger, Great Britain and British Commonwealth, France & Colonies, and more,
with much potential, must be seen to be truly appreciated, condition for the most part is F.-V.F. (photo on web site).
Estimate $500 - 750
Worldwide, Set Accumulation, 1880-1960. Mint holding that includes the countries Hong Kong, France,
New Brunswick, Prince Edward Island, Great Britain, a loaded lot, needs some TLC to maximize return, please review,
F.-V.F. (photo on web site).
Estimate $500 - 750

Worldwide, Philatelic Jubilee, 1860-1990. Many thousands of stamps and covers mounted in four albums
and in glassines in three wooden boxes, mostly modestly valued material, and a small group of U.S. postage, lots of
stamps to plow through and fill up a couple of cold New England evenings, inspection invited, F.-V.F. (photo on web
site).
Estimate $400 - 600
Worldwide, Philatelic Death Cage Match, 1840-1990. Many thousands of used off paper foreign and U.S.
stamp in glassines and envelopes, box of 1970 NYC postal strike stamps and covers, sheet file of Xmas and other
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seals, better used foreign scattered in cigar boxes, it shouldn’t be a struggle to realize this lot’s potential, some condition
issues as to be expected in a lot of this size, F.-V.F. (photo on web site).
Estimate $400 - 600
997

H/m/)

998

H/m/)

999

H/m/)
Worldwide, Philatelic Eruption, 1880-2000. A mess that needs some discipline, in a large carton that
includes several Australian Stamp Yearbooks, hundreds & hundreds of covers including China, U.S. checks with
revenues, a ton of material to plow through, should easily have huge potential, please come by and inspect, F.-V.F.
Estimate $300 - 400

Worldwide, Schmear, 1860-1990. Filling to the brim a large box, everything and any thing philatelic will
show up here, with mint & used stamps, souvenir sheets, sets, covers, meters, a great way to spend a cold New
England weekend, perfect for the internet dealer, some mixed condition, but overall F.-V.F. (photo on web site).
Estimate $400 - 600
Worldwide, Eclectic Jumble, 1840-1990. Including Danzig 221a & C41a on first day cover, lot of Austria
covers and stamps, mint Korea lot, small group of Japan first day covers, Great Britain on pages including used Penny
Black, mint & used Switzerland collection mounted in a volume, and Japan full sheets, great potential, don’t nap on this
one, F.-V.F. (photo on web site).
Estimate $300 - 400

1000 H/m
Worldwide, Accumulation, 1880-1990. Filling a large carton, includes Scott International Part XVI, over
$400.00 U.S. face, various USPS issued stamp albums, a Scott album with hundreds of mint & used stamps, a keen lot
to sort through, condition issues, but mostly F.-V.F.
Estimate $300 - 400
1001 H/m/)
Worldwide, Philatelic Playdate, 1900-90. Thousand of stamps, souvenir sheets and covers filling a large
carton, with U.S. and foreign covers and picture postcards, mint & used stamps, U.S. postage, and more, more, more!!!
be sure to scope this one out, lots to play with, F.-V.F. (photo on web site).
Estimate $250 - 350
1002 H/m/)
Worldwide, Balance of Consignment, 1880-1960. Includes Schwaneberger album decently filled, cigar
boxes of mint, used and covers, over $30.00 U.S. face, and a U.S. album with mint blocks of four Famous Americans,
and a glassine of mint & used Germany, nothing rare but viewing recommended, F.-V.F.
Estimate $250 - 350
1003 H/m/)
Worldwide, Mint & Used New Issues Accumulation. The Heritage Collection of Worldwide Americana
worldwide stamps and souvenir sheets; United States unused envelopes (U218-19, U221, U348-51, U522, U522a,
U523, U524-548, 549-57, U561-69 & U571-89), plus Constitution Bicentennial Covers Collection in album; Canada
1982 Exposition picture postcards. We also noted a large amount of glassines with unchecked stamps; abundant
Liechtenstein & Sweden maximum cards. A last minute arrival, viewing recommended for full appreciation of the
opportunity afforded, F.-V.F.
Estimate $200 - 300
1004 H/m
Worldwide, On & Off Paper Mixture, 1880-1990. Several thousand worldwide stamps, includes China,
Trucial States, Japan, British Commonwealth, a slew of material that should be checked and than put up in packets, one
of our most popular lots, please inspect, F.-V.F.
Estimate $200 - 300
1005 H/m/)
Worldwide, Schmear, 1900-2010. Used full sheets of Eastern Europe, mint Finland collection, U.S. revenue
group, Trucial States souvenir sheets, several modern cover collections including golden replicas, lots of stuff to go
through at a modest cost, F.-V.F.
Estimate $200 - 300
1006 H/m
Worldwide, Small Accumulation. Containing France Napoleon III set including #37 and 1870 Republic
group, some Cape of Good Hope triangles, a Japan 1951 park souvenir sheet, an album page of early China, some
better souvenir sheets: Portugal #657a and a few Hungary 1930’s Semi-Postal better souvenir sheets, generally
F.-V.F. (photo on web site).
Estimate $200 - 300
1007 HH/H/m Worldwide, Accumulation, 1900-80. Hundreds of mint & used stamps in four envelopes, the best of the lot
is a group of Bhutan with 3D singles, blocks of four and souvenir sheets, makes for an interesting purchase, please
review, F.-V.F.
Estimate $200 - 300
1008 m
Worldwide, Wholesale Lot, 1900-60. Excellent group of used material, includes Hong Kong, Switzerland
UN Offices and a valuable group of United Arab Emirates, some useful items at an inexpensive cost, please review,
F.-V.F. (photo on web site).
Estimate $150 - 200
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1009 H/m/)
Worldwide, Mystery Box, 1932-2000. Packed in one carton, includes small stockbook of North Viet Nam,
United Nations first day covers, mint & used postal stationery, stamps and souvenir sheets, U.S. picture postcards
including the Beatles, souvenir cards and commemorative panels, and who know what else, spend some quality time
with this baby, F.-V.F.
Estimate $150 - 200
1010 HH
Worldwide, Booklet Dealer Stock of Guernsey and Foreign. In three blue albums with a great mix of
booklets, o.g., never hinged, F.-V.F. Scott $652 (Owner’s) (photo on web site).
Estimate $150 - 200

Supplies
1011

Scott Platinum Series Hingeless Albums. Four albums with slip cases, includes parts 1, 2, 3, 5, 7,
excellent condition, retail is several times our low estimate.
Estimate $400 - 600

1012

Scott International Postage Stamp Albums. Three like brand new albums, parts 2, 3 and 4, with copyright
dates of 1939, three beautiful albums with tight spines, for the collector who has everything (photo on web site).
Estimate $200 - 300

Philatelic Literature
1013

Philatelic Library, dozens of tomes on stamps and coins, stamps include US Cancellation by Skinner- Eno,
The US Two Cent Red Brown of 1837-1887 by Willard, US Commemoratives f the 20th Century by Johl, 2011 Scott
Classic Specialized, Plate Number Coil Handbook by Lawrence, Disinfected Mail by Meyer, American Airmail Catalog
complete, The Postal Stationery of U.S Possessions, in foreign there are a few Michels, 2001 Ceres, and two volumes
on coins, Early Half Dollar Die Varieties by Overton and The US Trade Dollar by Willem, some excellent works to aid in
your collecting, F.-V.F.
Estimate $350 - 500

End of Sale - Thank You
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Most lots in this sale have photographs on our site.
Also, you can bid on our site, and the site is fully
searchable.
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